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Foreword
Writing this book rose from pressure directed by many to me to
do so. The first two books of the now completed trilogy are
Strong as the Sun and Beyond Mortal Love. The title of this third
book Love unto Glory carries on the theme of love which has
always mystified human beings and kept their interest continually.
Some readers have seen the books to be in the fantasy class such
as stories by C. S. Lewis, George MacDonald and J. R. R. Tolkien,
but this is not the case. The novels are simply stories in a medieval
setting which seek to explore the matter of human love, and particularly human love in action. In doing this, the stories are very
much down-to-earth. Behind them is a special understanding of
the human race in its various endeavours. Whilst romantic love is
certainly explored, it is primarily universal love which is treated,
and so the three novels reach out to the whole human scene with
much relevance for our world today.
At the same time the whole story is not over-serious. Its play
is on the human level and so is interesting and entertaining. After
the publication of the first book—Strong as the Sun—readers
demanded a second novel. After the publication of that volume—
Beyond Mortal Love—the pressure was even stronger to write the
present volume. Each book can be read separately, without reference to the other volumes. As to a fourth novel—well, we will see
about that!

Glossary
People, Creatures and Places

Acromin
courtier in Zed in league with Corsini
Admah
the first man
Aelfric Collenthribben
Aethlic
Allein
Antipone
Appria
Ballia
Balwone
Cantric
Cathrid
Cautria
Clandius
Clanlo
Clutterers
Corsini
Cotillon
Creelias
Dimion

servant of the ancient gods of Cathrid; later
saved by, and worshipper of, the Most High
general in the army of Zed
jungle forest on the edge of Miridon
chief city of Frimpone
King Gothroyd’s personal servant
Balwone’s white horse
son of Facius and Merphein
small town in Miridon
kingdom east of Zed
northern kingdom
king of Miridon
wife of Prince Zenli of Cathrid
winged beasts of Allein
harsh lord of a serfdom in Flagland
city in the kingdom of Flagland
woman in Zed famed for her potions and
remedies
knight of Manignia
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Elaina
Endomin
Facius
Femgrid
Flagland
Flamgrid
Fransca
Frimpone
Gothlic
Gothnal
Gothric
Gothroyd
Haelfric
Haelfrom
Hathlic
Hawah
Holpen
Husius
Kalia
Kanasha
Kanavah
Lenon
Lucifer
Mabila
Magnion
Manignia
Mantria

GLOSSARY
stringed musical instrument once belonging to
Nappali; Balwone named his ‘Fidelia’
principal city of Cathrid
knight from Manignia; Balwone’s father
wife of Zemgrid; orphaned as a child; of same
travelling tribe as Zemgrid
kingdom to the south-east of Cathrid
a man of great wisdom; lived in Gothric;
orphaned as a child; also the sage of Zed
ancient god of the hearts of men
kingdom to the north-east of Cathrid
daughter of Gothroyd
knight of Zed in Gothroyd’s posse
ancient city in the Kingdom of Zed
king of the kingdom of Zed
king of Cautria
cousin of King Haelfric of Cautria
knight of Zed
the first woman
king of Flagland
brother of the former Zagon
an elder of Cautria
Kanavah’s brother
knight from Miridon who had previously been
Balwone’s sworn enemy
princess of Miridon
the opponent of Massia
queen of Zed; Gothlic’s mother; Gothroyd’s
wife
chief city of Manignia
kingdom to the north-east of Cathrid
northernmost kingdom
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Marana
Massia
Megafrith
Merphein
Mirameem
Miriam
Miridia
Miridon
Morna
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village in Miridon
great prince to come; brings peace; man of love
wife of Prince Husius
wife of Facius; niece of king (Zagon) of
Manignia; Balwone’s mother
place of beauty and rest
wife of Oranias
principal city of Miridon
kingdom bordering Zed
mastiff hound previously belonging to
Sophius, now companion to Balwone
son of Morna the mastiff

Mornsha
Mourna the Terrible

ancient god of the sky

Oranias
Oranone
Paelfric
Paelmin
Panitras
Panshin

of Cautria, a Massian and the Storyteller
chief city of Cautria
king of Cathrid
queen of Cathrid
a leader of Corsini’s men
wounded member of Corsini’s band of
assassins who turns to Massia
Roget
Corsini’s hitman who becomes Balwone’s
companion
Rougin
city of Flagland
Sarxia
evil giant of Allein
Shanome
knight accompanying Gothroyd; a Massian
Sharmion
son of Sharmold—chief elder in a village in
Miridon
Shemforth
Shemgridion elder in a forest village in
Miridon
Shemgridions race of wise people; people of Massia
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GLOSSARY

Shemmah
Shemmaker
Shemmalin

Shemgridion, father of Shemmosh
Shemgridion, grandfather of Shemmosh
leader of the ten Shemgridions who
accompanied Balwone to the northern kingdoms
Shemmashin chief elder of the Shemgridions in the Cathrid
forest

Shemmashone
Shemmian
Shemmites
Shemmosh
Shemmshi
Spattan
Terebus
Theogmin
Wonan
Zagon

Shemgridion sent by Massia to save Aelfric
Shemgridion who nursed Panshin
the tribes of Shemm
Shemgridion met in the forest of Zed
Shemgridion, sister of Shemmosh
ancient god of life
ancient god who ruled the night

courtier in Zed in league with Corsini
queen of Miridon
king of Manignia (name given to Manig
kings)
Zagonholme castle in Manignia where Balwone grew up,
just outside of Magnion
Zed
forest kingdom
Zemgrid
foster father of Flamgrid; cobbler; also
orphaned as a child
Zenli
Paelfric’s son; prince of Cathrid

CHAPTER ONE

The Storyteller of Oranone

T

Shemmalin had recently arrived from the Kingdom
of Cathrid, having travelled to the Kingdom of Cautria by
way of Manignia, the country in which Balwone the Great, a
prince of this latter country, had been born. Prince Balwone is
here mentioned by way of being the main character of this present
chronicle although its immediate concern is the purposeful visit of
Shemmalin.
Shemmalin was a member of the tribes of people called
‘Shemgridions’. We use the word ‘tribes’ because there were
many branches of these people, and they lived in many of the
northern countries of the world, and were continually penetrating
new places. The stem of the name—‘Shemm’—denoted that they
were descendants of a man originally called by that name. The
story of his own person has been lost in antiquity, and the manner
in which tribe after tribe split off from the first family also
became lost to Shemmish posterity. Even so, their identity as
‘Shemm-ites’ has not been lost.
It does not matter. What matters is that this people became
known as being quite intelligent, for the most part literate when
literacy was limited throughout the world of their days. The tribes
set a high premium on the ancient manuscripts, no matter what
their origins. They sought out the wisdom which can be found in
most tribes of the world, but they tested all wisdom by that of
their own leader Massia. At the same time they were very simple
in their manner of living, choosing to dwell in vast forests and
woodlands, content to earn their living by self-supporting agriculture along with their famous arts and crafts. It would seem that
they had always been religious though not in the way of fanatical
HE MAN
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and ideological pursuits. To be honest, the people in whose midst
they lived were more ‘religious’ in that they fanatically followed
their religion of worshipping and serving the ancient pagan gods;
their whole culture being linked with the days of fasting or feasting. These pagans generally lived in fear of their gods and often,
in trying to please these deities, they would attack people who
refused to believe in the pagan lords and gods. The attacks would
sometimes be physical, but generally they would be in the spirits
and consciences of the people.
The tribes of Shemm, that is, the Shemmites, had learned how
to live with their neighbours whom they regarded as heathenish.
Because as followers of Massia and the Most High God they had
no visible gods, eikons or deities, they were sometimes mistaken
for atheists and thus seen as being scandalous. For their part, the
Shemgridions avoided criticism and scorn of the heathen deities
and powers, choosing to worship in the vastnesses of the woods
that great man they knew as Massia, and Massia’s God whom
they called ‘the Most High’. Of course they, too, had their own
culture, and they lived within its laws and precepts and also
observed patterns of living and behaviour which marked them out
as different from their neighbours. For centuries the Shemgridions
had used a standard kind of dress, and it was by this that their
identity could be fixed. In many other respects they did not differ
much from those amongst whom they dwelled.
Shemmalin had been the leader of ten chosen Shemgridions
who accompanied Prince Balwone on his journeys through the
northern kingdoms of the part-pagan and part-Massian continent,
and that adventure is described elsewhere.1 On this journey, he—
along with two other Shemgridion elders—had been left at the
city of Antipone in the kingdom of Frimpone ‘to help substantiate
the fruits of holy convocation and to be advisers to the king and
his court, should they be required’. It was strange, then, that this
Shemmalin was not wearing the typical clothes of his people.
Instead he wore a simple forest green tunic and trousers, a form of
wear which was beginning, perhaps, to replace the age-old dress
of their culture. In fact, the move to wear non-Shemgridion dress
1 In the book Beyond Mortal Love (NCPI, Blackwood, 1996).
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had begun with the ten men on their travels with Balwone.
Shemmalin himself was a man in his later forties and, being the son
of Shemmashin the chief elder of the Cathridian Shemgridions,
was destined in the future to be the leader of his own tribe. As a
leading man he was quietly marked by bigoted protectors of the
ancient pagan faith. This may have been why he was wearing
clothes which did not culturally indicate his own faith.
To look at he was tall, as were most of his people, well-built and
strong in features. His gaze was not imperious but nevertheless
noble. He had the fresh look of a woodsman and a farmer. He
wore the customary beard and the turban which covered his tidy,
short hair. His eyes were of typical Shemgridion blue, deeply set
and constantly thoughtful. His mien was gentle as though he
warmed towards all people and was consequently a man of peace.
This gracious appearance of nobility was a mark of all his tribe.
He gave the sense of a strong presence. Strangers could not easily
pass him by and those who knew him could not ignore him, so
much a person of character and intelligence did he appear to be.
At this point in time he was meeting up with a person who, like
him, was wholly loyal to Massia, although he himself was not a
Shemgridion. It must be said that throughout the continent and the
known world of the day there were innumerable people who were
not Shemgridions but who followed Massia’s leadership. The
man of whom we are now speaking was a famous person among
the people of the kingdom of Cautria, and indeed his fame went
with him wherever he travelled. He was known as ‘Oranias the
Storyteller’, or just as ‘the Storyteller’ as though he were the
prince of all storytellers. In the days of illiteracy storytellers were
greatly appreciated, so that earning one’s living by telling yarns
was a guaranteed profession. Most storytellers were looked upon
as reliable historians. Oranias was certainly a true historian. Like
others he told tales of the origins of cultures and spoke of famous
men and women. Thus he, like others of his ilk, was in constant
demand. Human beings are ever fascinated with the past and
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intrigued by predictions of the future. Storytellers were generally
regarded as wise people, and often audiences demanded that their
speakers and teachers should help to solve some of their difficult
problems.
It was on this sort of an expedition that he had come to the kingdom of Cautria, and its famous capital city of Oranone. Because
the country had long ago abandoned its old gods in favour of
Massia and his God—the Most High God—Shemmalin had no
need to fear meeting the famous Oranias the Storyteller. It was
possible that some spy of the pagans may have sought to discover
what he was at, but this was hardly likely in a land where every
pagan shrine had been destroyed and where people had happy and
peaceful ways. Those who still retained their pagan religion at
heart, nevertheless did not seek to reinstate the old ways, for the
culture linked with the Lordship of Massia was pleasant enough
for all. In fact much of the old culture had been given a new life
and new look, and few opposed the transformation brought about
so many generations ago.
So, then, Shemmalin had sought out Oranias in his home which
was situated at the edge of the city. It was a simple dwelling in
the midst of some acres of pastures and trees, and had a brook that
wended its way through the meadows, being ultimately lost from
sight in the strip of forest which marked the termination of
Oranias’s property. Being the time of spring, the weeping willows
which edged much of the brook were breaking into tender green
buds, and the deciduous oaks and ashes of the woods wore the
same soft mantle of green. On the hills which sloped down to
Oranone were the rich greens of the cypresses and the silver
greens of the tall deodars. Shemmalin admired the beauty without
desiring to live in it. His mission was one of great importance and
he carried in his spirit the urgency of the task which had been
committed to him.
Passing through the gate he urged his mount into a gentle
canter as he rode towards the farmhouse of the Storyteller. News
of the Shemgridion’s coming had been sent ahead, and so it was
Oranias himself who met Shemmalin and gave him a warm
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welcome as he dismounted. Shemmalin was much impressed by
his host. Rarely had he seen a man who carried so much presence
with him, and he was comforted by the genial smile and the calm
bearing of the Cautrian sage.
The Storyteller, for his part, had a servant unharness
Shemmalin’s horse and stable it with good cereals and hay for
provender. Later it would be set free to graze in the grassy acres
and drink from the sweet water of the creek. Relieved of his
mount the traveller from Cathrid followed his new host into the
farmhouse, and all the while he was seeking to discern the spirit
of this older man. He saw how proud Oranias’s wife was of her
famous husband, and he was inwardly comforted.
Oranias was certainly a man of unusual character and of physical
bearing. He was large in physique for he was closer to seven feet
than to six, was broad-chested and thick-limbed. A man of the
north, he had grown up as a hillsman, and such men were generally strong, bearing characteristics of nobility, and scorning as
they did the softer members of society who lived in towns and
cities. He had grown up as a boy of the hills, roving and ranging
far on the slopes of the wooded terrain. Early in life he had been
allowed to join the hillsmen of his clan who guarded the flocks of
sheep and cattle from marauding bears, lions and other predatory
animals and birds. At night he would sit with the men around
their fires as they guarded the grazing stock. He had a special
interest in listening to their stories, their old fables and their
folklore. He became versed in the history of his pagan forefathers
in past centuries, but for many generation the hills had belonged
to Massia the great prophet and priest of the kingdoms of Mantria,
Frimpone and Cautria.
What had intrigued and held him gripped firmly with the past
were the songs and sung sagas of ancient times. Early in his boyhood he had learned to play the hillpipes, instruments of exceedingly sweet and strong music. He joined with the men who naturally formed choirs in their night singing, the climate seeming to
favour their throats and voices. Something was born in his heart
which was never to be eradicated and that was the love of stories,
chronicles and sagas. He would not have understood the word
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‘fiction’, for to him all stories were true. He would not allow any
variation of the tales he heard and if, by chance, an old man
became forgetful of the exact details of stories then he would
respectfully remind him of them. His life was built around the
reality and authority of the anecdotes and longer narratives which
he had absorbed.
To crown all this, an ancient storyteller came to the Cautrian
hills who was different from other itinerate storytellers for he was
filled to the full with yarns, legends and tales, and so much so that
Oranias was hard put to memorise all of them. But for Kalia—an
elder of the tribe and one who could write—Oranias would have
been in despair. He straightaway determined to become a writer
so that he could be a better storyteller. He and Kalia spent many
hours together in this pursuit, and the boy found how great a glow
and shine he could give to his own stories with the enlarging of
his vocabulary. From Kalia he learned that the tribes who could
write and who could read ancient manuscripts were tribes which
could advance in knowledge, wisdom and intelligence.
Eventually the calling of Oranias was recognised by his
people, and it was accepted that his life should be given to the
work of a storyteller. Eventually he was sent to the city of
Oranone where he mixed with the scholars of the day who,
although they were few, exercised great influence as teachers and
prophets among the people, ranging from royalty in the palace,
high-ranking leaders in society, artisans in the city, down to
yeomen and rural workers and the simple tribesmen of the hills.
Because he was big in stature, ruddy in countenance, rich-voiced,
and had the appearance of a sage, he quickly attracted listeners.
At this point of life he had grey hair which was soft but plentiful
and stood out from his head like a great aura when the sun behind
him caught it and turned it into an aureole.
Both men knew there was business they were to conduct and
that it was of extreme importance. Nevertheless, Oranias was first
to speak.
‘It is indeed a great day, Shemmalin’, he said, ‘when I can
meet a man of Massia such as you are reputed to be. I understand
that you are not only a follower of Massia but also of his high
servant, Balwone the Great.’
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Shemmalin was a plain man, but he bowed to Oranias in deference to the wisdom he knew the Storyteller possessed.
‘What you say is true’, he acknowledged, ‘but as you well
know, this master of mine is a prisoner of the cruel Gothroyd of
Zed, the king of that country. It is a fact that the Zagon allows
him reasonable freedom, for Balwone was once heir to the throne
of the State of Manignia, but because of his love for Massia he
refused that honour. He became a prisoner of Gothroyd in order
to save the people of Cathrid from the sword of that fierce
tyrant—that monster who once destroyed the Shemgridions in his
land, and who vows to annihilate this people wherever they live.’
Oranias looked intently at the face of his visitor. ‘What then
have the Shemgridions done that so enrages the king of Zed?
Why should he be so filled with hatred for this mild people? What
threat can they pose to him?’
Shemmalin looked steadily at his questioner. ‘You, Oranias, of
all men should know why a man like Gothroyd of Zed is act-ing
in the way that he is doing. You can tell me why he should act
thus.’
The Storyteller nodded his head. ‘I wot that his loyalty to the old
gods causes his anger against the new ways of worship, and the
rejection of those gods. Doubtless one part of him feels justified
in meting out such cruel treatment to the gentle Shemgridions, the
part which is loyal to the old ways and the culture of his kingdom.
The other part sees that these holy people live lives which are
beyond rebuke, so quiet and peaceful are they and how little they
participate in the political actions which are part of the old system.
There even the gods are jealous of one another, and their devotees
must not show partiality to the lords they serve. I wot that
Gothroyd is in a state betwixt two—whether to allow the
Shemgridions to go on in their quiet ways which will ultimately
convert people to Massia, or to destroy them so that nothing of
their faith remains.’
Oranias sighed heavily. ‘These monarchs seem never to learn
that persecution of a religion and its people only stimulates that
system into richer and stronger life.’
He smiled at Shemmalin. ‘I have many stories, many accounts
and many narratives that come quickly to my mind. Would that
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Gothroyd would listen to me. My stories might start his mind and
thinking upon another track.’
‘I agree, Oh most sagacious Oranias’, said the Cathridion.
‘However, I doubt he would ever listen to you, no matter how
famed be your name. His mood is a dangerous one. Because he
knows that Balwone loves his daughter Gothlic and would soon
wed her, therefore Balwone is a constant danger to him. He dare
not have him killed, and wed his daughter to Balwone he would
never do. This would give strength and power to those of Massia.
He is in a painful dilemma.’
The man from Cathrid paused for some moments, contemplating his own ideas, as though choosing from amongst them. Then
he smiled.
He said quietly, ‘We are thinking beyond Gothroyd’, he said. ‘It
has come to us that the king of Zed may make it simple for
Balwone to escape, for the prince is not in jail or other restraints. It
is just that Gothroyd keeps him from converse with Gothlic his
daughter. Suppose, then, Oh Oranias, that Prince Balwone could
slip away, then we doubt that Gothroyd would seek him out. He
would be glad the Prince would be separated from Princess
Gothlic. He probably believes that he could eventually turn Gothlic
away from Balwone and perhaps arrange a political marriage with
a Cathridion prince, should the present king of Cathrid die.’
The Storyteller was following Shemmalin’s reasoning closely.
‘If that were the case’, he said, ‘Cathrid would be won back
from its recent conversion to Massia. The massacre of your people
and the later arrangement between King Paelfric and King Gothroyd
that averted the slaughter of the unarmed troops will have been in
vain. The old pagan system will have been strengthened and may
even grow to overthrow the kingdoms of peace.’
Shemmalin agreed. ‘You are correct in substance’, he said, ‘but
we have other ideas in mind. These I would now discuss with you.’
Oranias nodded. ‘Speak your mind, friend Shemmalin’, he said.
His eyes were kindly, his gaze gentle, his whole demeanour
sympathetic.
The visitor from Cathrid took courage. ‘I long, Oh Oranias,
that you would return with me to the southern countries and
teach our mutual friend Balwone to know the whole story.’
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Oranias’s eyes widened. His eyebrows rose. He looked astonished and at the same time he became alert. He obviously held
no suspicion, but he was amazed beyond measure. Shemmalin
perceived that his interest was caught. Delighted, he expanded
his explanation.
‘In the dominion of Zed there existed a man named Flamgrid
who, though a cobbler by trade, was also a great thinker. Abandoned by someone, near the house of a cobbler Zemgrid and his
wife Femgrid, he was brought up by the couple in the forest of
the kingdom of Zed. He had a magnificent mind and very early
in life he became literate and began reading the history of mankind, and the wisdom writings of the ancient sages. His foster
parents—Zemgrid and Femgrid—had what was called ‘the
know-ledge’. It was this which also seemed innate to Flamgrid
and he was high in the estimate of people far and wide.
Undoubtedly there was much superstition which drove people to
ask his counsel, but others visited him because of the brilliance
of his mind and the depth of his wisdom. He was an avid
collector of ancient manuscripts and possessed a library which
was highly regarded.’
Oranias nodded, slightly impatient. ‘Of course’, he said.
‘Who does not know of Flamgrid? All people, whether pagan or
of Massia, give great homage to Flamgrid, but what does he
have to do with your visit? Is it Flamgrid who has sent you?’
Shemmalin shook his head dumbly. His eyes were filled with
pain. ‘Alas!’ he said softly. ‘Alas! Our Flamgrid is no longer in
this world. After the massacre of the Shemgridions in the king’s
forest, Gothroyd the king sent him to a castle to be kept under
arrest, though he was free to roam the grounds and to have his
own worship and study what ancient manuscripts he had not
given to Balwone.
‘The king thought to have him under his complete control but
the sight of that quiet and patient man would send him into
rages, for the very humility of the revered sage was an affront to
the monarch. His anger grew and one night, in an act which
sprang from that terrible rage, he ordered that Flamgrid be
beheaded, and his head be held by a pike at the front of the
castle. This perfidious deed will one day bring the king either to
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total repentance or an end more terrible than he has meted out to
Massia’s beloved servant.’
Both men remained silent for some moments, Oranias too
overcome by horror and grief to comment on Flamgrid’s death.
‘Be patient, Oranias’, Shemmalin said gently, for he saw the
genuine grief of the huge man before him. ‘All that I must speak
to you will soon be told. By a chance meeting and then a time of
being a pupil of Flamgrid, Balwone the Great, a prince of the
kingdom of Manignia, began to absorb much of the knowledge
and wisdom of his teacher. Although he had the opportunity of
becoming king of Manignia, he chose to remain as a simple philosopher, espousing the wisdom he learned and about which he
thought much. A great yearning grew in him to understand love
as the most powerful force in the world, and a force which when
well known and practiced would rid the world of war, violence,
cruelty, greed and selfishness. Through Flamgrid and others he
learned of the Holy Mountain.’
By now Oranias was leaning forward. ‘I have heard of this
story’, he said. ‘I have heard of Prince Balwone and I have heard
of his adventure in which he penetrated the dreaded region of
Allein and climbed the Holy Mountain. It seems that all the
accounts tell of some terrible happening on the Mountain, and
that Balwone came near to being annihilated, so unholy and
unacceptable was his endeavour to bring love to the world.’
‘That is correct’, Shemmalin said, nodding his head in agreement. ‘It was revealed to him that his heart was not pure, nor was
it true. His act, seeking to liberate the world from its evil, was in
itself a profoundly evil venture. Even so, though deeply chastised,
Balwone was not destroyed by the Most High God, but underwent a deep experience by which he came to understand the
nature of true love. Also he has had experiences of Massia which
brought him even beyond what Flamgrid had taught him.’
Shemmalin paused, and for a moment dropped into deep
thought. When he looked at Oranias his eyes had changed into a
deep blue, from their usual lighter colour.
He said, ‘Oranias, I do not quite know how to describe what
has come to Balwone, and yet, also, what has not come to him.
He was finally turned to believing in Massia by the seeing of the
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massacre of some Shemgridions in their forest village within
Zed. You will know the cruelty of Gothroyd, for what he did has
become proverbial throughout the kingdoms of the north.
Balwone and his esquire Roget were present on that occasion,
and also Flamgrid, who cried against the massacre and was
silenced by Gothroyd the king. Flamgrid was beginning to piece
together the manuscript materials which had gone to make his
wisdom—such were the sources and recipes of his particular
insights and sagacity. He had seen Balwone come to a swooning
at some vision he had had of Massia in the preceding night, and
he was greatly intrigued. It was as though his vast wisdom was
wonderfully simplified and he began to see that Massia in his
own person was the wisdom and power of the Most High.’
When he paused, Oranias said impatiently, ‘Yes! Yes! And
so what happened?’
Shemmalin’s eyes clouded. ‘Not all the pleas of Flamgrid and
Balwone could move the king. He told our Shemgridions that
their religion had caused old pagan kingdoms to collapse and be
taken over by cowardly rule and decadent principles. Only the
pagan gods could work to establish kingdoms of strength and
rule. Because Shemgridions worked away silently, eroding old
ways of life, destroying confidence in the natural gods and lords
of nature, and bringing in new ways of living which were subservient and lacking true power, then this Massia-obsessed
people must be eliminated as dangerous to true society.
‘Flamgrid, Balwone and even Gothlic the king’s daughter
pleaded for the life of the people. The king was angered that his
decision should be called into question. Then began the terrible
slaughter of the children, young people and finally the elders and
other aged people—both men and women. Balwone believes that
the more guilty the king came to be in his conscience the less
rational he was, and the more terrible the slaughter by the soldiers
caught up in hellish blood lust.’
Shemmalin paused. He was deeply affected by the memory of
the useless destruction of harmless, loving people, and more so
as he saw their dignity in death.
‘Whilst some young people fled in terror’, he said, ‘yet the
king, now maddened by the sight of blood and writhing bodies,
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was out to destroy every Shemgridion and bid his soldiers ride
after the escapees and cut them down. His own daughter Gothlic
looked at the massacre with horrified eyes and wept for the foolishness of it all.’
The Shemgridion elder let his voice die into silence. Then he
looked at Oranias. ‘I did not mean to tell you all that’, he said. ‘I
just wanted you to know that in the days Balwone was there—
including the time of the massacre—he was so affected by the
witness of my people that, since then, he has worked day and
night to share with us in our lives, and the work in this world that
we feel called to do.’
Oranias had heard the Shemgridion elder out. He still did not
understand what was the nature of the mission of the Cathridion
of the southern kingdom, which had brought him to Oranone in
Cautria, and to himself in particular. Shemmalin was breathing
heavily from having told the story of the massacre in that far-off
forest of Zed. He saw the question on the face of Oranias and
responded.
‘Dear famous Storyteller’, he said, ‘we believe that many of
the ancient prophecies spoke of the man we now call Balwone of
Manignia. Without lauding him and insisting that he do the work
prophesied of him, we look to him to be God’s special envoy to
us, and an ambassador to the Most High for us. We know, in fact,
that this is what Massia virtually is, but that on earth he has those
whom he calls the ambassadors of the Most High.
‘We also have great hope that this Balwone will be the
one who will unite nations in peace and love, as he once had a
notion to do, but his notion sprang from arrogance since he
fancied himself as the great man of love, when what he was doing
was trying to bring love to the world as though he were very love
itself. We know that only the Most High God can claim to be
love.’
Shemmalin paused again. Oranias could see the lines of weariness on his face but he waited for further words.
The Shemgridion elder nodded to himself as though he were
urging on his spirit to fulfil the mission it had with Oranias. So
he began talking again, this time with a deeper tone of urgency
and yearning.
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‘Dear friend’, he said, ‘there is no danger that Balwone will
revert to his former ideas. They partly came from his youthfulness, his ideals, and a mixture of wisdom, fables, legends and
fancy taught to him by Flamgrid, to say nothing of the
movements of his own fertile mind. In his journey to the northern
kingdoms of Mantria and Frimpone, as also in his triumphs in the
kingdom of Cathrid, he has been a worthy servant of Massia. He
has learned much. Even so, he is likely to live out his days as a
voluntary prisoner of Gothroyd of Zed, as a kind of hostage so
that the nation of Cathrid will be protected from Gothroyd and his
murderous acts of destroying Shemgridions. Gothroyd may even
wish to be rid of him and allow him to escape, in which case
Gothroyd can again take up arms against the people of Massia
wherever they may be. His stated aim is to restore the kingdoms
to the pagan lords and gods. His guilt for dreadful massacres and
the way he believes he was tricked into leaving Cathrid in peace
have tor-mented him, making his anger to grow. Meanwhile,
Oranias, Balwone is in prison and lost to us.’
Oranias nodded in agreement. He was still unable to make
any sense of what he was being told, other than that he was
learning the nature and mission of Balwone.
‘Friend Shemmalin’, he said in as kindly a voice as he could
summon, ‘I thank you for this long story and it helps me to
know the situation existing between the many kingdoms of our
continent, but I fail to see why you made the long journey to tell
me. You could have sent me a missive informing me of these
things. Why, then, have you come to me? Tell me clearly and
let me know what you desire of me in these matters, for I fail to
see of what aid I can be. After all I am only a Storyteller. I have
little to do with the affairs of nations, and your Balwone seems
to be a person of great worth, not requiring help from one such
as me.’
‘Ah!’ cried Shemmalin, ‘how wrong you are, dear Oranias! It
is you, I believe, who holds in his hand the key to the future
ministry of Balwone and all other lovers of Massia and his God.
Whilst your modesty is becoming, yet if fully pursued it may cut
you off from what yet may prove to be the main work of your
life.’
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Oranias stared at his visitor. There was some bewilderment in
his eyes. Then he said gently, ‘I have always thought that the work
I am doing is the main work of my life. It is not just to tell stories,
but to tell the Story, the Story of Massia, Son of the Most High.’
‘Ah!’ said Shemmalin again. ‘How correct you are, but when
your life comes together with Balwone’s life then such things
will surely happen which have not happened before; at least not
in our age up to this point in time.’
The bewilderment in the eyes of the Storyteller grew. ‘Dear
Shemmalin’, he said, ‘please do not linger in your speech. Speak
boldly and clearly that I may know why you have come this long
distance just to speak with me.’
The man from Cathrid nodded. ‘Surely I needed to give you
an introduction to what I have come for. It is this. Balwone, with
all his power to tell the good news and his gift of singing and
music, has yet much to learn what one of our forbears called
“the whole counsel of the Most High”. By this they meant,
amongst other things, that the good news of Massia has its
beginnings at the time of creation, and in the intention the Most
High then had for his creation.’
Oranias nodded and there was a rising colour in his cheeks.
Shemmalin was encouraged by the response.
‘Whilst there have been many wise men and women in our
world since the time of its being created, the wisest are those
who know the wisdom of the Most High. This wisdom we call
“the counsel of his will”; that is, that the reason for creation is
the prime thing a human being ought to know. This he ought to
know because mankind is the reason for the Most High creating
this universe. When a man knows the reason for his creation,
then everything becomes intelligible to him.’
‘Yes! Yes!’ the Cautrian agreed with some impatience.
‘Nothing is intelligible if man does not know why he is on this
earth. It is true that great minds do not always agree on this
matter but we who are followers of Massia do know.’
Shemmalin regarded the Storyteller calmly. ‘Of all who live,
and even of those of us who follow Massia, few have much
comprehension of why we are on the earth. We have a certain
gratitude for having been created, and for the good things which
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sustain us, but few understand what will be the ultimate outcome
of human history. Hence we do not have great hope, for we lack
the drive to live since we live in little expectation.’
Oranias’s colour heightened further. He was clearly excited.
‘Of course!’ he cried. ‘This I have known many years. It is for
this reason I tell my stories, and most of all I tell what I call “my
Story”. Dear Shemmalin, it is not my story. I did not create it or
devise it. It is the True Story, the Story of the Most High and his
servant, Massia. Years ago I came out of a small knowledge of
the Most High into a large knowledge. I once saw things as
though in a mist. Of course, I saw the creation about me with
clear sight, but the reason for it, and the great goal he had for
it—for us, for me—that I only saw in dark mist, but light came
through Massia to me and suddenly it was all clear.’
Shemmalin came out of his normal calm to clap his hands
and shout, ‘Of course! Of course!’
Both pairs of eyes were now shining, an unnatural but beautiful shining being in them. They were as two single persons, each
of which had a secret he thought none other knew, and who had
sought another who might know. Suddenly here in this city of
Oranone two were met who knew the same secret.
‘Ah!’ said the Storyteller. ‘It is a great joy, most excellent
Shemmalin, to know what we both know. This is the secret all men
need to know. This is what I call “the liberating knowledge”.’
Shemmalin nodded his head emphatically. ‘That, good
Oranias, is why I am here. I strongly doubt that that dear servant
of Massia—Balwone of Manignia—knows this secret so clearly
and so powerfully that he can stir up the people of Massia to see
what will bring hope to them in a great realisation.’
So rapidly was the Shemgridion speaking that he almost stuttered. The Storyteller noted this with a smile of amusement.
‘Dear brother’, he said, ‘I see you suffer as I have suffered.
You are so delighted with your story that you want to tell it to all.’
‘Of course’, agreed his new friend, ‘because the hope of
humanity is stifled by the little expectation they have of life after
death, and their dullness of spirit comes from their dullness of
sight. Were they to hear the story and believe it, then they would
see what we see and their hope would enlarge, being founded
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upon such an excellent sight of the One who draws all things to
their remarkable goal and conclusion.
‘Dear Oranias, I believe that were you to join with Balwone
in his mission to bring Massia’s love to the whole world, then
this Story, which as yet is incomplete, would astonish men and
women and children of every nation and bring them to live in
great love and hope.’
His mind caught hold of an idea and he brought it into the
open before both their eyes.
‘Man was created to live in the three primary virtues’, he said.
‘The sages of all ages have at least penetrated to this wisdom, that
human beings have been created to live in faith, hope, and love.
All these virtues are as one. A man cannot have love without the
object of faith which then becomes also the object of hope. Hope
must be of the outcome of love. So, dear Oranias, the Story we
know can alone lead mankind into these virtues, to experience
them, even if it is not aware of the names of these three virtues.’
‘This is truly wisdom’, said Oranias. ‘I grasp your point, friend
Shemmalin. Only in the Most High God, and through his Son and
Servant, Massia, can man come to these essential virtues. We
might say that without them a person cannot be a true human
being. With them he becomes what he was created to be—that
true human being.’
For some time the two men sat in silence. Oranias had forgotten
polite ideas of hosting his visitor. The very thought of physical
refreshments had gone from his mind. He was occupied with the
wonder and delight of the three virtues. Many other virtues he
knew existed by virtue of the virtues, and they, too, were
excellent for the life of man. He shook his head in wonderment.
Then he gazed into the eyes of the Shemgridion.
‘What, my friend’, he said gently, ‘do you seek of me, for I
am ready to hear?’
Shemmalin gestured with his whole person as though he had
expected they would come to this point.
‘As I understand it’, he said, ‘I believe Massia would have you
become the companion of this prophet Balwone. By this companionship you could quietly teach him to comprehend the Story and
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all that it means to this world, and in particular to those who
would come to the Most High via Massia. I doubt not but that
Balwone knows the Story but has not seen it as a story which is
the Story. He certainly is a man of the three virtues—faith, hope
and love—but clarifying the objects of these three virtues by
means of his coming to know the Story in a full way will further
transform his ministry.
‘What goes with being his companion is that you will bring the
full use of your storytelling into action. Men, women and children
will hear the Story—as indeed will Balwone in the action of your
telling it—and such renewing of Massia’s people will come that
they will have great reason themselves to tell the Story to others,
and to know they are part of this very Story themselves.’
Oranias was visibly moved, even to outward trembling.
‘Friend Shemmalin’, he said, ‘I am greatly shaken by your
visit and the words you are now uttering. It is a sad thing to say
but I had come to accept the fact of my telling of the Story as
though none would see it. Of course some have seen it, and their
response has been powerful. Yet they are very few, and often I
have questioned whether the Story is the Story and not just a
brewing of my own mind. I confess I had become dispirited, and
sadly enough, even somewhat bitter and tired. Now it is as though
the Spirit of both the Most High and Massia has come to me in
our conversation, and a fire has been lit afresh in my belly.’
Shemmalin said nothing, steadily looking at his new friend.
Then he clapped his hands together, turned a circle and declared
himself delighted.
‘Now there will be fire with fire’, he said. ‘I am sure you
two, along with men like Roget and Kanavah and Aelfric
Collenthribben and our men and women who are tellers of good
news, will cause kingdoms to crack and crumble. That was what
was promised in the old writings and prophecies and we should
always believe them.’
While they were talking, Oranias’s wife had entered the
room, and was setting out platters, mugs and condiments for the
evening meal. Shemmalin had met her before, and she had not
missed the last comments of both men. She looked up from her
work to comment.
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‘Does this mean, Oranias, that you will be going on travelling
as before? Will you be leaving us for your work of storytelling?’
Her husband was obviously stirred and there was a light on
his face. ‘It is so, my dear Miriam’, he said. ‘The fire has come
again and I must go.’
His wife nodded vigorously. ‘Now we will have peace.’ She
turned to Shemmalin, and said, ‘He is always restless when he is
not storytelling. When he is restless we, too, have no rest. Better
a travelling husband than a restless one in the house. This kind
of a man finds his peace in travelling and telling the old, old
Story.’
She straightened something on the table and sighed. ‘We
always miss him but when he returns he brings with him fresh
peace. He also brings the gifts of the people whereby we are
able to live. Take him, good friend, and the peace be with you.’
Shemmalin was moved by the sight of such a loyal and supportive wife. He knew not what to say except words of gratitude.
At the time of the evening meal he was beset with questions by
the sons and daughters of the couple. Their questions were
mainly romantic ones, and Shemmalin sighed within, for he
knew much had to happen before Balwone could be wrought
upon to go on such a tour. Enemies such as dark powers and the
very prince of darkness were in his mind. Also the kings and
leaders of kingdoms which opposed Massia were too strong and
real to be brushed aside by human optimism.
After the meal when the children were dismissed to their rest,
Shemmalin, Oranias and Miriam sat and talked about the future.
It was agreed they would return to Cathrid, setting out on the
morrow. There was much excitement, laughter, tears and prayers
before the three retired to their sleep. The day had wearied them,
and after that preliminary stimulation of excitement they fell
into heavy and restful sleep.

CHAPTER TWO

The New Plans of
King Gothroyd
for Gothlic and Balwone
The Prince and the Princess
in the Hands of King Gothroyd

P

Balwone of Manignia stood on the balcony of the
castle in the kingdom of Zed, the castle which was virtually
his prison. Zed was one of the southern kingdoms of the great
continent which was gradually coming under the faith of the man
called Massia who was set forth by his loyal subjects as the King
of all the nations, being, as he was, the Son and Servant of the
Most High God—the God who was over all the gods. The prince
was grateful that Gothroyd had not incarcerated him in the realm
of his palace, for the memory of what he had done to Flamgrid
would most certainly be aroused and inflamed, and in the madness of a murderous spirit Gothroyd might have destroyed the
man he both hated and—in his heart—greatly feared.
Behind the standing prince was a large mastiff, seated with his
paws stretched out before him and his massive head resting
on them. He gave those canine noises which betoken affection
for a master. These days he breathed somewhat heavily. Daily
Balwone’s esquire and servant, Roget, would exercise the hound
in the precincts of the castle bailey, and on those occasions when
the prince was free to cross the drawbridge, then the mastiff
would follow that man as he rode his beloved steed, the beautiful
Ballia, prince of all mounts in the eyes of his master. The mastiff
RINCE
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whose name was Morna had followed the prince in his great
journeys across the continent. Although a trifle stiff in limb, he
would revive into useful life when he sensed another journey was
in the offing. This noontide he sensed nothing of that nature.
The knowledge of Massia was ever present in the mind of
Prince Balwone who, had he wished, could once have been king
of Manignia had he not ceded the kingdom to his brother, the
present Zagon of Manignia. Indeed, as he stood and stared across
the rolling rural acres of Zed, the thought of Massia was the one
power which kept him from an exceeding great depression. In
times past he had fought powers of darkness which manifested
themselves as evil creatures, creatures which appeared as beautiful
and seductive as also foul and repulsive. Whatever their appearance they sought to destroy him. However, he had overcome
them by the use of a remarkable sword which would disappear
when it was not needed but would appear when it was needed.
Now no creature threatening or seductive appeared to him. Not
even in his mind. His contemplation was of a beautiful princess
named Gothlic who was the daughter of Gothroyd, king of Zed,
and who deeply loved Balwone. It was a strong, mutual love, and
it was this fact and relationship which now deeply troubled
Balwone. His spirit was caught with the sheer beauty of the day,
the acres of rolling grasslands, the fields given over to orchards,
cereal crops and vegetables. His mind moved into the great forests
which could be seen both near and far, and the beauty of them as
they acted as a barrier to invasion by other kingdoms. Not far
from the castle flowed a broad river which reflected the rare blue
of the sky, whilst on it men plied barges towards the capital city of
the province. The outlook was as lovely as it was desirable, but it
did not gladden the heart of the prince.
The thought of Gothlic would certain hearten him. The vision
of her in his mind was enough to quicken his pulse, but then it
would also bring a sense of despair to him. He had not seen her
once since the return of both of them from the kingdom of Cathrid
to which she had escaped from her father, Gothroyd. The story of
the events there are told in the last chapters of the volume Beyond
Mortal Love, but in brief the story is that King Gothroyd of Zed
was coming to make war with Paelfric, the king of Cathrid,
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because his kingdom was turning to the faith of Massia, forsaking
the old gods whom Gothroyd saw as the deities which were
strong and had always been involved in the lives of the people of
the greater continent. Massia’s followers were taking over kingdom after kingdom, and Gothroyd believed he was called by the
pagan gods to oppose the new God—the Most High—and bring
back the kingdoms to their ancient deities and cultures that were
initiated and supported by those powerful lords.
Gothroyd hated Balwone the Great who was being instrumental in spreading the faith of Massia. Even more enraged was he
by the fact that his own daughter Princess Gothlic had been
changed by the new faith. Because her father had destroyed a
village of Shemgridions—true followers of Massia—in Zed, she
had gone to Cathrid and was now a follower of Massia. It
appeared also that she had fallen in love with Balwone.
Gothroyd led his powerful army to Cathrid and would have
destroyed the unresisting followers of the Most High, but that
Paelfric had devised a plan, and that was to show his own mighty
army to Gothroyd but then to refuse to fight. Hard of heart,
Gothroyd was, even then, prepared to destroy all of the Cathrid
kingdom, but Balwone had offered himself to be a prisoner of
Gothroyd, and his daughter Gothlic had offered to return and be
obedient to him. It was these two offers which had saved the
people of Cathrid and thousands who had flocked there for a
great spiritual convocation.
Gothroyd had pardoned his daughter and the servants who had
helped her make her escape. Balwone, he decided, should be
imprisoned. The two royals had stayed to share in the great convocation, after which they had returned—with their servants—to
Zed. Balwone’s special servant and esquire was Roget who was
allowed to be free and live as a non-prisoner but yet chose to be
closeted with his master in the guarded castle, some distance
from the royal palace where Gothlic now lived.
It was of Gothlic that Balwone was now thinking and, with his
thoughts of her, also contemplation of the great Massia to whom
he had pledged allegiance. His problem was that although he had
saved thousands by his offers of voluntary internment and of
being brought to the court for judgment, yet he longed deeply for
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two things: the first of being liberated to serve Massia, and the
second to marry Gothlic and have her travel with him in his journeys of proclamation of his new faith.
Roget found him in this mood when he brought him victuals at
the time of noon which was the time of eating. He insisted that
the prince move out of his pointless contemplation and strengthen
himself by means of the food. Roget had advanced with Balwone
in conversation to use the plural ‘you’, for mostly in his conversation he used the old respectful ‘thou’ which all servants used
with their masters. Gradually he had come to use the ‘you’
because of their intimate friendship. Also, those in Massia
thought of themselves as brethren. In times of excitement Roget
would lapse into the old form of address.
‘Thou must be ready, at any time’, he said, ‘to move out if thy
life should prove to be in danger.’
‘I am under oath’, the prince replied, ‘not to escape, and to be
subject to Gothroyd’.
Roget set out food on a platter. ‘Gothroyd has said not one
word to thee. He ignores thy presence. He is saying that thou art
no threat to him.’
‘What then of Flamgrid whom he sought to subdue, whom he
imprisoned when he was a man of peace only? It is a sickness
with this king that he cannot stem the tide of Massia and the Most
High. He must needs murder a holy and wise man who brought
no harm to him but only the witness of a beautiful and a wise
man. Look you, Roget, he sent a spike of painful steel into the
heart of his daughter. As a pagan she could understand his bloody
slaughter. As a devotee of Massia she mourned deeply the cruelty
of her father. When she fled to us in Cathrid this was deep in her
heart but she could never bring herself to speak of it, not even to
me in the moments of our deepest love.
‘Yes, Roget, every day I am here is a threat to him’, Balwone
replied. ‘He looks on our faith as a dangerous disease. He thinks
the master of this castle and the servants will be infected, even
catch the sickness. I am sure he worries about Gothlic, for all his
insistence that she had disobeyed him and deserves the treatment
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he has meted out to her—that of virtual confinement in the castle,
although she appears to be free to do what she wishes. He has the
unhappy state of having failed her in the crisis in Cathrid when he
would have loosed his troops on the thousands of unresistant men
and women who would not forsake Massia and return to the old
gods.’
‘Good master’, Roget said with a slight nod of the head,
‘undoubtedly he must wish this state of affairs could somehow be
solved. I trow he would wish thy escape. You would then be in
fear of him, and he would have excuse to kill you were he to find
you, because of thy broken promise.’
Balwone rose from his bench. ‘I agreed to be tried by him and
if found guilty of some crime against him, then to be judged and
punished as he would wish.’
He stood against the iron railings of the balcony and looked
towards the castle which could be seen in the distance, in the
royal bailey of the city. The ache of his heart for his beloved
Gothlic was never absent. His prayers pounded the celestial city
of Massia incessantly, and part of him felt sure that his celestial
Master would surely set him free from his present bondage, and
give him the desire of his heart. Even now the delicate features of
this lovely princess came to him, as so often they did, and he
could not eat the bread he was twisting in his hands. He longed to
weep so that relief might come to his heart.
As he watched in this bout of agony, he saw in the distance a
cortege of horsemen making its way towards the castle which
was his present prison. Roget, too, was attracted by the sight, and
he looked grave.
‘What is this thing which is happening?’ he asked of no one.
He shaded his eyes with both hands, peering to make out the
posse coming towards them.
‘I trow it is he of whom we were speaking’, he said. ‘It will be
Gothroyd and his nobles.’
Balwone doubted that. ‘A king does not attend a prisoner’, he
said, ‘not even to judge and punish him. This must be for mischief if he visits you. Master, this is not good.’
Balwone regarded his old friend with warm affection. ‘Bless
you, friend Roget’, he said, ‘but worry not. The happening may
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be for our good. Who knows?’ Even so, his heart felt heavy
within him. He could see the banner which spoke of the presence
of royalty, though this also could be used when a messenger was
an emissary of his king.
Below, the portcullis of the castle was being lifted and the
drawbridge was being lowered. The prince and his servant heard
the sound of the horses’ hooves on the bridge, and then the trumpet which was the castle’s welcome to the royal cortege. Balwone
felt a pang of excitement shoot through him. It was like to a pang
of pain, for in it was dread of royal mischief, and anguish for his
beloved princess. He abandoned his eating, and walked restlessly
up and down the long balcony. He had no idea of what was happening below, and it would be against protocol to send his
servant to investigate the present happening.
It was not long before the master of the castle appeared. As
usual this servant of the king was genuinely respectful as he
bowed to his royal prisoner.
‘The king requires your presence’, he said. ‘He also desires
you to eat with him.’
The news gave a jolt to Balwone’s heart. It was true he had
eaten a fragment, and that the meal was there before him, but a
royal summons was not to be ignored. Although he did not feel
like eating, he knew he must.
‘Prince Balwone’, said the master, ‘will you be pleased to
accompany me?’
It was not a question but a respectfully given order. Balwone
nodded, straightened his dress unconsciously and followed the
master. Morna the mastiff rose stiffly to follow him but Roget
spoke sternly to the hound and it lapsed back into its comfortable
position. Roget had not been summoned and he followed the
departure of his master with a sense of uneasiness.
In the well-furnished dining hall all knightly members of the
royal cortege were standing. Only the king was seated and he
chose, graciously, to stand as Balwone was led before him. He
greeted the knight with a kindly nod, turned to his royal supporters and indicated that all should be seated. The esquires and
ostlers were, of course, not present, but attending to their mounts,
after which they would eat with their kind.
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Balwone sensed no hostility from the knights of the cortege. If
anything, he sensed something of respect, and this was probably
not so much traditional as it was for the sacrificial offer he had
made to the king when that monarch had invaded Cathrid. The
agreement made at Cathrid would long go down in the chronicles
of both kingdoms. Whilst the assembly of the king and his
courtiers was not jovial, Balwone thought he detected a slight air
of geniality. Certainly there was no expressed hostility. Balwone
could not but be impressed by the quality and demeanour of the
leaders of the kingdom. In return he showed his respect and his
serenity of spirit.
The king was seated at the head of the long table. None was
seated at his right hand, but he indicated to Balwone that he
should be seated along with the others, though at the head of those
on his left side. Balwone noted the concession, and his heart lifted
a little. He also recognised that it was so arranged in order that
both could converse without being overheard. He thought the
seating boded some warmth of acceptance in the king’s will, but
he refused to build his hopes on such an incident. What encouraged him was the thoughtful and calm countenance of the king.
For a time all ate in silence. The meal was almost a banquet in
appearance and in the good nature of well-prepared food. The
king began conversation with his royal prisoner when they had
partly feasted and the glow of enjoyment had begun. This example of the king allowed the knights to converse quietly, respectful
of the royal conversation but, in a sense, allowing it to proceed
unheard by all but Balwone.
‘The queen and the princess send their greetings to the prince
of Manignia’, the king said in a slightly formal manner. For what
this seemed to portend Balwone was grateful. Indeed his pulse
beat somewhat faster, and he coloured. He looked at the king.
‘Thank you, Sire’, he said. ‘I am grateful for this news of them.
I trust you will convey to them my own personal greetings.’
The king nodded. ‘It shall be done. It is partly in regard
to them that I come to you. I will be publicly sharing a judgment
I have made regarding you, and especially in regard to your
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affection for the princess. In some ways this will be good news to
you, yet, in another, news that will sadden your heart. In view of
all the circumstances which obtain with you and Princess
Gothlic, and with our kingdom and the kingdoms of Zed,
Manignia and Cathrid, I have come to the conclusion that we
should end your internment in this castle and send you on your
way, though to where I do not know.’
The king bent his head to tackle a portion of pheasant and
while he masticated this he did not talk. Balwone for his part was
charged deeply with emotion. The news was far beyond his
expectations. His time at the castle as a prisoner had not been difficult, apart from the separation from Gothlic and the work of
proclaiming the glory of Massia to other kingdoms. Tears started
to his eyes, and he knew he was choked with the emotions which
were stimulated by the news.
Gothroyd’s next words cancelled the joy. ‘I have made a
judgment that you and Gothlic may never wed. Not unless you
renounce Massia and the God whom you call “the Most High”.
My mind and will are still set upon our ancient gods. I am their
liege, and on me is dependent their survival and their power in
the kingdoms.’
As Balwone was about to answer, the king held up a hand to
bar him from words. ‘I have thought much about you and your
faith, and Gothlic and hers. I think I have to understand more of
what you are both about in your minds, and I can even see some
glimmer of goodness, but too much is at stake to give encouragement. One indication of this, and the southern kingdoms might
begin to honour your deity in whom I can never believe.’
He drew a trifle nearer to the man of Manignia. ‘More than
ever I am convinced that the culture we have known, the ways
and methods of our people, is tied in with the gods who are
powerful. Their goodwill for the growing of our crops, the health
of our cattle, the protection of our land and forests from sudden
storms and devastation, as well as the goodwill of nations who
would otherwise destroy us, all depend on the help and protection
of the ancient lords of nature. They are a formidable hierarchy,
and by them our kingdoms survive. To anger them would be to
let havoc loose in our midst.’
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He paused for a moment, put down the bone he had been
picking and wiped his hands on a cloth. His gaze was intense as
he peered into Balwone’s eyes.
‘Balwone, in your heart of hearts do you not think the old
ways are the best, the ancient customs the most commendable,
and humility before the gods the true way to the good life of the
kingdoms?’
He kept his gaze intently on the prince. Balwone remained
silent, for his part, but in the depths of him a quiet joy began to
dwell. He sensed the battle was in the heart and mind of the king.
He dared not reveal this knowledge, but the sorrow which had
begun to build in him was now on the wane.
‘Your Majesty’, he said in a quiet, controlled voice, ‘I respect
your convictions and as your prisoner I would not care to debate
those convictions. We would need discussions, long and often,
and I know that my opinions would never prevail with you. If
you please, then, may we not enter into them. I pray you, Sire, to
disclose to me your judgments on my life as also on the life of
your beloved daughter. These judgments I promised to accept
when we talked on the day of convocation in Cathrid. If it is
death then I will go to that for the sake of the people I love and
for the peace of the kingdoms and for the glory of Massia and his
God.’
Balwone saw the eagerness in the eyes of the king of Zed give
way to disappointment, but there was no anger. He had come
with the intention of making peace with the prince and the hope
that Balwone would change his mind. Had that been the case then
he would have given Balwone and Gothlic the opportunity to
meet and to be wed. The last had not been a strongly formed
intention, but its political advantages would have been many, and
he could have endured the union, were they to forsake their new
and novel deity for the sake of the kingdoms.
The king spoke in strong, firm tones. ‘If you will not renounce
your deity and his so-called offspring, then I must banish you
from this kingdom, separate you for ever from my daughter, and
tell you that your life will forever be in jeopardy, for you will be
an open prey to those who swear loyalty to the gods whom you
call “pagan”.
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‘I am grieved that you will not forswear a god who has
brought you to this pass—a prisoner of Zed and an alien to my
family. With your gifts and your character you could have been
made much of in our southern kingdoms. Now you will be a
refugee on all the face of the earth, and your life will be in constant peril. Balwone, will you not change your mind now, or will
you not spend the days needed to come to terms with the old
ways and be a servant of the old and holy hierarchy of the powerful gods?’
Balwone noted that when the king ceased speaking he was
breathless, for the matter in hand was no light one. Balwone was
sure that the monarch of Zed was a man divided. Doubtless much
guilt lay upon him for the massacre of the non-resistant
Shemgridions, and his conscience would not let him rest. He
thought in triumphant moment, ‘No king is greater than his conscience, and no human being can ever defeat this inborn faculty of
all humanity’. He even had a moment’s pity for the king, but he
knew where his loyalty lay and what he should do. He was certain, also, that it would work for good in the long run, however
painful it might prove during that run.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘I fully comprehend what this must mean to
you and to me. Somehow you must resolve the matter of my
being a prisoner in your kingdom, and my desire to wed your
daughter who, in your eyes, dishonoured you. My yearning is to
wed her, and your expulsion of me from the kingdom will
prevent that. I am a helpless man. I have no choice but to be forever a stranger in the very kingdoms I would long to see submit
to Massia. In other kingdoms I would be accepted and even
loved. To them, then, I must go. The price of that is the loss of
your daughter, yet I believe I will not lose her, for our spirits are
one. Even though you command me to marry another, that union
can never be what every marriage ought to be.’
Balwone saw a dark shadow come across the face of the monarch, and his own voice faltered. ‘Sire, I do not wish to anger or
distress you, but helpless as I am, I have a weapon given me which is
stronger than any wielded by the gods. I have a power more potent
than that of the armies of kings. I know Massia will prevail whilst
even I know your thoughts are that such a victory is impossible.’
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He looked again at the king whose countenance was frozen.
He saw no anger there, and if there was fear it, too, did not show.
What the king was thinking he could not discern, but he knew
that the words he—Balwone—was speaking were pricks and
pains in the conscience of the other man. He marvelled at the
manner of human beings, the way the Most High had created
them, and the realities they could not—even in the ultimate—
ever escape. With these thoughts in mind he was prepared for the
unchanging judgment of the king.
The king, however, was not prepared to make a public pronouncement as yet. He said in a normal voice, ‘Balwone, I fear
for my daughter. I know that she loves you, and I am convinced
she loves me. So I am in a state betwixt two, whether to pardon
you wholly, not placing any conditions upon you, and allowing a
royal wedding, or not departing from judgments. What you say
holds me to my original judgment, since you cannot move from
your own position.’
Balwone scarcely knew what to say. Both he and the king
remained in silence and so much so that the whole assembly
became quiet. Conversation ended. The Manignian prince was
thinking desperately, searching around in his mind for some
solution. In the silence he dared not utter his thoughts, and after a
few moments the general conversation began afresh.
It was then Balwone said, ‘Your Majesty, I wot not that we
can find a solution. I am most grateful for your decision and will
abide by it. Nonetheless I am sure Massia will find a way and tell
us both.’
A dry smile appeared on the face of the monarch. ‘May hap I
wot that the true but ancient gods and lords may deliver a
different counsel, but we shall see.’
Balwone was greatly encouraged by this answer although he
knew, as did the king also, that the hierarchy of lords and gods
did not deliver such personal messages to human beings whom
they scorned as inferior creatures—at best servants of their lordship, and at the worst untrustworthy incompetents. In this lay the
vast difference between the Most High and the pagan deities.
He said to the king, ‘I am most grateful for your expelling me
from Zed, though I feel the misery of a life at peril and excluded
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from part of the society of human beings. Even so, the sword of
Massia—the one we call Lemery’s sword—will be with me in
time of need.’
The king gave a twisted sort of smile. ‘That is a myth’, he
said, ‘this telling of Lemery’s sword. I would as lief trust my own
sword, handed down through the royal generations. There is no
sharper sword in the kingdoms both southern and northern. No,
Prince Balwone, no sword will protect you from what will come
upon you. I regret that, for your qualities for gaining leadership
of people is greatly to be envied, but sharp steel is stronger than
words in the long run.’
Balwone was tempted to retort that it was words which
brought about the saving of the people of Massia at Cathrid, but
he simply said, ‘Words are but the expression of the ideas and
wills of men and gods, and in that sense they can be of great
profit, or the waste of good human breath.’
Again the twisted smile appeared on Gothroyd’s features.
‘Good reasoning, Prince Balwone, but a king may make all
words against him to be foolish and worthless. It is better to trust
the weapons which make the words good.’
He paused and then he nodded to Balwone to indicate the time
had come. The trumpeter had been watching for his cue and saw
the indication. He put his instrument to his lips and blew a long
and melodious blast.
Immediately the knights came to attention, and all stood at the
ready. Balwone had also risen.
The king held up his hand. ‘Hear this, men of Zed. This day
do I pronounce the judgment of our kingdom on the person of
Balwone son of Facius, a royal knight of Manignia, and candidate for the throne of that kingdom. I do here declare that in
our royal selves we have conferred with our Council of Lords,
and declare this man to be a person expelled from this kingdom of Zed. He is free to go where he will, but we exhort him to
leave following the Massia and the God of Massia—called
erroneously “the Most High”. We warn our brother to cease his
activities of seeking to win kingdoms for his supposed lord, and
warn that wherever he attempts such an action, we will seek to
take his life.
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‘Even so, it is our pleasure to release him from confinement in
this castle, and to protect him until he arrives at the boundaries of
our kingdom. We also generously permit his esquire Roget to
accompany him, and both their steeds to be returned to them. We
consider this a judgment both of grace and leniency, but repeat
our warning about the future action of this prince and his companions.
‘In the name of our ancient gods, and through their guidance,
we release this man who has so deeply offended us and the people of our kingdom.’
For a moment there was silence, many seeking to understand
the cause and meaning of the pronouncement. Some puzzled,
others were in disagreement for various reasons and some quite
delighted.
‘Very clever’, murmured some, and others said, ‘Brilliant. Our
king is brilliant. He has gotten rid of the enemy of the gods.
Those troubles are at an end.’
Others said, ‘This is not a wise move for he is free now to do
his mischief’, to which yet others replied, ‘His life is already forfeit. Once out of the kingdom he will be destroyed. That is the
king’s intention.’
Outwardly they burst into applause and the closest followers
cried, ‘A wise judgment indeed. Our king is the sage of sages.’
There was also much muttering, whether of agreement and praise
or of disagreement and criticism Balwone could not tell, but he
stood there, grateful for the remission of his perpetual sentence—
the term of his natural life. Now he was free; free in Massia and
for him. He ached to see Gothlic but Gothroyd had said nothing
concerning this matter.
Instead the king remained standing beyond the declaration of
his judgment. He then motioned to Balwone to follow him. The
knights stood stiffly to attention and their faces showed none of
their feelings. They neither smiled nor scowled at the liberated
prince. Proceeding along the hall the king stopped, nodded to
Balwone and drew him into the drawing room. The knights continued along the hall, knowing they were to attend the king on his
homeward journey.
Having seated Balwone, the king had little to say to him.
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‘You have locked yourself into a dangerous and precarious
life’, he said. ‘I have given no orders for my knights to pursue
you, or have arrangements made to kill you, but you must be
aware that some hate you for what you are and for your
allegiance to the man and god they hate. Move carefully, travel
warily, use the steel sword you have always used so effectively.
Place no trust in Massia and his so-called sword.
‘Who knows what the future will bring, what strange days we
must all yet go through. It is the way of history. Always these
times have come—some good, some not good. Should the gods
protect you in spite of your abandoning them then we may meet
again and in better circumstances.’
He paused for a few moments, a faint smile on his face. ‘There
was a time when you were a young warrior that I desired you be
a suitor to my Gothlic. Now I know not what to think. If you
returned as a champion of the old ways and the old gods, then
such a marriage might even yet take place. I do not know.’
He gazed steadily at Balwone. ‘Doubtless you would wish to
see the princess, but this cannot be. Even my friends will become
my enemies if they sense I am becoming soft towards you. The
gods have their emissaries everywhere, and their slaves work in
the dark when no man works, and much mischief can come to
any of us. Even those of us who show our loyalty.’
Balwone detected a shadow of fear on the monarch’s face, and
he wondered. That was a shadow which passed like cloud moves
swiftly under the sun and the light quickly replaces it.
The king frowned as he stared at the prince. ‘One thing I will
allow thee’, he said, lapsing in his emotion into the old way of
talking. ‘I will allow thee a letter be written and I will deliver it
myself into her hand. I will request that she write you also a missive, and I will see that it is delivered to you before you set out on
your travels tomorrow. It is as much as I can allow. Fate has set
the matter this way.’
At that juncture Balwone thanked him with a few words. He
was trembling with emotion—many emotions—and words did
not flow.
The king listened carefully, his head slightly bowed. He nodded, bowed from the waist and was gone in a quick movement.
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Balwone stood stock still, listening to the steps as they went
down through the hall. Then a servant bowed to him and gestured
respectfully to the doorway through which the prince then passed
as he was led away by this man to his quarters.
Roget had been eagerly awaiting his return. The pronouncement
of the king had not been as yet spread abroad in the castle, though
doubtless it was now being told. Roget looked keenly at his
master, wondering what the judgment was. Morna, too, arose and
padded forward to Balwone’s feet. He bent and rubbed the dog’s
back affectionately with his hand. Then he looked towards Roget
and spoke.
‘The judgment is that we are freed from the castle, that we are
expelled from the kingdom of Zed, that we must never return and
that our lives are always to be in peril, for now there is freedom
given to any who would kill me.’ He paused a moment and
added, ‘Kill us, for you are allowed to accompany me’.
Roget showed no fear. ‘Praise be to Massia’, he said, ‘for he
has dealt favourably with thee and me. Who would have thought
that such a cruel monarch would give us this freedom? I thought
he would surely demand your death. As for me—well that would
not have mattered.’
Uncharacteristically he broke into a hearty laugh. ‘What fools
they are’, he said, ‘that they think they can kill thee. Can any man
kill the anointed of the Most High? Yes, they may, but not until it
is his time, until he has performed the commandment of his Lord,
and this is yet to be in the life that is thine.’ He smiled and he
added, ‘And in mine also’.
The plain thinking of the one-time murderer in such high spiritual terms heartened Balwone, and he joined in the laughter. This
one hearty laugh of his companion had blown away the dark
clouds of sadness and dull fear which once threatened to gather
and overwhelm him.
‘What of Princess Gothlic?’ asked Roget. ‘What of her? Does
the king allow you to see her ere we depart?’
‘He allows me but to write her a missive’, explained the
prince. ‘He himself will deliver it to her hand, and so I must set
about this immediately, before he returns to the palace.’

CHAPTER THREE

The New Life
of Prince Balwone

D

AILY,

throughout the time of his incarceration in the Zed
castle, Balwone had written whatever thoughts came to him.
Now he hurried to his room to take quill and writing fluid in
order to write to the princess. He had a fair parchment piece and
inscribed upon it passionately, ‘Dearest Gothlic’, but he could
write no further even though the time was limited and he was
obliged to complete his letter quickly. He knew that since
Gothroyd would surely read the short scroll he must not write
words which would enrage the king. Yet it was not this fact
which stopped him in his writing, but a sudden vision of Gothlic,
and memories of the times he had met her and then come to
know her. He remembered the historic occasion when he had
won the golden spurs at the tournament in Zed when he had his
final battle, it being with the dark warrior Kanavah who immense
in size was also a man with a proud and murderous spirit for he
had threatened Balwone with death. He smiled now as he thought
of the man who had since changed and become a gentle giant, a
willing servant of Massia and a loyal friend to Balwone and all
his ilk. At the time of the tournament Gothlic had called him a
man of peace and bid him bring peace to the world.
Other times he had met her, and one of those was the time
when her father Gothroyd had come upon the gentle tribe of
Shemgridions, living quietly in one of his far forests. That king
was bent upon eliminating all followers of Massia. Gothlic had
come with the army of Zed, and he saw her trying to prevent her
father from senseless slaughter of this harmless people, but
then to no avail. It was following the horrific massacre of the
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Shemgridions that Balwone had found her in a nearby dell,
weeping passionately for the people her father had destroyed. In
that convulsion of emotions he had declared his love for her and
she had clung to him. Then he had known of a truth that she
would one day be his wife.
Incidents had happened over the years and at last she had been
driven to flee her father’s kingdom and to arrive in Cathrid just
before the Great Convocation. This large gathering was being
attended by thousands of Massia’s followers, many of them from
the northern kingdoms where worship of the Most High was the
accepted way of life. This time, when Gothlic had come to
Balwone, it was directly into his arms, her life committed to him
and his work for Massia. As the prince remembered this incident
the glory of what mankind calls ‘love’ swept over him afresh. It
was as though she were with him now as she had been on that
night under the silence of a silvery moon and in a world which
had been preternaturally quiet when they had sat and worshipped
each other.
Then there were the days, days when he knew her as the
woman of golden flowing hair, of eyes that were intensely blue,
and as one whose skin was almost translucent in its purity. Much
as he thrilled to this outward glory which was hers, and the
unashamed expression of her passionate femininity—the whole
elegance and form and charm of her which set his pulse racing
and his blood coursing through every part of his body—yet it was
the inner beauty which gave such true life to the outer. He had
always found her mind keen and kindly, her love for men and
women of gracefulness, and he wondered how her father had not
yielded to this daughter so lovely of mind and body. He marvelled
again that Gothroyd could not understand the love which comes
from Massia and rises above even the best of human love.
It was then he remembered his own sad history in respect of
love. It had been a mixture of human sentiment, high idealism and
yet an arrogance which had ultimately revealed itself in a murderous act. Pondering these things he knew he could not rightly be
critical of the king of Zed. At that point he also remembered
Gothlic’s mother, Mabila the queen. She was a mild woman, yet
most wise. She had been the one who had helped to form the
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character of her daughter, to train her in a simple elegance of life
and yet to the majesty of a true royal. Mild she may have been,
but there was strength in her that even Gothroyd had to acknowledge and in some cases submit to.
Time was passing quickly. The king was to be his courier so
he bent over his piece of parchment scroll, his whole being
flooded with love, and he wrote rapidly, but at the same time circumspectly. He knew Gothroyd would not be angry with his worship of Gothlic. For the rest, having declared his love to her,
Balwone said he would never forget the princess, whatever might
happen in her life and his. He then sealed the scroll and gave it
to Roget to take to the king. He had an inner conviction that
his writing of this letter was part of a plan or plot of Gothroyd
and that the act would play a large part in the future of both of
them.
It was not long after he received Balwone’s letter that the king
and his entourage departed. The two men stood on the balcony
watching their going. Something of the training of both men
made them delight in the sight of the departing knights.
Caparisoned mounts trained to hold their heads high, knights who
knew their station and the dignity accorded to them in the king’s
service, brought to both watchers the old thrill of human
government. Whether this respect of authority came from the old
gods, or was part of man’s created honour under the Most High
God, Balwone could not determine. It did not matter: he was
simply caught in the human thrill of it all. Both men sighed when
the cortege was almost lost to sight in the distance. It was as
though the banners of the contingent dipped in homage to
unknown powers in a ritual which had been lost in time.
It was as they watched this departure of the king’s presence
that the liberation of the two men—knight and esquire—came
home to them. Their feelings were mixed, for on the one hand
there was their coming expulsion from Zed, and on the other
hand a wonderful sense of freedom. If anything marred their new
found delight it was the hard fact of the persecution they must
suffer. Yet in the light of Massia’s pleasure in their service and
the magisterial power of the Most High, this apprehension of
the powers which opposed them faded, and their delight was
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uppermost. In reality nothing had changed, since they had always
faced the possibility of sudden death.
It was then that it struck Balwone to feel at his left side and
sure enough there was the golden sword of Massia. Both he and
Roget were mightily comforted, and they spontaneously burst
into one of their old songs:
Our Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is th’ Eternal who is love,
And in his righteousness is just.
The hills may fade, the oceans dry,
But he for ever is Most High.
As they sang the song in all its verses, old Morna rose and
padded across to them, standing with them and looking out
across the fields, as though to share in the changed spirits of his
masters. He was there as they sang the last verse:
Our Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is the Lord of life and peace,
And in his faithfulness we trust.
As pilgrims now we forward go
With him whose love we see and know.
Neither of the two men was aware, but a carrier was on his
way from the palace with a letter from Gothlic to Balwone. He
had set out from the royal palace even before the king left the
castle in which Balwone was interned. Now, as they noticed a
mounted figure coming into sight they wondered what he might
be about. He was certainly fast and purposive in his riding.
Clouds of dust followed him. They were soon to discover that
the courier had brought a missive from Gothlic, princess of Zed.
The carrier was brought to Balwone and with due ceremony
of saluting and bowing he handed a letter to the prince. He then
saluted a second time and departed posthaste. They saw him riding his horse over the drawbridge and rapidly galloping into the
distance.
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It was then that Balwone realised the clever planning of
Gothroyd. All the time he had known what Balwone’s answer
would be to his appeal and to his promises of freedom from
internment. He must surely have arranged all things before his
coming. It was fitting that he as the princess’s father should take
a letter from Balwone to Gothlic. It was equally fitting that
Gothlic should have written after her own heart, not knowing
the plan of her father. In this way Gothroyd could not lose. The
relationship would be sealed between the two, and it could well
fit in with other plans the king had for the future of these royal
two in the time of the victory of the old gods. Even so, Balwone
delighted in the fact of a letter from his beloved Gothlic. His
pulse began racing as he opened the sealed missive.
He could only read the letter with wonder as the princess’s
love was poured out no less passionately than in his own letter to
her. Roget had moved further along the balcony to give some privacy to the prince as he read his lover’s letter. Balwone was
caught up again in the same passion as that of his distant sweetheart. He was caught in the vortex of different streams of emotion
and thought which were now cascading about him. How often he
was to read that precious document in the times which lay ahead,
but really every word was imprinted on his mind.
The two men had come dressed in their garb as knight and
esquire. They decided to be thus dressed as they passed on their
way from Zed to Cathrid. A servant brought them news that their
horses had been prepared for travel. They were also informed that
Gothroyd had gifted them with an extra mount apiece and this
news greatly heartened them. They were not leaving the country
as disgraced persons, but as those held in respect by the king, and
therefore not to be looked upon as common prisoners. Also a
posse of noble guards would escort them to the border of the
kingdom where they would pass over into Cathrid.
They mounted their steeds in the stable yards, Roget leading
both the fine mounts gifted to them by the king. The two men
recognised that they were horses of good blood, and the sight of
them lifted their spirits as good gifts should do. Their baggage
was modest in weight, and Roget was glad to lead both reserve
mounts from his own steed. The posse of guardsmen was waiting
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outside the stable yards and their dress was ceremonial, the horses
being handsomely caparisoned. Their leader saluted Balwone,
whilst the rest of the mounted guards sat upright at attention.
People had gathered for the start of the two men and their escort
as they moved towards Cathrid and their freedom. The crowd
stared at the four mounts of quality, and here and there folk
bowed or touched their foreheads with respect. Often gaze met
gaze as eyes met eyes, and Balwone saw encouragement. Even so,
it was known that they were of Massia and so some stared coldly
at them.
As they went through the town where houses were crowded
and inhabitants seemed somewhat dispirited, Balwone felt the old
ache for men and women, and his desire to bring them to love,
and to vital living. The old debate was there in his mind about the
rich and the poor, about those who saw much purpose in life and
those who were cynical of it or lethargic towards it. He wondered
how many servants of the old gods held rich views of the life and
of the future towards which they were moving. He knew he must
not drift into cynicism since that would mean disbelief in Massia
and the Most High and their plan for the whole creation. Such
thoughts passed through his mind whilst they were in the town
and he trusted that many amongst the humble folk were followers
of Massia and could bring comfort in life to their fellow creatures.
It was a long ride to the border crossing and the two men
chatted freely about many things. One was the delight of being
liberated. Another was their appreciation of their new mounts
which would be valuable for them in their future journeying. Yet
another was the pleasurable anticipation of meeting their friends
in Cathrid, both royal and those of the people. For Balwone, only
the thought of further separation from Gothlic marred the perfection of the ride, but he ruminated on her letter and the sweet
words of it, and it was healing balm to his spirit.
They reached the border towards the time of sundown. To their
delight there was a royal posse which had come to meet them and
to escort them to Endomin and the royal palace. The entourage
was of even larger size than the posse of Zed. Gothroyd must have
informed King Paelfric of his release of the prisoners, and it was
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Prince Zenli, son of Paelfric, who first greeted them, for he led the
Cathrid posse. He welcomed them with a dignified warmth, and
then the great dark knight, Kanavah by name, met them with bear
hugs, huge embraces which almost left them breathless. There
was much laughter from the whole group.
The Zed contingent watched this display of affection with
some surprise. As the official royal guard they were used to a
regular formality and they were bewildered by the open display
of affection and humour. Doubtless they were also affected by it.
Their leader waited until the greetings were over and he rode up
to Prince Zenli, saluted and then bowed from the waist. The
prince thanked him for the duty done, and the squad of horsemen
turned their mounts about and trotted off in military fashion
towards the palace so far in the distance.
That evening there was to be a celebration banquet at the palace in
the city of Endomin. Whilst the contingent made its way towards
that destination, folk flocked out, in some places lining the road to
greet the liberated captives of Zed. As they neared the great town,
they saw banners flying and they were met by the royal squadron
of cavalry and a contingent of foot soldiers. The faces of both
Balwone and Roget became stiff with continuous smiling. The
singing of the songs of praise to Massia and the Most High sent
tremors through them. Balwone had a yearning to have his
elaina—his personal instrument he called ‘Fidelia’—in his hands,
but he suppressed his desire and sang along with the crowd. The
portcullis was up and they rode across the bridge of the moat, the
timbers clattering with the sound of horses’ hooves and infantrymen in step.
At the great gate of the palace were King Paelfric and Queen
Paelmin. With them was Aelfric Collenthribben, looking even
more in health than when last they had seen him. Others of the
nobility were gathered with them, and their genuine delight at
seeing the returned prisoners encouraged Balwone to believe they
had finally accepted the strange act of his former surrender and
with it also the submission of Gothlic to Gothroyd so that
the people of Cathrid should be saved, that day, from a bloody
massacre. He surmised that they had thought over the whole
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unorthodox event and had concluded that for all its unusual nature
the transaction had been very wise.
Some of the leading nobles, as they chatted with Balwone,
expressed their disappointment that Gothroyd had not released his
daughter, but as political persons they understood and even
admired the astute reasoning of the king of Zed, albeit they did
not agree with it.
Following the banquet, when Balwone and Roget had retired,
Kanavah the great dark knight of Miridon, the western kingdom
of the continent, came to the two men. This strong man had a
special purpose in mind and he was not long in unfolding it. Once
he had been Balwone’s greatest enemy. For some reason which
he could not himself understand, he had hated this fair prince of
Manignia. Once, before the fair Gothlic, he had gone outside of
the rules of knightly chivalry to try to murder Balwone. The next
occasion had been when Balwone and Roget made pilgrimage
towards the Holy Mountain in the region of the Forest of Allein.
Being in the kingdom of Miridon they had not given thought to
the grim knight Kanavah. Unwittingly they were moving through
the knight’s principality, and Kanavah had appeared to challenge
Balwone who was forced to fight with him.
Kanavah’s hatred was such that he had dismissed all rules of
chivalrous encounter. Balwone’s mount Ballia helped to foil his
brutal attack and the eventual outcome of the savage conflict was
the defeat of the treacherous knight of Miridon. Balwone knew
he had made a life-long enemy when Kanavah was humiliated
before his knightly peers and he deeply regretted this.
The third occasion was when Balwone and a Shemgridion
band were moving through Miridon on their way to the kingdom
of Mantria. The former Kanavah the Terrible met them again, but
to their amazement it was with a great show of hearty affection.
Unknowingly Balwone had saved the knight’s brother—Kanasha
—from a fearful and monstrous set of creatures called ‘Clutterers’. Having sent back to Miridon the human creatures who had
been depraved by the Clutterer monsters, Kanavah’s brother had
told of their deliverance by Balwone and his golden sword. That
had changed the Miridon knight from a bitter enemy to a grateful
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friend of Prince Balwone and to a believer and follower of
Massia.
It was this Kanavah who now pleaded with Balwone to take
the message of Massia to the whole kingdom of Miridon. So
moved was he, that he lapsed back into his old manner of speech.
‘Thou wilt remember’, he said to the prince, ‘that I greatly
outraged my fellow knights by my evil treatment of thee. How I
hated thee, but they gladly let thee pass unto Allein. Most of my
peers were warm towards thee. My brother had been a pilgrim to
the Holy Mountain and he had a certain yearning for Massia and
the Most High. I verily believe that Miridon would as lief follow
Lord Massia as they would cast off the yoke of the ancients gods,
the tyrants of our ancient continent.’
Balwone looked up at the huge knight. ‘And I would as lief
make journey to Miridon, if this be the mind and will of our
beloved Massia.’

The next day rose in golden beauty as the sun sent its honeyed
blood to gild the clouds caught in foamed stillness. The sky was
alight with a suffusing glory, and to Balwone, Kanavah and Roget
it also seemed to be a sign, a signifier of beautiful and wholesome
things to come. The terms of the release of the two erstwhile prisoners may have hung over them somewhat, but richer memories
of their sorties into Mantria, Frimpone and Cathrid still glowed in
their minds. The memories of thousands of men, women and
children being filled with love and deep pleasure was no light
matter. The man of great faith and great mirth—the former
Kanavah the Terrible—was even now declaiming how Miridon
would surely plight its troth in faith to Massia and the Most High.
‘Often’, said Balwone warningly, ‘the enemies of Massia arise
to do battle and thwart Massia’s warriors from their firm intent’.
‘Let those opposing powers be in great awareness’, said
Kanavah, ‘lest the end of their endeavours bring great harm to
themselves’.
Roget grinned at the warning. ‘Thou art a mighty warrior no
doubt, Kanavah the Terrible, but ever keep in mind that the
enemy is no fool. Think on Gothroyd. Think on his enmity.’
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‘I wot that the princess will yet bring him to Massia’, Kanavah
opined in prophetic tones.
Even Balwone could not withhold from smiling. ‘Come now’,
he said, ‘King Paelfric and Prince Zenli desire us to attend on
them within the hour. You must postpone your verbal jousting.
We will confer with our royal friends in respect to Miridon.’
They checked each other’s dress lest it present disrespect to
the king and his prince.
Once closeted away from interruption, they discussed with the
king and prince the matter of Miridon and the kingdoms beyond.
They concluded that it would be best to have conference with the
king of Miridon, Clandius, and if he were pleased to do so, then
to seek the goodwill of the knights and other leaders. Kanavah
was sure there were no insurmountable difficulties to these
arrangements. Known as ‘Lord Kanavah’ in his homeland, he
had been a member of the Council and was close to the king.
This had happened after Kanavah’s brother had returned from
Allein and the change had come in the great, hulking knight.
From that point onwards Kanavah had been a favourite of the
Miridon royal household and the court nobles.
Queen Wonan had also conceived a great admiration for the
changed knight, for most women would have approved of him
because of his birth and exceptional nobility of bearing. In her
heart she had planned, one day, to wed him to her oldest daughter
Lenon, but so well kept had this secret been that the great knight
of a man never even dreamed of this possibility, a possibility of
which he would have strongly approved.
The group of five discussed going on into Mantria and Frimpone,
and then spending time in Cautria as formerly they had been
unable to do. They all wondered about Manignia and whether the
king, Zagon, who reigned there, might now be prepared to give
total freedom of worship of Massia and the Most High. Balwone
felt his heart grow hot at the thought of his home kingdom
declaring allegiance to Lord Massia. This warmth surged through
his whole being, but he said little to the group. His confidence
was that one day this would come to pass.
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The remaining kingdom of Flagland they did not discuss at
length. Formerly Balwone and Roget had suffered greatly at the
hands of a landowner and squire by the name of Corsini who
had sought to take their lives. Thankfully the misconduct of this
scoundrelly farmer had been requited when the sheriff of the city
of Cotillon had liberated the imprisoned Balwone and Roget and
meted out appropriate judgment to Corsini. Balwone knew that
one day Corsini would seek to take his revenge. In spite of this
and other troubles, he and his Shemgridion friends might, at some
later time, visit this southern kingdom.
The final judgment of the five men was that Balwone and his
friends should visit all the kingdoms they had discussed. Zed, of
course, they would leave unvisited. Flagland also, they would
leave unvisited for the time being.
King Paelfric stood and other members seated at the same table
arose. As they did a servant came to the door.
‘Your Majesty’, he said to Paelfric, ‘there is one come from the
kingdom of Cautria. He has begged an audience with your
majesty, and stands now without.’
It was not courtly observance of protocol to show one’s curiosity, but the five men were indeed deeply curious since the kingdom of Cautria was very much on their minds. They regarded the
fact as rather wonderful—the fact that a man had arrived from that
kingdom at the time when they had been discussing it. Used to
similar happenings which Massia would bring into play, and often
without warning, all five waited whilst a most imposing person
was ushered into their midst.
None of the five men was unimpressed. Before them stood a
man worthy of being Kanavah’s peer so far as stature, looks and
intelligence were concerned. Perhaps it was Kanavah who stared
most with amazement. He recovered himself quickly and hid his
astonishment.
The man they saw before them was of enormous height, nigh on
seven feet. He looked very much like a hillsman, which he was,
but then his strong, black eyes and face also held a look of deep
intelligence, even of sagacity. The eyes though strong in their gaze
were also gentle and lustrous. They were the eyes of a thinker.
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The face was bearded, and a turban held the short locks of his hair
together. He was broadchested, thick of limb, and all this added
up to a look which held no cynicism, but which was noble without
seeming to be imperious. The hands which the man held before
him showed that he was a person used to manual work, and yet
they were not hard and gnarled.
As to his age, none could guess. They recognised him as a
person of wisdom, but all were puzzled until the visitor handed a
missive to Balwone who, receiving permission from Paelfric to
read it, opened it and scanned the news it brought.
‘Why!’ exclaimed Balwone, looking up at the great height of
the visitor, ‘this is from my old companion, Shemmalin. How
wonderful!’
His eyes scanned further and he said, ‘Where is Shemmalin,
my friend? Where is he now?’
‘Ah, sire’, said the visitor, ‘I perceive that you are Prince
Balwone’. At this he bowed slightly, as though bowing were not
part of his normal ritual. ‘He is even now in the city for he has
many friends in this place. He sends his greetings and wellwishes and says that he will come soon to have converse with
you. He required me to come into the presence of the king, and
into your presence. The reason for this you will read in that letter.’
He motioned towards the letter, stepped back a pace and then
studied the group with his thoughtful gaze.
Balwone read for a time, unfolding the scroll as he did so.
Then he looked up.
‘You, then, are Oranias the famous Storyteller.’ As he spoke,
others in the group started, and looked at the visitor with respect
in their eyes.
Balwone continued reading without waiting for an answer. As
he did his eyes shone, every moment increasing his sense of pleasure. One hand was motioning outwardly, his delight being
expressed by gesture as well as smile. Finally he made a quick
rolling movement with the scroll and then held it before him with
both hands.
‘Your Majesty’, he said to the king, ‘this great Storyteller has
come to share in our travels and our teaching. He has the great
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power of the true storyteller and when he tells the Story of the
Most High, then men and women listen closely though some,
doubtless, are also moved to anger by that Story. Our friend is a
great teacher, forsooth, for both friend and foe of Massia.’
‘I have heard much of this our visitor’, said Paelfric. ‘It
is good news for us as your journeying begins. With Prince
Kanavah, your doughty squire Roget and yourself, he will help
to make a goodly and powerful company.’
He looked towards the Storyteller. ‘Your friend Shemmalin is
also our friend’, he said. ‘I had not heard of his travelling to
Cautria to seek you out, for he was one who stayed with the people of Frimpone for their good. It is good that you have come.
Doubtless you will be an adornment to our Lord Massia for he
himself was once such a Storyteller and it is he who creates the
continuing Story of his grace. Peace be on you, and welcome to
Cathrid and the southern kingdoms.’
Again Oranias bowed slightly. ‘I am grateful, your Majesty, for
your welcome. I am grateful for what Shemmalin has told me of
your service to our Lord Massia. I am grateful for what he has
called us to be and to do in these days.’
Having given a slight bow he stepped back, as though knowing
the two royal persons would leave. He had well anticipated the
king and Prince Zenli. With formal nods they quietly filed from
the room, but Balwone, Kanavah and Roget remained and the
conversation became animated. Still standing, Oranias outlined
the purposes for which he had been called by Shemmalin.
Balwone, Kanavah and Roget listened with growing wonder.
They did not interrupt their visitor, though with each sentence
their astonishment grew. The three listeners from time to time
exchanged glances, smiles and amazement. Then as Oranias finished speaking, his hands dropped to his sides and he gazed at
them keenly, his eyes roving from one to another.
It was Kanavah who could not withhold his speaking. ‘You
bring astonishing news and ideas, friend Oranias’, he said. ‘None
of us has heard the like of it before. What you say must be true,
but we have not hitherto heard it this wise. You are surely a man
of great inwit and possess the gift of wisdom. Of a truth we have
great need of you. We are grateful to Lord Massia for sending you.’
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Balwone was staring at the Storyteller. ‘Doubtless you have
stories new and old to tell us, but Shemmalin is telling us of even
more. You have history and knowledge that is of rare acquirement. He says you will be telling of such things as we have not
heard before.’
Oranias nodded his great head, and his gaze softened as it
rested on the prince.
‘It is a grand gift that Massia has given me, that I should come
these many miles and talk to him whom I have known as Balwone
the Great. I had told Shemmalin that nought that I would say
would be new to this Master, but Shemmalin says that even
Balwone has much yet to hear that will bring him to wonder, and
that by means of these revelations many will be stirred to new
endeavours in the service of Massia and the telling of the good
news. He claims it will be of such overwhelming power that the
nations will be aroused.’
Balwone felt as though he had a sharp pain in his heart. The
pain was not that of a killing dagger but as though in some manner the golden sword of Lemery itself had pierced him with such
intense and sharp joy that new life had leapt up in him, stirring all
his vitals, and was making him anew.
Kanavah felt for his companion for he saw the pain on the
other man’s face and thought it was because he was hurt by
sensing his knowledge was not as yet full knowledge or all
knowledge. The dark knight remembered the leather wallet for
which he had always had high respect. He had always believed
that these precious and ancient manuscripts which were treasured
possessions were the sum of all knowledge and wisdom. Now he
wondered about their quality and their sufficiency in themselves.
It seemed that such thoughts were not in Balwone’s mind, for
even as he looked, Kanavah saw Balwone’s face glow with a light
that reminded him of the morning flush of light in the still,
cumulus clouds. His friend obviously was agog with anticipation
of some-thing wonderful.
Balwone said to Oranias, ‘It is good that there is ever, more.
There is more to know than what we know. Oranias, dear friend,
we look forward to what there will be for us to share in the times
that lie ahead.’
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Kanavah did not know why in him there was a throbbing pain,
though he had no way of knowing what had happened within
Balwone. At first he had felt jealousy for his companion, but that
had quickly died, to be replaced by the sweet ache which brought
back to him memories of his brother arriving home from Allein,
and the revolution that his coming had brought in both their lives.
At this very moment he could see the tragedy wrought in the
returned pilgrims, the tragedy brought by the Clutterers who suck
the very life from their terrified victims. His own brother had been
pale, grey unto death, his skin bleached where he had been made
nigh bloodless, and the face which was leached of all colour and
life.
Then there had been the slow miracle of recovery. Kanavah
had fed his brother and the others with him. He had given them
drinks of herbs and wine and cider. He had had his cook make
up for them tasty foods, and meats and many kinds of fruit,
and slowly life had come back into them. The eyes of all these
men had receded until they were lifeless in their sockets and they
indeed resembled death heads. Yet he had seen life come to the
eyes, and flesh on the bones. The miserable fluff that the hair had
become was steadily replaced by a new thatch which bespoke life.
The limbs, from being nerveless, thin and without strength, gradually gained strength, and out of these near-corpses grew men who
were alive again, and whose cracked and broken voices gained
strength to control their speech and help them to break into soft
songs, until they could, after a certain time, become as living
persons again.
The feeling of that amazing time was being replayed in
Kanavah’s heart and, as he watched his companions, he knew that
Balwone was more vivid in himself than for some long time, and
that Roget was ablaze with a new spirit. Oranias’s eyes were also
astonished with what was happening.
‘Of a truth’, he exclaimed, ‘friend Shemmalin was right! The
spirit has come in a new way to you and to me! This is indeed the
beginning of a great conquest of the Most High’s creation. The
power is working!’
After a time silence fell on the four men, and they stood in its
quietness, marvelling that some power had visited them, and some
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pain and joy, mingled, had met them and told them that human
beings are not lacklustre creatures, nor are they those who need to
vivify themselves—as though, anyway, they had that power! No:
something of the unseen Massia and his Spirit was now in their
midst, and they cared not to speak or to move, so beautiful was
the visitation, and so filled with new hope were their trembling
hearts.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Preparations for the
Journey to Proclaim Lord
Massia

T

morning Balwone despatched Roget to find
Shemmalin and bring him to the castle. The king suggested
that since the five of them—including himself and Prince Zenli—
had on the previous day planned the route that they should take in
their journeys of proclamation of Massia and his message to mankind, the travellers should confer with Shemmalin, with a view to
forming their final contingent.
This time, then, they conferred as men who were of one mind.
All present knew that changes had taken place It was difficult to
assess the changes, for Oranias would have claimed that his
change was the greatest of all the members. He had come with the
feeling in himself that he had been called by his Master, Massia,
yet his coming had greatly affected the other four. Shemmalin,
who had called the Cautrian to join them in their itinerations, had
seen the way in which that call had affected the Storyteller.
Always a man deeply involved in what he had called ‘The Story
of God, Creation and Man’, he had had perhaps the most
penetrating understanding of what mankind calls ‘history’. Not
the history which is simply the happenings in time of many things
and the piling up one upon another to complete the chronicle of
events to the present, but a Story which began before time,
continued in time and would yet go beyond time.
Human ideas of history sometimes took these developments
into consideration—that is, before time, in time, of time and ‘the
HE NEXT
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time beyond time’—so that viewers saw a continuum to history,
but that was not what Oranias saw. He was yet to explain his view
of history to the other men. Shemmalin already had grasped the
Storyteller’s comprehension of history, and the extra conversations which they had in travelling from Cautria to Cathrid had
filled out his understanding. Whilst his eyes and mind, and even
his heart, had taken in the beauties of three kingdoms in which he
travelled, yet it was the way Oranias taught what he knew that
filled out his spirit with something substantial, or what he called
‘the glory’. Even though he had grasped all of the power and
meaning of ‘the Story’, the Shemgridion had been deeply affected
the evening before. It all comported with the teaching and traditions of the Shemgridion tribes. So much story telling had there
been through many generations and traditions that the Story was
known to him, yet never had he understood it in the way it came
to him in Oranias’s telling.
Roget was always a simple man, but he had the gift of
knowing truth and wisdom when he heard it, and the Storyteller’s
lips had dripped a glorious kind of wisdom which sent sudden
shafts into the human heart and let light shine everywhere in the
person. With Roget was Kanavah, and he likewise discerned the
truthfulness of the man from Cautria. Great in body, he was no
less great in heart and spirit. He perceived the light which glowed
in their new visitor, and he wanted to cry out his delight to
Oranias. He had, that night before, wanted to express the freedom
which visited his person. He was a man who was not inordinately
proud of his great physical strength, though he had a sane
estimate of its powers and the uses to which he should put it.
Then there was Balwone. More than the others had Balwone
been affected. It was as though the Storyteller was supplying
words and ideas which had already come to his own mind.
Fragments of Flamgrid and his sweet wisdom, fragments of the
manuscripts Flamgrid had studied, and then streams of beauty
which the old sage had let flow from mind and mouth were as
fresh flowing streams to the thirsting and hungering prophet, son
of Facius and Merphein. Balwone was not a prophet who barely
received the word so that it was imparted in a thin and bare way.
To the contrary: he was a man born to be a true prophet and to
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lead people into the rich truth which he perceived had likewise
been given to Oranias. He saw that this man had been greatly
gifted, and that his heart and mind were in the rhythm of heavenly
music. As yet Oranias had sung no song, set forth no melody,
uttered no lyric and composed no powerful hymn, yet Balwone
sensed all of this richness in the man who had come to them. So
Balwone felt rising delight in his spirit.
He was also a wise person, and sensed—indeed knew—that
the Storyteller had had a revival in his own spirit. The knight of
Manignia knew that a man can grow weary and thus become stale
in fulfilling the high duty of speaking the word of his Master. He
sensed this had happened in Oranias’s life, but that Shemmalin’s
coming and the stories of spiritual renewals in the kingdoms had
fired the man afresh. In turn this had stirred Balwone into
renewed understanding of the great, eternal things.
It had ever been Balwone’s claim that a human being has been
made to inhabit eternal dimensions and to be dissatisfied with
less, though sometimes the spirits of men have sunk low until
they become animal-like, and thus drifting from the eternal shores
for which mankind had been created. Balwone had never quite
been able to communicate these ideas to other humans. When he
attempted this task they would look at him, uncomprehending and
dumb, and he would know that he had no power to explain:
Massia would have to do that.
On this new, shining morning there was great expectation, and the
men sat in a circle out in the sun and planned the beginning of
their long journeying. Their first consideration was the group of
Shemgridions who would join them under the leadership of
Shemmalin. That man advised that some would not be able to
journey with them for reasons linked with their family situations,
or the work of itineration which was part of their own proclamation of Massia and his truth. He made suggestions of various
members of their clan who, he thought, would benefit by the new
venture.
It was Kanavah, now, who brought up the name of Aelfric
Collenthribben.
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‘This man is so well known across the territories we will be
visiting. He is known to many as the servant of the old gods and
hidden powers, and his name is greatly feared. Many do not know
of his new allegiance to Massia and it would be powerful for him
to tell his story.’
A strange silence fell over the little group. Balwone sensed
there was an unease in it. They pondered the matter and the
unease did not fade.
Shemmalin said, ‘There will be great hatred engendered if we
take this new servant of Massia with us. King Gothroyd will be
deeply angered, and will surely try to kill our friend. He has pronounced sentence against Prince Balwone, allowing his life to be
taken by whoever will. What more, then, will he do with the highest pagan priest that was in the land of the north. We can travel
more easily without this man whose life they will always be striving to take.’
Again the uneasy silence. Balwone spoke into it.
‘King Paelfric has this man in his protection. None will touch
him there but a paid assassin and then he will have to somehow
pass through the guard. The presence of the former priest whom
we now call Aelfric will have its witness far and wide. My
counsel is that, for this journey at least, we do not take him. Later
the time may come when Massia himself will send him forth.’
The uneasiness passed from the group. They nodded their
agreement. Kanavah agreed after much thought.
He said, ‘How many of our faithful ones have met their death,
and Aelfric is but one of many under threat. Even so, it sounds
like wise counsel to leave this man guarded by the king. The time
will surely come when even the king will not want to hold him
back from witnessing to Massia.’
At this point Shemmalin suggested they go into the city and meet
the Shemgridion elders and make their choice of men who should
journey with them. They decided they would walk rather than ride,
and so they crossed the moat with others going and others coming.
Behind them, walking slowly but keeping time with them, was
the hound Morna, this mastiff who walked on the heels of his
master, Balwone. The community of Shemgridions was in the outer
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environs of the sprawling castle town. All these men were of
good stature, and the Storyteller and Kanavah of exceptional
height, so they attracted much attention. They were recognised by
some of the people who showed the warmth of goodwill which
the expressions of face and body often indicate.
Balwone felt marvellously free and tasted afresh the liberation
from his imprisonment. Roget, too, a man of no mean stature and
girth, was evidently enjoying the walk and the comradeship. They
had wonderful thoughts of the days that lay ahead, though
doubtless they anticipated opposition to their mission.
Roget was making a sally of good humour when his face suddenly went taut. Balwone noticed this and glanced at the folk
passing by. He wondered what could have so disturbed his
esquire.
Roget looked at Balwone with something like alarm. ‘Did you
see that bunch of men?’ he asked.
When Balwone shook his head, Roget said sharply, ‘They
are Corsini’s men’. As Balwone looked puzzled, Roget said,
‘From Flagland thou will remember the evil Corsini who tried to
have us injured’. He paused. ‘It was he who would have had me
murder thee!’
The whole of the Flagland experience flashed back to Balwone
and involuntarily he turned to see the men who had passed them.
‘Look not at them’, said Roget. ‘It is best for them not to think
we noticed them. That will make is easier for us to deal with
them.’
The men proceeded on their way without hesitation, but
Balwone recounted the days of his first wanderings, and the many
happenings of those five years. Of late he had thought on those
days as an apprenticeship to movements and actions he was now
doing as Massia’s servant. He had learned the value of those
events, even the most painful of them in the unjust imprisonment
of himself and Roget, the man sent to kill him, but who had seen
the glory of Massia and come under the power of his love and the
love of Balwone.
Shemmalin knew much of that old story but Oranias had not
heard of it. His view of Balwone as a knight and a member of the
aristocracy changed to a deep appreciation of him as a man who
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had been trained and shaped in suffering, and his heart enlarged
towards him.
‘What then do we do about these men? It seems that Roget has
a fear lest they see you and seek to kill you.’
‘I wot’, said Balwone, ‘that they are sent by King Gothroyd.
He warned me that my life would henceforth be in danger. One
sense tells me that he would greatly desire me to go back to the
ancient gods, and then wed his daughter Gothlic. Another sense
tells me that he is not wholly sane. He carries deep hatred for me,
believing that I have brought this misery upon him. He will have
sought out assassins through the person of Corsini who also
threatened to have his revenge one day.
‘Corsini is an exceedingly wicked man and he will certainly
be seeking my life. All will know by now that I have returned
to Cathrid where Paelfric is my friend, and not to my native
Manignia.’
‘Fret not, Balwone’, said Shemmalin. ‘You are Massia’s servant, and he will see that nought which is harmful will destroy
you.’
Oranias growled his assent to this statement, but Roget said,
‘We will ever watch for thee, Master, notwithstanding. May the
golden sword of Massia be with thee.’
Unconsciously Balwone felt for the sword, but it was not there.
He had no feeling of loss, but more of the adventure in which they
were living and the anger of the old powers of the gods. The
prince had had times of uncertainty in the days of his incarceration
in Gothroyd’s castle, but they had gone even before the king’s
order of release. Now he simply knew that the life of a true
prophet is always forfeit, yet it is in that danger that the prophet’s
spirit is heightened and he cannot withhold the given word.
They had now reached the outskirts of the city and entered into the
humble but neat area of the simple huts of the Shemgridions.
Balwone’s heart quickened for he had a deep love for these people
which had been born of their martyrdom, but then, in ever deeper
measure, of their simple, loving nature. Very much down to the
life of this earth, they nevertheless were holy and high-minded. On
his previous journeyings through the northern kingdoms they had
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deeply assisted him, had looked to him for leadership, and yet had
the true inwit of wise and noble people. Now they came forward to
greet him, first the men and then the women with their children.
Some of the men had been on the team and some he had come to
know at the Great Convocation held at the time of Gothroyd’s
invasion.
As they came forward wonderful memories of those other days
swept over him and so much so that he was nigh on
overwhelmed. His yearning to go into other kingdoms was further
enlarged and he almost wept for joy. Likewise Kanavah swept
two or three Shemgridions into the one hug. Thus he gathered all
into himself, whereas Balwone could meet them only one by one.
He noticed, in passing, that Oranias was greatly enlivened,
keeping conversation with many. Shemmalin had a glow of peace
and satisfaction on his elder’s countenance.
The other elders commissioned the women to bring refreshing
drinks whilst the men gathered in a circle, seated on a grassy
knoll, and began their deliberations as to the plans for travelling
and the selection of those who should constitute the contingent.
Balwone’s mind was keenly enough on the discussion but in a
second layer of his mind he was observing the beauty of this
humble and quiet clan of people. They represented to him the
fruitfulness of the work of Massia. Long ago this people had been
no people. They had been wanderers without a set country, and
ever itinerant. Doubtless they had been under some of the cruel
deities of their time, but before even the advent of Massia they
had come—at least in part, and good part—to know and worship
the Most High God.
As he looked he meditated that it had been many centuries of
teaching by the Most High, the giving of laws to them, and
moving amongst them by a covenant of loving relationship that
their character had been formed. Even as the deliberations by the
Shemgridion elders were proceeding, he marvelled at what was
required to turn human beings from self-centred, self-seeking
creatures to the kind of creatures they had become in the unseen
Kingdom of Massia and the Most High.
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He wrenched himself from this kind of thinking, back to the
conversation which was flowing about him. ‘Of a truth’, he
thought, ‘these men are the most living marvel I see, and yet they
are not aware of it’.
The sun was high in the sky when the women brought platters
of food with leavened bread and cool cider. The men broke off
from their planning and shouted and laughed as they carried on
the conversation of friendship. Old stories were shared afresh, and
the five men exchanged looks of delight and pleasant satisfaction.
By now the plans had been made and they would need but two
days to gather together sufficient mounts, with a mule or two for
transporting the luggage and camping gear.
So they were sharing their satisfaction in different ways when
they saw a group of men which had penetrated the Shemgridion
locality and were making their way towards them. By the standards of Cathridion dress they were ruffians, untidy and uncouth,
but it was the way they walked and the harsh demeanour of them
which caused all Shemgridions to suddenly go quiet.
‘Corsini’s men’, thought Balwone and Roget simultaneously.
They watched the oncoming band in the same silence as their
friends. Both Kanavah and Oranias rose from the seated group
and at the sight of them there was a slight pause by the gang, for
gang it certainly was. All knew that. This was not a new
happening for the Shemgridions who were known to be a pacific
people who did not seek conflict with others, and from time to
time were the butt of cruel and salacious men.
They recognised Roget and at the same time saw how changed
was their former comrade in treachery.
‘Ah! Roget the Assassin’, they said, as though that had been
his name.
Roget had risen with Balwone and the other two men. The four
looked formidable, but they seemed to rouse no fear in the company of criminals.
‘Roget the old sinner’, replied their former companion. ‘He is
always the old sinner’, he said. ‘He has been too wicked to now
deny that. Even so, Massia has dealt wonderfully with him.’
He regarded them without anger or enmity. ‘Would that you
were all now as old Roget has become. Is it that you, too, would
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become children of Massia and his God. Is that why you have
come?’
A roar went up from the men. ‘Nay, Roget’, said one. ‘We are
here to serve the true gods and lords which have ever been ours—
those whom you have betrayed.’
When Roget said nothing, then various of them sought to bait
him with threats, invitations and witticisms of a crude order. The
Shemgridions looked on without fear, watchful as to what would
happen, and held fascinated by the quiet fearlessness of the
former murderer.
‘What would you have of us, since you have visited us?’ said
Balwone.
At his words and the tone of his words they quickly lapsed into
silence. The most bold of them advanced towards the knoll on
which the prince stood.
It could be seen that the man—like his fellow-villains—was
armed with a long-bladed knife, a sword and a bludgeon. He
stood stock-still, with one hand on his sword and the other
holding the bludgeon.
‘It is thee, thyself, that we have come for’, the man said. ‘Aye,
and for this we have been commissioned. Thou art naught but a
troublemaker in all the kingdoms, and it is time for thee to be
silenced for ever.’
He paused and gave forth a noise which sounded like a pig
snorting. ‘We know we will meet little resistance for these
Shemgridions have been taught not to fight. So much for their
cowardice. If thee and thy companions will fight then so be it. We
are more than thee and thy comrades. Like as not they will not
fight. So it is easy for us to deal with thee alone, but if they be for
thee, then we will unhand all who present.’
Balwone asked, ‘It is to Corsini you answer? Is this for past
deeds remembered by that man of cruelty and avarice?’
For a moment they all started at the words of the prince, and
then their leader laughed coarsely.
‘Indeed thou art clever to recognise us, and of a surety it is
Corsini who employs us, but he who would rid this earth of you is
one who is above Corsini, though he employs him for this present
service.’
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Balwone made his way through the men on the knoll, and
walked towards the leader.
‘In one thing you err’, he said, ‘and that is to say we will not
fight’. He indicated the men on the knoll. ‘In these people are
powers beyond your swords and knives and bludgeons. I exhort
you then to lay down your arms for ever, and join us as your once
companion Roget joined me under Massia our Lord.’
The leader almost choked with unbelief at the invitation. His
mouth then filled with filthy vituperation and unbelieving laughter.
‘Where is thy weapon’, he cried, ‘and theirs also?’
Balwone felt the peace which so often came to him in such
situations. The last lesson he had learned was not to dally with
such hatred and enmity, nor to enter into argument since it bred
foul offspring and spawned increased evil.
‘To sword!’ he commanded the leader. ‘To sword!’
The man was astonished by the change in tone, and his hand
quickly went to his sword. As he withdrew it he saw a slim
golden blade in the hand of the prince. At first he was inclined to
laugh and he was certainly strengthened by the sound of fourteen
other swords of his fellows being withdrawn, but he knew
Balwone to be famous for his ability with a fighting blade. He
was about to retreat a pace when suddenly the pack of swordsmen
were with him, facing Balwone in hatred, scowling, swearing and
preparing for the killing drive.
‘You would all fight me at once?’ exclaimed Balwone with a
contemptuous laugh. ‘Then let it be. Come forward!’
As they hesitated, the scorn in his voice sharpened. ‘Up, cowards and destroy me!’ he shouted. ‘Why now do you tarry?’
None of them moved. They felt gripped by some power that
almost paralysed them. There was shock in their minds, and
superstition ran rife in their blood. The Shemgridions had raised
no anger in their spirits, but calmly and quietly observed those
who, having murdered the four men, would turn on them for matters of killing and theft and rape. The power of the opposing
quietness appalled the villans.
Balwone took a step forward and his raised sword shone in the
sun. The company of evildoers took a step back.
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‘See’, said Balwone, ‘it is simply a slim sword and a light one,
but you dare not try to defeat it. It is not my sword, nor is it made
by man, but it is Massia’s sword and he and not I is the one who
wields it. It is the very word of God. It is this sword and not our
swords which smites the nations.’
He walked within striking distance of them, but none moved,
paralysed as they were.
‘Begone!’ said Balwone in a voice more steely than their own
weapons.
Life came to their bodies and they galvanised into life. At first
they retreated as they faced the prince, but then they discovered
they could turn. Turn they did, and they ran in terror out of the
midst of that quiet scene.
Had they once turned and looked they would have seen
Balwone without a weapon. It had been no magical weapon conjured out of the air by a brilliant magician, but the true sword
which is part of the weaponry of all who serve under Massia.
Peace, if ever it had departed, came quietly on the group, and
as the thieves and murderers and vagabonds fled into the distance
they could not but hear the great song of praise which was raised
to the skies.
Those in the city who belonged to Massia thrilled to the beautiful singing, whilst those who still adhered to the old gods shook
their heads and said, ‘Those Shemgridions are becoming more
powerful day by day’, and they left it at that.
Up on the knoll, in the whole place, all were resonating with
living worship. It was in this that they knew the present power of
their loving Massia, and they knew his intimate presence also. It
was not their worship which created the power and the presence.
Rather it was the reverse. The initiative in what happened was not
taken by Balwone, but by Massia. Proof that Massia did this cannot be produced, but divine presence amongst humans is the
mystery which itself discloses to one whilst it closes off its understanding to another.
As they were making their way back to the palace, Roget told
them quietly, ‘They have known defeat today. Now, because they
are paid and because they overstepped themselves in attacking us
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in daylight, they will work in devilish ways. We must watch ourselves until we leave Cathrid, and then we must be even more
watchful. These men are mean in spirit. Whilst they have been
frightened from coming at us in such a way as they did today, yet
they will grow even meaner in their spirits. They thought they
were having an easy way of earning their blood-money. Now they
will be nasty as devils and, being frustrated, will stop at nothing
that is evil.’
It was a long speech for Roget, but the men listened carefully.
Whilst they were convinced Massia would confound the evil of
their opponents, yet they knew they had been rightly warned.
‘We will be careful’, they said to Roget.

CHAPTER FIVE

The Road to Miridon
and Beyond

T

night when they had supped, the Storyteller, Kanavah
and Roget agreed to go to their quarters to have an early
sleep. Balwone retired to his quarters to ponder the matters of the
day and of their going after the passing of two more days. The
royal couple were busy with their own affairs, so the prince supped on his own. Afterwards he lay down to pass the time in contemplation.
Naturally his mind went immediately to the gang of Corsini’s
men and thoughts came drifting back of the hatred Gothroyd bore
towards him. His mind was also on his beloved Gothlic and he
tried to visualise her. He also wondered again how Gothroyd
could be so harsh towards his daughter. He knew the King of Zed
had political designs on him, Balwone, and he perceived afresh
that Gothroyd would know his highest triumph if he, Balwone,
were to deny Massia and espouse the ancient gods and lords so
that he might marry the princess. For both lovers this was an
impossibility, and Balwone knew that Gothroyd would not give
up, then, on killing him.
Although Balwone despised the gang of the villain Corsini, yet
he also knew its members would stop at nothing underhand to kill
him. It was then the events of the day drew him into a great weariness and in such weariness human beings can sometimes fall into
depression. In days past, the crimson dragon would appear or one
of the old giants. Such visitations were clear enough and sights
and smells and hearings were all part of it. In a strange way their
reality could be grappled with; but in this mood nothing was tangible. Now there was no dragon, no smell of sulphur, and no
HAT
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thundering of the elements as spurred on by the gods of hatred—
Mourna the Terrible, god of war; Fransca and Spattan, lords of
creative sexuality and fertility; and the dreadful Terebus, god of
the night and the ruler of all human fates. Likewise he heard
nothing of the infantile-minded giants. All in Endomin was at
peace.
In a way that peace was in the prince’s heart. He lay back,
greatly wearied, and looked up at the stone of the ceiling. His
yearning for Gothlic made him vulnerable to a silent washing
over him of the human waters of self-pity. Until now his thoughts
had been joined to the living mind of Massia, but Massia’s reality
seemed to fade, and strange ideas began to pervade his human
mind. Something within him, born of the internment in the Zed
castle, something of separation from the rich life he had had in
the northern kingdoms and in Cathrid, especially absence from
the remarkable people he had come to love, and upon whom he
drew for his social vitality—the Shemgridions—had been lacking
in his intake of love resources. Again the mood of self-pity fell
across him as a shadow and, faint as it was, began to affect him
with a dull depression.
At first he was not aware of what was happening. When a man
is tried by malevolent powers, he will imagine many things that
are both old and new to him, and ancient accusations will come
flowing in and with them new ones also. He sought to brush them
away with a wave of his hand but the gesture was futile: they persisted. Man accused is man in his worst state, for the conscience
of a man seems sometimes to work against him, as though it had
burrowed deeply into him and was now turning about, to spit out
accusations and bring pain to bear on the tired, unavailing mind.
It was then he realised how internalised were his ancient enemies. The sulphurous dragon had become part of him, having
insinuated itself into his very vitals. There were also other creatures of as evil a mind as the ruling dragon. He heard voices that
were of the gods as clearly as he had heard them in the Forest of
Allein. It was not that he was afraid of them. The one of whom he
was afraid was himself. Censure and evil imputations came like
darts from a horde of hating demons, thudding up against a shield
he could barely hold before him. Some seemed to strike him, to
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convince him that in his heart of hearts he was evil and that the
upper layers of his mind were of covering deceits, so that he
dared not let even his own eyes penetrate to them. It is a
terrifying thing for a human being to think that he—or she—is
evil through and through, and the more evil because of thinking
some righteousness exists within. The power of grace now
seemed almost annulled, and it seemed to him that it was fading,
leaving him weak and hopeless.
He knew, then, that times come in human experience when
hope is utterly dissolved, joy is non-existent, when love and
peace seem not to belong to the human spirit, and when fearful
uncertainty comes to bring a frenzy of such cruel emptiness that
the being of the person is stifled and life drains into some dark,
subterranean abyss that is man’s empty depths where no
substance is. Some part of him refused the accusation and the
shock of eternal rejection by not only that which is evil but also
by the very Good itself. He fought the silent indictment, the
persistent deadly allegation. Joined to his couch as though
inseparable for ever, he wanted to cry for help, but he could not.
Wave after wave of darkness seemed to have gained ascendancy
over him and it flowed its misery into the agonised knight. He
was too borne down upon to lift a plea to Massia, or to feel for a
golden sword that might or might not be by his side. It seemed he
was subsiding into a smothering darkness which would take his
last breath from him. That is how it was.
Into the silence which had seemed to him to be his own very
death—his cessation of being—there came a sound of music. At
first it was faint, a mere silvery sliver of a fragile note, but it
gained strength and rose with assured power and volume, and
then it was as a lethal stream, destroying all evil over which it
now so purposefully flowed. At the same time all darkness
seemed to flee before it, and the accusing cacophony of voices—
those of gods and lords and demons—ceased in a terror of
silence, and in the place of horrors came golds and blues of
beautiful days and times as a miracle of grace. They flowed
upward over Balwone, and then rained their glory upon him.
‘One song is enough’, he said and he remembered the evil
powers which had come furiously upon the whole team in their
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journey through Allein. Those powers had been defeated by
Kanavah’s song, and here in his room this was happening, though
the situation was somewhat different. It was the dark knight’s
voice which now rose, but with it also Roget’s voice was joined
and blended.
‘One little song is enough’, said Balwone, wondering. He
joined in the song as the glory was about him. At the same time
his mind was working. He was perceiving not by human perception but by that inner understanding which is given by the Spirit
of Massia and the Most High.
‘I now see’, he said to himself, ‘that whatever I perceive by
means other than that of Massia’s Spirit can be wrong, even
always wrong; but what comes when sanity returns, and even at
the words of a Massian song, is enough to banish wrong perception and give us Massia’s own perception—true perception.
‘I now perceive by that Spirit that as long as I live I will be
open to error, to never-ceasing accusation, and to memory which
can only be answered in grace, by grace. Dragons and giants and
other evil creatures—for true lords and gods they are not—all
seek to find their home in me, and to feed upon me, upon my
weariness and sadness and sorrow and my grief. I perceive that,
even though I am of Massia and not of the evil gods and lords,
I can sin. Until the zenith glory I shall have these visitations, but
it is the golden sword of Lord Massia which must ever be upon
my lips and not my hips. Verily this triumph song my brothers
are singing is the very sword itself and no evil thing can gainsay
it.’
Having said these words to himself he was greatly cheered and
the whole volume of truth seemed to flood back to him and show
how flimsy had been the battle just fought.
‘I must ever keep in mind that the Most High loves me, and
that therefore I love him, and I will refuse the accusations of
these evil ones. My shield is stronger than their darts, and my
word—which is Massia’s weapon—will ever vanquish them.’ As
he said these words he revelled in them, and revelled in the song,
for verily it was the sword in action.
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‘How great a thing’, he muttered and shook his head for his
own foolishness. ‘How great a thing that a song can defeat it’,
and then he marvelled that one true song is worth more than all
the powers pitted against a Massian in the faith of his Lord. He
thought, ‘We look to the great and magnificent things to defeat
all evil, but it is the simple and barely noticed things of the living
truth which are greater than things which present a spectacle’.
He pondered the matter greatly before he drifted off into a
peaceful sleep. He thought that there must be greatness in things
simple. In one of Flamgrid’s old manuscripts he had read of two
trees, one being a life-giving tree and the other was connected
with the promise of wisdom. Both, he remembered, were in an
eastern garden of great beauty and merit. He, himself, had seen
long ago that the wisdom human beings often use is a self-saving
and a self-displaying wisdom that is in fact not true wisdom but a
false one. He could see that the self-display a human might use in
waywardness upon certain occasions could be carried back
thoughtlessly into the true simplicity of life, and that it would
spoil that life, even to destroying its artless loveliness. Such were
his thoughts as he was being carried along the current of sleep,
and he thought it would be good to talk to Oranias about these
very things.
Oranias was in conversation with a group of elders when Balwone
sought him out. Morna the mastiff was silent in the presence of
the men and sat at Balwone’s feet. The elders had warmly welcomed the prince, and had then moved away, grouping elsewhere
and continuing their conversation quietly. They had understood
that Balwone desired to talk with the Storyteller.
Balwone was not long in describing his recent experience of
conflict. Whilst the fact of Kanavah’s song had told him his faith
was right-centred and the accusations of evil creatures were null
and void, yet there were still sore wounds—small as they were—
that had their lingering pain.
Oranias understood immediately and wholly what had hurt the
proclaimer of Massia’s grace.
‘This accusation is the power of all evil’, he said, ‘but what
they mean for our harm and hurt is also a gift from the Most
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High, lest we err in pride. Knowing the greatness of him who has
created all, we think we have advanced beyond the ability to sin.
We think we have a power whereby we can and do live holy
lives. This may well be true when we are wholly resting upon the
Most High and his Massia, and when the Spirit of them possesses
us utterly, for then it is not us but he who is for us who gives us
aid and succour.
‘It is when we think that in us there is some good thing of
itself so that by it we are able to overcome sin, that the trouble
begins. The battle against evil is within. Evil is not a thing we can
grasp of ourselves. It is a thing of baneful creatures and these in
being corrupt confront us, and we dare not fight them unaided,
for they are most intelligent.’
‘Is it, then’, Balwone asked, ‘that it is creatures we fight and
not ourselves?’
‘Ah!’ said Oranias, and there was pain in his voice. ‘You have
spoken rightly what is a great mystery, but the understanding lieth
in our origins. By nature we are children of our great forebear, the
first man Admah. His origin was that of earth, for from the earth
he was made. The holy breath of the Most High gave life to him,
but that life is not of earth. Only when he is given up to divine
holy breath is he truly man. Such life is true human life. It is a
terrible thing that man was bereft of holy breath when he turned
from his Creator, to live of, and from, himself. He became
depraved from his original beauty and holiness.’
Oranias looked towards the group of Shemgridions. ‘Some of
these will be our companions in journeying’, he said, ‘and of a
truth they are holy men. Speak with them as you will, from time
to time, and they will tell you that that frightening battle you have
lately undergone is one they know only too well. If you think of
them as perfect above you, then you do not know them. Come,
we will converse with them.’
As Balwone described his recent lacerating experience, they
nodded their heads in sympathy, and this to Balwone was comforting.
‘Ah, dear Balwone’, said Shemmalin. ‘He who would holy be
will soon find he is of the earth and is not of God. He will also
find that the traits of our father Admah are still upon us all. These
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we deplore and learn to ever overcome them by Massia’s grace.
It is the grace of Massia which overcomes all of Admah, and all
of the creatures which are evil. It is a lie that we are for Admah
our first father. Nay, we are wholly against him, for he was lifted
into such high praise of himself that he sought to be as the Most
High himself.’
Other Shemgridions were adding their thoughts and insights to
those of Oranias and Shemmalin. They talked respectfully to
Balwone but also as to a brother, and their voices were gentle,
and their spirit kindly. The prince came to realise these were men
of immense wisdom. Their simplicity had led him to believe that
their faith was that of little children, and in some respects that
was true, but here they were seen by him to be men of deep,
practical wisdom. He sensed a burden lifting from him. As his
heart lightened, so love flowed freely into him and through him.
‘I perceive’, he said, ‘that what we speak about is a great mystery’.
‘A great mystery indeed’, they agreed with one voice.
Shemmalin added, ‘This is a mystery we will ever be pondering and perhaps in this life will never know the whole’.
Shemmalin desired to walk back to the castle with Balwone, and
as the two walked they talked on the matters of man’s origins,
and his human powers and his need of the divine assistance by
grace.
‘I verily believe’, Shemmalin said, ‘that you were attacked by
the enemy, for it is ever thus with the servants of Massia and the
children of the Most High. This we must always accept and act
with wisdom. Even so, friend Balwone, the attack you have just
had as we prepare to travel in Massia’s name to the people of our
lands is also by Massia’s will. You must understand and bear
patiently with me when I tell you that you still have much to
learn of the faith. Massia has given you a wonderful
understanding of himself, so that the common people hear you
gladly, and they come—many of them—to believe in Massia.
‘As you will know, believing in a god or a person is partly
satisfying to the believer, but sooner or later that follower is
going to ask questions about being human, living in this world,
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and the matter of what happens to us after death. Your experience
unveiled much of what it is to be human and yet a follower of the
Most High.
‘You have a golden sword which is effective not just because
you believe but because, also, you have living union with Massia.
If you come to think you are equipped to face every situation, and
think you can act out of yourself, then you will be greatly disappointed and so become confused and disheartened. Much
depends upon your ministry, for you have been called to stand
before kings and councils and it is no light thing to do this. If you
fail you may bring hurt and harm and even anger and bitterness to
many.
‘So, then, my brother Balwone, be of good cheer that the Most
High has enabled you to come this far, and learn what is needed.
Your calling is of a certain kind, as mine is of another kind, but
we are called to be servants of the Most High. See to it that you
fulfil your calling.’
Shemmalin paused in speech and halted in the way. He looked
keenly at his royal friend.
‘Think not that I see failings and shortcomings in you beyond
others who are our brethren. You have endured much and learned
much, but there is yet more to endure and to learn. It was no light
thing to call our brother Oranias to be your friend and tutor.
There is much you will teach him, too, as I have learned much
from you, but we are in great need of one another’s gifts. Be then
at peace.’
Balwone received this with a glow of warmth in his heart.
Shemmalin’s eyes were upon him, and what he saw in the eyes of
his friend warmed his own heart. With smiles and an embrace
they took leave of each other.
Two days of preparation were enough to outfit the contingent who
were to travel to Miridon, the kingdom to the west of Cathrid. In
the days of selection of the men and their preparation, a new
thought had come to them. It was proposed by Balwone but
warmly agreed to by the Shemgridions. It was this: that they
should include at least four men who were young; if not youths,
then those who were young enough to express their devotion to
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Massia and the freedom he offered them from the slaves and
enemies that all humanity knows. These young men—themselves
equipped with good music and lyrics—could speak not only to all
to whom the band would go, but especially to those of their own
age.
Shemmalin told Balwone, ‘This, your idea, is good and should
be more used in the days ahead. We have fine young men, almost
spoiling because their proclamation is within the fold. They will
do well to be with us and not merely as observers but as proclaimers also. They will learn much from their elders.’
The normal way of travel would be through Zed, but because
of the enmity of its king, they decided to follow a line north-west
to the kingdom of Frimpone, a land which was decidedly warm
towards Balwone and the Shemgridions. Shemmalin had remained
behind for some time after Balwone’s band of men had seen
Massia’s cause extended in that country. All had agreed that further ministry on this tour would take much time, so they decided
to wend their way through the northern forest and follow it west
to the junction of the kingdoms of Frimpone and Miridon. King
Paelfric, Queen Paelmin and Prince Zenli were deeply interested
in the direction Balwone’s team would take. Aelfric
Collenthribben came to life when the direction of the journey was
shared with him.
Aelfric was a man whose rehabilitation had not only been in
his spirit and mind, but also one which had changed him from
being an evil-faced and bitter old man, to one who looked young
in his body. His memories of the past from time to time fell into
the category of the suffering which Balwone had known a few
nights before. Also he knew his life was forfeit if he left the
custody of the royal palace. Formerly the great exponent of the
ancient gods and their various cults, he now opposed where once
he had set forth the glories of these old deities and demonic
powers. Undoubtedly Gothroyd had him in mind for execution.
Whatever the case, Aelfric imparted valuable information as
to the centres of occultic powers, as also to where the schools of
false prophets were situated in the Cathrid northern forest and the
mid-eastern forest and savanna of Miridon.
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‘Miridon’, he said, ‘was once the stronghold of the pagan
worship, but out of sheer selfishness many of the families in rural
areas forsook the old ways. It was not that they took on the ways
of Massia, but the sense of greed held them in its sway. Part of
that kingdom is seemingly indifferent to the ancient cults and to
the worship of Massia and the Most High.’
He gave a tight-lipped smile. ‘We who upheld Mourna as the
highest of the lords also found it difficult to train these people to
the ancient culture. There are followers of Massia in Miridon, but
the conversion of others will not be easy.’
The royal guards and servants were predominantly Massian,
and so they followed the two royal couples as they rode into the
palace bailey to bid Balwone and his band farewell. The men of
Massia likewise took their leave in gracious fashion. After the
official farewelling, the people of all ranks and occupations
embraced them. The scene was colourful, there being men, women
and children who had never forgotten the event of the Great Convocation. There was tumultuous cheering, crying and laughing
and hugging. Gifts of food and clothing were pressed upon them.
As Balwone and his friends looked into the eyes of the children of the Most High, they themselves were moved to the same
tears as their comrades wept. They had the same joy that the
news of Massia was to go out in new and wonderful ways to the
children of men. Balwone was most affected, and suddenly it
came to him to use his musical instrument, the elaina which he
had named Fidelia.
It was hanging on the harness of his beautiful Ballia, the brilliant mount who had brought him through many strange and fearful situations. To grasp it, Balwone remounted and as Kanavah
saw him run his fingers across the strings of the instrument he
burst into his favourite song, ‘The Song of the Rock’:
Our Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is th’ Eternal who is love,
And in his righteousness is just.
The hills may fade, the oceans dry,
But he for ever is Most High.
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Our Most High, he is the one,
And ever this one shall holy be,
Till all that’s dark and evil dark
Be caused by Massia to flee.
Massia the Servant in his death
Has brought to all the holy Breath.
Our Most High, he is the Lord,
And ever this Lord shall put to flight
The denizens of darkness grim
Who flee the brilliance of his light.
Massia’s sword shall freely move
To show the power of his love.
Our Lord Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is the Lord of life and peace
And in his faithfulness we trust.
As pilgrims now we forward go
With him whose love we see and know.

Kanavah was the first to take up the lyric and then the whole
community burst into it. In a moment they were rhapsodic, delight
showing in their eyes and with it the joy which comes when
worship is pure.
They were so taken up in this song, which was to be the
preaching band’s farewell song, that they failed to see a man with
blood pouring down from his head onto his body, a man whose
arms hung as though they were useless, and whose wounded head
was bowed as he staggered towards the singing group.
It was one of the women who saw him and she gave a great
cry, and other women looked across at the reeling man. Of a
sudden the song ceased and men were hurrying to the aid of the
one who tottered towards them. Before, even, they could catch
him, he had collapsed and was moaning, a bloody heap of broken
humanity.
Shemmalin reached him first, followed by Roget and Kanavah.
They lifted his head and saw the fear in his eyes. He kept
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moaning some words, but only Roget knew those words for they
were of the speech of Flagland. Roget looked up to see Balwone
staring at the man.
Both of them knew, simultaneously, that this was one of the
villain band, the gang of assassins sent by Corsini to destroy
Balwone.
Roget even knew his name. ‘Panshin’, he said, ‘what ails
you? Who has wounded you so badly?’
The man gasped and tried to talk, but the pain was deep and he
could not. A number of Shemgridion men bent down and lifted
him, their hands undergirding him. They carried the wounded one
away to a hut close by and laid him on a thick mattress of fresh
leaves. Concerned women followed him and soon they were
attending to him, bathing his wounds, pressing water in which
was an anodyne to his lips, and they were bringing fresh clothing.
‘His villain companions have done this’, Roget said. ‘They
do this to one another, especially if that other betrays them.’
He looked at Balwone. ‘What, then, Master’, he said, ‘if he
were turning traitor to them?’
Balwone was puzzled. ‘How would that be?’ he asked.
A gleam came into Roget’s eyes. ‘Mayhap he had fear when
they attacked us, and mayhap he desires to join our ranks
because the Most High struck him in his heart as he witnessed
our fearless love to Massia’.
He looked strongly at Balwone and then at the men gathered
around. ‘Mayhap of all he wants to follow Massia.’
There was a low murmur amongst the group which had gathered to minister to the man.
A Shemgridion who had been bathing his wounds, stood, a
bloody cloth in his hands. ‘Of a truth’, he said, ‘this man is muttering “Massia, Massia”, and why should that be if he is not
praying to our Lord?’
Roget knelt again beside the wounded man. ‘Panshin’, he
said, ‘is it that you desire to belong to Massia?’
The man nodded, unable to speak. There was great joy in
Roget’s eyes. ‘Another sinner’, he said delightedly. ‘Even
another murderer, mayhap another scoundrel like unto me.’
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He peered closer at the wounds of the unfortunate one.
‘These wounds are not unto death’, he said, ‘albeit they have
been cruelly given’.
Shemmalin who stood by the bed lifted a hand. ‘This is also
the doing of Massia’s sword’, he said. ‘Their swords and
truncheons have wounded him but the wound of Massia is
deeper and it is unto life. Theirs would kill but his will heal. We
must not delay our going, and the people here will bring him to
full healing and will teach him the truth of Massia. They will
care for him in this place, but those of us with Prince Balwone
must now be on our way.’
Singing ‘The Song of the Rock’ had seemed to Balwone and
others to be the very launching of their expedition, and they
agreed.
Balwone knelt beside the rough bed of the wounded man.
‘Panshin’, he said gently, ‘how goes it with thee? Is now the
pain lessened? Wilt thou tell us thy story?’
The man turned his head up, looking at the prince. ‘It is as
thou sayest. The pain is going.’ He grimaced. ‘Massia’s people
are most kindly. Theirs is not the cruelty of Corsini.’ Tears
rolled unbidden from his eyes and down his lacerated cheeks.
His voice faded somewhat, but he whispered, ‘Save me from
them, great prince, for they left me for dead. They will not rest
until they see me thus, for I have committed the greatest of all
crimes. I have believed in Massia.’
Balwone leaned closer. ‘Many of us who are criminals and
great sinners have also believed’, said Balwone. ‘He will not
forsake thee, Panshin. He will bring thee to health. Fear not.’
The sight of the man was fading as he said these words and
he lapsed into a state as though dead.
‘That he sleeps is good, Balwone’, said Shemmalin who was
also bent close to him. ‘The medicine that withdraws the pain is
doing its work. He is in good hands and we will see him on our
return. Massia will watch over him. Come, it is time that we
were gone.’
There was a general look of tempered pleasure on the faces of the
community. Every triumph of Massia was a victory they relished
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with great joy. So then the fourteen men mounted, having also
gathered together their mules with the pack animals and, amid a
gentle cheering and waving, set their faces towards the north-west.
Behind them ran a few hounds, animals which would act as
guards during the men’s times of sleeping. Among them was not
Morna—now so aged—but a fine young mastiff who had been
named ‘Son of Morna’, that is, Mornsha. His father was Morna
the old mastiff, not now capable of long journeys. The male pup
was about eighteen months in development, and of similar temperament to his sire. It was yet to be seen whether he possessed
the uncanny discernment which Morna had so usefully demonstrated. As he trotted behind the horses, he held his head and tail
high, as though he was proud of his species and of his own massive body.
‘I wot’, said Shemmalin, ‘that the Most High has given us a
token for our encouragement, to spur us on to those great things
which lie ahead’.
Some nodded but most seemed quietly to have thought the
matter to be thus, and all were contented. The sounds of saddles
creaking, horses breathing and snorting, and metal clinking
were signs to these men taught in travelling that they were now
on the road and moving towards the goals that had been
divinely set for them. Sometimes there were cries of delight at
the beauty that they saw along the way; the flowers of the
season rioting their colours, the undulating hills, the savanna
with its rich, flowing grass, and the first glimpses of the distant
northern mountains. In that delight the men often burst into
song, sometimes in songs of the known continental language
and sometimes in the ancient Shemgridion dialect.

CHAPTER SIX

Massia as Lord over All
Matters of the World

G

woke to yet another royal day. Without doubt she
loved the kingdom which she had known from birth—the
kingdom of Zed. As a child she had admired her father deeply.
Gothroyd her father had loved her no less deeply. Both daughter
and father owed much to the gracious woman who served them
so wonderfully. Mabila held the love of her husband. There was
little he would do without her. Not that he ever came to seek
counsel from her, or discussed much with her of kingdom matters
during the day. It was often at night, when weary from his royal
duties he would relax in the royal bedroom and share with her the
things of the day. Never did he ask her opinion but he could most
times gather what it was. Her silences spoke even more than her
words, or in conversation she could speak in a way that left no
doubt in her husband’s mind as to what were her thoughts.
Like many shy women she was acutely sensitive. She was able
to discern the nature of persons, passing over their superficial
words and actions and penetrating to their ideas and motives. The
two whom she knew well beyond all others were her husband and
daughter. She knew that the young Gothroyd had been an idealist
in regard to his kingdom. He sought to rule it for what he thought
was its good. When Gothroyd was but newly crowned as king of
Zed, the Zagon of Manignia—the king of that time—came to put
Zed and Cathrid to the sword. Flamgrid had counselled that the
armies of Zed and Cathrid conceal themselves in the deep hiddenness of their thick forests, and seeing Flamgrid as a sage they
finally agreed to do so, but although both armies remained intact,
OTHLIC
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many of the people of the two kingdoms suffered pillage and rape
under the army of the Zagon.
This was the occasion in which King Gothroyd changed from a
genial person to one filled with deep hatred and bitterness. His
young wife saw the change in him and mourned it quietly in herself. His love for her was not changed, but he kept many of his
counsels to himself and rarely shared them with her. Balwone had
never been connected with the terrible war because he was but a
lad at that time, and later, although the crown of Manignia could
have come to him in the days of his youth, he rejected the offer.
Mabila gave no less attention to her husband but she spent
more of her time in training her beautiful daughter, Gothlic. She
instilled in her a love of peace, a quietness of spirit, but she could
not tame the strong spirit of the young girl. It often flared out in
indignation at unrighteousness and injustice. One of her good
qualities arose as an admiration of her father. She was sure he
was a true example of faithful ruling. As a young woman her
heart had gone out to Balwone at a jousting tournament, but she
was also angry with him for what she considered to be an inordinate pride.
The first disillusionment with her father was at the time of the
massacre of the Shemgridions. Brought up in the ways and culture of the old gods and deities, she had barely accepted those
ways, and often she disagreed with some of the harsh treatments
royalty and the nobility meted out to their feudal servants. Both
parents sought to keep her away from these matters of the kingdom, but she had her way of travelling where she willed. A fine
rider, she used her horsemanship to journey through the forests.
That was until the meeting with Balwone after the
Shemgridion massacre. It was then she knew this man who had
seemed to have had his proud spirit broken, who though still
strong-spirited displayed a humility which attracted her whilst it
also baffled her. She might have counted her father’s destruction
of the Shemgridions as a single act from which he had learned,
and that never again would he commit such an atrocity, but his
sudden slaughter of the gentle sage, Flamgrid, and the hoisting of
his head outside the castle seemed to speak of a corruption in her
father’s spirit which showed him to be an evil man. She knew his
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passion for the way of life as dictated by the pagan gods and
lords, and she knew he would not accept changes as taught by
Massia for fear his kingdom would be destroyed.
The Flamgrid killing and the climax of his hatred which made
him march upon Cathrid in his intention to subjugate to his own
rule had terrified her, and made her flee to Cathrid prior to his
invasion. She knew Balwone and his friends were meeting for the
Great Convocation of northern Massia kingdoms in their love for
their Lord and their worship of the Most High God.
The outcome of those events meant she had volunteered to
return to Zed and be subject to the king if he would call off his
massacre of that kingdom. She had spent a long time deliberately
living daily in the palace, not even going for superintended rides
on her favourite mount. But for her mother, Queen Mabila, her
internment in the palace would have been intolerable.
This day, when she awoke, she had a sense that something of a
strange nature would happen. She had not even an inkling of what
that might be. Having broken her fast she determined to walk in
the palace gardens. She had learned that virtual imprisonment can
drain one’s spirit, but she had fought that line of thinking. Her
heart was set on the Master, Massia, whom she understood to be
the Lord of love, so human and yet so divine that he could act as a
true human being, yet use the powers of divine love to comfort
and sustain men and women whose lives were often caught in
pain and misery by reason of circumstance and environment.
She had seated herself on a place of grass beside the stream
of soft-brown water which wended its way through the palace
grounds, and as she stared at the glimmering surface of the
stream her thoughts were about her lover, Balwone. She had not
noticed a man sitting on a hillock, so quiet and immovable he
was, but with surprise she saw him.
She felt a line of irritation run through her, for her thoughts of
Balwone, induced meditation as they were, were pleasant to her,
to her whole being. She had vivid memories of his embrace and
his words of passion to her, and daily she had fed on these over
the long, long months of her detainment in the castle.
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As she wondered how this man could have penetrated the
palace guards and even about the danger he might represent, she
saw him rise and walk towards her. His clothes were strange, such
as she had not seen before, and so she knew not what was his
identity. His face was calm and she sensed he had been meditating. His eyes were a deep grey, his features those of a man
advanced in years and, she concluded, those of a wise person.
‘Indeed’, she thought, ‘he is a sage’.
She had not risen and so his eyes asked the question as to
whether he, too, might be seated close by her. She assented
lightly, still puzzled by the manner of the man, and loath to leave
her imaginations of Balwone.
‘I know you to be Princess Gothlic’, he said, bowing slightly.
‘I am not known to you’, he said, ‘nor even to any on this vast
continent. I am not of your kingdoms and my business is not with
them. At this moment your beloved Prince Balwone is in service
of the Lord Massia, proclaiming his love and the love of the Most
High.
‘He knows nought of me, nor does that matter. All over this
earth which the Most High created, and which he protects and
preserves, he has his messengers. I am but one of those. In his
love he has sent me to you to tell you of your coming freedom.
You know that cannot be until your father gives you permission,
or the events of time remove him from his kingship.’
At these words Gothlic’s heart fluttered. The thought of
freedom which she had often pondered was now a dream which
might come true. Yet the thought of something happening to her
father brought a line of fear to her.
‘Who, really, are you?’ she asked. ‘By what right do you say
these things to me?’
‘My name does not matter’, he said. ‘What matters is that I am
a prophet, and I am given dreams and visions by the Most High
to tell where and when they need to be told. I have come to
unveil the mystery of God to you, that you may be prepared to be
the helpmate to Massia’s servant. I speak of Prince Balwone.’
She dared not believe what he was saying, yet the quietness of
his tone and the calm confidence with which he spoke all
convinced her that the glorious news she was hearing was as the
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answer to her prayers, as the fulfilment of her most persistent
dream. When she spoke it was with humility, with a sense that
she must be loved if this servant of the Most High had indeed
come from him. She could not think otherwise.
‘My father’, she asked, ‘what is to become of him? Will he
then change his mind?’
He did not directly answer her question. ‘Once, many years
since’, he said, ‘there was a great king who ruled over much of
the earth. He was a man of great intellect, of high ambition and
possessing many powers. More than any other man of his day or
the days of this earth, he built a kingdom both vast in its extent
and powerful in its army. In a short time he caused his ruling city
to be built, and it was both an amazing thing of beauty and of
government.
‘He, himself, became besotted with his power and his accomplishments, but one day a man—such as I am—was sent by the
Most High to warn him to change his thoughts, to come to true
humility and to acknowledge that the Most High is the One who
rules all heaven and all earth, for it is he who made them.
‘This brilliant and powerful monarch was not angered. He did
not cast the prophet from him, but let him go his way. He ignored
the Most High and went on his own determined path, adding selfglory to self-glory. He wot not that his own inwit was turning
against him, informing him of coming disaster. No outward
disaster came, but inwardly his pride crumbled and terrors seized
him and he wondered at the enormity of what he had been and
done, and he lost his powers of reasoning. He would often go
long without food and water, and then he would search for them
with screaming.
‘His princes and lords sought to help him. Soothsayers, magicians and physicians were called in but they could do nothing.
Indeed they, all of them, were baffled. Arrangements were made
to rule and control the kingdom to its uttermost parts. His hair
grew long until it was below his waist. His eyes were mad, his
hands grew nails like talons of an eagle, and his body became
like bronze in the sun.’
Gothlic was gripped by the strange power of the storyteller.
She was seeing her father in this mode of madness, in this terrible
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torment of his own mind, and in the crushing of his scornful
pride. The eyes of the prophet fell upon her, and he nodded, as
though he knew what she thought and was agreeing with her
thoughts.
‘One day the king was found, still and silent in the garden of
his magnificent palace. He was found to be at peace in a way his
courtiers and servants had never seen him. The relief they felt
was mixed with a fear they could not understand. He seemed not
to be ashamed to be found in his nakedness and the filthy state of
his body.
‘He gladly received their ministrations, and finally when
washed and clothed in his former royal garments, he sat crosslegged in his palace room and told the story to the queen, his
family and all courtiers and other nobles. Also he ordered that
the story he was telling should be narrated throughout his kingdom. He told them that pride of achievement had gripped him,
and in his pride his mind had changed and he had become a
crazed fool.
‘He looked around at the assembled court, all members attired
in fine clothing and some still in their former attitudes of haughty
arrogance because of their high offices. Perceiving this pride, the
king rose from his throne, his hands lifted heavenwards, and he
cried, “Men and women and young people, whoever you may be,
know that under heaven there is but one God and he is the Most
High, and in his hands are the affairs of us all. Pride not yourself
on any attainment, knowing one will humble you ultimately to
the dust. If you would learn wisdom, then learn it now, at the
moment from your own king.”’
The stranger looked with kindly eyes upon the fair woman
before him, and at his very look the terror and confusion in her
heart fled.
She asked of him, ‘Will it be thus with my father, the king?’
He gazed on her with affection. ‘What the Most High will do
he will do and none shall stay him. Foolishly the sons of men
think that he is hidden, unseen, and therefore not to be taken into
account. How foolish is such reasoning. This Most High is never
for a moment away from the creation he made and which he
loves. Be sure, young woman, that he will do what he will do with
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your father, but always keep in mind that it will be for the
betterment of him and the kingdom put under his governance.’
‘What of Balwone my beloved?’ she asked.
His smile was gentle; concealing nothing, telling nothing.
‘He is Massia’s servant, called from his mother’s womb. This
son of Merphein is destined for the greatness which lies in all
humility. Let be: ask no more.’
He was now standing. His look had retracted from gazing
upon Gothlic and it was extended, as though he were looking not
only into the distance, but also into another world altogether.
Her heart contracted, not with fear but with the conviction that
in the world about her, Massia and the Most High were present in
spirit to her spirit, the spirit of this prophet and to the spirits of all
who loved Massia. She ached to ask about the mystery of God of
which the man had spoken, and what that great mystery was in
itself. A fear in her heart which was not human dread or alarm
made her remain dumb. Awe with joy had gripped her. She
watched him as he saluted her and turned away, walking off until
he had passed into the woods of the royal garden and was lost to
sight.
That night at dinner she closely watched her father. He was
aware of this and glared at her. Mabila saw the look and was
startled. Gothlic resolved to inform her mother of the catastrophe
which lay ahead, but that would have to be when they talked as
they did in the later evening before retiring.
Her father said impatiently, ‘What ails you my daughter? Why
do you thus look upon me?’
Had the prophet not forewarned her, she would have felt
alarmed at his untoward questioning.
She shook her head, bowing it to cover the tears in her eyes.
She sensed that any moment he might burst out in anger.
‘All is well with me, Father’, she said gently. ‘All is as well as
can be.’
By this she meant to pacify him but the glare did not die.
Indeed some low muttering accompanied it, and Gothlic knew
that even now the time had come for her father.
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What she did not know was that the news of the band of
Corsini’s men and their clash with Balwone and his party had
come to him, and the report that one of the men of that crew had
sought to convert to Massia and had had to be killed. This
brought to him the pernicious nature of the Massian company and
their seeming indestructibility. The beauty of his daughter whom
he loved seemed at this very moment to threaten him, and the
poison in his mind was working, drawing him into that anger
which a human being knows when he turns to irrepressible
murder.
Another thing she did not know, but what the wise prophet
knew, was that he who would murder is so far gone in pride, so
advanced in jealousy of the Most High, that he would take on
him the prerogatives of that God of gods, that he would take life
and take it viciously. How horrible that such should be sweet joy
to him, to cheat the holy One of the prerogative of death. So arrogant and haughty can the human spirit come.
Gothlic, as she rose with her parents to retire from the meal,
saw the flecks of madness in her father’s eyes and she shivered in
her spirit.
When her mother Queen Mabila came to have her bedtime talk
with her daughter, she saw a change had taken place in Gothlic.
The pain and the strain had gone from her eyes and her countenance was settled.
Gothlic was ready to burst with the news that she had received
but she refrained from showing her joy and relief. Even so, she
could not repress the news of the quiet prophet who had come
and gone, having given his news of what lay ahead for the royal
family. When it came to prophecy of what would happen in
Gothroyd’s life, then her voice trembled.
Her mother’s face became distraught at that news.
‘Your father!’ she exclaimed. ‘He will go mad? That is terrible!’
‘The prophet did not say it would be madness’, Gothlic said.
‘But he told me the story I am telling you of another king who
became caught in his own pride. Insanity was for him a gift
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because it brought him back to true sanity. I think this was a
wonderful thing that it did not continue for ever.’
Mabila was white in the face. Her eyes were dark pools of sorrow, saddened and despairing. She shook her head so that the
tears fell but she could not speak.
‘Mother’, her daughter said, ‘there is talk of something wonderful happening to him when the happening of pain has passed. I
know not whether that means madness or some other form of disaster. I do know it will bring Balwone and me together and that
we will be wedded and that I will be his helpmate in the calling
of Massia.’
The pain went from the queen’s eyes. She seemed to relax,
and she could again speak.
‘I am not a wise woman’, she said, ‘but I know that if the
Most High has my husband in his will, and will do what is right
to do, then I cannot complain. It is when I look out on our southern kingdoms and see the mad actions of those who desire power
that I suffer.
‘If, then, I know this Most High has these things in his power
and control, the worst that can happen to your father will not
trouble me to pain and desperation.’
She sat, her hands on her lap, and her eyes cleared of their
dark trouble. Her husband had told her of the attempt on
Balwone’s life by the men of Corsini, but he had said nothing
about the member of the crew who had been brutally beaten for
wanting to become a servant of Massia. It was this knowledge
which had brought the insane gleam into the eyes of the king.
Gothlic received the news with sadness. ‘Doubtless his majesty is in touch with this evil man, Corsini, for he must be evil to
do what he has done. Massia has defeated their knavish tricks.’
Mabila nodded, and for a moment pondered what she was to say.
‘This Most High must be most gracious to send one of his
prophets to talk to you.’ She bowed her head. ‘Of a truth it was to
talk to us both, for he has unveiled some of the future.’
She paused again, and then her eyes became alight with a
dawning comprehension. ‘He who has prophets such as this must
truly be the Most High. He must be the God of all the gods for
never has it been that the pagan gods have had such messengers.
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Aelfric Collenthribben was famous for his infamy. He was a
cruel, evil man. Even now many of us have difficulty in believing
he has changed so much. I can see that our only hope must be in
this Massia, sent by the Most High to reveal what we cannot
know by our own, human minds.’
Gothlic felt the thrill of all this; not only at the acute perception of her mother, but also at the truth which was becoming
more clear to her that the Most High and his Massia must be over
all the earth, as well as reigning in the heavens.
The tension which had lain on them both over long months,
indeed over years, was now broken and they both talked animatedly. Finally they wearied in their talking and sat silently,
pondering the significance and outcome of the prophet’s inspired
news to them.
Because of their weariness and relief, both slept well that
evening, but a fire raged on in the soul of Zed’s monarch. The
glory and the beauty of life was being slowly replaced by uneasiness, by a sense of the emptiness of existence, and through it all a
deadly fear was insinuating itself. Nothing escaped suspicion and
the monarch was slowly being faced with the implacable opposition of the Most High, and the inflexibility of his servant Massia.
Flashes of pictures of Balwone, Kanavah and Roget would visit
him. Worst of all were the cries of the Shemgridion villagers
which echoed through his brain, and the sight of their noble
dying. It seemed that his past was closing in on him so that he
struggled for breath. He was discovering with anger that royal
prerogatives exercised are not the pleasures and joys that he
imagined in his youthful and idealistic days.
Back at the city of Cathrid in the suburb of the Shemgridions, a
man of coarse features and who was one who had been wounded
and now was nigh unto death was struggling to return to life. This
struggle seemed to have been successful when he opened his eyes
to see a man seated by him on a stool. He looked up, recognising
the embroidered tunic of a Shemgridion.
When he moved in his bed there was a trifle of pain which he
felt, but the old, the terrible wounding, seemed no longer to
trouble him.
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He stared up at the Shemgridion with wonder. ‘How am I
here?’ he asked, but before the answer came it all flooded in on
him. He remembered the cold, hard and murderous looks the men
of Corsini’s unit of killers had bent upon him.
He gasped, ‘Have they come? Have they asked for me? Do
they intend to kill me?’
The Shemgridion smiled gently. ‘Panshin, thy life has gone,
they believe. They are sure you must have died. As the days
passed, we too thought it possible you might die. But Massia has
kept you, and he has healed you. Your evil comrades are long
ago in pursuit of Balwone, so fear not. Your life is not forfeit.’
A smile broke out on the face of the healed man. ‘Your remedies, potions and medications are powerful’, he said. ‘Your
Massia is known for his miraculous healings. How grateful I am.’
He paused. ‘How then did you come to know my name?’
‘Roget has told us’, his attendant said. ‘He knows all of the
villains’ names.’
Sensing he could not sit up, the man nodded. ‘We have been a
hard, desperate band of men’, he said, ‘but no love was lost
between us. We have had no trust in one another. Had this been
the case, Corsini would not have chosen us. He is a cruel master,
but worse indeed are those who hire him. Such a one is the king
of Zed, for he desired that the killing of Balwone be done quietly
and privately, but the sword of Balwone has sent fear into the
hearts of our crew.’ His eyes shadowed as he remembered the
terror he and his comrades had known.
He stared up at the Shemgridion nurse. ‘This Corsini will try
to kill me when he finds that I have not died, and sees that the
news of his contract with Gothroyd has become public and has
produced nought.’
‘That will never be’, said the man on the stool. ‘Be at peace.
My name is Shemmian, and I am an elder of this people. Be
assured that none will be able to touch you. Be at peace. Heal
further and you may yet join Roget and his friends.’
He took up a cup of cool fluid, lifted the head of his patient
and helped him to drink. The man seemed tired and weak and
he lay back on his bed of leaves. He smiled up at Shemmian and
soon was asleep.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Pleasant Journeying and an
Unpleasant Attack

N

OT HAVING travelled this way before, the cortege of

Massia’s
men looked with deep interest as they came to high hills and
mountains which made the division between the kingdoms along
the rocky trails of Frimpone and Cathrid. They had to thread their
way through the thick woods of the mountains. Southernmost on
these high ridges there were oaks, beeches, poplars and elms, with
other trees which the company had not seen before.
They had been enjoying the savannah which led up to the hills
and forests, and the weather was idyllic for their travelling. In the
gold of the sun and the blue of the sky and the soft freshness of
the air, they had seen hawks and falcons and kestrels in their
flights as they sought out animals in the grassed prairies. There
were hares in small numbers but in the rocky areas were the
small native rabbits that lived in the holes of the heaped rocks,
sometimes called ‘conies’. In the savanna there were flowers
which grew in masses of yellows and reds and blues. All made
for a good sense of life as the cortege passed through to the hills
and mountains.
As they scrambled up the high inclines with their rocky trails,
they felt the difference in the atmosphere. Here the air was rare
and so made the men and animals somewhat heady. Occasionally
they came across a waterfall or cascade of water from which they
drank and filled their goatskin water bags. Their food supplies
were still sufficient for they had dried fish and smoked meats such
as beef, mutton and venison. They also had drinks made from
herbs and fermented fruit juices, including a good range of wines
and ciders.
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On the higher and more ragged mountains the trees changed to
firs and deodars. The rich, tangy scent of them was pleasing in
the nostrils of the men. Even more pleasing was it in the night
when they made their fires to cook vegetables and mixed them
with the smoked meats to make appetising stews. Each night the
young men had revelled in their fellowship with the older men
and in the food and drink of their camping routine. For them it
was an adventure.
Most of all they loved the singing and the talking, the praising
and the praying to Massia and the Most High. The new songs
which were suddenly born were a great delight and stimulant to
the mind and body. Up in heights almost totally uninhabited by
man but the home of lions, wolves and bears, they sensed the
excitement of being alive in the company of their wise elders
who treated them as adults and not as children. Many dreams
came to them of what it would be to be older and to be on such
journeys of powerful mission. They could scarce wait until they
would reach Miridon.
During their last night of sleeping in the mountains, they built
up a sheltering wall of branches and the mountain briars that grow
in profusion especially where there are breaks in the timbers and
small areas of grass where the mountain goats and deer graze. In
the fold of the protecting briars and branches the horses were
quiet enough and content. However, when a mountain lion would
roar, or a wolf bark and wail, then the dogs would respond and the
horses would neigh and whinny. None of these responsive cries
worried the Shemgridion guards who roved inside the protective
fence or kept the fire replenished with fuel so that wild animals
would not attempt to break through to the horses and men.
It was on their last night before entering Miridon that the
Storyteller and Balwone sat together, sharing in one of the night
watches. The two had often conversed on horseback as they
travelled, and had exchanged the insights of the faith of Massia,
and of the teaching they had both given and received. Oranias
always had the effect of stirring Balwone to excited understandings and to bouts of amazement when he was dumb with astonishment. Likewise Oranias would respond to much of what
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Balwone had gleaned from the old manuscripts which had originally been the study materials of the beloved Flamgrid of the Zed
forests, until he was killed in the vile anger of the frustrated
Gothroyd.
One day Oranias had asked Balwone concerning the manuscripts.
On that occasion Balwone had answered, ‘I have a large
leather wallet of these manuscripts, some written on vellum or
calf skin, some on parchment of sheepskin, and some on papyrus.
Some of the writings are in languages that I did not know until
Flamgrid taught them to me. Not all are complete as they have
been folded many times, read endlessly and some are worn so
that with difficulty the scripts can be read. They are my most
precious possession.’
Oranias had nodded. ‘You have a valuable treasure there’, he
said, ‘but you do not have a volume of “The Writings”?’
Balwone had then pulled his horse to a halt and turned it so
that he was facing Oranias.
‘This term I have rarely heard’, he said, ‘but I know of it. “The
Writings”—what are “The Writings”?’
‘They are the writings which concern first the Most High and
then Massia his servant. It is from them that I get my Story, the
Story which I am called to tell. These writings are all the one
Story.’
Balwone had looked puzzled, but he also felt a quickening of
his pulse and a jump or two in his heart. ‘Why have I not heard
and read these writings?’
‘Ah!’ Oranias had said sadly, ‘These writings are hidden
away, for when the people of Shem and the people of Massia
possessed them then fanatical pagan hordes swept over the
ancient continent where the truth of the Most High was known
and taught. The children of Massia revered their documents and
many of them they buried carefully for safety. Others were taken
off into remote lands. Some manuscripts were copied but often so
hurriedly that errors crept in. Then these copies were copied,
often with even more errors being included.
‘Today not even I possess a whole copy but I have parts
of the whole. As I hear you speak, I hear you speaking from
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correct copies; but sometimes what you say is far from the True
Writings.’
Balwone had then thought of Flamgrid and how he had
worked to piece together the things of truth, but then he, also, had
copies in which there were errors.
‘Dear Balwone’, said Oranias, ‘some of the things you say
when you are teaching are not found in the True Writings. Some
of your manuscripts must be wrong. Shemmalin has picked this
up in your teaching and he wishes me to correct these things. I
would beg of you to let me go through the documents you have,
and let us correct them.’
Balwone had had a sense of sickness within. He would never
have taught a word which was not the truth, but then he had spent
a long time as a young man with the sage Flamgrid. Now he was
sad that he had erred in some respects.
The Storyteller had smiled cheerfully. ‘Be not troubled, friend
Balwone’, he said. ‘You have never erred greatly. It is said in the
Writings that when we come to Massia and believe in him that
his Spirit enters our hearts, thus bringing the truth to us. Even the
child who has this Spirit can sense when error is taught. I am sure
that it has been thus with you. It only remains for us to discuss
what is in error in your valuable parchments and to correct it.’
Balwone had felt cheered considerably and he smiled to his
companion. ‘Let us proceed now. I will give you the wallet for I
always keep it in my saddlebag.’
He had opened the saddlebag and withdrawn the leather wallet. Oranias had then taken it reverently, gazed at it for a moment,
not withdrawing its documents, and placed it in his own satchel.
All that had happened before this their last night in the mountains.
Tomorrow they would descend to the Miridon plains, travel for a
day or so and then seek out Clandius the king of Miridon and it
might be that they would also meet his queen, Wonan. Balwone’s
relationships with the king and his leading knights was a very
warm one. On one occasion they had sided with him against the
dark knight Kanavah but all that had changed and this could be
Massia’s time for drawing in the kingdom to himself.
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Oranias and Balwone had undertaken to guard during the third
watch of the night. They anticipated it would be a time when perhaps Oranias could give a private hearing of his Story to Balwone,
although they had pledged to tell the Story to the whole company.
There had been the yarning after the meal, then the discussion
and prayers for those left behind in Cathrid as well as for others
known throughout the kingdoms. Then it was that an elaina or
two appeared, some long, tubular drums and the plaintive woodpipes. It was this music which greatly lifted their spirits, and
when they sang they taught one another the ancient truth and the
present experience of worship of Massia and the Most High.
Truth just as a body of ideas and something to be worked out was
a foreign idea to them. They believed their beloved brother
Massia was present and his Father, the Most High, was also in
their midst; not seen to the human eye though real to their faith.
As a result of this conviction they did not use worship to edify
themselves, but to praise their Creator and his Son, Massia.
The two men had been greatly enriched by these wholesome
exercises and as it was not far from the third watch they agreed to
talk until that time, and then begin on the Story. Two other men
were on watch, and they came to Balwone, whispering to him.
‘Prince Balwone, if you listen you will hear no animal cries,
but you will hear the noises of the horses. They are restless, and it
may be they smell a lion close to us. Even so, it may be that other
humans are around the camp. We know not what it is.’
At that moment the new hound Mornsha, son of Morna,
growled his mastiff noise of suspicion.
‘There is someone close’, Balwone said. ‘Who would it be?
There seemed to be no hillsmen nearby this later afternoon.’
‘What of Corsini’s men?’ asked Oranias.
Balwone stiffened. ‘It would be like Corsini to send them to
kill me. Roget said there would be no forgetting by him of the
humiliation we have done him. The change in Panshin will be a
further cause for anger. Nor will Gothroyd let them rest until I am
destroyed.’
Oranias whispered, ‘I will call Shemmalin. He will have
something in his mind for such occasions.’
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Balwone agreed with this. At the same time he was calling the
mastiff to his side. Mornsha sat close beside him, growling deep
in his throat but his head high, as though sniffing out the intruders.
Shemmalin took in the situation immediately.
‘If it is hillsmen, then we are in little danger. They will simply
be curious of what we are doing here, but they are not noted as
pillagers and murderers. If it be Corsini’s men, then they will
know that you will have the golden sword, and they will fear that.
Their only success is to creep into the camp, seeking to find you
asleep so that they can kill you silently. Then they would slip out
and be gone, their major work accomplished.’
When he had said that, he gave a continuous low whistle and
the camp dogs came to him, for he had personal dealings with
them.
‘They are restless’, he said, ‘but they are not, as yet, disturbed.
There are but few of them, but if we urge them on they will rush
out to find the intruders. It will be time to test out our new mastiff
also. I think Mornsha will be one with them.’
Shemmalin called on them to take a hound each, and quietly
make breaks in the camp fence of briars and branches.
‘When we are set and ready’, he said, ‘I will give the command aloud, and you let them through the breaks. They will rush
around barking and they will attack if they sense the men are
evil.’
The three men and the two on watch distributed themselves
around the crude fence at roughly the same distance apart. Then
Shemmalin gave a high and urging cry, wherewith the dogs leapt
through the holes in the fence and gave full cry as they rushed
around trying to discover the intending intruders.
Balwone and the other men also broke through the protective
barrier and raised their voices with the barking and snarling of
the faithful beasts. There were shouts, human cries, the sounds of
falling persons, the renewed and angry snarling and barking, and
then the sounds of running, as the would-be evildoers ran in all
directions. When the sounds of running ceased, the dogs dropped
to a long, steady bark, even in sound, as though warning off any
who dared to approach.
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Inside and having closed up the apertures, the five men came
together, laughing. By this time all the men had awakened, and
they came around the fire which had been brought to high flames
by the throwing of brush upon it. They sat in a circle around the
light of the flames and Shemmalin explained what had happened.
There were ejaculations of indignation, of wonder at what had
happened, and then some statements of dismay that in these
mountains the devilry of Gothroyd had pursued them. After a
time they sat quietly and one elder said, ‘It was ever so. Why
then should we be surprised or distressed?’
There was general agreement regarding this, and after a few
meditations they returned to their sleep. Because the watch was
drawing to an end, Balwone sent the watchers of the second
watch to their beds.
‘I am sure we will have no further nonsense this night’, he
assured them.
He and Oranias were to bring an introduction to the Story, but
somewhat unsettled they simply moved around the inside of the
improvised fence. When the new watchmen came on for the last
watch the two men gladly turned in for their rest.
For the first time Mornsha followed Balwone to his sleep,
nestling at his master’s feet. It was as the days of yore when
Morna had been a great companion to his master.
The second last night when they made their camp, had finished
their meal, and had their evening worship, the three young men
asked the older men to tell them some of the history of the
Shemgridions. The name of one of the young men was Shemmosh,
who with his sister Shemmshi had escaped from the massacre by
Gothroyd of the Shemgridions in the Zed forest. From time to time
Balwone had noted him amongst his people. He also noted a gleam
in the young man’s eyes, and he marked him out as a future
proclaimer. His face always brightened when the subject turned to
Massia, and now even more so as he asked for stories of his
ancestors. He must have heard much from his father Shemmah,
and earlier days from his grandfather Shemmaker.
It was Shemmashone, one of the men who had saved the life
of Aelfric, who spoke. As he began his story Balwone saw the
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attention all gave to one of their own storytellers. Oranias, who to
this time had not told any of his Story, was obviously deeply
interested in the tale about to be told.
Shemmashone began. ‘Our history goes back beyond even the
history of this continent. Our beginnings were from the time of a
flood which covered the earth. So far as we know, and we have
no chronicle on parchment to tell us this, our greatest forefather
was one saved from that flood. That is the legend which has
come down to us by the mouths of our ancestors.’
Balwone saw the interest and even the query that was in the
face of Oranias as the light from the fire flickered upon it. He
also saw the faint nod which the famous narrator gave, as though
verifying this part of Shemgridion history.
‘We were a people who kept to ourselves’, Shemmashone continued, ‘and we were, in the beginning, believers in the Most
High, but as we settled in one place we found there were other
tribes who had descended from our forefather who worshipped
other gods. They depended upon these gods for their living, for
seasons and climate and weather to bring the crops to
fruitfulness, as also the vines and trees that they grew. We kept to
our belief in the Most High but we understood these gods of our
neighbours to be lesser gods, and that the Most High had given
them lands and territories which they were told to care for and to
rule for him—the Most High. The Most High was the true
Creator, therefore he could give birth to these gods and then
authority to them to rule.
‘After a time we almost forgot the Most High for we thought
of him as ruling from a great distance. We became strong followers of these lesser gods, and believed that they gave us crops and
food and our families. We worshipped in ways which differed
from our neighbours because they believed the spirits of the gods
gave life to all things. Moreover, they were jealous of the Most
High because they thought he was jealous of the lords who ruled
those ancient people and lands.
‘What we could not alter were our customs, for they had come
down through the generations and were precious to us. Whilst we
made acknowledgment to the lords and idols around us, we could
not renounce our old rules and manners of life. The dress we
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wore was ours and we could not change it. The way we wore our
hair—both men and women—was different from our neighbours
and something in us did not allow us to follow their ways and
manners. Because of this the time came when those who dwelled
in those lands came to us to test out our loyalties to the gods they
served.
‘They became puzzled for they could not see where we differed from them in our loyalty to the same gods they worshipped,
so they could find no fault, and for a season they left us. Then
one day when we were offering an ancient sacrifice, the ritual of
which had been passed down for many generations, they asked
what it meant. At first no one could tell them but then one of our
old men, so frail that he could scarcely explain the ritual, came to
the gathering of enquirers and spoke to them.
‘“It is the worship of the great Creator of heaven and of earth”,
he explained. “He has the name of the Most High God, and he is
above all the gods. We believe that in the heavens there are great
and glorious creatures and that they constantly worship and serve
this one called ‘The Most High’. When he created man he desired
man to have fellowship with him and this was so, but then the
first man displeased the Most High, and was shut out of his holy
Presence.
‘“Man discovered that he could not live outside of the
Presence and so this form of ritual came to be his constant way to
the Most High. By sacrifice he could, nevertheless, though
imperfect, live in the holy Presence.”
‘So this aged ancestor of ours caused many to think about the
Most High and to use the ancient rituals, and the people who
lived around them were angry at a god they could not see and
they accused the Shemmites of being atheists, which was a crime
in their culture. None dared speak against their gods or call them
lesser gods than an unseen god.’
All of the older men had known this story as well as did
Shemmashone and they nodded and smiled at this explanation. Not so, the young men. Shemmosh spoke for the younger
men.
‘Tell us, father Shemmashone, how such a ritual could help
our ancestors to live in the Holy Presence, in the presence of the
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Most High. Today we have no such ritual. In a moment of reverence we can worship him.’
‘Ah’, said Shemmashone, ‘that is true. What you say is wholly
true, but Massia is our High Priest before the Most High. He is
the way to him.’
‘Was Massia not present in those far distant days?’ asked
another young man.
The older man nodded. ‘Yes, he was, but it would take a man
sent from the Most High to be that High Priest.’
Even Balwone was puzzled by the reply. Shemmashone, sensing the general puzzlement, said, ‘Only a man can be a priest for
men, and this one whom we call Massia had not yet become
man’.
It was then the Storyteller intervened. ‘When we tell our
Story’, he said, ‘then it will come clear. The mystery will be
revealed and we will marvel.’
He nodded to Shemmashone to continue.
Shemmashone said, ‘The mystery of sacrifice which was the
ritual of the Shemmites is when one has fellowship with the Most
High. One is lovingly welcomed into his presence, for his presence is love. Because man is deep in sin he needs a cleansing and
a forgiveness, and only a sacrifice can make that to be. Shemmites
have always used sacrifice. God sets out the way of sacrifice.’
Some of the older men were talking to one another, though in
soft voices. Shemmashone continued with his story, but first he
cast a glance at Oranias.
He said, ‘Oranias is our storyteller and not I, and he will tell
this part of the story better than I’.
Balwone at this point was wondering whether the Corsini gang
might be coming up to their camping spot. Whilst they had built a
protective fence out of briar bushes which were growing profusely enough on the descent from the mountain and the prairie
below, yet they had seen nothing of the ruffian crew during the
day. Roget had assured him they would go on into the towns or
cities of Miridon and work their villainy in their own way of
crime. He sat back, relaxed and ready to hear more. His mind
went back to the directions Kanavah had given him during the
day so that they would avoid the country dales and villages where
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pagans lived and had their ancient ways of living under the gods.
He had pointed to trees which were of immense height though
they were seen only in twos and were distributed widely throughout the land, each set of two having their worship groves around
them.
By this time Shemmashone had changed his mode from telling
a story to describing striking events and some of the other strange
customs of their Shemgridion forbears. The young men were
deeply interested, as they realised the long history of their people.
The past was not a blank but was the tale of their family, and they
felt as one with their forebears. Oranias, it seemed, itched to tell
the story more widely even than just that of the Shemmites, but
he suffered the Shemgridion storyteller to continue his
descriptions of ancient happenings, persons and customs.
Sometimes there was astonishment, sometimes loud peals of
laughter and at other times just silence—thoughtful silence.
At one time Shemmashone said, ‘We finally went out from
among these people and the lesser gods. They, too, offered sacrifices but the offerings were often horrible, even to their using
human sacrifices. They were content to have us living among
them if we acknowledged their gods alongside our own—the
Most High.
‘I cannot tell you how much these people were in bondage to
their gods and idols. Every detail of their lives was run and
ordered by the idols, and if the people displeased them then the
punishments of the gods were fearful. It would defile our mouths
to speak of their debasing orders of punishment.’
Roget spoke up, ‘Our knight Kanavah can tell of the places
and sites in this land of Miridon where similar devilish forms of
worship to gods and idols take place’.
At this point Balwone intervened. ‘The hour is late’, he said, ‘and
we must be fresh on the morrow for we will travel far. We will
doubtless meet many lords and landowners and those who till the
soil, and we must converse with them. Tomorrow will be our last
day and last night before reaching the city and palace of Clandius
the king.
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‘It has been deliberate on our part that we have not visited the
people of the land, those in hamlets and villages and those on
farms, as the king may be angered by our endeavours to bring our
influence upon his people. At the same time I believe we should
not now hear the mind and words of our beloved Oranias, but
later, so that we may be strengthened and quickened in the faith
of Massia. Be careful then in what you do tomorrow for the powers of evil will surely try to make disasters and bring tragedy.
Remember what I am now saying.’
With such words Balwone exhorted his Massian brethren, and
all agreed with what he said, and went to take their sleep.

CHAPTER EIGHT

The King and His Plan:
Oranias Begins the Story

I

the time of dinner, the royal evening meal, and the three
royals only were present. To outward appearances all seemed
well. The king, as usual, was in royal apparel, clothing that
bespoke the lordly manner of the palace’s evening tradition.
Mabila these days pondered the moods of her husband, knowing
the intimation concerning Gothroyd that the quiet prophet had
brought to Gothlic. The princess likewise kept her father in her
gaze, but then without her father being conscious of her appraisal
of him.
This night he seemed to have some secret satisfaction with
life. Gothlic wondered whether he was content because he had
bad news of Balwone, even that his plans to destroy Balwone had
been fulfilled. Yet, when he spoke with a sly grin the two women
had not hitherto seen on his face, it was not to speak of Balwone
as such, but of the kingdom of Miridon.
‘I am about to set out on an expedition’, he said, ‘which
will be to the kingdom of Miridon. I have sent message to King
Clandius that we should together confer upon an important matter.’
He did not look directly at the two women, but concentrated
on his food which he ate with a certain evident enjoyment.
‘I have a desire’, he said, ‘to seek his cooperation in a venture
I would undertake’.
He bent his head to eat a leg of game bird. Then he looked up
from it to glance at the two women.
‘I have a desire’, he said, ‘to have the help and aid of Clandius
in ridding our two kingdoms of these pernicious Massia people’.
T WAS
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His eyes returned to the meat of the bone. ‘If first we rid these
two kingdoms of all Shemgridions and of those who submit to
Massia and his Most High God, then mayhap other kingdoms
will be cleansed of them also. Mayhap they will rise upon the
northern kingdoms to restore the ancient lords and gods which
hitherto kept the continent in peace and prosperity.’
Mabila rarely ventured any opposing ideas to her husband.
Gothlic was not in a position to do so. This seemed to bring some
delight to Gothroyd. He half looked up at his daughter.
‘What, then, Princess Gothlic’, he said, half-mockingly.
‘Where will that leave your fine Prince Balwone?’
She ventured quietly, ‘I suppose where his Lord would have
him be’.
The king gave a faint snort. ‘I am really his lord. I allowed
him to go free, but I have him under surveillance. He will do no
harm. Mayhap harm will come to him. Who knows?’
He bent to eat again. Then he smiled. ‘He is travelling towards
Miridon himself’, he said. ‘I will take my army to show King
Clandius the power we have. It will surely convince him that the
old ways are best. The Massian people say we are all wicked, and
that the Most High will visit us with judgment. I doubt that, for
this Most High has never been seen, let alone felt. We have happier ideas of this world and of the heavens above. Let Massia do
what he will. He can accomplish little.’
Gothlic felt an inner terror as though something gripped at her
vitals.
She burst out with her feelings. ‘Father, I implore you. Do not
do this thing. It may be the destruction of you.’
There was fear in her eyes. The king, when he saw it, was visibly displeased. He threw his bone on to the table, and crashed his
hand down upon that board. His glare had in it that maniacal look
she had seen before. It was this which added to her terror. She
cast her eyes down, irresolute, and then she lifted them. She
looked directly at the king.
‘Father’, she said in an urgent voice. ‘A prophet came to see
me but a day ago, and he prophesied that you would come into
some terrible state of being. He said that the Most High would do
this to teach you and bring you to a wise state of mind.’
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The king listened, his head on one side as though he was
hearing through that ear. Then he stared at her and snarled.
‘A prophet, eh?’ he asked. ‘And how did this prophet come
into your company? Did Balwone the Great send him to my
daughter to turn her against me?’
She shook her head as tears started from her eyes. ‘I know not
how he entered the palace grounds. I was seated by the river, and
he was above me on the knoll, and he told me Massia and the
Most High had sent him with the prophecy.’
The king was silent. Then he looked up from under his shaggy
eyebrows. He was not sneering and he was angry but controlling
that rage.
‘I will send after that scoundrel and liar. I will root him out
from where he is, and he shall face me with his false message. I
will have none speak to you or the queen unless I permit, and this
kind of prophet I would slay in a moment.’
He was silent for some agonising minutes. Then he spoke
steadily.
‘This strengthens my resolve to go through the nations and
purge out the evil which is destroying them. I shall not be frightened by wandering prophets, so-called. They, too, are vermin
whose end is to be exterminated. I will see to this.’
Suddenly, as though nothing had happened, he turned to the
food and took hold of a joint of venison, tearing pieces from
it. Putting it down, he lifted a horn of wine and drank it to the
end.
He then arose, cleansed his hands on a piece of cloth and
stood, surveying his two women. His hands were now on his
hips, and he stood, legs slightly apart, a magnificent specimen of
a man, a truly royal being. His bearded face was scowling, but his
eyes simply stared at them.
‘This Most High’, he asked. ‘Who does he think he is? This
god-come-lately. How will he displace such mighty ones as
Mourna, as Sarxia, Spattan, Fransca and Terebus and all their
hosts of servants?’
He placed his right hand over his heart. ‘They will see to it
that these weaklings of Shemgridions and their ilk will be blotted
out of our kingdoms. We, alone, shall prevail.’
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The two women watched him go. In silence they listened to
the steps of his masterful tread. Then Mabila turned to Gothlic.
‘Already’, she said, ‘the madness is working in him’. She
shook her head sadly. ‘Ever since his return from the woods
where he destroyed the village of the Shemgridions he has not
been the man who was once my husband.’
Her eyes were pools of pain and darkness. Gothlic felt angry
for her mother. She also increased in anger as she recalled her
father’s words concerning Balwone. Now she was sure her father
was seeking his death, and the death of his companions.
‘Where will all this end?’ she asked. ‘When will peace come
again?’
It was that night the blow came. The king had come in from visiting the leaders of his army, and giving orders to them for the
assembling of the entire troops, that is, of cavalry and infantrymen, the servants who would arrange camps, provide meals and
organise the camp-followers who carried out the menial tasks
needed for the sanitation and comfort of the fighting forces.
The king was vaguely aware that not all was well. Often there
was a pounding in his head, which rose and fell with the anger
and the sanity of the monarch. His eyes would often betray him,
and his heart would beat rapidly, and then slow almost to a cessation. He felt tremors run through his body and fear and panic
threatened to overcome him but he fought fiercely against it.
Often he staggered and had to be steadied by his royal companions, the knights and the nobles.
Once inside the palace he called for his wife. ‘The queen! The
queen! Where is she?’ he was shouting and when they hurried her
to him he lifted his arms in a crude gesture of triumph. ‘I have
won! I have won!’ he said. ‘Massia is crushed, and the Most
High unseated from his so-called throne.’ Not content with those
words, he raced on, ‘I have won! I have won!’
The eyes were crazed, his face flaming red, and his hands twisted around each other when they were not being thrust into the air.
His courtiers looked grave, and at the sight of their concern he
screamed, ‘I have won! I have won. Bring on the troops. We will
overcome them. We will slaughter them!’
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The watchers tried to cover their looks, and the closest courtiers to the king sought to calm him. He would not have this, and
raged on with his cries.
Then, when no one was expecting it, he crashed to the floor.
His eyes were open, staring fixedly at the palace roof. He seemed
to stiffen, hard as a pole, and then he lost control of his body. Of
its own volition it thrashed around the floor until nature took over
and the body was stilled and the eyes unseeing.
A courtier said, ‘He is gone’, but Mabila and Gothlic knew
this was not the truth. They had come at the bidding of the king,
but as they looked at him in his helpless state they knew that he
was king and would remain so.
By this time the royal physicians had arrived and they were puzzled by the condition of the monarch. They had no experience of
a person in a state of coma. Indeed this was not even an idea
known to them. The king was carried to the royal bedroom, and
carefully laid on the great bed. Just as they were at the point of
despair the king opened his eyes and stared up at them. He then
looked around him and saw that he was attired in sleeping
clothes. His brow knitted and a strange look came into his eyes.
‘What is this?’ he asked, indicating the bed and his attire in a
gesture.
‘Your Majesty’, they said, ‘you have been quite ill, taken by a
seizure to be sure. We have been trying to diagnose your complaint.’
At that the king snorted. ‘Nought is wrong with me’, he said
angrily, ‘and I am about to leave for Miridon with our troops’.
The doctors feared they might enrage the king and that he
would return to his former state of illness. They were about to
beg his pleasure in staying quiet for some days before the
demanding event of travel and battle which was set to take place.
As quickly as the king had come to consciousness, so now did he
slip away into unconsciousness.
The physicians and the courtiers shook their heads, began to
confer, and were then asked by Queen Mabila to leave the bedroom.
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‘It is best that you confer one with the other’, she said. ‘As for
me I suggest that you stay your plans for travelling to Miridon.
Your going may harm the king for he will wish to have gone with
you. You can plead that his life is of more importance than the
plans he has for that kingdom.’
Taking the queen’s advice they bowed and made their way to
the stateroom where all conferences took place and where decisions of state were made. They retreated towards the door, their
eyes still on the somnolent monarch, their expressions those of
bewilderment. The physicians were, by mandate, to remain in
rooms close to the royal bedroom.
Queen Mabila and Princess Gothlic stayed in the bedroom,
keeping watch on the king. A female servant sat far from the bed,
ready for any service she might be called upon to do.
Once the king awoke, sat up and called for someone to
come. He seemed not to notice his wife and daughter. The servant hastened to the bed, but by this time the king had again
fallen into his sleep. The servant resumed her watching from a
distance.
Mabila said, ‘This is of the Most High. His prophet spoke
truly. It will be a long span of time before he will be well again—
if ever.’
‘He will be well again’, Gothlic said. ‘The prophet said he
would return to his senses.’
‘Then we have nought to fear’, Mabila replied. ‘We must just
endure.’ She turned to Gothlic and peered at her. ‘Now we know
that the Most High is One who controls the affairs of men. He
does not allow such as your father to do as he wills. He has the
kingdoms of this world in mind. He does what he wills and none
can stop him.’
There was a rush of warmth to the daughter’s heart. ‘Then
Balwone is safe’, she said. ‘He is twice safe, for he does the will
of Massia and it is to bring our southern kingdoms to liberation
and peace.’
Her mother nodded. ‘We must be patient whilst he does this.
Your father will without doubt come to places of anger, but they
will do him no good. Rather they will do him evil until he comes
to accept the will of the Most High.’
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They watched the king until the daylight came, and throughout
all that time he lay in his coma, never stirring. The physicians
entered to examine him and they nodded sagely to one another.
‘He sleeps. He does well. This is a great physic beyond other
medicines and potions. Mayhap the gods will save him from
further harm.’
One physician coughed slightly, ‘Mayhap the Most High will
move in his holy place and bring healing to His Majesty’.
The other physicians did not debate this matter. Indeed one or
two of them gave slight nods, and the royal women took heart
from these words and the actions of acknowledgment.
The night in which the king took ill was the night when the team
of Massians visiting Miridon was having its time of evening
meal, evening worship and of the first venture into narrative by
Oranias the Storyteller. Of course they knew nought of what was
happening in the royal city of Gothric. Had they known the plans
of the king, and his evil intents for all people of Massia, they
would naturally have been troubled. As it was they were brief in
their time of worship and singing. They were anxious to hear the
words of the famed teller of stories, and sensed that much would
come to them from this event.
Oranias took his place in the circle of fourteen men. He looked
around, sensing the anticipation of the company. Then he sat,
head slightly bowed, as he considered his starting-point. What
they heard first was an introduction.
‘I want to tell you first of all that what we will share over the
weeks to come is a great story. No matter what our kingdom or
people, and no matter how old or young we are, we all love stories. I have seen this thing in my lifetime—that human beings love
stories. Little children love them, and they require us never to
vary the stories we tell them. They believe a story is not of the
mind’s imagination but is true. Characters of such stories remain
forever with them unless they are displeased with the stories,
which is rarely the case.
‘They believe the stories they are told are for them. Nay: they
believe each story is their story. They share in the events, and
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once having shared them they see themselves in those stories for
ever. When they grow old enough to see that some stories are of
human imagination and that the events of them never happened,
they realise that although this was the case, yet they still love the
stories. The story has done its work; it has taught them something
they needed to know and at the same time has been the best form
of entertainment they have known.
‘The Story I am about to tell you did happen and is still happening. It is your Story, my Story and everyone’s Story. It is also
God’s Story. It is the Story of God. My friends, if you do not live
in a story then life is dull and colourless, but if you live in the
Story then life is always full of meaning. If you do not know the
real beginning of a story and its end, then the part you know is
incomplete. When you know the Story which is about God, man
and creation, then you can be a contented person, enjoying both
the good and bad parts of it.’
He looked around and saw that the young men were smiling a
little impatiently, not wanting the introduction but bearing with it.
The older men were accepting his words thoughtfully, yet they,
too, wanted the tale to begin. Even so, Oranias had a little more
introduction to give to them.
‘From the beginning of our time’, he said, ‘all human creatures have wanted to know what has happened from the
beginning up to their time, and they also want to know what is
the end to their beginning. If they feel nothing purposeful began
with the beginning, but time is simply a repetition of things they
have always observed, then the idea of a true Story is absent. If
they do not sense that the Story is so moving that one day it will
have an end which will be the end of the beginning then they will
have no taste for such a Story. Imaginations are most gripped by
stor-ies which catch the imagination, no matter how short or long
they be.
‘The Story we will be sharing has a beginning which is but the
beginning of the end, and the end is but the completion of the
beginning, and all we know of the Story encourages us to live in
it, because it is the life the Most High and Massia bring to us.
Only if we are assured of the true beginning will the true end of
the Story be real to us. Knowing this will give us the basis of true
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hope, for to have hope is to have reason for living. It is to build
our hope on the proper ending.’
He paused, looked around as he gave them time to absorb
what he had said, and to understand it. Indeed there was a silence
which was helping them to do that. For a time he did not
interrupt. His gaze was on the fire, and a quiet delight was in his
mind. When he felt the proper time had passed, he began the
Story itself.
‘My Story comes from a Book. It is a Story Book. Some
readers think it is a Book of religion, or a tale that is unreal or out
of date, and for that reason they like it or dislike it, but it is a
straight-out Story about God, man and creation. Religion is to do
with worship, giving worth to something, and all think
religiously, but in this we think of the One who is the Creator of
the world, about who we are and what creation is. The Book was
written by many human beings, its Story being shaped up, and
then added to as time passed. Some of its writers were prophets
and told us what the Story is according to prophecy. They and
others told humans who the Most High is, and what he was and is
about. They gave us wonderful pictures of the mind and intention
of the Most High. It is they who show us the nature of the Story.’
Balwone had been somewhat puzzled by all that Oranias was
telling them. The idea of the working of the Most High and his
Spirit in creation had only meant to him that creation had come
into being. Now he was seeing why creation had come into being,
and what was its goal, although Oranias had not yet described the
goal.
‘The goal’, said the Storyteller, ‘was to create a world which
would reflect the very glory of the Creator himself. Then the
human creature he placed on the earth was to be a total reflection
of himself. Creation would tell out his glory, but the human creature would be his glory.’
He looked around at the group. He smiled in the direction of
the young men. ‘You were not created just to live in this world,
and to enjoy it, and then to die, and that would be the end. No:
the Creator was making you in his image. That is, that you were
to be in fellowship with him, to be part of the living Story, and
finally to be one with the Most High. Whilst he was creating,
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Massia was creating with him, and the Spirit who was at once
the Spirit of the Creator and the Spirit of Massia was helping
them to give life to everything that is, from the humblest plant
and creature up to the highest of the creatures of earth, that is,
man.’
He paused to let this sink in. Someone moved forward to put
fresh timbers on the fire. A horse whinnied, and the small pack of
hounds, half asleep, gave out tiny noises. Somewhere, afar off,
animals cried, perhaps to the large white moon. The group of
men was silent, trying to absorb the Story. Balwone was a trifle
puzzled. Oranias’s way of telling the Story was so different from
the way he had understood history, but it was on this very point
that the Storyteller began afresh.
‘Most of us think the Most High created, and so we are here.
We believe he gave us breath and so we live. We think that when
he withdraws that breath then we die. We trust we will have a
future life, but what we may miss is that all that has happened in
time was in God’s intention from before time. What we call history is really his Story. It is our Story. Nothing happens for no
reason. Nothing is intended which does not happen. All the time
the Most High is working out his intention. He is attending to
each one of us. He is shaping us up for his final purpose.’
Someone leaned forward, raising his hand to indicate he
wished to speak. It was Shemmosh.
‘Most respected Oranias’, he said, ‘do you mean that this
venture in which we are now sharing is part of the intention of
the Most High? Until now we have thought it to be a good
thing, but not that what has happened is all part of his will and
plan. The attack on us by Corsini’s men, is that also part of that?’
The young man paused, his voice choked with emotion, and
he cried, ‘Is everything within the will and plan of the Most
High?’
‘Most certainly!’ cried Oranias with vigour. ‘Nothing is just
happening. We may not see why things happen, but one day we
will. The present happenings cannot be other than what are
planned before time begins and creation is made.’
Balwone began to feel the wonder of what the Storyteller was
saying.
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He cried out, ‘What then is there at the beginning which will
come to its fullness in the end?’
‘Ah’, said Oranias. ‘Let us look at what is there at the beginning. It is a world which is beautiful, and in which everything has
its purpose and therefore has its use. So there are lights of heaven
which serve all creation both day and night. There is the sea and
the land, the streams and the rivers. There are the grass and plants
and trees of the field, which give life to animals and human creatures. Then there are the human creatures themselves, created to
watch over the earth, to use it, and to aid it in its many tasks. All
as created is wonderful.
‘Now what we need to understand is that all things as created
will, at the end of the Story, come into their fullness and completeness.’
The eyes of Oranias were now aglow, and he kept bringing his
hands together—though noiselessly—and drawing them apart, as
though the very beginning had come to him, entered into him and
was now energising him.
‘The world had a Garden created in it, but then the world was
to become a garden in all at the end. It was a city in that all
humanity was there in the loins of the first man, Admah, and the
River of Life flowed from that garden and watered the whole
earth from that one holy Source. This is the meaning of the
creation which the Most High had made. Thus out of his Being,
the whole of all that is was fashioned that in the end it might be
holy and full of glory and perfect.’
Much of this was new, not only to the young men but also to
many of the older men. It was evident that the Storyteller had by
this time gripped their attention. One of their number—a faithful
elder—stood, stretched his body, looked to the moonlit heavens
and opened his arms wide as though embracing all things.
‘What a wonder’, he said, and as he uttered these words others
stood and likewise opened wide their arms. Then began a gentle
song which was soft in volume, but the volume grew and the
glory the men felt was beautifully expressed. They had not sung
this song before, and so all felt the Presence of the Most High,
giving them now a creation of beauty in the very song which they
were singing to his praise:
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Ah, thou the Most High, thou Maker of all,
In wonder and worship before thee we fall.
Thou madest the heavens, the earth and the sea,
The plants and the fruits and the flowers that be.
Thou mad’st us to love thee, to share thine own love
With all that we live with, below and above.
Thy works are all perfect. They praise and adore
The One who created and who creates more,
Till heaven and earth with thy glory are filled,
And all of thy splendours are everywhere spilled;
Till nowhere is nothing but all things are true
And the love that thou sheddest keeps everything new.
The things of beginning make things for the end,
And nothing is pointless but everything tends
To come to completeness in fullness of time,
In beauty and glory and rhythm and rhyme,
Thus were they intended, and thus we shall see,
Created in time they forever shall be.
The Garden on earth is the Garden for aye,
Its powers perpetual for ever shall stay,
The glory of worship of God the Most High,
The home of the holy on earth and in sky,
Its river of life and the fruit of its tree
Shall heal all the nations for eternity.
Then praise to the Holy One—Father Most High—
And praise to dear Massiah who had to die
That we who are dead in our trespass and sin
Might sanctified be—without and within—
That we who were sorrowed might live in the mirth
For which he created both heaven and earth.
Yes, praise to their Spirit who makes all things one,
The Father Most High and his Holy Son,
The Spirit who brings dead things to new birth,
Who renews all the heavens and with them the earth.
Who makes us to share in the nature of God,
In his power and glory and all of his love.
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It was at that point that Balwone had a vision. It was not a
vision which was beyond the realm of human being and living,
one that rose higher than his humanity, but it was one given to
him in his humanity. For the first time he saw in clarity that the
Most High intended nothing but what he would fulfil; that he
created all things in the beginning which would have their
fulfilment at the end. Therefore this holy intention was to reveal
his glory to creatures in bringing them to their completion
through the processes of the Story, and that all which seemed to
be dark and painful and catastrophic could not withhold the
purpose—and purposes innate in that purpose—of the Most
High. Rather they were—in some strange and wonderful way—
gathered up in the intention of him who was Creator–Father to
his entire creation.
This he had not seen before. Many puzzles had presented
themselves to him, but he realised they had never been puzzles or
riddles to be solved but they were the very mystery of the Most
High, and now, in the way of wonder and glory, this mystery was
opening to him and his comrades in the revelation of the Story,
for the Story itself was the revelation.
On this note he joined afresh with the singing of the song
which had come to them—a new song that was to be forever sung
by the people of Massia. It was then that understanding came to
Balwone, that every bit of reality and every bit of action in
creation is the Story of the Most High. His reluctance to hear
from Oranias that which he had thought he had already heard
from Flamgrid’s teaching now dissolved. He had thought of
Flamgrid’s teaching being great wisdom which only the few
might ever penetrate but he came now to see it as an open book,
or a Story to be told, and within him he had a yearning to tell it
not only to the nations to the south of their lands, but also to all
the lands of the whole earth.
In a way the telling of the Story seemed almost to be too simple, yet the thought of mankind’s residence on the earth being the
working out of that Story delighted him beyond measure. He
could see now that it was not even the Story which was so powerful. It was the Most High who had planned the Story and so was
the One by whom the Story was worked out. If only sages and
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brilliant intellects could work out the matter then it was not really
a universal story—a story for all kinds.

CHAPTER NINE

On to Miridon

T

of Corsini’s ruffians reached Miridia, the capital
city of Miridon, before Balwone’s troupe. The night they
had tried to break through into the mountain camp, they had been
scared by the hounds who caused them to fall apart as a gang,
each seeking his own safety. By various means they came
together again and planned to travel ahead of Balwone’s company
so that they could be entrenched in the crowded suburbs of
Miridia, as was their custom whenever they had planned evil.
They had not heard from Corsini and assumed that his orders
were to be carried out. What also fortified them was the news that
Gothroyd was planning to march into Miridon, much as he had
marched into Cathrid and with the same intent. This time there
was to be no stopping his plan, but it was thought that Clandius
would save his kingdom by agreeing to purge it of Shemgridions
and Massians.
So they were hidden and alert in their chosen environment,
awaiting the arrival of Balwone and his men, ready with their
nefarious schemes. They also were anxious for news of the coming of the Zed army, hoping to have their foul deed accomplished
before the arrival of the troops. They had heard nothing of the
sudden illness of Gothroyd whose condition was puzzling to all
in the kingdom of Zed.
The trouble with Gothroyd’s illness was that it was unpredictable in its behaviour. The king would lie as in a coma, and
then suddenly he would come to full life, would stand up to his
full height and call on his henchmen to come and get him ready
for the expedition to Miridon, and when his army leaders arrived,
he would stare at them as though he knew them not, and lifting his
arms would rave lustily about traitors and the ancient gods and
HE BAND
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lords, and would cry havoc on the Most High and his Massia.
Often he would call out for Gothlic but by the time she had
arrived he might have collapsed upon his bed and be once again
in a state of torpor.
Other times his attendants would enter tiptoed and find him
weeping copiously like a child. In this case they would call the
queen or Gothlic, but by the time one of them arrived he would
be sitting on his bed, staring sightlessly, and might remain in
such a state for long periods of time. It was more often that he
would curl up on his bed as though a baby in the womb.
Amongst the courtiers and other nobles and the chiefs of the
army, anxiety was brewing trouble of a kind. The leader most
loyal to the king, Aethlic, was also a man of peaceable spirit, and it
disturbed him to hear the criticisms uttered by some of the senior
knights. As far back as the time when Gothroyd had ordered the
army to destroy Shemmaker and his Shemgridion community in
the forest of Zed, there had been unease in the military forces. The
martyrdom of Flamgrid had been met with much dismay, seeing
that Flamgrid was revered as a great sage, and well known as a
harmless person. The march into Cathrid and the humiliating way
in which peace had been obtained with Paelfric’s people had not
brought sympathy for Gothroyd. Whilst there were diehards who
agreed with his program to stifle the growth of the Massia cult—
for this was the way they saw it—yet there were those who saw
that Balwone had won a victory by his peaceable approach to the
Cathrid problem at the time of the Great Convocation.
Perhaps the major unease came from the fact that the army had
been prepared to march out at a minute’s notice, for the spirit of a
military force is raised when it is about to go into action. If left to
uncertainty its spirit—its esprit de corps—becomes confused and
dissatisfied. There were those who murmured that the king was
behind the times, that the generation was changing from war to
peace, and that peace would bring prosperity and a sense of
security to the northern kingdoms. To support this view news
travelled down from the north where the kingdoms seemed content with peace. Gothroyd’s illness gave rise to restlessness not
only in the army but also throughout the people of Zed. Aethlic
watched the changes with some apprehension.
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What changed everything was the descent of the king into a
demented state in which he raved without reason, and would be
subject to bodily fits in which even four men could not control
him. Queen Mabila called Aethlic and conferred with him. It was
then decided to lock Gothroyd into a special castle, to protect it
with troops, and to have two of the royal physicians located there
until the illness was ended. Even though this transference was
made under cover of darkness, yet the news of it leaked out into
the community. Aethlic was called to be resident at the castle,
and to act as a regent of the king.
Mabila and Gothlic spent much time together, talking about the
matter of the king. They even discussed Gothlic’s possible departure from Zed, thinking she might join Balwone in Miridon, but
both rejected the idea. The idea of escaping seemed cowardly to
them. This was the time for the two women to show their loyalty
to Gothroyd, even though they disagreed with the decision he had
made regarding the march of the army on Miridon.
So the people of the kingdom simmered in their feelings
regarding the king and his illness and the delayed departure of the
army to the north-west of Zed.
In the morning, following the night when Oranias had begun
telling the Story, Balwone and the Storyteller were on their horses
and travelling side by side. Oranias was commenting on the old
documents which Balwone had previously handed to him in the
large leathern pouch.
‘Some of these manuscripts are very valuable. Most are
authentic writings. Others are quite false. In all, some documents
discount others, whether rightly or wrongly. Even so, they are a
valuable collection.’
At one stage Oranias reined in his horse, nodded for Balwone
to do likewise and then leant across as though to make physical
contact. He laid a hand on Ballia’s reins.
‘We must confer regarding these parchments’, he said, ‘for to
use some of them would be dangerous. They would destroy much
of our usefulness.’
Balwone said, ‘My mind is on the tale you began to tell us last
night, and the news that the Most High is the beginning of all
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things and their end, that he was before they began and will be
over all things in the age beyond our end. My blood is warmed at
this thought. I feel a surge of great hope, hope greater than I had
dreamed would visit me. I see now that the Most High is over all
the nations and will do as he wills with them. Before it was oft in
my mind that I as his servant must devise many ways of bringing
the peoples to Massia, but I see that these things are in his hand
and not mine.’
Oranias watched with joy the humility of the knight. Where
there had been some strain, as though Balwone were bearing a
great burden, now for Balwone there was a delight and a peace
which spoke of a new freedom. The Storyteller noted this with a
sense of deep satisfaction. He took his hand from the rein and
nodded, awakening his horse to fresh movement.
For some time they travelled in silence and with an assurance
of their things of faith which they loved. It was into this quietness that a light suddenly shone, a light of great brilliance. Both
Balwone and Oranias pulled the reins of their mounts to draw
them to a halt. For some reason unknown to them the light did not
seem to be seen by the other riders. They kept on at their regular
pace and were soon gone beyond the two men.
Both watched the brilliance of the light, and their hearts beat
almost painfully, for they reasoned that such light must betoken
the presence of Massia. Perhaps the Most High was vouchsafing
a holy vision to them. They sat, gazing up into the light though
almost blinded by it.
A voice spoke out of the midst of the light. ‘What great warriors of Massia you are. How well you do the will of your Lord.’
The two men sat in the fear that comes with awe of something
other than what they were—something beyond that which is
human. They made no answer.
‘I have been sent with a message for you all’, the voice said,
‘for you are to return to Cathrid. Your presence in the kingdom of
Miridon is no longer required.’
Oranias cried, ‘Who art thou who so speakest? Tell us, we
pray.’
The same voice answered. ‘I, too, am a servant of your true
Lord. He has sent me to tell you that King Gothroyd has a spirit
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of madness, and is withdrawn from his reign at this moment. You
are to take heart and to return. Gothlic is even at this moment
yearning for your return.’
The two men exchanged looks. The news was thrilling, the
command enthralling. Yet, for some reason, they hesitated. It was
then that Balwone felt the trembling of Ballia his steed. It not
only trembled, but it champed at its bit and then began a rocking
motion disturbing to its rider. Remembering its messages to him
in past situations with the supernatural, Balwone himself became
uneasy.
He looked to the centre of the light. ‘We hear the words you
utter but are in some doubt, because Massia gave us the command
to go to Miridon and bring light to that great kingdom. The news
concerning the king of Zed is strange, and whilst such things may
well be so, we need assurance that the voice we hear is of Massia
and not of another. Give us proof that you are Massia’s servant.’
Both heard what was at once a strong note of insistence, and
yet a cloying note that they could not well understand.
The voice said, ‘Why stand you in doubt? This is the light
which tells you that I am of Massia. If I were not of Massia
would so great a light shine unto you? Would not rather darkness
be shown? Be persuaded. To travel ahead will bring great danger.
To return will bring great peace.’
‘What is danger to Massia?’ asked Balwone strongly, for
something was growing within him, not only a doubt that the
voice was of Massia but also the belief that it was of another, an
enemy whose name the knight believed he knew. The motions of
his beloved Ballia beneath him confirmed to him that the light
about them could be fraudulent.
The answer came. ‘Massia has great love for his servants. He
does not will the death of any one of them. Therefore heed this
light and be assured and do his will. Turn, and return to Cathrid.’
Suddenly the cry leapt out of Balwone. ‘Sarxia! I know thee.
Thou art not of light but of darkness. The light we see is darkness, the darkness of deceit, for “Deceiver” is thy name. Thou
givest dreams to men that they may give rein to their desires as
things of beauty and to their lusts as the meaning of their lives.
Thou hast no message from Massia for thou wouldest die, came
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thou near to him! I remember thee in Allein’s forest, and thou
wert as a giant, and then in a fresh view thou wert as the beauty
of a woman. Yea, Deceiver thou art. We take no command from
thee!’
As he finished his cry he looked at Oranias and saw the astonishment of his face. At the same moment there was the answer
from the centre of the brilliant light. This time the voice did not
sound soft and clear but had reverberations of anger in it and
tones of hatred and bitterness.
‘Thy cleverness will one day destroy thee, thou so-called
Balwone the Great! Think not that thou wilt escape us. As for
your story-telling companion he will be destroyed with thee.
Thinkest that thou canst defeat the great and ancient gods? They
were before thee, and verily they shall be after thee.’
‘I answer thee not’, said Balwone, ‘for all who parley with
thee do but waste their time. As for your ancient gods, they were
not before the Most High or his beloved peer Massia, who were
before all things and all things came from them and their Spirit.
So begone, and Miridon shall yet welcome us. Begone!’
The brilliant light faded in a flash, and at the centre of where it
had been came a darkness that spread out across the sky in an
enlarging circle. Then the circle began to shrink until it was a
point of darkness and then it, too, vanished, and the glory of the
sun and the blue of the sky once covered in light and then darkness by deception was now pure and free again. Ahead of the two
was their company of mounted men. They had pursued their way
quietly, unaware of the event which had happened behind them.
Oranias said in a wondering voice, ‘This, then Balwone, is a
proof of his great commission to us. The dark powers fear us, and
they also fear what Massia will do through us.’
He eyes showed a heightened respect for Balwone and he said,
‘I know now, friend Balwone, that of a surety Massia has called
you from the womb to be his servant, and this you will ever be.’
Balwone nodded quietly. ‘Friend Oranias, I deserve not such a
commission, for I have erred greatly and have lived in the deceit of
a light that was indeed darkness, yet through it all, and under it all,
there was the strange knowledge that I was called. I know of a
surety that with the grace of the Most High all who are deceived
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into ignorance of the Most High and thus live in the evil which is
common to all men, can be changed. I cannot but hate the old
pride which nigh on destroyed me, and I cannot but love him who
delivered me. Banished then be darkness and welcome, Oh marvellous light!’
In the new joy and strength that had been brought to them they
hastened to join the group ahead. Even so, Oranias laid a hand on
Balwone’s right arm and spoke.
‘In my Story there are many dark things’, he said, ‘and yet
many of them I have never seen. Now, in this matter of the Sarxia
of whom you spoke, I have gained a new understanding. You
spoke of “deceit” and I see how clever and dangerous is this Evil
One. I thank you, Balwone, and the Most High that there will be
even greater power when we share that Story. May he grant us to
be ever aware of the devices of all evil.’
Some time before setting out from Endomin in Cathrid, Balwone
had sent intimations of his company and he coming to Miridon
and making their way to the city of Miridia and the royal palace.
Clandius had received the news with equanimity: he had no fear
of the prince of Manignia, for he liked the man and had been
impressed by that person’s onslaughts on Allein and its strange
inhabitants. The news sent by Gothroyd of his own coming and
the purpose thereof disturbed him deeply. He wondered what
would happen should Balwone meet the king of Zed.
In the light of this news Clandius pondered the fact that the
nobility of Miridon cared little for the old gods, even if they did
not welcome the new deity, the Most High. Those who remained
loyal to the ancient deities were, nevertheless, not fanatically
attached to them. If then the Miridon army were on the alert, he
would feel secure enough, come who might! He was not afraid of
Gothroyd and his army.
It was Kanavah who had talked much, pointed out much and sung
much on the last part of the journey of the company. Here and
there they had refreshed themselves at a tavern known to the large
knight, or, here and there, at a farmhouse whose inhabitants gladly
gave them food and rest because of their regard for Kanavah. The
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knight was patently excited to be back amongst his own, and
when Miridia came into sight he hustled them forward, wishing to
be in that city well before sundown. As they drew close to the city
he hushed their songs—the ones in which he had led them—and
they advanced quietly, the music of the hooves of their horses
being the only sound to be heard.
When they arrived at the city which had high walls and great
gates lifted up to receive them they could not suppress the excitement they felt. A posse of Kanavah’s friends had made it their
business to welcome their old comrade, and they proceeded out
from the gates in noble regalia of both horses and knights. They
graciously gave a ceremonial welcome to the man they had once
disliked, and then had greatly come to like when his life was
transformed by Massia.
Waiting at the gates were members of his family and not least
his younger brother who had once been rescued from the
Clutterers of Allein. Restored now to full strength he came forward to show his joy at the advent of the Cathridion company.
That body of men was deeply moved by the social occasion. Men,
women and children all clustered around the mounted company.
Here and there a Shemgridion could be recognised by his cultural
clothing. The welcome seemed to be a thing of immense joy, and
also of a great noise of clapping, of shouts of recognition and of
songs of welcome. There was also a sight of flags and other
bunting, and then the sounds of musical instruments behind
which was the steady beat of drums.
Balwone felt his throat constricting with the joy of it all, and
with the smiling faces lifted to them and the words of joyful welcome. It was Kanavah who had in mind the villains of Corsini’s
gang and so his gaze roved continually over the crowd, but there
was no sign of them.
Finally they reached the outer bailey of the royal castle, of the
palace itself, and the great bridge was down, Kanavah’s body of
knights guiding them across into the realm of the palace. Unusual
though the act was, Clandius and his queen, Wonan, had come to
the great hall to welcome them in person.
Balwone and all his companions were greatly moved by this
royal gesture, and they stood at attention as though an army
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platoon and awaited the king’s greeting in silence. The king stood
in the full dress worn when welcoming other royalty, and so
Balwone, dismounting, made his way to the royal couple. He
bowed and Clandius and Wonan received his gesture graciously.
They also bowed.
The king then spoke his welcome.
‘We have always heard good things of you, Prince Balwone’,
he said. ‘We have heard of your visits to the northern part of our
kingdom and especially to the forest of Allein, once evil-favoured
but now a province of peace and freedom. We are also rejoiced to
see our old friend and subject, Kanavah, who has returned to his
native land.
‘Finally, we are pleased to welcome all your companions and
wish them peace in our kingdom.’
Balwone bowed again and thanked the king. He was not
expected to launch into a statement concerning his coming and the
company of men who had come with him. The king nodded in
reply to Balwone’s word of gratitude and indicated that he would
now withdraw. He and the queen would meet the knights later at
the feast of welcome.
With that the audience broke up and drifted away. Only those
remained who in their affection claimed Kanavah for themselves.
The full complement of visitors was then attended by servants
and ostlers. The first took the visitors to their sleeping quarters, and the ostlers took their mounts to groom and stable them.
The Storyteller seemed pleased to retire with the Shemgridions.
Balwone was quartered in the heart of the palace. Kanavah agreed
to be quartered with his family in their rural castle not far from the
city. Roget was accorded a simple room as was appropriate for
one who was an esquire to a knight.
Down in the crowded suburb of the city the news had reached the
gang of Corsini. They had automatically found their way to where
the criminal elements lived—as they do habitually in large cities.
They had been careful not to be seen abroad. Indeed they had no
heart to do that. They were no longer relishing their murderous
assignment. The fact was that they were uneasy at the thought of
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Balwone. They had never espoused the things of the occult.
‘Plain men’ they called themselves for they paid little tribute to
the pagan idols. In all, though, they were superstitious men and
dreaded what they deemed to be supernatural powers and their
actions. Balwone they included in these supernatural powers. His
golden sword had struck dread into their hearts. Only greed and
fear of what Corsini would do to them if they cheated him of
Gothroyd’s payment made them persist in their aims, but it was
with little joy that they discussed ways and means of killing
Prince Balwone—the one so hated and feared.
Balwone was both surprised and gratified that King Clandius had
invited the whole of the Cathrid company to the evening banquet
of welcome. According to court protocol the Shemgridions, the
Storyteller and Roget should have eaten in the hall in which those
below the rank of knights and courtiers were entertained. This act
of the king reminded Balwone of King Paelfric, and he took heart
that the mind of the monarch was in some way toward Massia.
Indeed, scarcely had they heard the words of welcome and
begun their tasty meal when Clandius leaned towards Balwone
and asked, ‘What then is your intention, Prince Balwone? Do you
come to make our people followers of your Massia?’
There was a gleam in his eye as he spoke and the knight wondered at his meaning.
Clandius went on. ‘These are days of great changes, and great
conflicts regarding the changes. I have special news for you
which I doubt has as yet come to your ears.’
When Balwone nodded the king continued. ‘We have intelligence from Zed. King Gothroyd, greatly enraged at you and
angered at your persistence in the religion of the Most High, has
mustered his entire army to come to us here, in Miridon. He
comes to seek my support and cooperation in destroying you and
your companions. By this time his army should have arrived, and
yet it is not here.
‘The second intelligence we have is that the king has become
insane. Doubtless you will understand why this has happened.
They say it is guilt for his dastardly deeds, seeing he is otherwise
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a man of great worth, but doubtless as a man of conscience he
has been weighed down by his guilt.’
The king looked at Balwone, to detect what his thinking was in
this moment of surprise. All he could perceive was a look of great
wonder in the prince’s eyes.
‘We have further news’, the king continued. ‘The army is at
odds with itself. Many of the force have little love for the religion
of the Shemgridions, but they, too, suffer from guilt for the
massacre in the forest of the Shemgridions. Gothroyd’s attempt
to destroy the Massian faith in Cathrid did not give him more
credibility in the eyes of the officers and men of his forces. The
insanity which has come to him some reckon to be the judgment
which the Most High has brought upon him.’
Balwone found it difficult to absorb all this news, and his mind
was much upon Gothlic also.
‘What of the princess?’ he asked. ‘What of Gothlic?’
‘She remains with the queen and the king. She is loyal to him.’
‘What then is purposed?’ asked the prince. ‘Will the army
march without the king?’
‘This is doubtful’, the monarch replied. ‘There is much that
has to be determined in Zed before such action can take place.
Aethlic is acting as regent for the king in his absence. We do not
expect to see that army whilst you are here.’
He paused to smile. ‘I trust that we never will see them.’
Balwone was still trying to absorb the astonishing news, but
Clandius did not give him time for this.
‘There is other news’, he said, ‘and that is that some criminals
have entered our kingdom and are living in this city, Miridia. We
keep a watchful eye on such, as we are a peace-loving nation. By
various means we have discovered that they have your assassination in mind. We warn you to watch out for them but we think
they will not be staying here for long. We will see to it they return
to Flagland from whence they have come.’
Balwone was able to inform the king of the failed attempt in
the mountains and the king nodded. Even that did not seem to be
the main purport of his speaking. He drew some venison from a
large dish onto his plate and had a few mouthfuls of it. Then he
again leaned towards his royal guest.
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‘What I am most minded to speak to you about’, he said,
‘concerns what you hope to do within our kingdom. We have no
war with the Most High and his Massia devotees, but we desire
that our nation shall not be disturbed by your coming. We have
had reports of your journeying in Mantria and Frimpone, and are
indeed pleased with what happened there. It seems from these
reports that there was no harassing of people to give up their old
beliefs and gods, but that you spoke mainly to Massians.
‘What we wish for the time you spend here is that you do not
hold large gatherings, such as may disturb the population and
raise anger in the cities you visit. We are pleased with the change
your Massia has wrought in our knight Kanavah because of your
rescue of his brother Kanasha from the foul creatures who then
inhabited Allein.’
He bent closer to Balwone. ‘We—that is, Queen Wonan and
I—are not at all against Massia, though we cannot say in public
that we are for him. We beg therefore that you be quiet and discreet, and let your movement grow not by exciting the populace
but by the ways which are wise and prudent, the ways which are
reasonable. I have learned enough of Lord Massia to believe that
such are his ways.’
In all this conversation Balwone had eaten little and now, his
mind full of so many matters, he was urged by the king to partake
of the good things before him. Since this gave Balwone more time
to collect his own thoughts, he gladly acquiesced. Inwardly he
was quivering with the news of Zed, of Gothroyd and Gothlic, but
then even more because of the permission the king was giving
him to proclaim Massia in Miridon.
A messenger entered the banqueting room and made his way
to the king. He handed a document to the king, bowed and withdrew. The king glanced through the contents of the message,
folded the parchment, and laid it on the table. Again he leaned
towards Balwone.
‘This is an intelligence report of King Gothroyd. He is now
incarcerated in a castle some distance from the royal palace. It
seems he is beyond treatment. They are helpless to know what to
do, but two of the royal physicians are continually in attendance.
It seems that Aethlic has cancelled the army’s order to march here.
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‘I am sure you will welcome this news. I certainly do. I suggest you begin your own work as soon as possible. We will be
awaiting the outcome. Even so, keep my conditions in mind continually. If you do not succeed in Miridon it may be that many
doors will close to you and your Massia throughout this continent.’
Kanavah went with Balwone to his room where the prince
recounted to him the strange news the king had imparted to him.
Kanavah was alive with delight as each part of it was told to him.
He kept slapping one great fist into the other open hand.
‘This is the doing of the Most High’, he said with great assurance. ‘He is King over all the nations. He disposes even of kings
the way he wills them to be treated. He has given a great gift to
this Gothroyd monster!’
‘A gift!’ Balwone said. ‘How do you mean—a gift?’
‘Ah’, said his companion. ‘This madness may be only for a
time, but it will humble the pride of this cruel monarch. I, in my
own way, was a proud creature, but my very anger was nigh on
destroying me. In my inner being I was quite crazy, though not
with a disease. It was my conscience which accused me, and this
long before I met the fair knight of Manignia at a certain jousting
tournament. How I hated and how savage was it! Yet the sight of
my poor brother, sucked almost of his vitals and nigh unto death
on his return from Allein, brought me to my senses. With his
coming the Lord Massia healed and made me into a new man and
a new knight. Mayhap Massia will change the king from a fiend
to a friend.’
Balwone was impressed by this thought. Having talked of the
situation in Zed their minds turned to the forthcoming work they
would do.
‘I have long talked with our friend the Storyteller’, Kanavah
said. ‘He tells me that in those old days when Massia’s followers
told the good news to the world of their day, they went about
everywhere—into cities, villages and hamlets—and they spoke to
people by the way. Later they revisited those who had become
believers and they were able to meet others who had heard the
message of Massia and were still undecided.
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‘Balwone, I know many of the people of this land, and many
know of the change in my life. So let us take up those old methods and use them afresh. Let us not desire to have great convocations but visit people wherever they are. Sometimes we can
arrange for the Storyteller to tell his Story. Sometimes we will
have times of singing our special songs. Sometimes we will have
you tell the good news, and sometimes I will tell them how
Massia changed my life. Roget will do the same. In this way the
news of him can be spread. All the time the Spirit of Massia and
the Most High will be working in human hearts and unveiling to
them the beauties and powers of the Most High. We will not just
be planning but we will also be walking in the plan of Massia.’
For some time Balwone sat and pondered what Kanavah had
said. It all seemed so simple, and he sensed it was the right way
to go about things. The advice Clandius had given him was very
much like that of Kanavah’s mind.
When Kanavah had gone to rest, Balwone thought over the
state of Gothroyd’s mind, and the terrible illness which was his.
Had this been brought upon him by the Most High? Was it
indeed a gift by which Gothroyd would be changed? What, now,
was the case of Gothlic? His heart leapt up to the memory of her,
and his being ached to have her with him. Finally he drifted off to
sleep in sheer weariness, and his mind was cleared of all these
thoughts, so that he slept soundly and woke early with his spirit
untroubled. What came back to him in this freshness were the last
two sentences Kanavah had spoken. They were clear to him, and
full of restful meaning.
‘All the time the Spirit of Massia and the Most High will be
working in human hearts and unveiling to them the beauties and
powers of the Most High. We will not just be planning but we
will also be walking in the plan of Massia.’

CHAPTER TEN
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that didn’t reach King Clandius, and in fact was
withheld within the kingdom where it happened—the kingdom of Zed—was news pertaining to its monarch, Gothroyd. The
happening was unbelievable even to the queen who was the first
to whom it was told. It was the news that Gothroyd was no longer
in the castle which was, virtually, his asylum. Aethlic himself
brought the news to Queen Mabila.
‘We do not know what has happened’, he said. ‘Whether the
king has made his escape or he has been taken by friends who
wish no harm to him, but think they can better care for him. Yet
again, it may be that some wish to ensure that I do not become
king in his place. It could even be that some wish him harm, or
will try to use him in some kind of political bargaining. We simply do not know.’
Queen Mabila had regarded him silently for some time, and
she concluded that Aethlic certainly wished the king no harm.
That had been the way he had always acted. Being a quiet man,
though strong, he had showed no ambition to do other than act
honourably for royalty and never against it. He was not a man of
ambition.
Less than a handful of courtiers was appraised of the extraordinary event. The regular way in which the king had been
treated continued as though nothing had happened. Food was
prepared each day and only one courtier was allowed to take it to
the king. Two women who attended to all his needs were commanded to secrecy and went about their usual business, especially
in regard to the king’s clothes which were daily washed as though
they had been soiled. The thick walls of the castle had always
HE NEWS
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drowned what noise the king might make when he came out of his
coma and entered into wild fits.
The one unexplained happening was that the king’s personal
servant, Appria, was missing. One explanation was that he had
been taken with the king, either for good or evil. It was explained
to the other servants that Appria had returned to his own kingdom
of Flagland, and that now a courtier attended to Gothroyd’s personal needs.
Mabila and Gothlic talked about the escape in an endless
speculation as to what might have happened. There was one more
possibility but they stopped short of accepting this. It was that the
king in a fit of sensibility had planned and executed his escape
through Appria. They dreaded to think thus wise about his disappearance.
In another way the two women felt a new freedom. Politics in
the kingdom were not strong. They feared no conspiracy amongst
the nobles and courtiers that they would declare the king unfit to
reign and crown another person king. It seemed that none knew
what had happened apart from the few who knew of his disappearance. Remarkably the others—nobles, courtiers and people—
were held in ignorance. The two women felt that all these happenings might have come from the hand of Massia, and their trust
was that the king might appear one day in his right mind, and
even be a changed man. They scarcely dared think this, but it was
always at the back of their minds.
For Gothlic the time and fact of the king’s absence brought a
sense of liberty on the one hand and a sense of apprehension on
the other. Young and beautiful as she was, she was yet a woman
who needed her man, Balwone. She not only dreamed of him
often, but during the days she could so easily visualise him, and
she longed to be with him, and yearned to be wedded to him.
Mabila could sense her anguish but wisely she never discussed
the matter.
Balwone and all his company, ignorant of what had happened,
moved out from Miridia into the country. They had divided
into three teams, with Balwone, Kanavah and Shemmalin as the
leaders. Roget went with Shemmalin, as he had on a previous
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occasion, and the Storyteller accompanied Balwone. There were
four Shemgridions to each team, and they were divided according
to their talents. Shemmosh pleaded to go with Balwone and it was
granted to him to do so.
Kanavah had made rough maps of the areas they were to cover
and had discussed the way in which they would enter into a farm,
a hamlet, a village and a town. All knew how to use a woodpipe,
there was at least one elaina to each team, and most had pleasant,
if not stirring, voices. They were to explain to the village that they
came in the name of Massia their Lord and that they did not wish
to draw on the hospitality of the people for they brought their own
supplies of food and their own bedding. Never were they to cast
scorn on the lords and idols who were known in the locality even
if the people worshipped them. They were to ask the opportunity
to tell their Story, and if possible to pray for the sick and the suffering. If they were given this liberty, then they were not to abuse
it, but to bid the peace of Massia and the Most High to come
upon the homes of such listeners.
The Storyteller was both amazed and delighted at this way of
having ministry.
‘It is in the Book’, he said. ‘You are doing according to the
Book. In the days of Massia’s ascension to heaven, and his ruling
from there, his people went about doing good in the way you
have planned. This is a remarkable happening for I have not seen
it thus, even in the northern kingdoms. It has not been since the
days the Shemgridions first came, and other Massians moved in
our midst and taught us of Lord Massia.’
Balwone was delighted. Years later he would look back on
these wonderful days in Miridon, for they seemed to be so filled
with the warmth of the welcome of men, women and children,
who often flocked around them as they gave out their good news.
From Balwone to Shemmosh no member of their team was slow
to witness to Massia. Some could speak out a full message, others
just talked to folk who gladly heard them.
‘The land is ripe’, said the Storyteller, ‘and the people are
ready to hear. This is indeed our King’s time.’
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In his delight he would describe from his memory of the Book
and the Story he knew so well, what had happened in the days of
Massia upon earth and the times that followed. Often when this
team would bow their heads over a sick person and pray together,
healing would take place instantly. Sometimes there would be a
rush of people to be prayed for and healed. Some came with the
pains of their consciences, the memory of evil they had done
having haunted them for years. Of them, many were healed and
brought into liberty in their spirits, though sometimes, unaccountably, some sick persons failed to be healed, and some burdened with a sense of their own evil seemed not to be liberated
from that bondage.
The three teams of news-givers began to learn as never before.
They detected that some who asked for help were not really
sincere. Others who had seemed angry when not healed went
away from them, but they sometimes turned up in another hamlet
or village and their attitudes towards the message of Massia had
altered. They came in humility, asking forgiveness for their previous haughtiness of spirit. They craved the forgiveness of the
Most High, and their prayers were received and they came into the
astonishing experience of forgiveness.
One late afternoon when the sun was still bright, Balwone and the
Storyteller left their companions who were preparing their meal
for the evening. They walked out into the flowing savanna, the
sward of grass moving like a gentle sea under the evening breeze.
The late afternoon was slowly draining of its sun-golden beauty,
and the air was filled with swallows and swifts who were in beautiful flight as they captured insects and midges that were moving
in their own cloud formations. The songs of birds were also rising
from the grasses or in the case of skylarks, from the heavens
themselves.
Balwone said to the Storyteller, ‘This is as heaven itself. Little
evil seems to confront us. No foreign army comes to disturb this
land. Corsini’s men have not shown themselves, and the people
are hearing us well, and great joy is coming to them.’
‘It is indeed such a season’, Oranias agreed. ‘The acts of
Massia are to give us a great opportunity to liberate these people
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from their idol tyrants, but you and I know that the forces of
darkness will contest this present joy of deliverance. Evil covers
itself with its own darkness. The forces you met in Allein have not
disappeared from the earth. They are newly locating themselves.
Yet we do not have to fear them, but only beware of the stratagems
which they devise.’
Balwone nodded. ‘It is surely thus, Oranias’, he said. ‘I have
been somewhat uneasy, wondering why they have not come to
destroy us.’
‘In the Story’, Oranias said, ‘there was such a season as
this when the Spirit of Massia and the Most High came amongst
men, having been sent to reveal the truth and heart of the good
news, without which the human mind could not understand
the wisdom of God. So wonderful was this unveiling of the truth
of the Most High and his Son and Servant Massia that many
flocked to hear the message given by the messengers of Massia.
These seemed to be days of triumph beyond belief, just as in
these very days we are seeing unusual triumph among the
Miridions.
‘You wonder that evil powers which you met so clearly in
Allein are not come to destroy us. Balwone, may the Most High
give you visions afresh that you may know the Story even more
clearly and powerfully than before, because I swear that never has
it been more terrible in its being than at this very moment.’
With this, Oranias bent a strong look on Balwone, his own
face being full of sorrow yet full, also, of strong certainty. It was
at that moment the Storyteller began to weep, but his tears were
not of self-pity but of some great urge within him, some intense
yearning, and the yearning was that Balwone might know again
the raging of the warfare.
‘Balwone my brother’, he cried, ‘you have been given to see
dragons and giants and creatures horrible and terrible, and you
may remember them as though they were but passing dreams or
visions which have now faded, and all you see are the fair skies of
Miridon, the laughing sun, the singing birds, the soft wind-blown
grasses and the beauty of the plains and hills and the rivers and
streams flowing through. This is all so, of a truth, but beyond,
where you do not see, the battle rages strong.’
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Something in his voice raised the spirit of Balwone to a height
he had not known in many months, and he became aware of the
clear day darkening as though clouds heavy and black were gathering from all corners of the earth, and they were bearing down
upon him and Oranias. They had walked far from the camp they
would share in the night. The sun had been shining but it was as
though in a strange moment of invasion the darkness had come.
At first Balwone had felt the gloom and blackness in his spirit.
He looked at his companion and sensed the same oppression. The
smell of sulphur came to him, and doubtless to his companion.
Then the darkness split apart and there was the great red dragon
as Balwone had known him many a time. It glowed with the heat
of its body, and the red of its skin and scales was shot through
with a sickly green, nauseous to the two humans who beheld it
and felt it. There was no beauty in the creature that they should
desire it, yet even as he looked, Balwone knew that this creature
could change to a powerful and commanding giant, full of seeming power, and able to command as though it were in the creation
for the highest of vocations, and the triumph of the powers it
represented. He also knew that it could change into a seductive
feminine beauty which was calculated to grip the world of male
and female beings with the promise of intense joy and loveliness.
Balwone wondered in his spirit why there should be a renewal
of these evil forces when once they seemed to have been defeated.
It was borne to him in that moment that this evil never finally
retreats. It is ever at its devilment. He prepared himself for a duel
of words with the dragon, but this was not the purport of the
vision, of the things he was seeing, for suddenly there flashed
upon both men the sign of a man whose eyes were passionate
with madness. He was a man whose hair had grown long, standing out, as it were, like a dark halo around his head. His visage
was terrible to behold, for it was racked with pain and many passions. The eyes were dark and yet the whites were red. The body
was ill-dressed but the man seemed not to be aware of that. His
hands were lifted in passion, so that the long talons of his nails
could be seen, as it were, cleaving at the heavens, trying to destroy
them in drawing them down. His face became a snarl and hot
vituperation poured from his lips.
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Balwone knew who the man was. It was the proud King
Gothroyd, his regal spirit become defiled and distorted, his royal
authority broken as he clawed with his hands, screamed imprecations at some power he could see but not overcome. The two
wondering watchers sensed rather than actually saw him at close
range. Such are the ways of visions, that the elements of sight are
apprehended in the inner being of the watcher. Then, as they were
watching, the depraved king was caught into the shadows that
were ever darkening, ever leaping up like black flames tipped with
crimson, the crimson of the dragon.
As they were caught in what they saw, the scene changed
somewhat, and now the skies filled with creatures which were of
the ilk of the dragon. They ranged far and wide with terrible cries
and with murderous intent. Below them, as in the fair light of
day, were men and women and children, all beholding a man
who stood before them, and to the surprise of the two watchers
the man was Kanavah, and he was in great joy. He was doubtless
telling good and marvellous news to his audience, and they were
greeting it with joy and acclamation. These unclean spawn of the
devilish dragon were raining fiery darts upon the gathering
below, but with seemingly little effect, for there was weeping and
laughing, joy and sorrow, and gratitude was being manifested.
All this the two men saw as in a vision, and as with a vision
they understood its meaning and import. Whilst Kanavah and his
companions were sharing the good news of Massia, they seemed
unaware that the skies were filled with hatred and evil intent, all
under the direction of the dragon, but the dragon himself was
helpless to destroy the human creatures which in past times had
long been the slaves of his lords and gods; lords and gods which
were shown to men in the forms of idols so that mankind was
caught in the worship of the mystery of evil, and subject to false
creatures who were no gods in reality.
Now, in the fair days in which seemed to be no dark and
dreadful opposition, the powers of Massia were triumphing in the
simplicity of men like Kanavah and his companions. In their
love for Massia as their liberating King and their adoration for
the Most High, the true Father of all creation, they were unconsciously battling for the family of this Father and this Massia who
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had fought for the right of simple humans to tell the greatest news
of all—that evil had been vanquished and that love had won the
day.
Then, as they watched, the scene changed again, and they saw in
the heavens a great throne of most beautiful hues. Even as it
appeared, Oranias began a chant of words, and these were the
words:
At once I was in the Spirit, and lo, a throne stood in heaven,
with one seated on the throne! And he who sat there appeared
like jasper and carnelian, and round the throne was a rainbow
that looked like an emerald. Round the throne were twentyfour thrones, and seated on the thrones were twenty-four
elders, clad in white garments, with golden crowns upon their
heads. From the throne issue flashes of lightning, and voices
and peals of thunder, and before the throne burn seven
torches of fire, which are the seven spirits of God; and before
the throne there is as it were a sea of glass, like crystal.
Balwone thought his spirit would break into pieces or be vanquished for the very joy and awe and reverence and wonder that
the words brought to him, along with the vision of the throne
itself. The revelation of glory flooded him so that the evil and
putrescence he had recently beheld and smelled in the heavens
was vanquished in the new sight and the fragrance which now
reached him and entered into his spirit. He knew he would never
forget this vision, not openly because true visions are impressed
upon one’s spirit for ever, but because its beauty had captured
him afresh. His spirit had so revived that he knew it had in some
degree been somnolent, not as alert as in the days in Allein and
later in the northern kingdoms when the simple people of God
had given joyous vent to their worship of the Most High and his
eternal Son. Now that the vision was embedded for ever in
Balwone’s heart and the heart of the Storyteller, it faded from
before them, and the day closed over the supernatural revelations,
and it was at the proper time of the sunset. The sky was clear both
of the glory of the divine throne and the evil of the dark powers.
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The sinking sun sent up its own glory, inflaming the clouds with
gold and flushes of a crimson kind that might have been a
reminder of the blood once shed by Massia, but which now had
become an adornment of beauty to the two warriors, filled with
joy and awe at the quietness of the evening and the stillness of
peace within them.
That night the two men waited until the meal was completed,
until they had sung some living songs to the Most High, and until
some prayer had flowed out into the silence of the night. Then
they told of their visions of the late afternoon and there was wonder in the small group as both Balwone and Oranias interpreted
the events. They knew, from their own experience, that when a
vision is shared with the people of the Spirit of Massia and the
Most High, that the vision will then become theirs, also. And it
was so, that as they talked, wonderment grew in the small circle.
None questioned the visions or their interpretations. Indeed there
were cries as they realised even more than Balwone and Oranias
interpreted to them.
‘Of a truth’, said Shemmashone, the old Shemgridion who had
once been sent to save Aelfric Collenthribben, ‘we have seen and
heard marvellous things this night. We are being taught that when
we think all things are at peace, the children of Tartarus are seeking to destroy us, and the good news, and the very telling of it to
those who have been the slaves of the red dragon and his ilk.’
‘Ah’, said Oranias, ‘and this breaking of the bonds of the
dragon is no light thing. We know that here and there in these
days of our proclaiming Massia, we have found men and women
who long ago came into the light of the Most High, and have had
to live amongst ignorant men who have worshipped these evil
gods and lords. They have been the patient ones who have suffered oppression and ignominy from their fellow creatures, yet
they have prayed in the depths of their spirits and now have come
the fruits of their suffering, their sorrows and their labours. They
are seeing the people of the land liberated from the former
bondage and delivered into the Kingdom of Light.’
There was silence for a short time whilst the small company
meditated on this truth—the perseverance of the few in the face
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of the rejection of the many. It was Shemmosh who broke the
silence.
‘I see that we are not the first tellers of the good news of
Massia. Throughout the years a witness has been borne by the
faithful few and now we reap a harvest. This is most marvellous
and yet it is but what we have sung for generations and sing now
in these wonderful days.’
Balwone noted the young man who had once been a bewildered and frightened boy following the massacre of his people in
the forest of Zed. He marked him as a coming messenger of the
good news of human freedom and in his spirit prayed for him.
‘I see’, said another Shemgridion, ‘that the patient endurance
of our fathers has given us the freedom now to call others into his
Kingdom. We have never been left alone, and massacres only
serve to equip us with stronger faith and more delight in the
Massia we proclaim.’
In later times Balwone wondered whether it was the joy of that
Shemgridion which had suddenly caused another vision to be
vouchsafed to the team of men as they sat around the dying
embers of their fire, for as one they looked upwards and saw the
heavens ablaze with lights, and the lights were not the stars but
creatures of great joy and—they sensed—great powers, for they
were the worshippers of the Most High and his Massia. These
very skies in which unclean creatures had sought to do their
deadly work of demeaning and enslaving the children of men,
were now skies clean and pure and filled with holy, celestial creatures, that could not but adore and reverence their Creator and
Maker, and they were filled with songs of the exploits of Massia
in the realm of human creatures.
It was a vision which was understood: that the skies, as well as
the earth, belonged to the Most High, and in both he was doing as
it pleased him, and they—this small company of men—were
privileged to know that ever above them the skies belonged to the
Most High, be they the skies of the day or the night, and that ever
he was Lord and King of all.
‘The one who is King over all’, said Shemmashone, ‘is the
one who is the Father of all, though some acknowledge not that he
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is. It is for the family that he sent Massia into the world to
become man for the family’s sake. It was as a Son he sent him so
that he would show his Father to all, for his Fatherhood is above
all that human beings can know from their own fathers. This battle that we have seen in the skies is truly for the family.’
He paused, ‘Gothroyd destroyed the family in the forest of
Zed, but that has not made us hate him. He, too, should be in the
family and it is for him we have prayed—that he might be brought
into the family.’
This love that did not exclude one’s murderers spoke wonderfully to Balwone and Oranias. They were gripped by the words of
the Shemgridion.
‘Yes’, said Shemmashone, ‘our prayers have been for this
man, and so much hell does he have to go through until those
prayers be fulfilled. He who will act towards men as the ancient
Cain—the father of murderers—will also have to know his restlessness. Our Most High can change the destiny of nations, and
this he is doing with the king. These are battles we have been
having with spiritual wickedness in the skies and on the earth. It is
a powerful and a wearying battle, but we persist. We weak ones
have been taught the power of prayer for all men.’
Where Shemmashone left the statement Oranias took it up. ‘It
is part of the Story’, he said, ‘that Massia went into terrible darkness before they killed him. It was all prayer. He was taking on
himself the sins of men, and the darkness of their spirits. He was
taking on himself the burden and pain of their consciences. None
of our prayers today could happen were they not in his prayer at
the time of his death. It is against such prayer that the power of
darkness cannot prevail. His prayer has ended the power of the
dragon, because only love can prevail in the end. The dragon
would aspire to be the father of all men, and such fatherhood is
cruel—crueller than the most cruel of human fatherhoods. Massia
prayed so that the family would come together under the Father.
That is the true intercession.’
It seemed to the men as they listened to their own kind that
their hearts were lightened of any fear they had had, and that they
were freshly filled with the love and joy they had known so
fully in other days. They were aware of the battle going on in the
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heavens for the spirits of human beings, but they knew also that
the prayers of righteous men are most powerful in their effects.
It was no wonder, then, that they finally rose and sang new
songs as these came to them by the Spirit of Massia and his
Father. Sleep that night was a sleep of holy serenity, though they
might not have known how to give it such a name.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Triumphs in Miridon
and Travellers Going towards
Allein

T

HE TERRIBLE picture of Gothroyd which had come to Balwone

and Oranias in their visions came also to Gothlic, though not
in a vision, nor even in a dream. It was the sensing of her father
which came to her and she sought out her mother the queen.
‘I have had strange thoughts come to me of my father’, she
said. ‘He is in a terrible state and in much pain of mind and spirit.
There is none who can help him with this terrible disease, or
whatever it is. I wish to seek him and find him. Mother, what do
you think of this?’
Mabila looked gently upon her disturbed daughter. ‘I, too, feel
for Gothroyd who is my husband and your father, but these many
days he has been far away from me. So much killing is upon his
mind, and the dreadful slaying of the holy and wise Flamgrid will
haunt him beyond the grave, where Massia tells me there is darkness for those who will not receive the love of the Most High. I
bleed inwardly for him, Gothlic, and if we were both to seek him,
then mayhap he would cry to Massia and find peace in him.’
‘Mother’, Gothlic said, ‘I have a sense that he will go to the
darkest place possible, and that would be to Allein. There the gods
had their special habitation, and now the habitations of Mourna
and his fellow lords are shrinking. Surely in the evil of his conscience my father will seek out the one place where he might be
commended for his fight against Massia and that surely will be
Allein.’
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Mabila’s reply was, ‘You are still under obligation to the king
to remain in Zed and be more or less his prisoner. The nobles and
lords of this realm who are aware of the king’s departure would
never permit you to go, and were you to escape, and then be
caught, your punishment would be great.’
‘Nay, Mother’, Gothlic said. ‘They can say nothing if it is told
them that I am seeking my father. They know nought of him and
who better to draw him back than I? They will want to have him
return, for the matter remains unsettled in the kingdom, until this
matter be cleared.’
Mabila pondered this wise statement, and then she nodded.
‘Of a surety, you speak well, daughter’, she said. ‘It is worth
speaking to Lord Aethlic about this matter. Mayhap he will allow
us, nay, even encourage us, to seek him out together.’
Gothlic sighed. ‘I doubt whether they will allow you, their
queen and senior member of the royalty, to travel in search of the
king. Mayhap they will allow me, provided I have an escort of
nobles and soldiers, to undertake the task. No, mother, you will
have to remain here, and if they allow me to go, that then will be
enough. If they will not, then I will take a woman or two with me,
and we will disguise ourselves and travel with care.’
Aethlic was summoned and held discourse with the two women.
He was a man of mature years, though by no means as aged as
other counsellors of the king, those who were the monarch’s close
courtier nobles. A tall person and a broad one beside, he was a
not-distant relation to the king, and also to Mabila. Always a
quiet-spirited man, with an habitual graciousness of presence, he
would look on his peers and underlings in a friendly and welldisposed way. He had a strong, bearded face, with blue eyes
deeply set and a touch of humour that helped to tide many a
complex affair of state and awaken a calm response rather than
anger and opposition. His kindly, courteous way had won many a
day in the royal counsels. After this manner he listened to what
Queen Mabila had to say. At first he reacted to the royal suggestion and was quite adamant: Gothlic should not leave the custody
of the seniors of the palace; but after some consideration he saw
some merit in the suggestion. As for the queen—that would never
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be permitted. Even so, after having given this counsel he could be
seen to be further pondering the matter. Then he spoke to the two
women.
‘It could be’, he said, ‘that Princess Gothlic might be accompanied by maidens of the royal household, and a band of men
highly accorded for their loyalty and bravery. I for one would go
with them but that might prove both foolish and dangerous. There
is something of unease in our kingdom for the reasons we all
understand. Yes, I will propose this to our trusted leaders.’
His eyes held some pity for the two desperate women. He
doubted, in his heart, that the expedition could be successful, for
he held no hope for the king. A man of moderation, Aethlic had
disagreed with the slaughter of the Shemgridions, the killing of
Flamgrid, and the battle to ensure the ancient gods of Zeddian
culture should forever hold their place in the kingdom.
He was also a man of wisdom and one who studied happen
ings not only in this continent, but also in places far beyond it,
and he had often wondered how long it would be before the
reluctant kingdoms would come under the rule of the Most High.
Although not a convert to this faith, he recognised its high quality
of behaviour which it constantly seemed to derive from its
Massia. All this he observed without himself being stirred by
personal considerations. Throughout all of this conference he had
been pondering what this proposed expedition might achieve.
He bowed as he took his leave of the two women, and they
refrained from expressing their delight when the handmaidens
and others came back to serve them. Later, when they were freed
from the servants and courtiers, they gave vent to their feelings
with tears of joy and embraces of delight. Then they sat and
planned what things ought to be taken for Gothlic’s journey and
which maidens should accompany her. Already Aethlic had indicated the size of the retinue. It surely assured them that the journey should be safe.
That night Gothlic meditated the things which might happen.
The dream of Balwone she did not know, but the dark passion of
her father she did sense, and she sorrowed for him. She wondered
with some fear at what might happen should they find this deeply
disturbed man. She shivered at her own discernment of the misery
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and dread of the man of blood. In her culture there was a terrible
term given to murderers and it was ‘drinkers of blood’, not that
killers, in fact, drank the blood of their victims. It was just that
they consumed the lives of others and those lives remained within
them and could never be cast out from them. Forever the dreadful
deed remained as a burning fire within their consciences.
She also had vagrant thoughts which came to her, suggestions
of meetings she might have with her beloved Balwone, and then
she would sense such intense delight that she would weep for joy.
In this manner she cried and wept herself to sleep, and the way of
her sleep was serene and untroubled.
For Balwone and his friends, as also the other teams, it seemed the
days almost fled, so quickly they moved. Sometimes in the towns
they came to be heard by many, for now the preaching of these
men was like prairie fire. Here the flame would suddenly rise up
and a wind would take away its sparks, and when they would
arrive in this place and that—be it a farmhouse, a dale, a hamlet or
a village—it would seem that the fire had reached there before
them. Part of the reason was that Massians whose spirits had
become dry, or Massians who had been numbed by much
persecution, suddenly were touched by the Spirit of Massia and
revived into life.
So often they heard singing in places as they were arriving.
Often groups of people were sitting, prepared for teaching and
awaiting the action of Massia, for it was he who by his Spirit was
moving across the kingdom of Miridon. Thus it happened that the
teams progressed northwards towards Allein, and it came to pass
that they met at the place appointed called Mirameem. Mirameem
in the Miridon language meant ‘Place of Beauty and Peace’, and it
was indeed a place which brought serenity by the very entrance
into it. Strangely enough it was the colours which seemed to have
a power of their own. Scarcely a tree was composed of a similar
green, whilst some were partly overgrown with vines of yellows
and blues and crimsons in their flowering.
The place was also strangely alive in comparison to Allein
which in its days of evil giants and dragons and men had been
dark and without peace. Here birds of many varieties called from
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tree to tree or were filled with hilarity of bird joy and laughter,
though others had long, sweet calls, and yet others, entrancing
songs and musical colloquies. The streams proved to be of a soft
water, translucent, and alive with movement. The part of the district which was savanna seemed to have grasses which were soft
and edible, for the horses and mules fed ravenously on them.
The three teams had come together and they hobbled the
horses for grazing whilst they sat in a circle and told their many
stories. They told of the sorrows and fears of many under the
pagan lords, and of the terrible evils of Miridon, places where
societies had showed sad divisions, and families were torn apart
by anger, resentment and hatred. It seemed that in all these places
Massia had come and so shown his love that some people had left
their old objects of worship and painful service, transferring to
Massia and the Most High.
Opposition had been present, but it seemed that the enemies of
Massia lacked zeal and the ability to oppose him in the light of the
new, singing people whose songs taught so much of the Most
High and his ways. Often, the teams reported to one another, there
were actions which could only be seen to be of a power above the
power of men. The release of the slaves of the gods into the realm
of love and good friendship was what paralysed Massia’s enemies. In this state they simply hid themselves, dreading the
thought that Massia might come upon them and change them into
his followers. They had no doubt he had the capacity to do this
and they marvelled that he did not come upon all. Their freedom
was not invaded: they were not overcome by supernatural power,
yet they recognised that such power was present.
During the evening the group worshipped with much adoration
and singing which was spontaneous. Again, the songs that flowed
forth without deliberate thought were sung time and again, so that
all present knew them and could store them in the heart, never to
be forgotten.
There came a point in time when the songs settled and the
prayers sank to silence and the men lay on their sides around the
glowing fire. Previously it had been vocal; crackling and sounding
off and spitting, until it settled into a cosy, steady glow and
bringing with it both warmth and serenity. All had sensed it was a
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time to listen to the Storyteller, and so they sat up, awaiting their
mentor.
He certainly fed their minds and spirits with good things. He
took them back to the earliest days of human history and traced
the plan and will of the Most High in the lives and actions of the
ancients. He never indicated they were primitive. He said that
when the Most High spoke to them by various means, such as the
command to man to subdue and rule the world and care for it,
such as the giving of his law, and such as sending heavenly creatures with messages, or prophets with forecasts of the future and
related commands for the present, then his people came to know
his will. They lived in that will to their true peace and delight.
Purpose had come to them and they grew in hope.
The Storyteller then moved to speak of Massia’s living as a true
human being, and in what manner prior to his ascent to the heavenly throne of the Most High he had spoken to his immediate
followers.
The Storyteller said, ‘We have to go back to the very beginning
when the first couple were in the Garden of Delight before their
minds were corrupted from innocence into a wisdom which
appeared to be a grand wisdom but was nonesuch. It was a
deluded form of wisdom, and whilst they were created by the
Most High they no longer would believe him. What he had commissioned them to do, they no longer wished to do, though they
could never get that command of his out of their thinking. He told
them to take the ways of the Garden of Delight in which were
only purity and substantial life and genuine beauty, and spread it
across the world.
‘When they failed to do this then it seemed all of the human
race was now bound to oppose the Most High and not obey the
commission. Though they knew it not, it was—and is—most
painful not to do the will of the Most High, for that will is the true
way of human living. By some wonderful way of happening, there
arose from the first men and women some who, though they were
born of the primal couple, came to love the Most High, to have
faith in him and to do his will and walk in his way.
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‘When Massia became man from being one with the Most
High, he so worked that he revealed the Most High in a way
which had not been done before. When men and women found
their peace in the Most High and forgiveness for their sins, then
Massia, before his going, commissioned them to do just what we
are doing in these days in Miridon. He desired his followers to be
messengers to the world. He not only wanted persons to come to
him, but he also wanted the nations to come to him and acknowledge him by being his servants and his true children.
‘So, then, we are the successors of those early faithful people,
and the people who have long followed Massia. The reason why
we have had such joy in these weeks is that we are doing the will
of the Most High. He loves what he has created, and would have it
brought to perfection by his Spirit so that in this way the Garden
of Delight will fill up the whole earth.’
There was a murmur of delight, and the murmur grew and
swelled and it became a crying of appreciation and delight.
Balwone told himself that he had never heard of it in this wise,
and he rose to his feet and took his elaina and amid the joy and the
talking and the praising he began a song, a song which had burst
its way into his heart and then from his heart to that place of
peace, Mirameem:

The Song of Mirameem
There was a Garden of deepest delight,
A Garden of ancient fame,
And there the Creator, the Maker Most High,
Established his beautiful Name.
His name was as Father to Admah the man,
To Hawah the mother of all.
The Serpent deceived her, but Admah’s decision
Brought both to the terrible fall.
The pain and the shame of the first wedded couple
Brought loss in their hearts of the peace
They had known as one in the face of the Maker.
Their joy, too, knew sudden decrease.
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The anguish of guilt built fear in their thinking,
They hid from the Father of love;
He chided their sinning—that dreadful beginning—
But promised a coming release.
God had provided the race be divided:
The faithful were one family.
They worshipped the Father, the others had rather
Serve idols in futility.
The gifts of the Garden went with the full pardon
God gave to the true family,
But guilt and sin’s sorrow brought horror on horror
To those of the serpentine breed.
For all who were sinners from Eden’s beginners
Dear Massia joined with our race.
A thief on a cross found pardon forever
When Massia died in his place.
He died for all sinners—the losers and winners—
He died for their sin and their shame.
He bore all the sorrow, the grief and the horror,
And purified all through his pain.
Now Mirameem’s open. The Father has spoken
And welcomed the Family all in,
The royal procession into possession
Is led by the Saviour from sin.
The tribes and the nations all take up their stations
To worship their King and adore;
The Shepherd will lead them, will water and feed them
To live in his love, evermore.
They drink at the River, eat fruit from the Giver,
And serve in the temple of God.
They’ve come to this Garden by reason of pardon—
The cost of the shedding of blood.
They enter these portals, becoming immortal,
And priests forever to reign.
His love has transformed them, renewed and reborn them,
The fruit of his travail and pain.
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Rise then all true mortals, draw near to these portals
To enter his Garden of love.
Sing songs all you nations, in full adoration.
Sing praises you angels above.
Sing songs of high merit you creatures of spirit,
To Spirit and Father and Son.
Live full in communion by reason of union
With them the dear Three who are One.
In no time the men were using woodpipes and elainas, and the
music was growing and there were some clapping their hands and
others in the rhythm of it all, with their faces rapt with joy and
adoration. They could not look to the great climax of the creation
of the Most High and Massia and the Spirit and not be filled with
an extraordinary sense of pleasure and surety. They had seen
many evidences of Massia’s presence with them over these
action-filled weeks, and all seemed to culminate in a deep inward
sensing of glory and also an outward seeing of the splendour and
honour of their Father–Creator, and they could not contain their
wonderment and awe and reverence of this marvellous state they
were in.
The Storyteller sat back, satisfied with the outcome of the
Story. He knew that it was not fiction, or part fiction, but was all
true. It was the Story that had happened in the past, that was at
present proceeding and coming to pass, and that would reach its
climax in the future at a time when men would not know what was
happening to them and their world. He looked with quiet satisfaction on Balwone, for he knew this man was one of the many the
Most High had called out in the Story, to tell his fellow humanity
what they could never discover in the intense pursuits of their
mind and their own wisdom. Balwone, he knew, was not a marvel
in or of himself, but just a man, and yet God had chosen him
before his birth amidst pagans and had directed his mind to that
wise will which he, the Most High, had planned before the Story
began.
On the morrow they would break their night’s fast and they
would then move into Allein. In the intense passion of the late
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night when celestial and terrestrial creatures seemed to be one,
together, in their worship of the Most High, Allein did not bring a
sense of fear, although for many years and in many kingdoms the
name had brought the reaction of dread and fear of the wild and
evil creatures of that land.
They slept soundly and no thing of the night disturbed their
slumber. Part of this may have come about because they had
forgotten the evil gang of Corsini’s men, and did not know the
raving monarch of Zed had the same goal: to enter Allein.
Over the long months of waiting, the Corsini party had planned
various ventures with the hope of killing Balwone, according to
the directions of Corsini himself. They feared his anger and the
punishment he would bring to them were they to fail. They had
the evidence of what had happened through the punishing by their
own hands. Some, in a snatched quietness apart from their fellow
villains, would shudder at what they could do to each other if
Corsini’s order was betrayed. They faced the fact of one golden
sword which ever seemed to be at the side of the Manignian
prince, Balwone. How they hated that weapon, and how they
planned to get this man apart from his friends and, in a concerted
rush at the moment of surprise, disarm him and kill him.
Corsini had sent them news of Balwone’s intention of seeking
to change the loyalties of the Miridion people to Massia, and that
he would be in the land after this fashion. At the end of his missive, the black-hearted lord of them all spoke of Balwone and his
men intending to make their way through Allein to Mantria and
Frimpone.
‘See to it that you arrive before him in that place. Allein is the
habitation of our ancient gods and lords, and none has ever
defeated them. This boastful Balwone speaks a lie when he says
he has cleansed that forest-land of the great gods, such as Mourna
the Terrible, and Sarxia, who is both god and giant and beautiful
temptress. There are others, and together they will prevent those
Cathridions from conquering their realm. Go, then, enter before
they come, make plans to attack Balwone apart from his fellows
and destroy him without mercy. Do that and your pay will be
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doubled. Fail, and it were better for you never to have undertaken
the task.
‘You have no need to be afraid of the great gods, for they
know you are one with them. You think the same thoughts as they
and have the same action. You will feel at home in that place. It
will bring comfort and certainty to you, for to you the ancient
gods will be kind.’
Some of the gang took a certain comfort from his missive but
others failed to do so.
One of them grumbled, ‘When did the ancient gods show us
mercy and aid us in our ventures? This has never been the case.
The more we are theirs, the more we are their slaves.’
The leader of the gang rebuked the grumbler. ‘Let such words
be far from you, my friend’, he said, ‘for the gods hear us even as
we are talking. They have not been able to dispose of Balwone
and should we do that, as doubtless we must, then they will heap
favours on us.’
There was no little dissension among them, yet because they
were afraid of one another, and none trusted his fellow, they did
not openly speak all their thoughts. The evil in them encouraged
them to persist in their design of destroying the prince, but other
parts of them were steeped in fear and despair, and no little
superstition. None had considered that Balwone ought to live or
that his murder was a nefarious matter, for it was a low, wretched
and depraved mind that each owned. All had at various times
made such killings and they were unaware of the slavery of their
lives, the constant dread and fear which would visit them in both
time and eternity for their appalling and hideous deeds.
As little known to the evil gang and to the company of faithful
Massians was the wild and lonely journeyings of the crazed king.
Gothroyd was by nature a man of an intelligent mind. At heart he
had no love for the great gods and lords who had survived the
centuries and wrought their wonders and powers in the pagan
kingdoms. He respected their cleverness and feared their actions
and so much so that he paid homage to them assiduously. He also
insisted that those of his kingdom should do the same. It was
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natural that the Shemgridions should refuse to acknowledge the
gods and come under their rulership.
Part of Gothroyd had recognised the integrity of this people
but then that made them all the more dangerous. It enraged him
that they might be putting his kingdom in jeopardy, for the gods
and lords were known for their ruthless demands and their inflexible punishments for those who did not obey them. He thought
the slaughter of the Shemgridions a highly acceptable sacrifice to
the pagan deities, and the killing of Flamgrid would also be a
further propitiation to them.
In these ways he had reasoned, but one thing he had not considered and that was the eternal law that is written, that one man
shall not kill another. He had often punished murderers because
their behaviour brought insecurity to the people of the kingdom.
He thought no more of killing those who belonged to Massia and
the Most High because they were enemies. Armies were there to
do the will of the king who in turn had to heed the commands of
the deities.
In between his various fits were times of lucidity. He was then
clear of mind, and the one goal—to appease the gods and lords—
was foremost in his intention. From that he did not waver. The fits
would come upon him. If they were sharp and sudden and sent
him immediately into unconsciousness, then he went out into
merciful darkness. However, if the fit came on slowly, then he
would see hideous apparitions and these came close and stared at
him, and his whole frame quivered and seemed in danger of disintegrating. Often he saw white-clothed creatures at a distance, and
they made him fear even more for they seemed serene and gracious, kindly spirits which had no bad intention towards him. He
sensed they were Shemgridions, and that they prayed for him
rather than sought avengement. In these times he trembled and
shook most violently. He felt screams of inordinate pain and horror rising up from his dark, inner being, as though he were com
ing apart with the pain and the terror. He would never admit that
he was in the throes of guilt.
There were other visitations, but in the times when no fit was
upon him, he would revert to what he had always been. He had
planned his way of escape from the castle of his incarceration, and
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to do so following a fit seemed to add to the cunning of the plan.
Firstly he had won over Appria, an important person among all
the courtiers, and one who had been his boyhood companion. In
his turn Appria had won over two more of his loyal courtiers and
had planned with them the manner of the king’s escape. They, in
turn, had chosen three doughty yeomen, men filled with sensibility, experienced in travel, able to handle pack-mules along with
their own mounts and able to take the royal loyalists through the
unmapped portions of the forests of Zed. Together the six men
had made all calculations to fulfil the journey the king laid out
before them. All eventualities had been planned for, and since they
had all the resources of the kingdom to hand, they lacked nothing.
They planned to clothe the monarch with garments which would
deceive any one who might, by chance, recognise the king. All
their travel would be by night. During the days they would hide
and rest.
Appria understood the mind of the king, even in its present
madness. He knew the monarch had a malady of the mind and of
the conscience. He, himself, was not one who highly valued the
old deities and the old culture of Zed and such kingdoms, but he
had a deep love for Gothroyd, born of a long friendship, and he
was prepared to see the king through to the healing of his atrocious malady. In addition he had sought remedies secretly from
the most dependable of the physicians, men who were not court
physicians. He even visited one woman who was famed for
her potions and other remedies. The name of this woman was
Creelias and she gave advice to Appria for his journeying with the
king.
‘Potions and remedies there are aplenty’, she said, her lined
face alive with sympathy, ‘but your lifelong friend has many trials
to face which mayhap will humble him, for his sickness is not of
the organs of the body but of his mind and his heart. He was a
good man, but he has done evil deeds, not seeing them to be vile.
If he is spared to see these deeds and face his own infamy, then he
may be healed. Only in those days will potions and remedies
come to his aid.’
Appria noted the mind and thoughts of Creelias. Had she been
another he would have had her punished for what seemed to be
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inordinate criticism of the kingdom’s monarch. In his own heart
he knew she spoke the truth, and her prophecy warmed him in the
face of the king’s harsh sickness, and the talk which was filling
the places where news was beginning to filter through to men of
power. He knew the king’s healing was urgent, and Creelias gave
hope, in her brusque way of speaking.
So the king had been secreted from the castle one night when
he was fully in his right mind. They had his full cooperation, for
he was restless to come to the place of the gods and lords which
ruled much of the southern kingdoms. He had a desire to be justified in the actions he had done, and to receive commendation and
even advice from the deities in whom his people had lived from
time back beyond times. So he donned clothes which were foreign to him and allowed himself to be hooded, and in this strange
and servile manner departed from the place of his asylum. There
were courtiers and nobles who had been appraised of the venture,
but these were those loyal to the king. Even so, they were not
present to see him off. In all ways his going must not be advertised. Their lips were sealed. They wished the king well in their
hearts for they desired to see him return in his right mind and
once again rule them as a strong and noble monarch.
Little did the king know that he fought powers beyond the
might of the powers he deemed to be the greatest of all. Yet it was
the love of Massia against which he struggled, and in his mind
and body it was costing him dearly.

CHAPTER TWELVE

Various Men and Women in
the Province of Allein

A

ETHLIC,

chief noble of Zed and the regent of the absent
king, had planned appropriately. He selected Shanome who
was a leading noble of Zed, distantly related to the queen, and one
who was known to be faithful to the royal family. Also he was a
Massian who, though quiet about his faith, was not afraid to admit
his loyalty to both Massia and his own king. Because he was not
vocal about what he believed and because he had not taken part in
the massacre of the Shemgridions, even Gothroyd trusted him. He
had not been with the troops which had committed that hideous
act, and so had given no outward sign of disloyalty to his king.
Aethlic had also chosen another knight known to be a quiet person
but a strong one by the name Gothnal, a person as loyal to the
king as Aethlic himself. In addition, Aethlic had selected three
maidens who ordinarily waited on the royal women who were
allowed to go with Gothlic, and a troop of ten mounted soldiers
was included, with four other servants to cook for the contingent
and to care for the general wellbeing of all.
It had, then, been some weeks since the disappearance of the
king before the royal contingent set out on its journey to Allein.
At the time of their departure, Gothlic was farewelled by Mabila
her mother, but the palace population were not advised of the happening. So, on an early morning when scarcely any inhabitants of
the city of Gothric were abroad, the mounted group clattered
across the lowered moat deck in order to make their way to Allein
on the border of Mantria. They chose not to go through Miridon
directly, but to penetrate the forest in the north of Zed, and
to travel yet further north along the borders of Miridon and
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Frimpone. Gothlic would have wished to go directly through
Miridon in the hope that she might see Balwone, but Aethlic had
deliberately chosen the route with the thought that they would
miss Balwone and his men. In any case Gothlic had her father
first in mind, and was anxious to find him.
The distance they were to travel meant something close to three
weeks in time before they would reach the land of Allein. In this
time Gothlic became a fast friend with her three palace maidens.
They too were warmed by this beautiful lady who had hitherto
always seemed so distant from them. She could not forbear—
from time to time—to talk about Balwone, and sharing him with
the other women seemed to release the pressure of her desire for
the prince. Apart from the noble knight Shanome, she was unable
to discuss the matters of Massia and the Most High, but talking
from time to time with Shanome as they rode up narrow roads
and through leafy lanes and across rare patches of pasture land,
she was able to find some release from the fears which kept
mounting up in her.
It would not seem possible that evil powers could keep away from
this royal entourage, nor fail to lay difficulties in the way of them.
None saw any creatures such as dragons and giants and bitter and
dark human beings who were slaves of the gods. They did see
many a shrine of those deities broken down and even crumbled to
the foundations, but this was mainly when they had made their
way through the thick forest and come out into Frimpone. Within
Zed the temples and shrines were for the most part well kept.
Remembering much which Balwone had told her of the dark
powers, she was surprised that they did not appear bodily or
spirit-wise before her.
What these evil creatures did not do in this outward and perceivable way, they did far more subtly and painfully within the
minds of some of the travellers. Shanome was one who over the
years had thought much about his king. In the tradition of Zed he
had admired this strong monarch and his cultural training allowed
no thought of ousting royalty which did not believe in Massia.
Such thinking was not appropriate, but he was nevertheless
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concerned with the recent event of the insanity of the king. The
public knew little of this strange case, but nobles like Shanome
had been quietly informed and told to keep the matter from the
ears of the general public.
As they travelled, he would have periods when life seemed
emptied of its delight and joys. Something of emptiness would
possess him and, looking at him, Gothlic was aware of something
she could not understand, but she saw he was having experiences
which were similar to hers. Tormenting thoughts would arise in
her, and questions which seemed unanswerable. What if some
time ago the king had himself been killed? Mayhap his body was
in a ditch, or in the dark woods. Maybe he had escaped death. The
questions were, ‘What will you do if your father is dead, or if he
has not yet healed and is a raving maniac in some distant place?
What if he is healed and he is somewhere planning the death of
your beloved Balwone and of his Massian companions?’
There were even more terrible suggestions that were whispered
into her ears and sank down into her heart. They were suggestions
which questioned the very existence of the Most High and of his
peer Massia. What if the ancient gods and lords held power above
that accorded to Massia by his followers? What if this were
simply what men thought and imposed upon their women? These
thoughts chased themselves through her mind, and so much so,
that some days, in spite of the southern sunshine, the hours were
dull and dreary within her spirit.
One day she drew alongside the noble leader of their travelling
group, Shanome, and began a conversation.
‘Lord Shanome, I know you are one who has Massia in your
mind, and I wonder whether you could, perchance, assist me in
my way of thinking. Many have been the hours we have travelled
without much conversation. My ladies defer to me in all things
but share nothing of their lives and their thinking with me. Were I
to talk with them regarding the Most High they would mayhap
think that I was seeking to make them believers in Massia. So I
am left to myself and many are the sad thoughts I think, and often
my heart sinks within me.’
‘Your Highness’, Shanome said, ‘it is much the same with
me. Massians are not made for living singly, apart from other
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Massians, for their faith grows when it is fed and watered by worship and fellow communion.’
Those words struck a spark of light within the princess. ‘How
well you speak the truth!’ she exclaimed. ‘Yet it often happens
that another or others converse with me as I ride towards our destination. They are not good companions, for their talk would rob
me of many a thing I have held dear. The greatest of these is that
the Most High is, and that he is truly high over all. Yet voices
within me are heard jeering. They ask, “What proof do you have
of the Most High? Is he not a being of your imagination? Do you
not think of him as having care and concern for you? What god
would be such as to consider human beings which are mere mortals, doomed to die and sink into the earth and be forgotten?”’
Looking across at her companion she said, ‘Could not all this
talk about the Most High and Massia be but a dream, or a fantasy?
What evidence do we have that there is a God who is above all the
gods, for all gods are shown to us in the images men make of
them. It seems even more difficult to believe in One whom we
cannot see.’
‘Men make images of their fancies’, Shanome said, laughing.
‘An ancient has said, “They who make idols become like them”.
Of a truth this is often so, for I say, “Warlike men to the god of
war, morbid men to the god of gloom, promiscuous men to the
god of immorality, and all atheists to the god of nothing!”’
Gothlic felt warmed by this sane answer, yet she persisted in
her questioning. ‘Do you not sometimes feel that the Most High
might be but the invention of higher minds and hearts than those
who inherit their beliefs from their parents, never questioning
them, but living the culture of ancient times?’
Shanome held his reins in his right hand so that he could look
the princess in the face. He occasionally urged his horse with the
free hand whilst he talked. Gothlic could see the fine lines of his
face, and she was assured that she could trust him.
‘The Shemgridions tell us’, he said, ‘that the Most High has
created all things, and therefore to make an image of him from
what he has created, is to place him among things created. They
urge us to say that by no created thing can we rise to what was not
created.’
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‘That being the case’, Gothlic urged, ‘how can we know him?
Surely we must be able to liken him to something?’
Shanome shook his head vigorously. ‘What is eternal and
unmade must not be likened to what is not by nature eternal
and has been made, for that can be but an idol, a devised image.
Men desire images, for whilst the wise do not think the idol is
their god, they desire to get to their god by means of it. The
Shemgridions tell us that is a blasphemy upon the true God.’
Gothlic said in a humble voice, ‘There can, then, only be one
God. The other gods are false. This eternal God must be the only
god, if he truly exists.’ Even as she said these words she was
trembling because she knew that whatever name that Eternal One
had, he was over all. From her talks with Balwone she had come
to believe in the Most High, but now she saw that to really believe
in him could not be a thing simply of the mind but that she should
indeed know him.
Again the leading knight agreed. ‘The coming to know him
must mean that he reveals himself, or we could not know him.’
‘Does he reveal himself?’ asked Gothlic in wonder.
‘He has no form, for a form would locate him. The way in
which he reveals himself is by a voice, a voice which may be fitted
to reach human ears, or a voice which speaks to our spirits from
him who is Spirit.’
Gothlic felt the trembling grow within her. She almost whispered, ‘It is indeed a thing of wonder that the Most High would
speak to mortals, for he must be immortal. I am sure he has spoken to Prince Balwone for that man always acts as though God
has revealed himself to him.’
‘It is a thing of wonder indeed’, Shanome said, ‘that a human
being can be talked to by the Most High, and then talk to the
Most High’.
He straightened up in his saddle whilst gazing up at the sun,
then turned and called to the cavalry ahead. They turned at the
sound of his voice, and he pointed to the sun.
‘It is high time we take food and drink’, he shouted. ‘Prepare
a place and a meal.’
He then turned again to Gothlic, bowing slightly. ‘Your
Highness, God is God and not a man, yet that we might see him
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who is invisible, he made himself visible in a man, and the name
of that man is Massia.’
The two sat still in their saddles whilst their mounts stood stock
still. The fair sun of Zed soaked in upon them and, above, the
welkin was a blue bowl in perfection. Slight breezes played upon
their faces, and the domestic sounds of men and women unseating
themselves from their horses and the servants unpacking hampers
from the mules seemed like a music, to be recognised for its own
beauty. Ringing in Gothlic’s ears was the last sentence of the
knight, and it was opening vistas of marvels to
her.
‘No wonder’, she thought, ‘Balwone is so strong for Massia,
for this Massia is the unveiling of God to human sight, and for
those who will have it, an unveiling to the human heart’.
Shanome had cantered off to superintend the catering arrangements, but the daughter of Mabila and Gothroyd sat ruminating
over the revelation which had just come to her. In it she came to a
love for Balwone which surpassed even that which she had previously known.
Whilst the Corsini band of murderers was travelling north through
Miridon, the small group of the helpers of Gothroyd and the sick
monarch himself were just entering the province of Allein from
the kingdom of Frimpone. There was no guarantee that they could
travel many consecutive hours, let alone days, for the king would
often be in dark moods which would cause outbreaks of passion
on his part so that he would fall from his horse if not saved from
that by his companions. Having fallen or having been lowered to
the ground, he would tremble and shiver and break into
unintelligible language, whilst his limbs flailed in the air or beat
themselves upon the ground, and his cries would become a
shrieking until he would suddenly collapse into unconsciousness.
Sometimes they would make a mattress of blankets and cover his
limp body with more blankets, waiting for his recovery. There
were times when he slept for hours. At other times there were
short sleeping periods and he would awake as though a well man,
calling all to mount and to press on.
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Thus the seven men made their strange and fearful way to
Allein, pilgrims with a desperate hope for the healing of their
monarch.
Corsini’s men were, as far as possible, avoiding the people of
Miridon who had been wonderfully affected by the Cathridion
band of proclaimers, and so, unseen, they had travelled north,
weaving a path that avoided town, village and hamlet, keeping
their own counsel, surly in spirit until they were nigh on reaching Allein, though, unknowingly, quite a distance westward of
Gothroyd’s band.
Behind them, but only in time by a matter of days, was the
contingent headed by Balwone, for the three teams had rejoined at
a village going by the name of Marana, which meant ‘One
Together’. This they had planned before the excursion which had
covered so much of Miridon. Not knowing of Corsini’s circle of
villains, and unaware of the comparative closeness of Gothroyd,
they spent their day in serving the inhabitants of Marana. They
then gathered together a short distance from the village and shared
the events which had happened over the weeks of their telling the
good news to the kingdom of Miridon.
There was much rejoicing in their fellowship and there was
gratitude to the Most High for having enabled them to lead so
many to Massia. Time and again there had been a tussle, some
listeners horrified at what they considered the blasphemy of the
Cathridion visitors against the old gods. Yet even many of these
responded. It was not because of the eloquence of the band of the
Massians, but it was as though there were voices in the air, flames
spreading without human effort, and people believed with great
joy, without the persuasion of other human beings.
‘Of a truth’, roared Kanavah, ‘Massia himself was with us,
unseen, and it was his voice they heard through Massia’s Spirit.
They could not withhold their wills but yielded them up to the
Most High. This kingdom will never be the same again.’
When someone suggested they had not yet spoken in Miridia
in the same notable way, and that perhaps they ought to return and
do that, Kanavah dismissed the idea with a flourish of his two
hands.
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‘These people who have been changed’, he said, ‘will travel
from north to south and from the east to the west, and they will
take the news themselves. Miridia will be changed, for Massia has
many in that city who are his own and they, too, will spring to
powerful life. Be sure of that, for Massia is in the land, and the
old gods are falling back before his onslaughts. The Most High
loves the kingdoms of men and he who loves them will win
them—come what may.’
Many were the stories they told, many the signs and wonders
they had seen, and there were many who had embraced the new
faith. Lords and gods had toppled. Some customs of the culture
had also been abandoned in the light of Massia’s gift of freedom.
From the reports given by the visitors, the ravages of the old
religion had taken place so that recovery from these would be
nigh on impossible apart from the healing of Massia. Songs had
been given in the midst of worship which would be sung for
generations to come. Patterns of worship and service had been
established which would be the means of serving the Most High
whilst time lasted.
Perhaps most significant of all was the care and concern the
Shemgridions and Massians had for the new devotees, for both
old and new worshippers became one, blending together, being
moulded into one body of people, and clearly being a family in
love and mutual fellowship. Spontaneously the ways of help and
practical love arose and so they were intent on assisting the poor,
the orphans, the widows and strangers in the land. This desire to
give of their goods and their time to others was not new but now
it expanded like beautiful flowers coming simultaneously into
bloom. So Balwone’s group, as they talked, reported and gave
praise for the various happenings, were more strongly aware than
ever that the Most High and Massia were not figures hidden away
in a distant heavenly sanctuary, but were the living God and his
living Peer, the Son Massia, intimately present in their midst. This
mystery they knew was in action amongst them through the Spirit
who was at once the Spirit of the Most High and the Spirit of
Massia. Thus it was that their own hearts were now ignited with
the burning of a love that was beyond human devising. Balwone
was not slow to compare this divine love, working in their hearts
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and through their hearts, to other men and women and children
who worked from a human love which so easily gives up and
peters out under the pressures and stresses of life.
Thus the Cathridion contingent was greatly fortified.
On the third day they packed their things on to their mules and
set their faces towards Allein.
If we go back to the first visit of Balwone to Allein we see it was
a terrible place haunted by dark and horrible creatures of many
kinds. This visit is recorded in the first book of our chronicles,
Strong as the Sun, and it was Balwone and his squire Roget who
dared to enter that forbidden land. Whatever the consequences
might be, they would be on the head of these two men, their
powerful steeds and the great mastiff Morna. The supernatural
creatures they met were real enough to them, but they were
heartened by their knowledge that these were no immortal gods
and lords, but were creatures, no matter how unusual the plane on
which they lived.
Each time these fierce and cruel monsters made contact with
them there were threatenings and bitter accusations, to say nothing
of the vituperations they poured forth. They were strongly disliked by Ballia—Balwone’s charger—and Morna the great
hound, and in return Balwone and his men were feared by the
demonic overlords which sought their demise.
On the second journey into Allein there was, of course, a covey
of men and horses which accompanied Balwone, and one of the
men was Kanavah who seemed to have contempt for the brood of
creatures opposing them. He was then a bluff man, defying the
dark forces and set to attack them where possible. The ancient
deities hurled a most powerful storm at the Allein invaders. It
burst catastrophically upon the travellers and in the midst of it the
evil ones arrogantly declared themselves to be the powers which
ruled the world, but when the conflict of storm powers were at
their highest and deadliest Kanavah began singing a song of an
extraordinary nature, in which all his beleaguered friends joined
eagerly. The song of power and beauty was beyond demonic
power to cope with, and thus it proved victorious against both
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those powers and the wild elements of the storm. So strong was
this victory that it appeared the power of the gods in Allein had
been broken for ever.
When, then, the Gothroyd party entered Allein it was the passionate desire of the unstable king to make contact with these
elemental creatures of non-human origin, and to seek their help
in the healing of his malady and in gaining victory over the
Shemgridions and all other Massians throughout the eight
kingdoms and everywhere else that the pernicious faith had
spread.
For Gothlic, entrance into Allein was a chilling experience. She
felt the coldness and enmity which emanated from grove and dell,
which seemed to cast a cloak of silence over all living things.
Trees were dark and stark, birds gave vent to tiny sounds, and
bush creatures rustled in the undergrowth as though protecting
themselves from that which they feared. Even the butterflies
seemed like silent sentinels which floated noiselessly as though
gathering intelligence of things as do spies in foreign lands. She
sensed there was a hidden beauty in all this, for it was still created
forest, but fear impregnated all things. The silence was not holy,
but of death. Songs were not sung by the birds, the trees seemed
scarcely to have their leaves move in healthy motion, and the
brooks seemed not to flow, as though arrested in their movement,
lacking the chuckling, murmuring songs heard in other places. It
was as though joy were a hated thing, something to be suppressed.
Shanome had gone ahead of his cavalry. His senses were alert
but they could not grasp this preternatural stillness. It was as
though nothing of delight could be felt in the heart of that great
forest. He halted his troop, and passed by them to where the
princess in the centre of the forest track was making her way
ahead of her palace maidens.
Shanome swung his horse next to hers, having given the signal
to the cavalry to advance.
‘I will stay with you’, he said. ‘I fear there is danger in this
place.’
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The princess shook her head. ‘Nay’, she said, ‘your place is in
the vanguard. I will ride with you there. Fear not for me. Massia
will keep watch over us.’
With that the knight nodded and the two cantered past the forward soldiers. Other soldiers were in the rearguard, protecting the
women and servants from any possible danger that might seek to
overtake them.
‘It is this terrible silence which disturbs me’, Gothlic said.
‘It is a dangerous silence’, Shanome said. ‘Hidden in it are
treacherous and gross creatures. They are versed in the ways of
spreading terror. This silence is part of their manner and method.’
Gothlic remembered some of the reminiscences she had heard
from Balwone, and she nodded. ‘I think’, she said, ‘they will not
be long in speaking to us’.
For some reason all the horses had come to a stop. They stood,
staring ahead, muscles rippling with the things they were sensing
or, perhaps, seeing things human beings could neither sense nor
see.
Then, unbelievingly, it happened. A draught of cold, sulphurous stench flowed over them. It was so sudden and so pungent
that all recoiled. Without hesitation, Shanome withdrew his sword
from its scabbard, and there was the sound of the soldiers doing
likewise.
There came a burst of hollow laughter from the forest around
them.
‘Look!’ said a voice. ‘Look at these puny creatures, daring to
invade the place which is the seat of the gods. Now they shall pay
for their conceit in thinking they can venture where only the gods
may live. This is royal ground and all who dare to trespass must
pay the consequences.’
Whilst the voice was speaking, the form was slowly manifesting itself. It was in the shape of a dragon creature. In one sense it
was majestic; it was mighty, imposing in its hugeness and the
strange wisdom of a sort which stamped its gross features. Heavy
in its base of two enormous legs and feet, its body shimmered
with the colours of green and blue and yellow. It was aware of its
prepossessing appearance and it lifted two mighty arms and beat
on its breast. The noise was like thunder, the one noise which
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seemed to call out sound and movement from the silence it had
hitherto kept. Even so, the reverberations of its voice brought
nothing vividly to life. Gothlic sensed that it was a hapless creature despite its protestations of rulership and power.
It was then she remembered something Balwone had told her
regarding his excursions into Allein.
‘The creatures seem real to us who view them’, he had said,
‘and in one view of things they are real, but they are, in fact, the
phantasms of evil. They only have substance when we accord
them power and authority. Such phantasms arise from fear but
that fear is created by them. If our hearts and consciences were
clear, then we would not fear and they would have no power.’
Whilst these thoughts were in her mind and before she could
utter words, Shanome had addressed the horrible creature. This
was somewhat to do as the great beast was not simply a figure of
speech to him but a glaring, breathing, hating creature.
‘Thou art of no great substance’, Shanome was saying, ‘for
thou art unable to speak the truth. Were it not for fallen angels
that were once enticed by thee to rebel against the Most High,
thou wouldst have no companion. Were it not for the sin of our
father Admah, thou couldst not bring fear to mind through our
sinful consciousness. This is not thy domain though thou dost
claim it. The whole earth is the Lord God’s and he wills what he
wishes within it. Thou art unable to touch us.’
At that speech the cursed thing puffed itself up until it was
enormously beyond what it had been. Flames issued from its
nostrils and its red, slavering mouth was opened, its neck arched,
its great arms and paws raised and it looked as though it would
immolate the entire contingent in its hatred and wrath. It lifted its
great legs with some difficulty and made as though to bear down
upon the hated intruders now here in Allein.
It was then that Gothlic spoke. She said, ‘Lord Shanome here
speaks in the name of all who are against thee, for he is of Massia.
I, too, speak in the same name, but I also bring the name of Prince
Balwone my beloved. He is again on his way into this realm
which you claim for your own. He knows what you know, that
you are no tangible creature such as the Creator of all things
would have made. You are the image of all evil, and it is in evil’s
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name that you threaten. We bring the name of the Most High and
his beloved Massia, and we defy you in the name of all that is holy.’
Fear, horror, wrath and hatred chased themselves across the
face and body of this enormous beast. Its arms went up as though
it were beating them against an unseen object or enemy. Its eyes
flashed their hideous brilliance and flames darted from its distended nostrils, and sulphurous smoke belched until it seemed to
throw an ever darker cloud upon the gloomy environs.
‘Enough of this’, it roared, and its great legs began to waddle
forward, and strong wings extending from its back helped it to
make its way towards the quaking contingent of men, horses and
mules.
Then, to the astonishment of Shanome, Gothlic and their crew,
the sword which had previously been in Balwone’s hand flashed
golden in extending flames. Gothlic was astonished because
she thought that he alone possessed the golden sword, the one
known as Lemery’s sword. In a flash it came to her that this was
Massia’s sword and not Balwone’s. It was given into the hand
of all who would oppose the powers of darkness. Her heart
expanded with joy and gratitude, her eyes shone with the knowledge that dragons and giants and dreadful evil creatures could
not defeat the one who held this sword and wielded it in the name
of Massia.
‘Come! Come!’ Shanome invited excitedly. ‘Come and vanquish us, O thou dragon and so-called lord of this province!’ He
repeated his invitation, ‘Come! Come now! Come quickly!’
His last cry shattered the glade in which they were standing,
but the mighty beast had suddenly withdrawn. Indeed, it had vanished into nothing. Not even the taint of sulphur was in the air,
and the horses trembled no more, and their hides quivered no
more, but they whinnied their delight and, suddenly, all around
them birds began to sing and animal noises—snuffles and snorts
and groans of delight—were heard about them. How lightsome
seemed the large butterflies as they floated on the newly crisp air
and felt the warmth of the newly golden sun. Soft, cool breezes
played about them and the men and women clapped in unison as
though they had found a voice in their hands that was one with the
speech of their hearts.
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Gothlic said joyously to Shanome, ‘Now we will have no
fear’.
He smiled and nodded agreement. ‘This will be the guardian of
all our experiences’, and he was not even thinking of the golden
sword which was no longer in his hand, nor in the sheath into
which he had placed it. His own sword was there, but words were
in his mouth which were as a golden sword itself. He himself
seemed to have grown in stature in that special hour, but it was a
new authority that he possessed and his eyes shone with the
delight of it all.
After a short speech in which Shanome explained the significance of the event, the team moved forward. Gothlic was thinking
of the search ahead, but her heart knew no fluttering and her mind
knew no despair.
Thus the contingent pressed into the heart of dark Allein and
all around them evil powers were baffled by their joy and by their
confidence in Lord Massia.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The Triumphs in Allein

I

‘

WONDER’,

Gothlic said to Shanome, ‘what would have happened had we been afraid of the dragon?’
‘He would have devoured us’, Shanome said, ‘not because he
has the power to do so but because we would have given him that
power’.
The princess sighed. ‘I see now where I have given way to
despair many times, when I should have depended upon the victory that Massia wins in all these situations.’
‘Yes’, Shanome agreed, ‘but then Massia won a complete victory against all our enemies when he was killed by those enemies’.
Gothlic pondered this and then turned a puzzled face to her
knight companion. ‘Was not their killing of him their triumph?’
‘Of a surety they thought so’, Shanome said, ‘but he did not die
like any man. Like all men he died, but not in the manner any man
has ever died. He did not die with fear, for he had no guilt to carry
to the grave—no guilt of his own I mean. His death upon that
timber as they called it in those days, his death upon a cross, was a
death first of all to bear the weight of the sin and evil of all men.’
Gothlic had only partly heard this matter before. Balwone, she
knew, was deeply moved every time he gave an account of that
death, but she had not grasped in fullness what he, himself, comprehended of that act of devilry on the part of man, for it seemed
to her that men had killed him. Often she saw Balwone so moved
when he spoke of the death of Massia that he could not speak, and
she had felt her lack of comprehension of that death. She had
always felt it ought to have meant more to her than what she had
grasped.
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Shanome picked up her manner and matter of thinking and
addressed her in the following words: ‘Of a surety there were
devilish powers behind the human move to kill him, and most of
all the king of all evil, known in most religions and cultures as the
one called the Devil or Diabolos. The dragon is only one guise for
his person. Out of envy of the Most High he has raised up a
kingdom of his own and ever seeks to make it more powerful than
the kingdom of the Most High. His unseen powers which are not
human have skill and cunning to deceive human beings, and so
much of the wisdom of this Devil has been inserted in every age
into the stream of the human race. Unable to see the invisible
Most High, they fashion this one in the visible images of gods
who are no gods, and thus think to win their favour and make
much gain for themselves.
‘Also these men who give no place to the Most High and his
Massia, nevertheless wish to emulate the best in them, so that they
form religions of great distinction. In the name of these religions
they reject the ancients and their worship, the ancients who worshipped the Lord Most High. It was in the name of religion that
they judged Massia and killed him.’
‘Your meaning is, Lord Shanome’, she said, ‘that the dragon
was the one who moved the priests and leaders to destroy the
Lord Most High—if indeed that were possible’.
‘Of a verity’, Shanome said, ‘what you say was so. However, the very deed they did was meant by the Most High to
defeat them. By the very act they did, the Most High triumphed
mightily.’
‘Prithee, dear Lord Shanome, explain to me how this could
have been so.’
‘Oh’, said the knight, ‘it was that Massia, knowing that all men
must die because they had forfeited the gift of immortality by
their act of sin in the Garden of Delight, had formerly planned
that he himself, though verily the Son of the Most High, would
die as a human being. The Most High had shown him that such a
death was required so that men and women might not die and go
out into perpetual darkness and shame.’
‘How then did he die that this might be so?’ asked the princess, whilst in her mind she knew that such a death had to be.
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Balwone had told her this, time after time. Without such a death
the case of mankind was deadly.
‘Ah’, said Shanome, his eyes ever looking ahead and from
side to side of the leafy track the horses trod. ‘Ah, Your Highness, he had to bear the guilt we all bear, for all our sins. Nothing
that is unholy can ever remain unjudged. If it is not judged then it
awaits judgment, and that is the most powerful anguish of all to
the human spirit. All that we rightly suffer for our sins, Massia
took unto himself, into his inner being, and he bore the weight and
pain of its judgment.’
‘But how can this be?’ Gothlic asked, mightily moved and
deeply troubled. ‘Can one man, though he be even God himself,
bear such a dreadful suffering? Is not such suffering beyond
human bearing?’
‘Ah’, said the knight again, for he was so moved that he
was hard-pressed in trying to explain the matter. ‘Ah, Princess
Gothlic, one must be both God and man to cover this enormity
of human evil. It is not the vastness of evil and guilt so much
as the quality of it. That which was so low and evil was met by
that which is so high and holy, and that is the divine love which
can bear what no other power can bear. It is a mystery, forsooth,
and none but the Spirit of him who died can inform us in our
depths, for it was in our depths that the bearing of evil took
place.’
Gothlic felt a weeping within and a sorrow such as she had not
before known, yet the sorrow did not harm her, and she knew it
was part of an inner understanding of the love of Massia and the
Most High. It would have been a relief for her to have wept
openly and to have sorrowed there upon her royal steed, but such
was not to be. Within her the Spirit of love was revealing such a
mystery that her tongue could not tell it out.
Shanome was partly bowed, his own spirit meditating on what
he had been trying to describe. He felt impotent to explain this
mystery, and he had learned that one cannot, indeed, bring forth
such an explanation. Being himself overcome by the dying of the
Massia he loved, he was also about to weep tears when he felt a
motion, and looking at the woman riding parallel with him, he saw
her face shining in such manner as is not the custom or ability of
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a human being to do, and he knew that understanding had come to
her, and his spirit was energised and given a special peace.
For some time they rode in silence, their ears hearing the sound
of soft hooves on a leafy path, the orchestra of bird songs in the
woods, and other noises of the day—the clinking of metal
harness, the laughter of three young maidens as they gossiped
among themselves, the measured tread of the cavalry horses, and
the occasional bark of the domestic hounds who trotted with the
pack-mules. It was all the music of freedom to the couple leading
the contingent.
Shanome looked at his companion as she addressed him in her
joy. ‘Now I know that whatever Massia may call us to do, I will
not deny my husband the doing of the will of the Most High. Of a
truth, all men and women and young children and babes should
hear this amazing message of love. Would that our forefathers had
taken it into every part of their kingdoms and that all people were
freed of the terrible stuff which crowds the human brain and dries
out the human spirit. Oh, Lord Shanome, how much we have
lived in the peril of our sins. This Story that you tell me helps me
to understand my royal father. I know his is not a sickness that a
physician may cure but only Massia himself.’
‘Your Highness’, the knight said, ‘you speak the truth. He is a
man burdened with the guilt of terrible deeds but has been taught
that such is what the gods demand. Verily he is right in this, for
the gods hate the Most High for he is higher than the gods, his
love is true, and the gods know the meanness of their own spirits
and the lies they live out in the lives of human creatures.’
Gothlic lifted her eyes to the azure heavens and pleaded, ‘Oh
that my father might be taught in these, the things of substance,
and in them find his healing!’
The Corsini gang was moving east-north-east, and unwittingly
was drawing near to the protectors and keepers of the king of Zed,
he being steeped deeply in his malady and finding no peace for
his tortured mind. When then they crossed a path, and looking to
their left saw a small band of travellers, they slipped back into the
forest and waited for the travellers to reach them. They then
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watched the travellers pass, and with enormous amazement saw
the king of Zed on a beautiful mount, the reins of which were tied
to his saddle. His own figure was bowed, for he was scarcely
conscious. His garments did not befit a king, but his helpers knew
how savagely he thrust them away when they would act as valets
to his wild clothes and person. His own hair had grown out in a
dark tangle of matted thatch, and his beard had been untended for
many weeks.
Although they were hardened men, they were shocked at the
unkempt state of the monarch, and they had no little fear of the
dereliction to which he had come, especially as their present project of assassination was being paid for by the king. In whispers
they discussed the matter, in one moment putting the cause of his
state on to the Massia they hated, and in the other on to the gods,
lords and idols that the king himself served.
‘This Balwone always gets the best outcome’, one said in a
whisper. ‘It is as though Massia is stronger than the king and his
gods.’
‘Hush’, said another, ‘or the wrath of those gods will be on
us’.
‘It is their will we do’, said yet another.
‘We ought to catch up with the king and his escort’, said the
first speaker. ‘He may not know that Balwone is by now also in
Allein.’
Another ventured, ‘He may be pleased to see us because he is
without a powerful escort’.
Their decision was to follow the king, not revealing themselves
and yet ready for action should the Massian contingent track
down the king. They might catch the prince of Manignia on his
own, and he could not withstand a concerted attack by them.
There was no thought that they, themselves, might be in danger,
either from the lords and gods of Allein or from Balwone’s party.
They felt themselves to be in league with the ancient deities, and
their opposition to Balwone would prove this. As yet they knew
nought of the princess and her quest.
It was to the king’s party that the evil powers first revealed themselves. This time it was in the person of the giant Sarxia which
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stood before the small group of riders who, seeing this monstrous
creature, had stopped in their tracks. The king who was in a state
of somnolence did not see the giant. He was dazed in his mind
which was filled with scattered thoughts, none of which was
understood by the king. For his part he sensed, rather than understood, the sudden stop to which the small group had come.
The huge creature before them was a cause for terror to all in
the band of the six attendants of the sick king.
‘What do ye in the land of the ancient gods?’ asked the great
giant.
‘We do well’, replied Appria, ‘for we seek the help and commendations of the ancient gods. Sire, we are worshippers of these
divine ones and we are in dire need of their help.’
The giant Sarxia nodded his huge head.
‘You do well’, he said, ‘for this is the place of peace and
power for all such devotees. What then is your trouble?’
Appria indicated their sick patient. ‘This be his majesty,
monarch of Zed, but visited with an evil illness. He has come to be
healed of his affliction, but mostly to seek the support of the gods,
for the days are evil and there are those abroad in the southern
kingdoms who would have the ancient rulers brought down, and
the followers of Massia and the Most High exalted in their
places.’
The countenance of the giant became terrible to behold and for
some moments the group of six were amazed unto fear, and they
trembled at the anger of the gigantic deity. Yet the anger was not
for them but for the growing scourge of the Massians.
For a second time the giant said, ‘You do well. The host of
gods and lords will surely heal your king of this affliction
brought upon him by evil powers. Let us see, then, the nature of
this malady.’
With that he approached the mount on which the king sat in
his stupefied state. At his coming the king jerked into life and sat
up. Beholding the giant so suddenly, a cry of terror rang from
him.
‘Come thou not near’, he shrieked. ‘I know who thou art.
Thou art of those who afflict my soul. I see you in my dreams
and visions and you are always intent on doing me harm.’
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The voice of Sarxia spoke out with gentleness and with a
seductive sweetness, so much so that the nobles and yeomen were
astonished at the sudden change, and even the very softness of the
creature brought terror also into their souls. They stood both
bewildered and helpless.
‘Nay, nay’, the giant was saying. ‘Thou art affrighted because
of thy illness, yet I come but to heal thee, and set thee at peace.
The gods have great things for thee to do whereby thou shalt be
known as the foremost of all kings living. Let me then touch thee,
and bring thy mind and body to peace.’
The king was viewing the immense lord—the giant god—as he
drew near, and his royal eyes held yet more terror than at the first
sight of the great creature. He was about to cry, ‘Touch me not,
Oh mighty one!’ when above them all there flashed into view a
great light, greater than any the king and his men had ever seen.
The light spread beyond the size of its first appearance, and it
grew in power of brightness, and as it did there came a voice from
it and the voice was beyond that of gods and men.
‘Touch not this man, nor seek to heal this king, for thy touch
will not heal, but harm; will not give peace, but more deeply
trouble this one who suffers deeply for his own misdeeds.’
The terror which had been on the faces and in the eyes of the
band from Zed was now a terror even greater in the eyes of the
massive giant.
‘Who art thou?’ he cried, and his voice roared through the forest of Allein, fit to shake the trees and send all creatures scurrying
or flying from its great thunder.
‘I am Massia’, the voice said, and men and giant stood aghast.
‘I am Massia who was sent of the Most High to liberate the captives of the so-called ancient gods. They are not ancient for I and
my Father are before the times of those who are called gods by
men, and set themselves forth as such. They are no gods, nor are
they immortal. Their names and deeds are written down for judgment, and this they shall not escape.’
‘Prithee’, spoke a thin and mild voice from the diminishing
giant as it addressed the heart of the shining glory, ‘I prithee, Oh
Holy One, leave us in this our realm of Allein our home, and be
thou with thy people, and let us not be destroyed for we are few,
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and it is written that our appointed end shall come, and we will be
gone from thy place and thy realm. For the nonce then let us stay.’
The king had seen the light and heard the words both of
Massia and the giant, and his countenance underwent a change.
Its ruddy look from sun and fevers paled to a mask of white horror, and his eyes protruded from their sockets, and he whispered
in a voice of total shock, ‘Thou art Massia?’
The men saw his body writhe and they feared he would go into
one of his terrible seizures and that he would become senseless
and they would have to return him to the bier which was even now
upon the pack-mules.
Their fears were not realised. The Voice spoke into all their
hearts, and as it spoke the giant was diminishing so rapidly that it
seemed, perforce, that he would vanish into nothing. But no! He
was as a man, and a small man at that, and his power to dominate
and terrify had fled, and he was but a timid creature, pleading
grace from the true God. Even so, his diminishment could not
conceal the bitterness and hatred of the eyes. His pride was
crushed but it fought to survive, even in the face of the bright
shining about him.
The Voice said, ‘This monarch into whose hands I gave such
power and authority, and who has ever been answerable only to
me, has done dastardly things, things outside the authority and
government I gave to him, and for this he has suffered and will
suffer, for the memory of a man and the evil of it cannot be
erased.
‘He has suffered the loss of his kingdom, and of his mind and
of his authority, but such has been but for a little time. Now he
must come under the mercy of the Most High for he, let it be
known, is the Father of mercies. None may receive or give mercies apart from him. All mercies proceed from him and never
from another. Be it known that the Most High is King over all the
earth, and over all the heavens, and the destiny of his worshipers
and the fate of his enemies proceed from him and not from them,
for all things and all creatures are but nothing until the Most High
gives them life and upholds them with his breath.
‘Descend from thy horse, Gothroyd of Zed, and face the
One whom thou hast been hating, the One whom thou hast been
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persecuting, even Massia Son of the Most High. Look not down
in shame but upwards to him who bore your evils, your sins and
your terrible acts, and know that it is he who has visited you with
your sickness, who has sent you down into the depths of hell that
you might view the evil of your perfidy, the horror of your own
mind and the depravity of your heart.
‘See, I have fixed a moment in time and as you stand there
caught in this light there approach those who have refused to
dwell in your evil or to be crushed by it. There also approach
those who would carry out your devised and foul crime of murdering my servant Balwone. Yes, even the daughter of your loins
comes to see how merciful the Most High can be to his harshest
enemies, be they appraised of their evil and seeing the evil as evil
what once they thought to be the good, and then truly repenting of
it.’
It was at that moment the men and women of the palace of Zed
broke out from the forest into the open place where the expanding
glory lighted all whilst almost blinding them by its sheer brilliance. A few moments in the light took away the hard intensity of
the shining but not its holiness. To Gothlic and Shanome the light
was glowing, soft and gentle. To others it was terrifying, though
they knew not why.
The king seemed now to be blinded by the light, yet he could
not but look upwards, one hand trying to shield his eyes, but the
same eyes seeking to devour the light. Gothlic would have cried
out with love and joy for the sight of her father as he continued to
peer upwards, for she and Shanome and the others knew who it
was speaking from the light. Yet no sooner had they placed themselves around the other band from Zed than there burst into that
very place of pure light the evil villains of Flagland, the slaves of
Corsini, and it was as though they were thrust from behind and so
forced into it, and that they had no power to withdraw, or tear
away from the brilliant shining as they would have greatly
desired. They stood, locked in stark terror, and after the manner of
the king they were striving to shield their eyes from the light.
Misery was their mode.
The king had for a moment stared at them, but they did not
register in his mind, nor did he realise they were Corsini’s men.
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Oblivious even of his own companions, he knew nothing but that
awesome and terrifying glory which shone from above him, and it
seemed now to him that the light was of a beautiful depth and that
the One who spoke from it had tones of tenderness and love, and
to the king this was unimaginable, for deity to him had always
been of a dreadful nature, but here was unspeakable mercy. His
months of harsh suffering had shown him the dreadful power of a
soiled conscience, the cruel domination and slavery of a heart
filled with the darkness of a man’s own treachery to the glory for
which he was created. Now, however, light was flooding in,
bringing relief from that former, intolerable anguish.
There, before the once-hardened murderers of Flagland, and
the highly cultured nobles and the plain and sensible yeomen of
Zed, along with the gentle-spirited Massians of Cathrid, the king
wept. He wept copiously. He wept with tears that were hot and
which seemed to sweep in on the horrors of his heart so that they
were expressed and ejected from him. He wept for what had been
shown him over the months of his illness, the interminable hours
when he had sought to justify his actions but had found no place
either for seeing any righteousness within him or for the repentance which would have set him free, as now, indeed, it was so
doing.
As he wept, his eyes, from seeking to peer upwards, looked
downwards. His body seemed to be drawn down and down until
his forehead touched the earth, and then his whole body fell forward and he was prostrate before the One whose light flowed
about him but whom he could not see. It must have been by the
Spirit of the One above that he felt himself to be emptied of his
evil, purged of his anger, cleansed of his filthiness, and healed of
his illness. He felt the inflow of a peace he had never known, of a
tranquillity which was sweeter than a person could bear, but not
for a moment would he have had it to be less. In his prostrate
position he was knowing the fullness of his humanity, a humanity
which had been transformed from pride and evil, and which now
found its true being in the humility which brings a man or a
woman or a child to come to itself.
As he was prostrate in the flow of the light above him, and
the flow of it which was now penetrating his dark mind and
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illuminating it with another wisdom—a wisdom he had never
known—so many ideas also flowed in upon him. First of these
was of Mabila who now seemed to him to be a woman other than
he had known. He realised with a jolt of pain that she had always
been quiet and serene, a foil to his ceaseless activity and restlessness of spirit. Gothlic also appeared to his mind and again
there was the jolt that shocked his senses, because he knew her to
be right in what she had come to see of Massia and his Lord, the
Most High. All of a sudden he saw through the deceit and chicanery of the ancient gods. They were not brilliant, neither were
they great deities to rule a vast creation, but tawdry and futile,
filled not with wisdom but a twisted kind of knowledge which
went for wisdom but was not. He saw the swathing nets of deceit
which had held him captive and his immediate freedom was like
compressed lungs expanding and being filled with cool, sweet air.
All the time his weeping continued and it was not from his
malady of the brain, but from the joy of his heart and the liberty
he felt in his conscience.
The voice said, ‘Rise!’ and so he rose. His shaking and trembling
had ceased and power was coursing through him. He stood with
his head bowed but the voice spoke again. ‘Be not afraid,
Gothroyd of Zed, for your evil has been forgiven you, and you are
made new in my love. Go, therefore, and heal where you have
wounded, renew where you have destroyed. Bring life where once
you brought death. Tell all people of the grace which has restored
you, and be a king under him who is King of kings.’
Gothroyd felt unworthy to reply to the One who spoke to him,
but he nodded, and the great mass of black hair shook as he nodded. The eyes were clear of madness, and the restored monarch
was meek with the new gift of humility. As he looked upwards
the light withdrew, measure by measure, until it was gone, and the
sun shone gently in its place and the singing and the nature sounds
began again, throbbing it seemed with an intensity of joy beyond
all it had known.
Gothlic dismounted and ran to her father. He seemed in a
glow of serenity which was almost a trance. Relief from the
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tempestuous past seemed to have brought a tranquillity beyond
telling. He embraced her with joy that she had never seen in him
in all her lifetime. As king he had always kept aloof, always
holding her at some length from him, even though she knew he
adored her. Now his vagrant hair swept around her golden locks,
and his eyes were not afraid to meet hers. He embraced her with
evident delight, and the flow of tears was not wholly stemmed.
Partly because of the onlookers of the three parties, partly because
royal training still held its constraints, and partly because they
were sharing something intimate and personal, they spoke in soft
voices, but all who watched were deeply impressed. Shanome
kept his eyes on the group of Corsini’s men, although he knew not
what was their origin and their purpose in being in Allein at that
precise time.
After a time of showing his love to his daughter and asking questions and receiving answers, the king turned to the onlookers. He
was without embarrassment. Indeed his recovery to royal status
and stature was evident. He may have been conscious of his
strange attire and his riot of hair, but none of this took away or
impaired his royal dignity. His own group of attendants and the
group headed by Lord Shanome were evidently relieved by the
return of sanity to their monarch. For his part the king was mellow with the transformation which had come to him.
‘Lord Shanome’, he said, ‘we are pleased with you, and what
our daughter tells us, of your care and watchfulness in the journey
you have made to this place. Our parties shall travel together as
we return to Zed. Once there we will inform our kingdom of the
unveiling of the truth of the Most High and his Massia. No
longer shall we follow the old order of the ancient gods, yet also
we will not persecute those who do. We shall but appeal to them
to follow their king so that our kingdom may receive the love and
joy and peace which comes to a human being from Massia.’
He then turned to the Flagland band. ‘We perceive by your
apparel’, he said, ‘that you are from Flagland and I wot that you
are Corsini’s men. None would enter this Allein were he not of
the old gods, and were not evil in his heart. We know your deadly
business, and henceforth will have none of it. Your trade is a
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wretched and a wicked one, but ours has been the greater fault,
aye, and the greater wretchedness and wickedness that stirs men
to murder the innocent. Great is the mercy of the Most High, and
it is his mercy which bids you go and be changed men. If you
have gazed into this light from above, then let it be the light that
changes you, as it has changed me.’
Even as he talked, the tears stood out in his eyes and all could
see the tears glistening on his cheeks.
The leader of the Corsini team spoke.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘we are but poor men who have lived by killing
on the command of Corsini. I cannot speak for these others with
me, but already one of our band has turned to Massia and the
Most High God, and it mayhap that others of us will be changed,
even as Your Majesty has come to change in this very hour.
‘We will return to Master Corsini, although it is but anger and
threats and kicks we will receive from him. Yet at your bidding
we will go. If it please Your Majesty, we would prefer to leave his
service and be received into your own. We would leave our own
trade and be taught anew in your service.’
The man ceased his speaking but it was evident that he was
greatly moved. No less was the king. He nodded and said, ‘Go
first to Corsini and inform him of the news of our heart change,
and our resolve for our kingdom, and then, if the mercy of the
Most High is upon you, come to us and we will show you what
royal mercy there is in Zed.’
Gothlic had been standing with her father in the semicircle
made by the three groups. Her joy was most evident in her whole
being. All saw how beautiful she looked, how deeply affected, and
how regal.
‘You men of Corsini’, she said, addressing them. ‘You have
sought to kill my beloved Balwone, and Massia has prevented
you. Your fault lies in following your master, Corsini, and his in
seeking his own in all he does. I doubt he even follows the ancient
and pagan gods. He has always had murder in his heart. It is his
business and his evil profit, but tell him from the king and from
the king’s daughter that his work will not go unpunished. Warn
him that he must leave his dreadful trade and plead mercy at
Massia’s feet.’
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Her voice rang out with passion, and in the melody of pure
mercy. All were affected.
The leader of the Flagland group bowed, and said, ‘As it
pleases Your Highness’. He seemed to be too filled with emotion
to say more.
In silence the men and women of Zed watched them turn their
horses’ heads and go back along the path by which the two
groups from Zed had come.
It was then that two palace bands became one as they mingled
together. The monarch would have nothing but that they should
devise a time of joyful celebrations from the combined victuals in
their possession. Royals and knights and commons all shared the
event. They, together, gathered dry sticks and limbs of trees, and
made a fire. Whilst the king and Gothlic moved amongst them,
sharing their mutual pleasure and the rapture of relief which had
come to them, the gladness of all was apparent, and it was a grateful group who gathered with the new converts for the celebration
of a new era in the annals of Zed and in the future of the southern
kingdoms.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

More Triumphs in Allein

W

HEN Balwone, riding at the head of his posse, saw mounted

men and women in the distance, and when, as he peered,
his hand to his forehead shielding his eyes against the sun, he saw
that these men and women were headed by a great man whose
hair was like a black halo, he could not suppress his surprise.
He cried with a ringing voice to those behind him, partly in
warning, but mostly in delight, ‘There comes Gothroyd, king of
Zed, and with him others who attend him’.
Then his eyes caught sight of Appria, a knight whom he
esteemed highly. There were also Shanome, Hathlic a fellow
knight, other knights whose names he did not know, and then his
eyes caught sight of Gothlic and her maidens, and his mind raced
with the madness of joy.
‘Also comes Gothlic, princess of Zed, and her attendants.’
He kept his gaze steadily fixed on the party as they drew near,
and Balwone could not but raise a shout and a ‘Huzzah!’ for he
saw the king was in his right mind, and that the woman at his side
was untroubled. Indeed, as he looked she recognised him, and
would have sent her horse shooting forwards but protocol of a
princess arriving before her monarch could not be broken, and so
she reined in her mount which arched his neck and began a sideways ceremonial stepping, its metal accoutrements shining and
jingling in the stately high-stepping.
Gothroyd for his part was glad to see the man he had mistreated so badly, and he hastened forward to show his pleasure at
the meeting. Ceremonially the two as though one in mind stopped
short, some given distance thus remaining between them.
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‘Greetings, Your Majesty’, said Balwone, bowing half forward
and raising the green cap of his forest garb.
‘Greetings, Prince Balwone’, replied the king. He wore no
headgear, but his hair took none of his newly refreshed majesty
from him.
Both riders urged their mounts forward until they were saddle
level. Then the king took the right hand of the prince as the prince
took the right hand of the king, and they gripped firmly as if each
were contesting the strength of the other, but the grip was that
of right affection, and tears threatened to start from the eyes of
both.
The king said to Balwone, ‘My son, this is a great day and is
only so by the mercy of the Most High and Massia’.
A thrill shot through the prince as though a bolt of lightning
had smitten him, and he was weak and intoxicated with immediate
joy. The king had called him ‘my son’, and that betokened
Balwone’s entrance into the royal family of Zed. It betokened
his acceptance as the lover of Gothlic and for the nuptials which
would happen.
At that very moment Gothlic impelled her mount forward and
she was on the other side of Balwone so that he was between her
and her father.
‘Father has met Massia’, she said by way of explanation.
‘Massia in his love and mercy has healed my father, and he is
whole again.’
Then she could no longer hold back the tears for the joy that
was resonating within her.
‘Oh, Balwone’, she cried, so that her joy was almost a wailing.
‘Oh, Balwone, my father has been pardoned, and he would bring
all Zed to Massia, if that be possible. Oh, Balwone, and we will
surely wed.’
She looked across at her father who did not deny her statement, although they had not spoken of such things. There was a
quiet nod which assured her she was speaking the truth, and her
eyes flashed momentary gratitude whilst they turned to look her
man in the eyes.
‘Oh, Balwone!’ was all she could say.
****
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Suddenly there was a great cheer from Balwone’s contingent, and
it was joined by a similar cry from the Zed party.
‘Long live the king!’ both parties cried.
‘Long live the princess!’ they said.
‘Long live the prince!’ was the third combined shout.
Then it was that the retinue from Cathrid raised their voices
in a song, born at that moment and yet sung as a unity of glorious
voices. It was a miracle which Balwone and others had come to
know—this bursting in spontaneous and extemporary fashion
into creative music and singing, all done without forethought, yet
all singing the same words:
Glory to Massia, glorious King,
Glorious Father, to you we all sing.
Glory has fallen on all of us now,
Glory and honour and wonder this hour,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
Glory has come to the world from above,
Glory that’s known in Massia’s love.
Love of the Father and love of the Son,
Love of the Spirit which make us all one,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
Glory was shown when first the world came
From the hand of the Father for then it was made
By the power of the Spirit and might of the Son
And forged in its beauty and made to be one,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
The darkness that came with the serpent’s strong lie
Beguiled man and woman and led them to die
But Massia came from the Father’s far throne
To save from the darkness and reclaim his own,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
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Now Massia’s suffering has freed us from sin,
From death and the darkness without and within
And we are the glorified by the Most High,
Set free from our bondage and never to die,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
So Gothroyd and Balwone and Gothlic and all
Lift songs of thanksgiving and hymns that enthral,
Till all of creation below and above
Will hear and believe the great news of his love,
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.

As they had commenced singing, the Cathrid folk had descended
from their horses and made a half circle in front of the royals, and
as their song proceeded, the Zed company had joined them in a
half circle behind the three royal members who had remained
mounted. Balwone had stored his elaina with the pack-mules, and
did not seek to find and use it, much as he would have liked to
have done so. The Shemgridions did have a couple of elainas, and
also their wood pipes, and one had a small drum, and somehow
the music was rich and fitted the words which had come spontaneously to all. Shanome had begun to sing, and by the time the
songs had been sung some half a dozen times, others of the Zed
party had joined in. It may have been that they had attended worship of the Most High and of Massia before, but now they were
caught up, perhaps even in spite of themselves; the song throbbed
out into the air and doubtless through the woods, and it was
possible that the Corsini band also heard its strains.
Certainly the refrain after each verse was imprinted in the
minds, if not the hearts, of all present:
Till all of creation below and on high
Will know our dear Massia, and love the Most High.
Members of both companies now loosed their horses to let them
graze, whilst they took rest. The noon breaking of fast had been
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completed by both companies, but it was evident that the king and
Balwone had to confer as to what was now to happen. It was
common news to all present that reconciliation had come between
king and prince, and that the wedding of Balwone and Gothlic
was assured.
Gothroyd and Balwone went apart and sat on a log, talking
with animation. Gothlic talked with her maiden attendants.
Shanome joined the Cathrid contingent and after a time the group
voiced its thoughts about what might lie ahead of them. Would
Balwone proceed with them, or would he return with the people of
Zed? They were not certain as to what might happen.
Then Gothroyd asked Shanome to join them, whilst Balwone
called for Shemmalin, Kanavah, Roget and the Storyteller. Whilst
Gothroyd and Balwone sat on the log, the others seated themselves cross-legged on the grass. Thus a council was formed and
they discussed every possibility.
The king’s first inclination was to take Balwone with him, then
reinstate him in the eyes of the courtiers and nobles of his court
and prepare the way for the wedding of the prince and princess.
Shanome counselled that Gothroyd should return quietly, unheralded, arrive at the palace castle and interview the physicians and
the leading nobles. Then he should allow the news to filter
through to the populace of the change of heart and intention of the
king. Following this intimation of the king’s change, Gothlic and
her band should make their way unheralded into the palace castle
and the news of her having found her father should also be quietly disseminated through the court and the people. This being
done, if Balwone were then to return to a royal welcome at the
palace, then the news of a coming wedding could be announced.
Those of Cathrid and Zed agreed that this would be a wise way
of receiving the acceptance of the kingdom, so that their trust
would be in the king and the way would be opened for the old
policies to be repealed. Balwone felt restive in his spirit. He would
have liked to return with the royal party, but he saw the wisdom of
Shanome’s advice and agreed to it.
It was then that the Storyteller spoke. ‘It would be of wisdom for Prince Balwone first to return to Miridia and recount to
King Clandius the reception of the good news of Massia to the
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people of his kingdom, and to seek his good will as to what has
happened and as to what yet might happen. Clandius by now has
had the witnesses of Kanavah and Roget, and also of the Corsini
man Panshin who had been so cruelly treated for withdrawing
from the band of villains. Also there has been long now the
witness of Kanasha the brother of Kanavah, who had been once
saved from the Clutterers of Allein by Balwone, and who, on
recovery, has become a staunch Massian. Balwone, having thus
served Clandius and the people of Miridia, could then go directly
to Zed.’
Here the great giant of a man—Oranias—smiled and said gently, before the king, ‘Sire, the greatest witness to Clandius will be
that of your turning from the old gods to the one, true and eternal
God, the Most High. This more than anything will cause him to
ponder the events of these years that have happened within his
kingdom, and the great triumph of Balwone and his people in the
province of Allein. This is where the gods and lords have had
their seat unchallenged from ancient times, so that the people who
these many years have served them with fear will now see their
freedom to leave such deities for the kindness and goodness of
Massia and the Most High.’
Again the king was much moved and gave his assent as he had
assented to the mind of Shanome.
‘What, then, of your mooted project to visit Mantria and
Frimpone, and then going on to Cautria?’ he asked.
Oranias nodded his head to show that he had comprehended
the king’s question.
‘Sire, if Kanavah, Shemmalin, Roget and their Shemgridion
friends go north unto the two kingdoms of Mantria and Frimpone
and encourage the brethren there, as also the royals at their
palaces, then this company could all return in time for the royal
wedding. The visit to Cautria could be undertaken at a later date,
and mayhap Princess Gothlic could accompany her husband.’
All nodded at these wise ideas. The king smiled, and his smile
warmed the hearts of those sharing counsel. Balwone felt a leap in
his own heart and he smiled at Gothlic who, edified beyond measure, felt that there were songs within her, coming to her from all
directions.
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Said the king, ‘Friend Oranias, what will you do in all these
travellings of bands, in all such coming and goings?’
The Storyteller smiled quietly as though within him was a plan
so set that it must eventuate, and so worthwhile that he did not
need to justify it.
‘Your Majesty’, he said, ‘I wot that Massia would have me
share his great Story with your servant Balwone as we journey to
Miridia and then travel to Gothric, the city of your kingdom. My
immediate plea is that—your will permitting—this night we may
have some hours in which I may share the whole Story in brief,
before you commence your return to Zed on the morrow. All
kings need great wisdom, and they need to know what the Most
High has been doing amongst the sons of men, and what is his
divine intention for this whole creation, of which human kingdoms and their kings are but parts, though essential parts to wit.’
It seemed to the king that this Cautrian was a man of practical
wisdom, and so he assented with a deep nod. He looked around
his council and said, ‘I think we now know the will of Massia and
the Most High. The time that follows noon is far gone. We ought
at this hour prepare a repast and make a camp, so that on the morrow we may go our several ways.
‘I, then, would ask of our Storyteller that this night he tell us in
all brevity the Story of the Most High, for my own heart hungers
for such an account, and it is certain we all need to know this
tale.’
All agreed that the king’s decree should be carried out as they
returned to their companions. The king remounted and requested
Balwone and Gothlic to do the same.
‘For my part’, Gothroyd said, ‘I wish to find a place of solitude where I can converse with my new Lord Massia and the
Most High. You may think this to be strange of me who so late
have hated these true Lords, but my brain is so fresh and I would
know more of them.’
He smiled at the other two on their beautiful mounts. ‘It is fitting, I think, that you two also find a place of solitude and hold
converse with each other. It will remove any pain I have at what I
have done with you both and moreover tomorrow your ways will
part for a time. I only solicit you not to go so far that the smell of
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cooking will not assail your nostrils. Thus you will be present for
the meal of the evening.’
They caught the note of fun in his words and smiled at one
another and then at him. With a flick of a booted foot to his own
mount, he half-wheeled and cantered into the distance.
‘Dear Balwone’, said Gothlic, ‘let us do likewise’, and they
cantered in the opposite direction and to the secrecy of the beautiful woods of Allein.
Dells and dales were not difficult to find in Allein, and soon
they were ensconced on their own, sitting on a log that was much
covered with moss, and they filled their lovers’ desires of sweetness as they sat, arms entwined and looking deeply into the eyes
they adored. They also spoke much of what would happen with
Gothlic’s return to Zed, Balwone’s visit to Miridia and the preparations Mabila and Gothlic would be making for the royal wedding. Their talk varied: one moment it was about the business of
life and the next it became the foolishness of lovers that has ever
been. From his study of the writings a memory came to Balwone
of some words, ‘the way of a man with a maid’, and he felt lightheaded and wonderfully foolish.
It was, indeed, the fragrance of venison and spices which
caught their nostrils and they realised how hungry they were. Rising from the log, they mounted their steeds and quickly returned
to the happy camp of the pilgrims, where they were greeted with
the sheer busyness of cooks and servants and the placing of a
circle for the meal to be eaten together by all, so that there were
no special arrangements for royalty and the others. Massia was
their King and the Most High their great Father, and they were all
family.
It was a time of great social joy and friendship. King Gothroyd
sat with the Shemgridions. It was also inevitable that the subsequent time of worship and singing should be of a glorious
nature. From time to time different acts of worship would take
place. One person might quote some of the writings which had
been penned about Massia or the Most High. Another would
speak of something remarkable which had happened in the recent
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weeks in Miridon, and yet others would talk of simple acts which
had brought love to them from others.
Once, when a silence fell over the group, Gothroyd stood and
asked forgiveness of all in a flow of humility which helped his
words to ring true. It was not requested in a light vein, for the king
was again close to tears, but the forgiveness flowed, not so much
in words as in loving looks and eager nods. Shemmosh was the
one who had been a boy at the time of the massacre and he and
his sister had escaped, though not without looking upon the
horror of it. The king did not know this part of Shemmosh’s history and so he did not know that the look of love bestowed upon
him by that young man was, in the history of mankind, a veritable
miracle.
Gothlic thought her heart would burst from the hearing of these
wondrous words and the king’s humble petition for forgiveness.
Her eyes brimmed as she thought of Shemmalin and the other
Shemgridions who had suffered deeply at Gothroyd’s cruel hands.
Balwone, seated by her, was no less affected. The former
insoluble problem of a king crazed with hatred of the Most High,
and who would never permit him and Gothlic to wed, was now
solved. Whereas Balwone’s life had been forfeit to this madness,
now that madness had been healed, and here Gothroyd, Gothlic
and Balwone were sharing what was more than a foretaste of the
holy heaven.
Gothroyd, whose mind had been healed under the power of
Massia’s holy and beautiful light, felt himself even more lightened in spirit as he confessed to his past evil, and to the amazing
mercy of the Most High. Having confessed his evil, he now
extended this confession and ended it with a startling announcement.
‘When I came to Cathrid to destroy all Shemgridions and other
Massians, I had but the thought of massacre in my heart. As you
know the older kings all sought to preserve the ways of government formed by the ancient gods, and I was of that mind.
Destruction of persons meant nothing to me when I was in that
mind. What I saw amazed me beyond anything I had known in
my life. It was the sight of the formidable army of Cathrid, with
Paelfric its king in command.
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‘My intention was only to fight Paelfric and his troops. When
we arrived to do battle there was a formidable army there to
receive us. Many thousands of cavalry and infantry were facing
us, and their cuirasses and shields were grounds of white and
gold, depicting the cross and other symbols of Massia. At the
sight of them I was mightily enraged and would have plunged into
battle, but their king cried to me that we should parley as kings do
before they go to battle. Some of you were there, because behind
and beyond the armies was a great concourse of people, from all
of the northern kingdoms as well as from Cathrid, and they were
making convocation.
‘I realised that my army could not prevail against such an army
and multitude, and yet my anger drove me on. I demanded that
battle begin, but Paelfric questioned me, demanding the reason for
making war. My reason was to uphold the ancient gods and their
laws and traditions, but he said that was intervening in the life of
another kingdom and its free choice. When I demanded that we
begin battle he refused, saying that his army and his people, and
indeed all the people of the Great Convocation which I hated,
would not battle with me. They would rather be destroyed than
fight with weapons.
‘I was determined to make them fight, but my daughter
Princess Gothlic who had fled from the palace at Zed said she
would return and be subject to me. At this I was greatly surprised,
and then Prince Balwone also offered himself for the people,
saying that I could do with him as I wished, that he offered his life
for the lives of the people. I then told King Paelfric that I would
accept his surrender and take over his kingdom, but he refused
that, saying I had no right to it and that he would not have me rule
over his people and have them pay indemnity and scutage,
because he and his people had done no wrong.
‘I was filled with vicious anger, but the thought of destroying
them all, though still in my mind, I knew not to be in the mind of
all in Zed, and I sensed my own army would baulk at the order of
massacre. I saw, then, that if I accepted the princess and
Balwone’s offers, I would save my face and royal honour and
avoid the scandal of massacre, for I knew I would go down in
history as have other assassins, and would be known as Gothroyd
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the Terrible. Nor had I even asked of the gods their will in the
matter though I believed they would have me do this dastardly thing.
‘Know you, then, that none can do what I have done and
escape the judgment of the One who created the world, and whose
people are those born into it. He will exact the penalty of his
judgment, and much of this he did with me. He placed within me
the malady of madness. Day and night my conscience accused
me, and day and night I fought it, making myself out to be just
because I had done according to the religion of the ancients.
However, the ancient gods had no power to quiet my conscience,
and at times my body was so affected that I had dreadful fits, the
most horrible dreams and visitations, and the gods only came to
me to cruelly taunt me with my crimes, for they gloried in these.
‘I say again, know you that he who sins cannot escape the guilt
and punishment of them. He who murders has taken the place of
the God who created mankind, and he will suffer more for this
crime than another. Painful are the probing knives of a man’s
guilt, for they leave him no way out, and he cannot but be restless,
and alone in darkness, wandering in a dry land, and inhabiting the
places of demons and cruel creatures such as are said to inhabit
Allein.’
Here the king paused and his face was taut and pained at the
memory of his suffering.
‘So strong was I that I thought I could fight all human creatures who opposed me, but man in guilt is a sad and helpless
creature, subject to the carrion crew of demon powers who set
upon him and would claim him as their carrion. Let no man think
he is powerful, for his end will come to madness. Pride gives
power to all evil forces, and only the true Creator can save him
from such pitiless forces, and this by his mercy. The Most High
is plentiful in mercy, and he has had mercy on this raving madman who dared defy the God who created him.’
For some moments the king was quiet. Gothlic thought she
had never seen her father in such peace and tranquillity and her
heart convulsed for the joy of it all. Balwone saw the same serenity and there was an uprush of tears. He made no effort to wipe
them away. All in the community were deeply moved by the
account given by the king. They knew a miracle had surely
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happened, even though there were those who, as yet, had not surrendered to the Most High, Massia and the Spirit.
The king spoke again. ‘I know the mercy of the Most High,
and the love of this Balwone of whom I have heard much over the
years. All I heard I rejected, but the substance of what I had heard
ever remained with me, and it was a sword cutting to the innermost parts of my spirit. How I hated it, and how I hid my pain in
the matter. Now I have a strong and great desire to hear the Story
which Oranias the Sage has been commissioned to give by his
Lord.
‘I ask now that he tell us this Story, be it in an hour or two or
more, for I am desirous in heart to know what he has to tell us. I
ask, therefore, that all who love Massia and the Most High and
their Spirit remain silent throughout, and I here call upon Oranias
to come forth and be seated in the best place possible, and that we
gather around him and that he tell his Story.’
There was mild amazement amongst some who had no great
desire to hear this Story, but they accepted it as the king’s wish—
that is, as his command—and so they waited. Oranias moved to a
slight rise, a grass-covered hillock, and he made gestures for all to
face him in a half circle, and to be seated. Their night fire was
behind them, and its light showed up the face and form of the
Storyteller. He preferred to stand and so they looked up at this
man of great stature, and a thrill ran through the group which,
slight though it was, caused all to be attentive to him.
Behind them all the horses had been tethered by halters for the
night and, because all the people were called to listen, the animals
nuzzled the hay spread for them or cropped the grass which was
within the limits of their tethering. A few hounds were watching
them, heads between their forelegs. Mornsha and his companion
hound sat close to the feet of Balwone and Gothlic. Overhead the
stars shone, and somewhere a moon was making its way upward
through the trees. A gentle breeze banished the heat of the day,
and this night was a good time to be hearing a sage whose voice
was rich and quite able to carry across the company.
Oranias first thanked the king for his call to tell the Story. Then he
began it with an explanation.
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‘The Story’, he said, ‘is really the Story of God and the Story
of man—man the human race—that is, of man and woman, and so
of families and their history, and all that our actions in time are
about. As this is the case, so the Story would take many hours and
days and months to tell. Also we do not have all the details of our
long human history. We do not have the history of all nations, and
on this continent we do not have a whole copy of ‘the Book’.
Nations east and west of us, as also south of us, do have copies of
the Book. It is my desire to obtain a copy of this Book, for we will
be greatly informed, greatly blessed and given special wisdom
when we are privileged to read it.
‘Prince Balwone has portions of it, and it is a delight to read
these, but with those portions he also has other manuscripts which
are quite wrong, and we must separate them from the true lest
they do mischief. However, I have seen the Book and I have read
it from cover to cover, and much of it is in my heart. Moreover my tutor was an aged man, quite taught in the Book, and
he helped me to see that the Book is one long and marvellous
Story, and that when it is understood as this, then any storyteller
who has wisdom can tell the Story, and great will be the value
thereof.’
No one stirred. Apart from an abrupt bark or cough of a
hound, or an occasional whinny of a horse, the night was calm,
and so the voice of the sage could ring out and be heard. Occasionally a night bird swooped across the company with a cry or
two, but so intent were the people on the Storyteller that they
scarcely noticed the passing of the night creature.
‘Albeit his majesty desires to hear the whole Story’, said
Oranias, ‘we cannot do this were we to take the entire night. No,
but a brief telling of it is possible, and so I will make it brief. This
I have done with some of you, and with Prince Balwone in particular. Here, then, is the short version.’
Now every eye was on him. Those whose belief was not in
Massia were no less intent. Seated they were, yet bent forward as
though not willing to miss one word. Some spirit had come
amongst them which made the Storyteller seem like some prophet
sent to awaken in them a special knowledge which comes with
great, understandable wisdom.
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‘It is best’, said the Storyteller, ‘if I tell you something of the
end of the Story, for when men and women know that is their end,
then they keep it in mind. If they do not know the end, they seek
fortune-tellers and soothsayers and false prophets, for they must
know their end; yet few, if any, can tell them. Some there are who
do not wish to know, and they spend their lives refusing to know
the future.
‘My friends, the Most High made us, but not so that we merely
enter into life, and then one day leave it and thus cease to be. The
Book tells us many things about his intention for us. His greatest
intention is that we should one day be like him. Our first father
was Admah and he was made of the soil of this world’s earth, and
yet the Most High gave to him the breath of life by which he
lived. He made man to have communion with him—
his Creator—and placed him in a place most beautiful and holy so
that the man was glad to have communion with his Maker. He also
gave the man a woman, the first woman, whom Admah called
Hawah, “the mother of all living”. Both knew the Most High and
adored him, and had a look to the End, of which I now tell you in
full.
‘The End was that time fixed in God’s intention when the
children of the faithful Most High should in their inward form be
holy, righteous, good, true and loving, after the manner of their
Creator; that is, fine human creatures who would share the glory
of their Creator with the rest of creation. None of us knows the
extent of all this, but we have some understanding of it. The Maker’s intention was that all people of faith in him should become
most holy and most glorious so that they could have unbroken
communion with him for ever.
‘To this end he made a Garden so perfect that it was the place
where communion with the Creator could take place. It was lavish,
with trees that were comely and desirable and able to satisfy those
who ate. This orchard–garden had a river which rose up from the
deeps and gave perpetual life to all living things. It flowed out
from the Garden to water the whole earth.
‘Now God’s intention was this Garden of the beginning
should be no less at the time of the End. Indeed it would be marvellously greater and more embracing of multiplied humanity, and
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each member of the human family should be so like the Most
High and his Massia that human beings would become creatures
far beyond what they had ever dreamed in their most beautiful
night visions.’
For a moment the speaker paused, and his vibrant voice echoed on
into the woods and rolled, as it were, across the present silent but
attentive company. All sensed the new and enriched life of their
noble speaker. They saw how powerfully he was gripped by the
very message he had given, for it was a message given to him by
Another. Some of his listeners had not grasped it at first because
of the words and ideas that flowed too quickly to be grasped as
they passed by like a cavalcade of truth, but the sense of the whole
message they did not miss. Balwone felt quiverings within himself, and a heightened desire to applaud and agree, and show how
wonderful was the Story. Gothlic gripped his hands with the
intensity she was feeling. Her father sat before the gifted Storyteller with wonder and pain, for the meaning of the Story had
gripped him, and the grace which had sent him mad and then
restored him was a living wonder to him, as indeed it ever would
be. Roget and Kanavah sat staring at the man who was stirring
them so that songs were playing around them, and within them no
less now than around and within the Shemgridions who almost
hooted when their Storyteller stopped.
‘What an opportunity Admah had to be king of the world and his
wife Hawah to be the world’s queen. What greatness they were
given, but another creature was in that Garden, and it had the
deadly power of deceit. It implanted suspicion of the Most High,
as though he who had created them might have put limits on their
power, and hidden much from them which they ought to see. That
doubt of the Most High broke the delicate but powerful thread
which bound them to their Maker and to one another. That thread
was communion, by which alone we can know the Most High,
Massia, and one another. Outside that communion they could not
love their Creator, and what we know today was hot in their consciences.’
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A great groan burst out of Gothroyd, and so loud was it that
Appria feared for the sanity of his master, but there was no reason
to fear. Gothroyd was groaning for what the human race had lost
in rebelling against its Creator. As in a sudden vision, he saw the
tragedy of humanity displayed, the loss of communion throughout creation. His heart cursed the day that man had betrayed God,
and so had betrayed himself.
Unperturbed, Oranias continued. ‘The Most High could then
have abandoned our world father and mother, but he did not.
Long before he had created us he had made a covenant with us,
that was one of love, and not as men have their covenants by contract and not by love. They might desert him, but he would not
desert them. Long ago he had planned that he would reveal himself by certain ways in which the lie of the serpent would be
shown for its horrible deceit, and many of his human creatures
would turn to the Most High and again know the communion of
his love.’
Something seemed to grip the Storyteller—something of a
passion—and he cried out, ‘Oh, my friends, it would need years
to take you through the tragedy of man, the judgments of the
Most High, his sending of Massia, and the power of his Spirit
within Massia and Massia’s followers so that we are here tonight
as those who live in communion with the Most High and his Son,
and who know their communion in our midst, even as it is at this
moment. I must therefore refrain from telling out the whole of the
Story lest you now grow weary from what has been happening
over these months and thus miss much of it.
‘Therefore I shall tell you the best of this good news, and it is
that the Most High sent Massia to tell us about him—the Most
High—so that we could again come into communion with him
and so with one another. Think not that from the time of the first
couple’s ejection from the Garden there were not those who had
communion with the Most High. From the very beginning the
Spirit of love came within them by the grace of the Most High,
and they knew the Most High by faith, and trusted him, and had
communion with him, but around them were those who hated or
ignored the Most High. They were the ones walking in darkness,
but they laughed and called this darkness light, and scorned the
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true light, calling it darkness. So the faithful ones looked to a day
when darkness would be finally overcome and the glory of the
Most High would cover the whole earth, as the waters cover the
sea.’
He paused, looking intently at the community now gripped by
the narrative. Then he went on. ‘There were always the people of
the Most High, and they had many names for the One they worshipped. These names came from what he revealed of himself, and
what he did in their midst. Sometimes they tried to tell others of
his wonderful nature, but they were ignored. Perhaps, deep down
in the heart of every human being there is still a memory which he
cannot put to sleep, a memory of the great Most High who created
them and placed them in a beautiful and most significant Garden.
If this is the case, then they suppress the memory and they put
down what truth they know so that they can live without the true
God and with the gods they have made for themselves.’
The last sentence of Oranias rang out, ‘The gods they have
made for themselves’, and in the moment of its utterance suddenly Gothroyd knew what had happened in history. Human
beings had devised gods, and although, in truth, they could not be
true gods, yet they had seemed to be so.
The king asked himself the question, ‘Were they not actual
gods, or were they fashioned out of the minds of human beings?’
Gothroyd did not know. Oranias wanted all there to know that the
gods were not real.
‘The serpent in the Garden has many followers, many fallen
heavenly creatures, and he fashions them to fit the ideas of human
beings, and he works the minds of human beings to accept what
he and they devise. There are creatures which seem to be real, but
they are a deceit. They may even be creatures who were once glorious, but now they are fallen and demonic and by their deceit
keep men and women in their tyranny. They keep deceiving those
who are enslaved in darkness and they keep persecuting those in
the light.’
Gothroyd saw it and shivered. How long he had been under the
deceit of evil! How self-righteous he had been, and so, how
deluded! Balwone’s mind fled back to the days when he would
have saved the world with love, and he saw afresh what he had
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seen many times since—that incredible delusion of personal selfrighteousness. Everyone who was sitting that night under the
Storyteller was moved afresh by the fact that evil has power to
delude, and each thought on their own situations. If what the
Storyteller was telling was known at that moment to the forces of
darkness in Allein, those very forces would know their helplessness against this word of truth, this golden sword of Massia. How
the evil powers feared the sword that cut so incisively into them.
‘Someone’, Oranias was saying, ‘had to come and destroy the
destroyer, and unmask the deceiver, and kill his lies in the truth.
Massia was that one, for from before time it had been the intention of the Most High to send the one closest to him to speak out
to the world in its end-age. Those who had believed the lie could
only deal with lies, but those who stayed in the truth knew the
truth. The prophets of the Most High had ever told the truth and
kept alive the people of God in the knowledge of the truth. In
telling this truth, they had been scorned by most of their hearers,
yet those in communion with the Most High knew the truth of all
this foretelling, and they looked for the day of Massia’s coming.
‘When Massia came to be the revelation of the truth of all
things, he did so by becoming man; man then, and man forever.
Never would he withdraw from being man, for this change was
fixed forever. He was no less God than his Father, and no less
man than the very first man. He was indeed the first and last true
man, ever wholly in communion with his Father, and the whole
world ought to have flocked to hear him, for never had a human
being been able to tell the Most High to them as this man told
him. All the great qualities of the Most High were as clearly seen
in him as a human son shows the qualities of the human father he
loves and adores, with whom, too, he is in communion. Yet no
human son has ever been able to show his father as perfect, nor as
a son has he been able to be truly perfect.
‘This Massia so showed his Father that no one can say, “I
could not see the Most High even if I wanted to do so”. Now
man has to blot out the Son—the Father’s Massia—or he will see
the Father, and either flee from him in terror or flee to him for
pardon and peace.’
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Having thus spoken, Oranias paused, as though expecting
something to happen, and happen it surely did. For some time
there had been movements among the Shemgridions and others,
not to be thought of as restlessness, but to be thought of as visitations of holy glory through the speaking of Oranias which stirred
their hearts and depths, and songs kept spilling into their minds
from those depths of the love of the Most High. Now they were
seized with a deep desire and a wholesome passion for they were
wont to sing and make melody. It was not that they could not bear
the Story but that the Story stirred and stirred them, beyond their
power to contain the wonder of the Most High in silence. Now, it
seemed, they must give expression to their adoration.
It was Shemmalin who stood and held up his hand. Oranias
saw him and understood perfectly, for he knew the power of the
Story to move faithful hearers, and he nodded without Shemmalin
having to say anything, and at that nod the Shemgridions stood
and without ado began their song of adoration. Again, it was
unknown to all, rehearsed by none, but led by Shemmalin whose
words and music were uttered in unison, as though some miracle
of union made them thus sing:
Father our Father whose covenant love
Created the powers that worship above,
Created the wonder of all things below,
With kingship and honour thou wouldst bestow
On him thou lovest—choice of your heart—
The image of glory thou chose to impart,
To govern creation from start to the end
And share in that Godhead before which all bend.
Garden of gardens—the home of delight—
Given to man as his creaturely right,
Told to be king over all that God made,
All hills and all valleys, seas, forests and glades,
To spread all that Garden to earth’s farthest end;
Its glories and wonders to all things extend
To be God’s true Prophet, his King and his Priest,
Till all will him worship from greatest to least.
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The serpent of lies—the prince of deceit—
Twisted the truth and communion sweet
Twixt man and God, twixt woman and man,
In its desire to frustrate God’s plan.
That plan of man’s glory was for all the earth
A race of lovers to bring forth in birth.
Though they be sinners, yet they shall be saints
Crowned with God’s glory as children of grace.
Wonder of wonder, wonder of grace,
Wonder of love to the whole human race;
Wonder of God to the sinner in death,
Brought back to life by his holy breath.
Wonder of Massia—Son of his love;
Wonder of Spirit—his holy Dove.
Wonder that sinners so blind in the night
Should see all his glory and come to his light.
Glory of glories through pain of all pain,
The Cross and its anguish, the guilt and its shame,
The darkness appalling, the horror that fell
On the one all alone in the abyss of hell,
Bearing great sorrow—the judgment of God—
To last drop of love and to last drop of blood,
Bearing defilement to make sinners pure,
To sanctify wholly and make heaven sure.
Now in that Garden the strong River flows,
The Tree that gives life on all its banks grows,
Its leaves are for healing, its fruit is for all
And all in the temple before their God fall.
The nations are streaming from East and the West,
From North and the South—the saved and the blest—
And nothing is hid, for all is in light
And banished the terror they knew in the night.
Creation is one and it rises to sing,
‘Glory to Spirit, to Father, and King.
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Glory forever, glory to all,
The sons of disaster saved from the fall.
Glory to Spirit, to Father and King,
Glory forever and for every thing.
Children of Father are children of love,
Family forever, below and above.’
When the song had finished, Balwone wondered whether it would
be followed by an outburst of others, so moved were all who were
listening, but Shemmalin lifted high his right arm as a signal that
their singing was now to cease, and that Oranias was free to
resume his story telling. Gothroyd was shaking his head in wonder and amazement at the act of their singing and perhaps, also, at
the witness of an underlying union which had brought the words
in the one utterance of all singers. Balwone and Gothlic had sat,
hand in hand, listening, no less affected than all other listeners, but
their love seemed to give an even greater beauty to it. It had been
in Kanavah’s heart to stand also and sing, but he knew the lyric
was powerful and the music moving and that he would be singing
the song many times in the future, now that it had been born.
Roget was also of that mind, and Shemmashone also. The singing
had had the effect of driving Oranias’s Story home and fixing it in
the heart and the memory.
When the Storyteller recommenced his tale, he said, ‘This only
would I tell you this night, that when Massia came according to
the prophecies, and when he walked and talked upon earth, then
men and women heard from a mouth even greater than that of the
prophets, for whilst they had spoken about him, yet now he, himself, was present, and when he spoke, then he spoke as never any
other could have spoken.
‘He spoke about many things, but they were the words of the
Most High coming to men, to make them wonder or to increase
their opposition. Massia himself was one with the human race
he had helped to create. Now he was in its midst and he was
deeply moved as he told matter after matter of the heart of the
Most High. Not only was there much in the signs and wonders which he did which changed the hearts of his hearers, but
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also to know that he was more than a prophet, that he was the very
representation of the Most High himself, caused some to tremble
greatly.
‘How much sadness and misgiving came to them when he said
he would give his life for many to turn them from judgment to
freedom, from guilt of conscience to joy of freedom, but they faltered in their thinking, for they knew not how this could be. It was
a mystery beyond mysteries they had known, and when he was
killed by his enemies, they wept for the loss of him and the failure
of his mission.
‘That is, until the Most High raised him from the dead and
made it clear to all who would hear, that the plan he had made
before he created the world was that all who believe and surrender
to him would inhabit a Garden even more glorious than the one
Admah and Hawah had known in the beginning.’
For some time the towering man before them was silent. It was
as though he were meditating as to what he ought to do. They
waited before him in silence. Their hearts and minds had been
filled with good things and for the time they had much to ponder
and on which to meditate. Strong assurance within them from the
past had been even more strengthened and their hope for the
future even more enlarged. Now, like the great man on the hillock
above them, they were filled to fullness, and they could have sat
and not moved, even though the night may have been long, but at
last he dropped his hand, and they knew this part of the Story was
completed.
He nodded to them, gave a slight bow in the direction of King
Gothroyd and stepped down from the hillock to sit with the silent
company.
After the passage of some time the king stood and took the
place of the Storyteller. He raised his hand so that they would
attend to his word.
‘We have heard great things this night’, he told them. ‘Things I
knew not of in the years of my idolatry and pride. These are the
things we should tell, not only in our own kingdoms but also in all
the kingdoms of the world. There are yet strange places we wot
not of, but to them we must go. We must also hear more of this
Story that we may tell it more.
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‘Now is the time when we must go to our rest, for tomorrow
we must be on our various ways. Let us then leave quietly to take
that rest that we may serve the Most High and his great servant
Massia.’
The whole company made its way quietly to take its rest.
Balwone said to Gothlic, ‘That is not the whole Story. It is
meet that Gothroyd should hear it in full. Its climax is in the Garden of Eternal Delight. You must ask your father not to let us part
until Oranias tells us all that is yet wanting. It seemed that that
was your father’s will.’
‘It has been a long day’, Gothlic said. ‘The king’s whole life
has been changed. It may be that he desires to think about all that
has happened, and that part of the Story he has heard. I wot not,
but I will talk to him ere he sleeps.’
They made the lingering farewells lovers will make, and when
she had at last torn herself away he watched her move towards
that part of the camp prepared for the king.
He thought, ‘We will all sleep in peace this night and be
mightily refreshed for the morrow. The Most High is Lord over
Allein, and no power shall dare to disturb this his family.’
Comforted by that thought he went to join his own company
and to sleep the sleep of a joyful and fulfilled lover.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Travels of the Three
Teams for Their Ministries to
Others

T

day had been one of excitement through many
adventures, surprises and delights, mixed with some pain
also. Now, on this new morning, the effects of those happenings
seemed not to have exhausted the members of the team. There
was plenty of bustle, activity of washing at the nearby stream, and
then breaking of the night’s fast. One thing, however, had not
been completed. It was Oranias’s request to speak to King
Gothroyd regarding what he deemed the king ought to know in
regard to Massia and the nations. This he had not been able to do
in the meeting of the night before, for the meeting was for all, and
not especially for the king. He would be able to talk this matter
over with Balwone on their journey to Miridia, but he considered
it better for them to have a colloquy. In the light of what had been
happening in the northern nations and what was presently happening, he thought a discussion would be valuable, especially as
Gothroyd would be speaking with his nobles on their return.
Oranias hoped certain ideas would be in the monarch’s mind
as regards the nations. No less, he felt, was it necessary for
Gothroyd and Balwone to be of one mind on these principles. He
awaited the king’s appearance.
When the king appeared there was a hushed sigh from the folk
gathered for the breaking of their fast. Indeed Gothroyd was a
sight to behold, for his helpers had attended to his hair and his
dress. Gothlic was obviously filled with delight. Not only was the
king’s coiffure fitting for a royal person, but also his eyes were
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agleam and his countenance was shining with joy. He appeared as
a new person, rugged and mature man that he was. The old
severity and suspicious look he had ever carried were gone and
his was as a free man. What was more, he did not seek to hide his
feelings as often royalty feel themselves compelled so to do. He
greeted all with a warm wave, saw they were waiting for him
before eating and with a nod he bid Shemmalin to pray the grace
on the meal.
Balwone noted that the king lacked royal apparel but was
garbed in the greens which the Shemgridions were wearing. Years
before, Shemmalin, the noble elder of the Shemgridions, had said
that such garb took away the dislike of the Shemgridion people in
their cultural emphasis, and the green tunics and breeches defied
classifying them as yeomen, lords and royals: so free they were to
be true men and women. Shemmalin said that the nobles accompanying the king must have borrowed them. The prince thought
they were most appropriate and would endear him to the people.
The monarch must have requested them.
The servants had prepared a seating place of sorts by dragging
a forest log before the fire over which a vessel was hung, and in
which dried venison was being prepared. That and some rough
oatcakes formed their repast with a beverage made from scented
herbs. All seemed to enjoy the meal. Oranias with simple deference approached the monarch.
‘Your Majesty’, he said, ‘I would have audience with you’.
The king nodded and motioned to the log. Oranias was to sit
with him. Servants offered the Storyteller some food which he
gladly accepted. He sensed the generous mood of the monarch.
Gothroyd’s eyes were sweeping the morning scene. All could
hear the morning songsters, the birds that flitted across the glade,
and others who were calling from the trees. Even a lark or two had
spiralled up into the sky and their songs dropped down in fluid
notes. He noted his daughter Gothlic sat with Balwone; they were
deep in conversation, but quite animated. He had been thinking
how a new era had opened up in his life, and how the tensions and
pressures of many days had eased out to lightness of spirit and a
rich sense of things wonderful to come. He had no illusions about
the problems he would meet—they would be heavy, but a person
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liberated in conscience is a new person, and he knew this to be his
case.
After a time he turned to the waiting Oranias. ‘Storyteller’, he
said with a note of levity in his voice, ‘what presses you that you
must talk with me? Talk, for this is a wonderful day for me, and I
would hear all you care to say.’
Oranias nodded vigorously. ‘Sire, it is to do with all the world
that I would speak, and in particular the northern kingdoms. Your
part in their history has been important, and more important it will
be in what lies ahead. I have the feeling that you, Prince Balwone
and I ought to take some time to talk about matters regarding the
nations. Mayhap I can show you a few things which will be
important for the moves that will be made in these days in all our
kingdoms.’
The eyes of the huge man were on Balwone and Gothlic.
The king saw this and motioned a servant whom he sent to bring
the couple across to him. As they were coming he said, ‘Our plans
for travelling are not beset with the matter of time. We
can arrange those in order to hear what you believe we should
know.’
Balwone and Gothlic arrived and they sat on the green sward
of grass, expecting to be addressed by the king to whom they had
bowed without words.
‘Oranias begs that we should set aside time to speak about the
northern kingdoms. He believes we can be tutored as to the future
of our kingdoms.’
There was silence for a moment as they pondered the idea.
Then Balwone said, ‘Majesty, it has come to me that instead of
returning home directly you might agree to travel to Miridia and
speak with King Clandius, for many things will be bewildering
him since he heard the Zed army was coming to Miridon. His
heart is surely towards Massia and valuable talks could ensue.
You and he might benefit from conferring together.’
The king gazed pleasantly at Balwone and nodded slightly.
‘That could be good diplomacy’, he said. ‘Moreover you are
telling me that in our travels we three could ride together and
discuss what is in Oranias’s mind. Yes, I think we could go via
Miridia.’
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He smiled warmly on his daughter. ‘You and your helpers
could take time to explore the country as you return to your
mother and share with her the good news.’
Gothlic nodded eagerly. ‘The queen will be overjoyed’, she
said. ‘Yes, it would not matter if we arrived before you. It will not
be too soon for her to hear of your health and all that has happened.’
The king nodded to the Storyteller. ‘We will have great interest
in what you will tell us’, he said. ‘Be not afraid to give us a full
briefing. We will need all the help we can get for the times which
lie ahead, for this is undoubtedly Massia’s hour in these northern
kingdoms.’ He stood, towering over the servants but not over his
two male friends. ‘Tell the leaders of the three contingents that I
would have parley with them in but a short time. Meanwhile let all
compose themselves for their important journeys.’
Within the hour the three troupes had completed the morning
meal, packing their vessels and materials on mules and packhorses, and were ready to depart. There had been business, much
conversation, orders from the leaders, animated conversation from
servants and masters alike, and generally a time of laughter, fun
and accomplishment. Now all were looking to Gothroyd and
Gothlic who had spent time together, speaking over many things.
Gothroyd confessed to Gothlic that he would rather return home
to Queen Mabila than go by way of Miridon and Miridia, but that
he knew it was necessary even to the Kingdom of Massia.
‘Amazing things are afoot’, he said, ‘and I purpose to learn
much from our Storyteller. His mind has to do with nations as
well as single human beings. I must go with Balwone, also for
certain good reasons.’ He smiled at her as he said this, and added,
‘As indeed you and the queen will doubtless have much planning
to do.’
Sensing the anticipation by the teams of royal orders, he turned
to the people, holding up his arms. ‘Now make your farewell as
we divide our forces and go off to our planned destinations.’
He turned to his daughter and gave her an embrace fit for royal
decorum, but also showing his immense affection for her. She
clung to him, weeping, but her tears were ones of joy, and her
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eyes smiled up at him through them. She also embraced Balwone,
though shyly in the sight of the other folk. Then they were parted
and the three groups moved off to the sounds of metal clinking,
leather straining and folk beginning to chatter. Suddenly, because
of the bonhomie throughout the whole contingent, they began to
cheer, and then the Shemgridions, whose blood always seemed to
respond to goodwill, broke into one of their age-old songs. After a
short time the Zed contingent had to veer to the left and they did
so with much shouting and crying, the Shemgridion choir singing
powerfully, and thus came the parting of the ways.
Gothroyd, Balwone and Oranias rode together, the king situated in
the midst. Once the farewells were made and the Shemgridions
had dropped behind to act as a protective rear-guard, Gothroyd
urged Oranias to commence his tuition. The huge man on his
heavy horse nodded and began his discourse.
‘King Gothroyd, we have much for which to be grateful. The
northern kingdoms have to a large degree acknowledged the
Lordship of the Most High and Massia. You will know that my
own country Cautria is on the edge of espousing the Most High as
its true God. It seems that is the position here in Miridon, though
it may take some time to win all the people. Mantria and
Frimpone have been greatly affected by the visit of Prince
Balwone and the Shemgridions, but then both countries have a
large number of their populations who for some time have been
Massians. They have lived most quietly, and not pressed their
neighbours into their ranks. They are noted for their mildness and
yet for their tenacity when it comes to the matter of the faith. Both
Manignia and Cathrid are sympathetic to the faith of Massia, and
it would not be long before all countries, with the possible exception of Flagland, would come under the Lordship of Massia.’
King Gothroyd was deep in thought. It may have been a new
idea to him that the faith of Massia had penetrated so deeply into
these northern kingdoms. Even so, he nodded and indicated that
Oranias was to keep talking.
‘This is a time to be thinking deeply and wisely’, said the big
man. ‘Without wisdom there could easily be civil war in almost
every one of these countries. That is the last thing we would
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desire, for nothing would be resolved by such strife. The history
of these last fourteen hundred years or more warns us against the
use of war. War solves nothing.’
Gothroyd looked at his large companion, watching his face as
he talked. He, himself, was listening to words which a few days
previously would have been so treacherous to the cause of Zed
and the old gods and lords that he would have been forced to deal
with this visitor from Cautria. In Zed his words would have been
taken as treason, had he been a citizen of that land. Now the king
merely grunted as he sought to resolve the matter in his mind.
Oranias was aware that what he was saying was radical in these
northern nations, and he looked towards the king who, however,
motioned him to continue speaking.
‘It is history which will teach us if we will listen’, said Oranias,
knowing that the northern countries had no special places of
learning. Few in these countries could read, and they depended
upon the few wise men who were literate. Even then these northern lands had rather despised scholars and those who buried
themselves in researching the past.
‘At the beginning of Massia’s faith and his Lordship’, said the
Storyteller, ‘no Massian would go to war. He would not even
have joined the fighting forces as a helper of any kind. Massians
did not do what the Shemgridions of our day do, perforce, which
is to go to the hidden places and live out their lives in that kind of
solitude. Whilst the Shemgridions of our days seek to have
friendship with folk who are not of their faith, yet they see themselves as a pilgrim people, working out their life before God and
those human beings who take note of them.’
Balwone wondered what thoughts the king was thinking.
Would the past and his invidious treatment of the Shemgridions
fill him with shame and remorse? But then he thought the king
had understood the message of divine forgiveness and pardon, as
it had been told to him on the yester day. As he glanced at the
king it seemed that way, but then Gothroyd was different from so
many. He had the ability to understand what Oranias was about
and not to take umbrage since none was given.
Again the king grunted and with a nod kept Oranias talking. As
yet the king had not wished to discuss the matter raised. There
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would be time for that as they moved towards the south. For his
part the Storyteller was at peace and he gave a look of gratitude
towards the Zed monarch.
He recommenced. ‘The faith of Massia does not as such forbid war. Neither does it encourage it, but doubtless wars will be.
What I am saying is this: that the faith of Massia is of such nature
that to pressure human beings into it would be a contradiction of
that faith. A person, left to make use of his will, must make his
own choice. I am not saying that the Most High does not bring
certain kinds of influences whose purpose is to catch that will.
The main influence is that of love, and of the heart of Massia’s
message of forgiveness and a life lived in a new and fresh way.
No one can force his will by threats, for it would be against what
is taught by Massia and his Father, the Most High.
‘Many years after the faith began in such powerful love, the
matters of war and aggression arose. The Massians were being
oppressed and persecuted because their faith would not accept the
ways in which others thought. They never fought against their
persecutors, but they lived as best they could in lands which did
see war as essential and believed that the Massians ought to fight
as others did. They saw Massia as a threat to their gods, and
desired to destroy these people of faith.’
Balwone was sensitive to what the king might be thinking, but
he for his part seemed to be pondering what was said but as yet
not disagreeing with it.
Oranias was saying, ‘None of what I am saying will make for
good understanding unless we have the full Story, and this takes
us back much further than when Massia came from the Most High
to be as one of us and to teach us that the greatest of all things is
love’.
Balwone was thinking of the time the armies of Zed had come
to Cathrid to rid the land of the people of Massia who were
becoming a threat to the kingdoms of the north. He was wondering whether Gothroyd now understood the refusal of Paelfric to
fight him, although he, Paelfric, had the larger army. In his own
mind he was marvelling at the calm way in which the former
enemy of Massia was now listening to a man of Cautria speaking
against the principle of war.
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The Storyteller turned in his saddle towards the king. ‘Perhaps, Sire’, he said, ‘it would be better if I began at the beginning of our Story’.
Gothroyd spoke up. ‘All you say, Oranias, is of immense
importance. I can hardly believe that one day I am a man who is
sick unto death. All I see about me and all I see ahead is death. It
is death I must bring to people, to my own people, and to the
people of my family. Then a miracle happens and I am healed.
Had you said these things to me before that change, then I would
have even taken my sword to you, so frenzied was my mind,
although my body would have failed to do you ill.
‘Now you are talking to me as though Massia’s victory is
surely coming to pass and he will reign over all nations. You are
speaking of things of great measure, and of power that we kings
never dare dream we can muster, but all of it is without reasonings
and plottings and things which disturb nations and destroy people. Why! I am the one who massacred your Shemgridions without a thought but to preserve the ancient system which to my
mind was the only true one. I have come to experience the
dreadful nature of human wrath and what it can destroy for the
sake of human ambition. In one day I am seeing matters which
never even arose for me before. Now they are arising and I scarce
can take in the nature of them all.
‘What amazes me is that no word you have spoken does not
have to do with all I have ever been, seen, dreamed of and
schemed for; yet you, a single man in our age, have amazing
understanding. If you were to take hours upon hours, I would be
bound to listen, for you have the heart of the matter. You know
the mind of kings and of commoners all at once. By all means go
back to the beginning but prithee let not one leaf of your great tree
of knowledge and wisdom fall before I know it, and can store it
for my days ahead.’
The huge man on his horse, which was the size of a plough
horse, shook his head in astonishment, relief and pleasure. Indeed
his face was flushed and Balwone knew instinctively that the
Storyteller had come to one of the finest hours of his life. For this
he had been called in a mystery, and this mystery he had continued to live, always telling the Story so that men and women
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became breathless with his words and thoughts, and they felt
themselves to be in that very Story and it seemed to them that they
had come into life in a way not hitherto known, and its vista
opened before them for the future. So Gothroyd and Balwone
each felt; and for Balwone, who had ever thought to understand
the mysteries of creation, of the Most High One and his powerful
Son—Massia the humble One—this journey towards Miridia was
for him a further opening of the mystery of the Story into which
all are called. Outside of it is darkness and death and the No Life,
which is the fate of self-obsessed human creatures.
‘In the beginning’, said the Storyteller, ‘there was only God.
There was nothing and only nothing, so that nothing was to be
discovered by God and none was there to witness the mind of him
who was the Word. By this Word—ever part of himself, ever face
to face with himself—he brought into being things that appear
from what does not appear. The great Spirit of the Most High was
one with him and with the Word, so this living One, this utter
communion of love, brought into being all that is, so that it was a
living, palpable creation as the very unity of God in all its kinds
and its creatures. High creatures there were of beauty and power.
Last in this glorious order was a creature so like the Most High
who as Spirit is invisible to the eyes of this world that one, looking upon him, might be sure he was seeing the Most High, except
that the creature was turned to his Creator in such adoration and
gratitude for his—man’s—creation, that he showed by this beautiful worship that he was but the creature made by the Creator, so
that worship was not due to him but to his Maker.’
Balwone thought they might have just walked into the creation
as the Creator had first made it, so glowing was the day, so golden
the sunshine shed from the sun which was moving towards its
zenith. They were still within Allein, but not a touch of evil
showed itself. Behind the three men their companions followed
and the murmur of their voices was as lazy as the day seemed to
be. Within the great forest and its flowering trees and vines and
the plants of its undergrowth there seemed to be only serenity, yet
Balwone sensed that one of time’s dramas was being played with
a king, a storyteller and a prince. It seemed to him that the very
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serenity of the day was a reproach to the creatures which had once
ruled this place and would rule it again if they could find the
substance which would denude the players who were even now
seeing the plan the world’s Creator had for its future.
‘The fact is’, thought Balwone to himself, ‘evil is empty of
substance. It cannot create, but only try to use or shape something
which is already created. It can bring no thing to the creation.
Since this is the case, it can only make gods out of what is already
in the world.’
This thought was much as the Storyteller was describing.
‘Man’, he was saying, ‘was given leadership of the whole creation, because he was the one creature who represented the Maker
of all things. Indeed he was the steward of the Creator, having
a generous and loving oversight of all things. Of course his
humanity was limited. It was always dependent upon the Father,
the Word and the Spirit, yet to support it were divine creatures,
which like the Most High were unseen, but no less powerful than
was required for the entire creation.’
Here the king spoke up. ‘Friend Oranias’, he said, ‘these
creatures of whom you speak greatly attract me. They must have
great powers. Could they then be those who are often called the
gods or the lords, those we represent by idols?’
‘Indeed they are’, said the great man, ‘for it is said that some of
them were followers of the crimson dragon who rebelled against
the Most High, and they were taken by him as he was cast out of
the habitation of the Most High. Even so, it was men who left the
calling God had given them, and who desired to have these
powerful creatures as their gods. Men always desire such powerful, created beings to act as God to them, for they know a god
must be stronger than themselves. How else can they do great
deeds and have control of the visible world? The invisible beings
must give them the power.’
‘So the divine creatures such as Mourna, Sarxia, Terebus,
Fransca and others are not gods in their own right. They are using
the powers the Maker gave them for wrong control of our world’,
said Gothroyd. He looked at Oranias. ‘It has been a sad thing that
we have not been told these things. Forsooth, our lives have been
an Allein of sorts, where the gods have sported with us, and
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caused us to worship and serve them.’ His head bent as he rode, as
though he were looking at the track through which they were
riding but it was because he was in deep thought.
Suddenly he let his reins drop loose on his saddle and he lifted
his arms, now strong, and he cried, ‘What a crime it has been, the
destruction of the Shemgridions! What a beast I have been! How
deluded is the human race by these creatures we call gods and
who must be puny when compared with the Most High.’ For a
moment his face was distorted with pain, and then he shook his
head. ‘I shall ever carry the sorrow of my crime, but Massia is
my Lord and he is the one who has brought divine forgiveness to
me.’
As they rode, Oranias being rightly silent, the king suddenly
stopped his horse. He held up his hands to halt those following,
saying to his companions, ‘I must ask forgiveness of our brothers
the Shemgridions for I cannot bear what I have done without their
forgiveness.’
‘They have forgiven thee, and thou didst ask their forgiveness’,
said Balwone who was also overcome with emotion and reverted
to the way of addressing a royal person, ‘but open confession may
also bring joy to them for they shall tell their fellowship what a
great thing the Most High has done in thee. Before you were
sorrowed by all things you had done in your error of cruelty, but
now each event stands out in strong appearance.’
With that, Balwone turned his horse and rode up to Shemmalin
the leader of the forest folk and talked with him. Shemmalin
then motioned to his followers and they cantered up to the king.
He had dismounted and removed his head covering. The
Shemgridions also dismounted and faced the king, not quite
knowing what he was about.
The monarch knelt before the group of simple followers of
Massia, looking up at them. He was greatly moved in his heart
and spirit, and there were tears on his rugged face.
‘It is the words of our friend the Storyteller’, he said, ‘which
have moved my heart so much. I recognise how deceitful the gods
have been, and how deluded I, myself, have been to work and live
by these lies. Yet the blame lies fully with me. I am a man created
by the Most High and my fealty ought always to have been to
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him. I deemed him a creature of human imagination. I was for the
strong gods, and so I was their plaything. It has come to me with
great anguish that I have fought the Living God, when I should
have been warned by Massia and rejected these false beings. I do
not lay the blame on them in order to escape responsibility for my
own evil deeds, but I have renounced them over these days and
my fealty is to the Most High. Now it is your forgiveness that I
crave, and though I know you have long ago done this, yet now I
wish to receive it by an act which will always comfort my heart as
I remember it.’
The Shemgridions were deeply moved, and came close to the
king. Shemmalin said, ‘Dear Sovereign, arise. Our hearts have
been deeply moved by your coming to Massia and the Most High.
We perceive the work of the Spirit within you and we are filled
with joy. Those who have been martyred are now in glory and
now share in a worship beyond even the best of our adoration of
our Massia and his Father. Prithee please receive our loving
forgiveness. We speak on behalf of all brethren. Our joy is that the
deed you did when in thrall to evil powers has turned to great
effect, and will help us in the battle against the evil ones.’
The king stood and with his hands he wiped tears from his
face. He took Shemmalin’s hands and held them tightly. ‘I am
grateful for this your act of love’, he said, ‘and now I have a
request to make. It is that you will go far and wide, not only with
Balwone and his good men, but also throughout the kingdom of
Zed, and teach and warn and bring men, women and children to
belong to Massia, to cause my people to leave the ancient shrines
and bring Massia’s love to all hearts. For our part we will be one
in Balwone’s action throughout these northern kingdoms until
they become the one Kingdom of Massia.’
Balwone heard these words with a heart that was expanding to
the pain of true joy. He remembered his foolish and proud boast
that he would bring the world to love, and saw afresh how hopeless and powerless was that prideful thing. Now it was coming to
fruition in a different way, and his heart sang for joy. So did the
hearts of the Shemgridions, and their voices were raised in grateful song. It just happened to be one of their favourite creation
songs, and perhaps they had the subject of the Storyteller:
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Ah, thou the Most High, thou Maker of all,
In wonder and worship before thee we fall.
Thou madest the heavens, the earth and the sea,
The plants and the fruits and the flowers that be.
Thou mad’st us to love thee, to share thine own love
With all that we live with, below and above.
Thy works are all perfect. They praise and adore
The One who created and who creates more,
Till heaven and earth with thy glory are filled,
And all of thy splendours are everywhere spilled,
Till nowhere is nothing but all things are true
And the love that thou sheddest keeps everything new.
The things of beginning make things for the end,
And nothing is pointless but everything tends
To come to completeness in fullness of time,
In beauty and glory and rhythm and rhyme.
Thus were they intended, and thus we shall see,
Created in time they forever shall be.
The Garden on earth is the Garden for aye,
Its powers perpetual for ever shall stay,
The glory of worship of God the Most High,
The home of the holy on earth and in sky,
Its river of life and the fruit of its tree
Shall heal all the nations for eternity.
Then praise to the Holy One—Father Most High—
And praise to dear Massia who had to die
That we who are dead in our trespass and sin
Might sanctified be—without and within—
That we who were sorrowed might live in the mirth
For which he created both heaven and earth.
Yes, praise to their Spirit who makes all things one,
The Father Most High and his Holy Son,
The Spirit who brings dead things to new birth,
Who renews all the heavens and with them the earth;
Who makes us to share in the nature of God,
In his power and glory and all of his love.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

More of the Story as
the Zed Force Moves
towards Miridia

I

after the singing that the double team decided to break
their fast in an open space. The sun above indicated midday in
Allein. Fallen logs made it easier to sit as fires were lit and a
repast prepared. Gothroyd fell asleep and was left in this state
until the meal was ready. Balwone and the Storyteller had a vociferous conversation, Balwone being eager to learn more. Shemmalin
sat with them since the king had asked him to join the storytelling
as they travelled. The Shemgridion elder was greatly enjoying the
conversation, for much of it was known to him, some points coming in a new and fresh way.
The meal was a warm and happy event. Following it some
dozed in the sun with Gothroyd who had barely kept his eyes
open as he ate the victuals set before him. All recognised how
close it was to the months of terrifying illness through which he
had passed. Time passed in comparative silence and the whole
posse rested, undisturbed by the songs in the trees and the high
blue sky. They were faintly aware of the creatures of the undergrowth who scuffled and made low noises as they viewed the
human invasion. The same glorious Allein butterflies floated
regally above the somnolent group. It was a time of great peace.
When they departed in the afternoon, the king was still a trifle
sleepy so that the four rode together in silence. Sometimes the
path narrowed to a single track and they proceeded in single file.
It was quietly recognised that the time would come when the king
T WAS
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would awake from his state of near torpor, and the talking would
commence. Meanwhile each man had his own thoughts, and they
were for the most part pleasant. It was mid afternoon when the
king asked a question of the teacher from Cautria.
‘Oranias’, he said, ‘what determines a country or a people in
the eyes of the Most High, and how does Massia regard them? I
have been thinking much, as I have rested, and realise I am quite
an untaught man. My ideas have ever been about governing a
nation, but none of my human advisers have been able to help me,
and they, like me, greatly lack the wisdom which you are now
bringing to us. I have always thought the work of a king is of
high importance, but now I wonder how it was that I ever governed.’
The Storyteller nodded. In his mind he had been shaping up
what he would say and the royal question was a good opening. He
said, ‘The Book of which I have spoken tells us that the Most
High has ever been the Lord of Hosts, and King over all the
nations. Whilst he thinks about single persons, he also thinks in
terms of societies, of nations and their religions and cultures, and
his desire is to bring back the people from the changes which have
come to them through the first man’s decision to live on his own,
or at best to live by means of the gods. It is these gods which
control nations for the most part. It is they who have shaped
the various peoples, for each god has his own system of control.’
‘That I can understand’, said Gothroyd. ‘I was shaped by such
a system, and was unaware of what it was doing in demanding all
that it did. I thought it was as it had always been, and that it was
correct to follow what had become the way of living for the
northern kingdoms. It is natural that one will think the wisdom of
the gods will be the true way, and that it has ever been thus.’
Oranias gestured his agreement. ‘When the Most High created
all things, he meant them to be fully ordered and able to operate in
harmony. He created the supernatural powers which we call gods
and princes, and they were to obey his will, for all nations and
kingdoms were somehow to accomplish the best for ever for all
things, by aid of these great powers. Man had this glorious
prospect before him, the prospect of sharing in God’s whole plan
for creation, for he was the intimate servant of the Most High to
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do his will. We cannot say when or how the supernatural powers
rebelled against the Most High, but when Man was tempted by
one of these powers to do his own will and to eject the will of the
Most High, then many of the supernatural princes took the
opportunity to take the power which had been given to them for
the sake of the nations and to use it for their own plans and
purposes.’
The Storyteller nodded. ‘The gods demand worship from the
people, and worship means giving adoration in groves and temples, but it also means serving the will of the deity. What we
called “culture” is the system of worship and obedience the gods
demand.
‘So, then, throughout the world, nations have different gods
and so different worship and ways of living, and they cannot
abide to accept into their midst those who differ from them;
moreover the god or gods of the nations require them to make
such people to comply with that worship.’
It was here that Shemmalin spoke gently, but strongly enough
for the other three to hear him. ‘Sire, we Shemgridions learned to
live as quietly as possible, so that those of another religon or culture would not be offended by us. As you well know, it was when
we grew in numbers that folk who had begun to hate the lordship
over them by their gods came to us to learn the way of freedom.
Flamgrid was a man we called “natural”, since he had no faith in
the gods and wished to discover the truth of the Most High.’
Gothroyd winced at the statement, and there was a shadow
across his face. ‘Alas!’ he said. ‘Alas dear Flamgrid!’ He rode in
silence for a few contemplative minutes and then he said, ‘Dear
Flamgrid. The sword of his word cut deepest of all into my heart,
for I knew I was doing the man ill and not justice. I see now so
clearly that the gods have us in thrall, and we are wont to do their
will. Even so, it was a huge crime that I did. Oh! Oh! the great
mercy of God which takes away our blood-guiltiness and our terrible shame.’
All were deeply moved and Balwone perceived the tears
coursing down the face of both the king and Shemmalin. He also
knew that the burden of that terrible past had been lifted from the
conscience of the king.
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When a short time had passed Oranias returned to his subject.
‘The kings and peoples of this world think they make all
decisions upon earth, especially in respect to their warring with
other nations, but it is the gods who lead them into these errors.
Notice, if you will, that the people of Massia are not permitted to
war with others, nor may they use wars to force nations to bow
before Massia. If love will not accomplish that, then they are not
permitted to use any other force.’
The Storyteller was gathering bits and pieces of the Story in
order to present to the king such a principle that he would forever
know what was happening among the nations. ‘Sire, it must be
understood that many gods and lords are but the figment of
human imaginations. Men and women shape their gods from their
desires, and what they worship may appear foolish and even
pathetic. Moreover human creatures change their idols from day
to day to suit their humours and their desires. Yet the gods whom
they name as unchanging, and in whose power they believe and to
whom they must needs offer their fealty, these gods I wot are
creatures fallen from fellowship with the Creator, who disobey
him and have control of us. It is they who demand full obedience
from the slaves who worship them.’
A look of relief came onto the countenance of the Storyteller,
as though he had somehow clarified the matter even to himself.
His gaze moved across the other three men. ‘These gods are not
simpletons, but very canny, most cunning and can lie and deceive
so that the whole world is confounded by them. Men and women,
aye, and children also, are often moved to destroy themselves, so
dreadful it is to live under the systems made by the gods. You will
note that it seems to be the aim of the gods to bring humanity to
an irreparable depravity.’
There were nods from his companions, but a sliver of frustration seemed to affect the spirit of the teacher. He felt he had not
gotten his message through to his hearers.
‘It is thus wise’, he said, ‘that the fallen creatures of the heavens seek to outwit the Most High and capture his Kingdom, and
gather all things unto themselves’.
Gothroyd nodded. ‘That I can see, beloved Oranias. Be not of a
sad temper, but persist with us. Our silence is not that of
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uncomprehension. It is of understanding. Inwit enlarges every
moment and we are wiser than the moment before. Be encouraged, Oh teacher. We perceive the treachery of the gods and their
ilk. If another does not know, then I surely know, for I have given
years of fealty to these deities. Like us they are creatures and not
gods, and we have discussed previously they cannot even make
the smallest mite of this creation.’
The Storyteller’s face lit up with relief and happiness. So also
did the faces of Balwone and Shemmalin.
Balwone said, ‘So much have I learned this day, beloved teacher,
that I can never gather enough thanks to give to you. Massia has
taken years to train you in this service to his people, and doubtless
he is rejoicing as you measure the Story and give to us from it. Likewise I say, be encouraged and be brave. Withhold naught from us,
but tell us all things. We have a fearsome battle before us and we
would be equipped with the weapons Massia gives to his people.’
Shemmalin drew his horse close to the Storyteller and laid a
hand on his arm. ‘This is the day for which the Lord Massia has
drawn us to his Kingdom. Such a day will free many slaves from
the idols, the princes who would rule them cruelly, or promise
them that which can never come to pass. Tell us all, dear friend,
that we may wiser grow.’
After that, little was said whilst they sought to imbibe the precious nectar of the teacher, and to store the wisdom in the depths
of their spirits. The king allowed this time of silence, during
which he was nodding and communing with himself. Then he
addressed the Storyteller thus: ‘Dear Oranias, in our stories of the
gods we have accounts of their divisions, their wars amongst
themselves. Like us they seem to strive for the supremacy and to
seek for the utmost power. Can you tell us whether this be so, or
not? If they are at variance with one another, can they realise their
ambition to defeat the Most High and his Son, the Massia we
worship? Is there that amongst them which could unite them, or
are they like us which compete one with another, whether it be in
sports, in human achievements or in the gaining of power to
control what we will?’
The Storyteller smiled. Unconsciously his hand flipped the
reins as he shrugged in his humour. ‘Nothing that deceives can
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ever succeed’, he said. ‘What is not of truth is doomed before it is
uttered. Massia came to tell the truth, live the truth and witness to
it, and we have that as a very fine gift for our use. The powers are
all ambitious. The princes wish to outwit the others, but
they lack the inwit to outwit.’ He smiled faintly as he made this
play on words. ‘In the end they will all be destroyed, for truth will
not have the lie defeat it or overcome it. Of course, the stories of
the gods are told by human narrators and so they may colour those
supernatural creatures with our human weakness and strange
ways, but they will also be striving in their spheres to outdo one
another. Herein lies much of their defeat. The supreme power
among them is a devil called “the crimson dragon” and
he will not abide their rising above him. No, we need have no
fear.’
With a slight sigh he pulled up his horse and sat staring ahead.
The three men in front also halted their mounts. The king raised
his hand and motioned to the folk of their posse behind them to
halt. Mornsha and his few companion dogs sat on the earth and
then stretched their paws and heads forward and so took their
brief rest. All were conscious of the hum of insects, the noiseless
passage of butterflies and the chattering of parrots in the high trees
as they attacked the clusters of flowers and the ripe fruits that
hung heavily. Some of the folk dismounted to ease their limbs
made weary by the riding. The king chose to chat with the
Shemgridions who, as yet, had scarcely accustomed themselves to
the change in the king. That they believed in it truly was shown by
their eagerness to talk with him. All relished the new relationships
with the former killer.
Ahead the three men had dismounted and were stretching their
limbs. Their talk was about the beautiful country they were passing through. They could not help thinking that the dark powers
had chosen this place as choicest among many and an occasion for
pride, but the more beautiful the place the more terrible the
darkness. Finding a log, the three of them sat together and
Balwone talked about his first visit to Allein and the terror of it. It
was Shemmalin’s second visit but he was no less interested in
that first entry made by Balwone.
*****
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When the king returned and the four remounted, Oranias told
them what had been on his lips when he had ceased speaking.
‘As you know’, he said, ‘I have derived almost all my knowledge from what we call “the Book”. This Book, as such, seems
never to have reached the northern kingdoms. This could be
because few have ever possessed it, or because the dark powers may have destroyed it. Some fragments of it Balwone has
amongst his collection of writings. These are very precious, being
given to him by Flamgrid. Balwone also has materials of the history of the conflict in the northern kingdoms. Mixed with these
wonderful writings are bits and pieces of philosophy, the philosophy which claims to explain the wisdom of certain gods. These
purport to deal with wisdom and the truth, but the Book would
deny their usefulness for they are a part of the perpetual lie of the
red dragon.
‘Why I am speaking to you is to explain that whatever things I
say to you that seem strange and even unbelievable are nevertheless true. I desire that you will trust me as being truthful.’
A mild protest went up from his three companions. ‘We surely
trust you’, they said, ‘or we would not be listening to you’.
The king said, ‘We will commission wise men to seek out the
Book, no matter what the time or cost that is required’.
Oranias nodded and continued. ‘I spent years reading and
studying this Book. I have told so much of the Story to so many
people, so that I can quote much of it from my heart. If I seem to
know more than you, it is only that I have learned what I am
telling. When it comes to the experience of life in Massia, then I
am sure that you, Shemmalin and Balwone, are both far beyond
me.’
Both the men named shook their heads. Balwone spoke for
them both. ‘Life in Massia is the same for us all, but we are grateful for all the knowledge of the history of the creation as it has
happened and been recorded. We are learning much that we
knew so little. As for matters of history being a struggle between
the Most High and the powers of darkness—that was something of which we had thought so little. Now we know where we
are going, and what will be the outcome of Massia’s present
labours.’
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That evening Balwone, taking Oranias and Shemmalin with
him, sought out Roget, Kanavah and the remainder of the
Shemgridions. He had previously spoken to Appria in regard to
the king’s posse. Appria said the team would be glad to fit in with
arrangements the prince had set before him. Balwone then went
on to the members of his posse and chatted generally with them,
proud of them being his team. After a time he moved on to the
main reason for meeting with them and the leaders of the king’s
posse.
‘I have been conscious today as we have travelled that all of us
have been drinking deep at the well of Oranias, and that you
would also wish to share in that. It would be too cumbersome for
the whole posse to ride together. We would not all be able to hear
well. I have talked to King Gothroyd and he agrees it would be
good for you all to hear what we have heard today. Also His
Majesty desires to talk with me this night on things relating to the
future, things to do with the kingdom of Zed as well as with all the
northern kingdoms. We thought that later in the evening all of us
could come together for worship.’
All nodded their heads in agreement that this would be a good
idea. Kanavah had been straining at the leash, so to speak, for
much of the day. He was greatly attached to the Storyteller, but
also desired to have teaching from him. Roget had accepted the
fact that he could travel in the vanguard, but now was pleased at
the arrangement. It was Kanavah who expressed his delight
by thumping both Balwone and Oranias on their backs. The
Shemgridions were also glad of the arrangement. They had simply not thought such teaching would come to them.
Following the evening repast, Gothroyd and Balwone found a
nearby dell in which to closet themselves, whilst the rest of the
men stretched out before the night fire, anticipating something in
what Oranias would bring to them. Nor were they disappointed:
Oranias was more the Storyteller with the men than he had been
with the king, Balwone and Shemmalin. He had been trying to
instruct them in universal statesmanship. With the men he told
tale after tale of the ancients, pointing no moral but showing them
the richness of human experience, especially under the will of the
Most High. Back in the rough corral made for the horses, Ballia
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and the other mounts were at peace. As for Mornsha and the other
hounds, it was likewise peace. No move of the enemy was yet
indicated.
The exit of the Gothlic posse had been a quiet one, but for the
princess it had had much pain mixed with the sweetness of her
love for two men—her new father, Gothroyd, and Balwone. She
was cheered by the thought that it would not be a long period of
time before she would be united with both. Once out of Allein, the
journey to Zed was not a long one. The greatest obstacle to pass
would be the high mountainous terrain which was heavily wooded
and would call for all their endurance. She thought of seeing her
mother, Queen Mabila, and the wonderful news she had for her
of a husband and king who would have a new approach to life and
to all his state matters. Her mind lingered only gently on the
problems that might face him should the older folk oppose him in
a city-wide and country-wide change in worship. She thought
vaguely that some might be as severe as her father had been in
their views of Massians and Shemgridions, but she preferred to
think on more happy matters, subjects which gripped her in a
wonderful way—the things of love and marriage, and even the
family ahead.
She and Shanome rode ahead of the posse. Knight Gothnal led
the troop of ten soldiers in the rearguard, and they were constantly
scouting the countryside for any trace of enmity. The three maidservants to the princess rode between her, Shanome and the four
servants. All missed the noise and chatter of the Shemgridions,
and their impromptu breaking out into song and liturgies of worship. Even so, they enjoyed the quiet going. The path they were
taking looked as though it were oft used, but being in Allein
province they met no one. They did not anticipate trouble from
Corsini’s men who had fled along the same path, but must by
now be beyond their part of Allein.
Protocol demanded that Shanome should wait his mistress’s
breaking of the silence. Both did not mind not conversing for all
around them was serene. That dark spirit of heaviness was gone,
broken by the three posses and especially by the appearance, in
vision, of Massia himself as he came to the tortured monarch who
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was her father. Whilst that was a vision designed especially for
the insane king, yet it was an historic happening, intended to
transform the northern kingdoms as her father espoused Massia
and the Most High. Of course, just prior to that had been the
appearance of the hideous and threatening dragon, but the faith of
Shanome and the training Balwone had given her had disposed of
that creature. She knew she would never forget the intense joy of
Shanome as he realised Lemery’s sword—the sword of the
Lord—was meant to be not solely in the hands of Balwone, but
also in the hands of other persons of faith.
These were the sweet and serene meditations of princess and
posse leader. They sensed the gentle quietness which now possessed the forest through which they passed and they were
enveloped in its beauty. So much so was this serenity that they
wanted to share it together, and they fell into a discussion concerning worship. Gothlic raised the theme, and Shanome eagerly
took it up. Perhaps it was his sight of the Shemgridions which
had moved him so deeply.
‘Worship is really true love’, he said. ‘You worship that which
you love. You give it all your attention. This you enjoy doing as it
brings so much delight and satisfaction. Certainly those who worship gods and lords made by their own imaginations derive an
amount of satisfaction. You are delighting in something or someone even greater than yourself. You are expecting good returns
for what you give in worship.’
Gothlic spoke. ‘Can those dreadful gods worshipped by our
people truly bring them delight?’ she asked her companion.
He nodded. ‘Oh, yes. Your father believed those gods were
about keeping us in peace and safety. Your ancestors over many
years have looked to them for such security. Of course the true
love was missing from them for the gods do not love us. They
despise us. They enslave us, but slavery is a way of life in which
the slaves depend upon their masters.’
‘Have we been slaves then?’ asked Gothlic and she answered
her own question. ‘Of course we have been, and we have accepted
it as though that is how it has to be with human beings. Masters
and slaves. Yet what a tyranny it is. My father rarely seemed to be
free in his being. Ruling was always a burden to him, not that he
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seemed to care. His eyes were always on the gods, and how angry
he became if they seemed not to fulfil his requests.’
‘The gods have always sought to rule the world and make us to
serve them’, Shanome said. ‘Yet they have not given us a life that
flows and abounds, but one which is lived within boundaries. The
thrill those Shemgridions have as they worship! They are
immediately in the presence of the Most High. I thought much
about them in the times I have met them, and it seems they commune with Massia and the Most High One. That is the word,
“commune”, and in our language it means “have communion”.
The gods and idols never commune with us. Nor are we permitted
to commune with them. They are of a different kind.’
Gothlic smiled and she said, ‘You sound like Oranias. You
have thought deeply on these matters.’
‘They have confronted us every day of our lives’, said the
knight. ‘They are the fruits of our own idolatry. They do not have
real lives of their own, but only what we give them.’
Gothlic was surprised and showed it. ‘You mean there are no
such things as idols, and that they have no real being?’
Shanome agreed. ‘There are those things which we shape up
and say are our true lords’, he said, ‘but it is other creatures
which use them to penetrate our lives. One great Massian once
said that if we offer sacrifices to idols and share with them in eating parts of the sacrifice, then we are having fellowship with
demons.’
The princess thought a moment and then said, ‘Then do
demons inhabit our idols?’
‘Not quite’, said her companion. ‘Evil creatures—fallen creatures—become the idols, but they become what we require them
to be. Having made our ideas of our lord their base, they act in
that way to control us.’
‘Then when the dragon came, I could see through him. I knew
he was not what he made himself out to be and he depended upon
me to fear him in his appearance, but I saw that was not how he
really was.’
‘Exactly’, said the knight. ‘Whatever the Most High has created is what really is. He never created idols. Human beings want
what the Most High is, for they desire what he can give to them
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and enable them to be something. For this kind of a relationship
the Most High makes demands. He demands we live righteously
and in holiness and love. Our idols do not ask such high things,
therefore we keep to them, but eventually we lose what are the true
powers and we slide down to the level of the idol. Because idols
do not love their slaves, they make us labour long and hard without reward. Fallen creatures hate mankind because we are in the
image of God, and this enrages the spirits who demand the worship of humans.’
The sun swung to the west, and the shadows lengthened. Swifts
and swallows flew across the sky in arcing fashion, snapping up
the small insects and midges which flew in swarms. Larks made
their spiralling way in the blue which was fading, and the sun in
the west sent out golden flames which tipped the tall trees with an
aura of beauty. Creatures in the undergrowth began snufflings and
snortings. The posse had already stopped and had sought out a
dell large enough to contain them. They corralled the mounts in a
small opening, and the horses began cropping the soft grass.
Soon there was a fire, and a large vessel hung above it. The
four cooks were helped by the maids-in-waiting, though this
was not their work back in Gothric’s palace castle. Somehow all
wanted to help. The men gathered plenty of fuel for the fire.
When the food was ready, its appetising aroma teasing the whole
posse, they thanked Massia for his provision for them and set to
eating with great zest. The royal hounds sat before them, their
eyes on the food, but none dared snatch at it. They knew their
patience would be rewarded.
Gothlic thought about the long discussion they had shared—
she and Shanome. She also wondered how the posses moving
towards Miridia were faring. She knew she would sleep well, and
had no doubt that all would have good slumber.
Much farther south the Corsini group was eating its evening
repast. There was little of ease and satisfaction in their midst. This
was partly because no one trusted his fellows. It was also because
the conversion of Gothroyd to the faith of Massia was not good
news. They were all apprehensive regarding their future, not only
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because Corsini would be in high anger against them but also
because it seemed the northern kingdoms were gradually coming
under the rule and Lordship of Massia.
Their meal was tasty enough, but their sleep was uneasy. The
new morning had no bright promise and hope for them.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Further Travels of Two Posses
and Their Adventures

T

posses, now combined as one, were up in the early
dawn, had gone about their business of breaking their
fast, loading the pack horses and mules, and were now making
their way through a crisp highlands temperature. Shemmalin had
begged off travelling with the other three, suggesting that his folk
would wish to talk over many things, one of which was that they
would be leaving Allein shortly and would want to take advantage
of opportunities in farm houses and small villages to tell the news
of Massia. Gothroyd recognised his plea was for the truth and
agreed to the matter.
The Shemgridions were warming up for the situation which lay
ahead, and they rehearsed many of their old songs, but moderated
their voices because of the conversation which was going on
between the three men ahead. Birds were in good voice also, some
of their cries coming from the edge of the savannah which was a
little distance off. High in the fresh blue sky were hawks and one
lone and majestic eagle who wheeled effortlessly in the vast
cupola. Other birds bound for the wetlands gave their harsh cries
as they passed overhead.
The king seemed to have gained further strength through the
night’s rest. They had travelled for almost an hour without comment when Gothroyd said peacefully, ‘It seems as though the
burden of reigning has slipped off my shoulders. It was always a
heavy weight, but now I am in Massia’s plan it seems that his is
the responsibility and mine is simply to be in his will.’ Gothroyd
expressed his pleasure in royal wonderment.
HE TWO
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Balwone said, ‘Sire, I suppose, also that we may meet some
opposition on the way. The Shemgridions have been looking forward to talking to people, and we will be able to sense what is the
mind of the people of Miridon. Good as it was when we were in
Miridia, things may have changed.’
Nobody commented and they pressed forward, the hooves of
their mounts thudding dully on the soft path beneath them.
Mornsha had chosen this day to be at their heels, and with him
two more hounds. Balwone thought about the quiet serenity
which was in the air and in their spirits. The horses took them
further into the day as though their freshness was not being taxed.
The Storyteller began to enter into his business for the day’s
journey. ‘Last night we had a useful time together. I am surprised
how much the Shemgridions know of Massia’s history and the
events which have happened since he ascended to his Father, the
Most High. I had little need to tell them about the idols. They told
me that their first forebear—so far as they can trace their family—
was himself an idolater. One day he was mightily surprised when
the Most High appeared to him in some strange happening. The
story that has come down to us does not say whether it was in a
vision, or if the Most High manifested himself in some human
form or not, but it is a strange and wonderful event when the
Highest comes down to man who, though he were once highest of
all creatures, is now not worthy to be called the image of the Most
High.’
Gothroyd agreed visibly. He said, ‘So like the Most High,
and now so far from that. How much he has lost. How different
would the whole human scene have been had he obeyed his Creator.’
‘What is the saddest thing of all’, Balwone said, with a flash of
insight into what that meant, ‘is that he would have enjoyed every
moment of truly being himself, and the whole creation would have
looked at him with joy and trust. What wonderful things of that
first Garden would be happening as man conducted the creation.’
A look of wonder came into the prince’s eyes and yet, even as he
looked, the savannah burst into view. To their right, and parallel
with the wide-spreading prairie, were the wetlands, and already
the sun was so striking them that flashes of light seemed to lighten
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them up. Even as they saw it he mused aloud, ‘Yet one wonders
whether it could be better than this. How utterly beautiful it is.’
The other two men nodded agreement. Behind them the
Shemgridions who were ever sensitive to the splendour of creation burst into one of their creation songs, and the dogs whimpered with joy and uttered praise in short, sharp bursts of barking.
Ballia lifted his head and, bridle notwithstanding, whinnied with
the same kind of animal joy. Gothroyd wondered whether a
human being could know such joy, and Oranias began to clap his
hands in time with the singing of the choir behind them. As if led
to do so, all simultaneously halted in their tracks whilst the larks
rose as a feathered choir and filled the heavens, a scene never
before witnessed by any of the posse. The singing of the birds was
as though directed by some profound angel, and a shiver of
delight ran through the company.
King Gothroyd looked towards Oranias and wondered aloud
what would be the ultimate state and nature of the creation, but
Oranias was himself too entranced to comment. Then, when the
Shemgridions ended their song on a high note which was held
until the joy was total, he began to tell the king the answer to his
question.
‘It is mysterious’, he said, ‘this creation, and what is strange is
that we human beings speak of creation as being other than we
are, when we too are part of it’. He let the reins fall on his saddle
and stepped down to the path. For a moment his hands disturbed
the sandy soil and he brought up a handful of it and showed it to
his companions.
‘Look!’ he said, and he gripped earth firmly in both fists.
‘Look!’ he said again. ‘This is what we have been made of and
from. No other creature has had this origin. They came straight
from the mind of the Creator and he spoke the words which
brought them into being, but he took soil and moulded us. He
breathed into us from himself, and his breath caused us to breathe
also and become what we are. That is why we make a distinction
between us and the rest of creation, but all breathing things go
back to dust: that is the mystery.’
He stood there, deeply moved, looking down at the earth in his
opened palms, and allowing it to fall back to its place. He then
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mounted his horse in silence, taking his place again in the saddle,
his head looking down.
Then he raised it and cried, ‘O great Creator, how marvellous
are your ways! To make us from dust and to give us a destiny
beyond even that of the heavenly creatures. One day the creation
will rise with us to the zenith of all being, and we shall receive
from you the very gift of immortality.’
It was a transfixing moment. If anything the larkan choir
paused for a divine moment before resuming their trilling and
their sweetness of music.
The king was trembling. ‘What then, Oranias, is this zenith of
which you speak? Tell us of it.’
‘Sire’, the Storyteller said, ‘it is destined that we should come
into the liberty of glory, the glory we had before we fell through
the first man, our family father; aye, and beyond even the glory he
knew, for we shall no longer be dust. If of dust then heavenly
dust, but not of dust for we shall shine forth as immortal. This
great destiny was bought by the suffering of Massia on his timber
of execution, and it was sealed by his rising from the dead. It is to
this grand climax our Creator–Father planned to bring us, and it is
on this venture that he still works.’
The whole posse stood in stillness as though transfixed into
this unspeakable joy, and still the larks shared their one song,
filling the air with falling, filtering music.
When the company had moved on into the savannah, the grass
flowing around the hocks and reaching up sometimes to the bellies of the horses, King Gothroyd asked the question which had
been stimulating his mind.
‘In the great days beyond mortality’, he said, ‘what will be the
nature and life of man? What will we be doing?’
Oranias’s face shone, and there was a glowing in his eyes.
‘We will be one with the Most High and his Son and his Spirit,
for his Kingdom is so vast and it will require much wisdom and
love to rule it. He has ordered time and eternity so that we will be
a great company of kings and priests. Our service will be first
unto God and then to all creation. We will reign upon the earth
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and we shall also reign with him in heaven, for all things will
become one in Massia, and he has so ordered that we will be, as it
were, peers with him as we rule and reign and worship and serve.’
The posse was in tune, all members of it, and it was as though
they were one unit, one fellowship, one body. Gothroyd felt this
as they went forward. It was a miracle he could scarce comprehend, but it was also a state, a being and a concerted happening.
He sensed that this seeming commonplace action was a miracle
beyond the general knowledge and experience of the human race.
He knew, then, that to worship the Highest is to enter into the
deepest and most profound of all human experience. He marvelled that humanity was allowed, nay given, such a high state of
being and doing. His mind travelled over the years of his life, and
his relationships with other men and women, and even to his
childhood, youth and all his adulthood, and he was rendered, as it
were, breathless in his mind. Such hours as he was now spending
in Miridon had never been equalled in past days. He almost
expected some unhappy spirit in the form of a dragon, a giant, or
a cynical demon to emerge from the flowered forest and mock
and jeer at the height of thinking and the joy of his spirit.
He looked towards his two companions now travelling on his
right, and said, ‘To me worship was once the most dreary and
troubling matter of my life’. He shrugged his great shoulders.
‘When one is a child, then one is awed at the temple. One’s
imagination is alive, and is moved by the silence of the place, and
by the mystery of it. There is an altar. From time to time there are
sacrifices. The stories one has been told bring the child to expect
that the gods will move in marvellous ways, or in cruel ways. The
child knows its parents, its relations, its friends and even its enemies, but it does not know the gods. They keep their own silence
and allow only the cries and movements and petitions of their
worshippers. If a child on his own enters the empty temple on the
quest of knowing the gods of his people, then a terror may strike
him or the first shadows of doubt fall athwart him, or questionings
arise in his heart and, without knowing it, his first doubts
of the deity of the lords. Even the fearful killing of the sacrifice,
the flowing of blood, the spattering of it onto the garments of
the priest or the worshipper, have a power of horror, and doubt it
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thus feeds and faith diminishes. No wonder we did not love
worship.’
Balwone had been looking at the king with a sense of awe. The
innermost thoughts of the monarch were being shared by him, and
something of the tragedy of the years of idolatry was beginning to
be exposed. Balwone had also known the experience of the king,
until his mother Merphein had told him of a Most High who
was—and is—merciful, loving and kind. So much the good news
had filtered into him and disposed him towards bringing love to
the world, however much his pride had misguided him to a
terrible disaster.
The king was saying, ‘To worship Massia and the Most High
—that is different. As an idolater we fear to offend the god for
fear of dire consequences. We would want to be comforted since
we hear there are many evil creatures about, but the god cannot do
this. Nothing seems permanent in the world of the idols, for they
all are in conflict since they are said to be in hierarchical order. So
we do what we are taught, we produce what the gods are, and it
sometimes is terrifying. As for death—that is where we doubt the
gods. We would be immortal, but all we see about us is mortal.
Grass, trees, animals and humans die and rot away. No one can
offer confidence for life for they cannot solve the problem of our
mortality.’
It was as though the king were reliving his life and finding at
every juncture of it the problems which had always confronted
him. Now he was talking in the light of the revelation of the Most
High given to him through the work of Massia. All Massians in
the posse had been through the same reliving of their old lives,
comparing the ‘then’ and the ‘now’ and overwhelmed by what
they had come to call ‘grace’.
The king addressed Balwone. ‘How angry I was at your faith
and confidence. I thought it a matter of huge pride, and I resented
a person having such peace in his life. My wife also had this
serenity and I put it down to the imagination of a woman. When
my daughter came to it I was enraged, and when the Shemgridions
who had done no one harm witnessed to a deity who was not as
the deities I worshipped, then my rage broke out. When, later, the
army of Cathrid confronted me as one body and would not do
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battle, I was beside myself with boiling wrath and I would have
seen those fields flow with blood. So much good my worship of
the gods had done me!’
No one commented and they moved through the savannah, marvelling at the small birds which rose up in flocks before them.
Balwone thought he would love to revisit the wetlands but he
thought the king might not like to take the time for such pleasure,
so he remained silent.
It was Oranias who suggested they might visit the wetlands.
When the king agreed and the posse veered to the right, the Storyteller spoke up.
‘Sire, your sad and terrible experiences of the idols is very
moving to me. I have always had the comfort of Massia and the
love of his people. I thank you for your description of those
dreadful days and I shall the more be grateful for the love of our
Lord. I am sure that from the days of man’s first rebellion the
gods have ever held us in bondage. Men must resent the bondage
in which they are held by overweening pride which will never
release.’
He went forward with the other two men, keeping abreast, his
eyes fixed on the wetlands. Birds of that place were ever active,
sometimes flying singly with some object in view and other times
they were in flocks, flighting it high, then suddenly swooping and
landing where they sensed they could feed.
‘It is no wonder’, he said, ‘that the gods often appear as birds,
for birds are important in creation. Anything of importance the
idols covet for themselves, and you will see their images on
escutcheons. How pleasant are the birds. How satisfying such
views of them. How wonderful these sanctuaries where they
gather.’
His words sounded somewhat like those of the Shemgridions.
For their part they were discussing the names of birds very excitedly, and pointing to different species. It was certain that they
loved all creatures and drew pleasure from the sight of them. As
for the waterfowl, some were fussing about in the shallow water,
whilst plenty of swans and ducks were afloat amongst the weeds,
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seeking food for their young. A pelican or two rose lazily to find a
landing further away on the lakes.
After contemplation and relishing the many bird sounds—cries
and songs—the cortege made its way back to the savannah and
pressed ahead to compass it before the sun was too low in the
heavens. It was almost sunset when they came back into forest
territory, and the sky was ablaze with golden flames, reddening on
the edges of the clouds. There was not much time to look at its
beauty as night would soon set in. The first thing was to gather
enough firewood, light the fires and then begin hobbling the
horses, whilst the cooks prepared the meal. In no time they were
settled, looking forward to the evening’s social time after the
food. As yet there were no visitations of the creatures of darkness.
Perhaps it seemed to them that these Massian folk were abominable, and too well armed to allow penetration into their midst and
harm to their faith.
Things were somewhat different with the other posse moving
towards Zed. They had moved out of Allein, but then turned
somewhat east in order to make their way over the mountains.
The sun certainly shone but in these heights had little warmth,
although it was weather crisp and fresh to ride in. At the same
time the height was such that the air was rare, and so breathing
was somewhat harder than when they had been in Allein.
This morning Gothlic had dropped back to ride with her maidsin-waiting. Ordinarily they were young women occupied in the
kind of chatter which did not interest her, but she knew it was as
maidens talk and chatter and gossip, and she was prepared to
accept it. She desired to get to know these daughters of knights
and yeomen, her aim being to couch them deeply in the things of
Massia, whilst also building true friendships with them.
To her delight they were changed from the kind of women who
had companied with her on the outward journey from the city of
Gothric. They told her how the transformation in the king had
changed their thinking and to a great degree had changed them.
They were thinking quite seriously about what they before
thought to be religion. Their being with the company of Balwone
had opened their eyes to a love and personal warmth they had not
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been used to, especially in their living in the palace at Gothric.
There the usual fashions, relationships, strivings and competitiveness had made an interesting enough life, but they perceived, now,
that it was somewhat empty. They were anxious, now, to discover
more of this faith which seemed to be spreading quickly in the
northern kingdoms.
‘Do you think your father will remain loyal to this new faith?’
they asked.
Gothlic reassured them he would. ‘His life has been so
changed’, she said, ‘and his tormented mind has found rest in
Massia’.
They seized on that eagerly. ‘This Massia’, they said. ‘We do
not see him, yet you say he is with us.’
The princess said, ‘You see no gods, even if they are false. If
they were visible, we would know who they were. They have
their own life, and they imitate the invisible. This Massia, being
God, yet became a man. He was called by some “God with Us”.
As to his being a man, he was seen. As to his being true God, he
was—and is—the Son of the Most High. More than that I cannot
tell you. Lord Shanome can tell you much, as also Prince Balwone
and the Storyteller from Cautria whom you have heard speak. The
main thing is that you come to worship and serve Massia, for he
came to explain the Most High to us and to give us peace in our
hearts by bearing the guilt of our sins.’
The three young women besieged her with questions. Somehow they had been shaken out of the mind they had acquired at
the court of the palace. When Gothlic bid them leave temporarily
to catch up with Shanome, they began questions amongst themselves and gathered a pile of questions to ask Shanome or Gothlic.
Also, having been intrigued by the unusual music of the
Shemgridions, they tried to remember words of the songs, and
with much laughter they passed the time of their journey.
It was now noticeable that the horses were breathing heavily.
Shanome told the princess that it was to do with the rare air
in these high mountains between Miridon and Frimpone, and
Miridon and Zed. He wondered whether it would have been better
to have gone to Miridia with the other companies and then travelled to Zed through the gap that was between the two mountain
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ranges. The knight looked at Gothlic who seemed to find difficulty with breathing. He himself sensed a tightness in his chest.
The princess cried out, ‘Sulphur! It is around us!’
The thought leaped into her mind, and she remembered the
stench of the ugly dragon. She could see nought but the clear
mountain trees and the ground growth between them as they used
an old path, ascending to the height of the mountain in order to
pass over it. Shanome beckoned to those behind the leading couple, calling them to hasten so that they would be a defence for
their royal mistress, for she was obviously in difficulties. She was
coughing and holding her chest. Her look was one of puzzlement.
It was clear to her that the others did not feel the choking that had
assailed her. Also she knew she was on the edge of a great terror,
and doubts rushed into her concerning her father and his state.
Had he reverted to his sickness? Was his transformation of being
an illusion? Was he back into his hatred of Massia, whom he so
lately seemed to love? Such thoughts crowded in on her, well nigh
smothering her.
There was a rush of sulphurous air to her nostrils, and she was
repelled by the whiff, for her inhaling increased the doubts and
anxieties of her mind. Her hands were at her own throat as though
protecting her, when recognition leapt into her mind.
‘The dragon!’ she gasped. She looked towards Shanome but he
had been blotted out of her sight. Then everything was blackness.
She could hear cries and ejaculations, and then she lost consciousness. It seemed she had gone into a deeper darkness than
when she was conscious, and this darkness should have been terrifying beyond measure, but such was not the case. The pitch
blackness which should have appalled only drew a pain of sorrow
within her. She sensed, rather than saw, things hideous and distorted, perhaps of the nature of what her father had seen, but
with him it was a different seeing. Somehow the darkness was
within his own conscience, within the deeps of his spirit, and the
evil was his. Here the princess was a spectator to writhing evil,
and something of pity grew in her, and she felt a deep sorrow
which somehow was at the same time pity and compassion. She
longed to be able to end the anguish of evil and free its perpetrators from it. Her compassion was not excusing them, but
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longing for them to be healed of their evil and its compounding
consequences. In truth she did not know what she felt, but the
presence of Another who was one with her in her yearning was
somehow taking up the agonising burden of those who had done
this evil.
She faintly grasped the thought that the Other was taking the
whole guilt and shame which was destroying the perpetrators. She
could scarcely bear the thought which came to her and set her
trembling uncontrollably. The thought was that this Other had
somehow become one with the guilty ones and was transferring
their evil to himself, becoming as though he were them. One part
of her wanted to cry out to him to desist, whilst the other part
longed for him to liberate the perpetrators. At that point she found
herself looking up at a ring of anxious faces, and beyond them the
tall trees of the cold mountain.
Without knowing why, she said, ‘I went blind. I could not see.
I could not see you, Lord Shanome. What happened?’
Shanome said, ‘The dragon came. He came to attack, but
me he would not attack. He must have remembered our last
encounter. You he attacked and laid you low. Even so, we did not
see him. This time he would not appear. When you fell from your
horse he must have gone.’
Gothlic sat up, rubbing her eyes. The young women helped her
to her feet. As she stood her strength flowed back into her. She
looked at Shanome.
‘If the dragon did not appear, then how did you know it was
he?’
‘You cried out, “The dragon! The dragon!” and we knew. Did
you not then see him?’
She shook her head. ‘I smelled him’, she said. ‘I smelled his
smell which is like the stench of sulphur and other decaying
things.’
Shanome seemed puzzled. ‘You are stronger than he is’, he
said. ‘Last time you spoke to him and were not afraid. How then
did he blind you, and send you into a fit?’
Gothlic spoke slowly. ‘I am not sure the happening came from
him. I trow it was from elsewhere.’ Her eyes moved upwards as
though Massia alone could tell them. ‘I saw what I cannot tell, so
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sad and painful was it, but now I will carry what I know to the
ends of the earth.’
She was quiet, thinking deeply, not fully understanding. It was
then that Shanome spoke.
‘I think I understand something of this mystery’, he said. ‘The
powers of darkness are allowed to test and try us, and in some
ways even harm us, but there is a limit to what they can do. What
they cannot do is destroy us by their evil; this, the dragon was
trying to do, hiding in his invisibility. And it was at the point to
which he had pressed you grievously that Massia, by his Spirit, let
you see the evil by which the dragon would have destroyed you.
He let you see the evil, but with the sight of it was also the mercy
of the Most High and this kept you from destruction.’
There was silence which followed his speaking. They stood in
the early evening, seeing the sun lowering through the trees and a
faint, golden light suffusing the air. They had no wish to break
the gentle spell of Gothlic’s words, nor the discerning words of
Shanome which had helped to explain what had happened to her.
She scarcely knew herself what it all signified, but she knew the
words pity, compassion and mercy must somehow have seated
themselves in her heart for ever.
Later, following their work of making a camp for the night and
preparing a meal and seating themselves to eat it, conversation
flowed about the strange event of the afternoon. Gothlic ventured
the first comment on it.
‘I find it strange that the dragon did not appear’, she said. ‘He
must have been afraid of Lemery’s sword, as Lord Shanome has
said. This means the dragon does not have the power he had, but
he certainly tried to destroy me. He has kept himself invisible for
he fears direct meeting.’
‘When one stands against him he is undone’, Shanome said to
the group around the fire, ‘but another unusual thing happened.
He would have crushed Princess Gothlic, but then her blindness happened so that she could see what she could not otherwise
have seen in life. This was a gift from Massia, not from the
dragon.’
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‘At first I thought I was in the place of the damned’, said
Gothlic, ‘and I suppose I was, but Another was there, and it was, I
trow, Massia himself, for he used his power of love to deliver
spirits from darkness. Most of all he gave me to see his love in
pity, compassion and mercy. In the midst of darkness something
happened which can save vile predators even when it seems their
state cannot be retrieved.’
One of the maids-in-waiting asked timidly, ‘What is a predator? This is a new word for me.’
‘A lion is a predator on the sheep’, said Shanome, ‘as a wolf is
on a lamb. It deliberately does what it does. Sin is a deliberate act,
not a mere error by chance. The heart of the predator is to kill.
The sinner is bent on sinning. He will not be prevented by anything. He knows what he is doing and cares not, but then, in truth,
he does not know how terrible is sin, and how evil is his own
heart. This is a predator.’
‘I saw’, said Gothlic gently, ‘that Massia goes beyond even the
will of a predator to save him from the outcome of his evil. He
desires to bring him back to true humanity.’
They sat in silence, pondering these things. As if by chance,
but yet on purpose, a mountain lion roared in the distance and the
cry of jackals followed it. No one said anything, since the matter
was now so clear to them.
One of the soldiers spoke up. ‘The lion does not roar, but when
he is hungry. When he smells the prey he stalks that prey in
silence. When he has that prey at his feet he will roar to tell all
jackals and others that they dare not come near. He will roar at
other times to announce his royalty. Let none challenge that.’
They pondered these words also until Shanome said, ‘Massia
has often been called the Lion of the Most High, but he is not out
to devour us, but to guard us. So strong and courageous is he. I
will tell you a story I once heard from a Massian.’ He paused and
sat staring into the fire. Then he shook his head as though pondering whether he ought to tell the story.
‘This believer in Massia was by nature a somewhat timid man.
At times he could feel a fire in his belly and that urged him to
speak of Massia when all around did not believe in the Most
High. The fire would glow and he would be warmed. He knew he
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ought to declare his Lord, but the words would not come. They
would die in his throat until one night he was given a dream:
“given a dream”, I say, because it was a gift beyond his imagining.
‘In his dream he saw a terrible lion approaching him, its eyes
blazing, its mane standing out like an aura, and its muscles tensed
as though it would leap. Leap it did, and the man knew this was
his death. The lion grasped him, threw him to the ground and then
pounced on him, tearing at his breast. The victim somehow did
not feel pain as the lion ripped open his bosom and tore out his
heart. Even then the magnificent beast had not caused him pain,
though he knew himself to be as killed. The lion then reared up,
tore at its own breast, ripped out its own heart and put it in the
place of the heart it had removed from the man. As you can
imagine, that man has risen above his natural timidity. He died, as
it were, only to rise in new power.’
The silence was profound. None spoke, but after a time there
was a sobbing. It came from some who knew Massia and some
who did not. Silently weeping was Shanome, for he was remembering the dream and was freshly knowing the time he had
dreamed, and the new spirit he had been given.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Message of Massia
Is Shared

A

they had broken their fast the next morning, the
companies of Gothroyd and Balwone took time to prepare themselves for the day into which they were plunging. Past
the savannah and the wetlands, Miridon proper was fully in sight.
The Shemgridions were somewhat like horses chafing at the bit.
They were obviously wanting to have times such as had previously happened in Mantria and Frimpone when they would come
upon people who knew and loved Massia, those who did not yet
know but were wanting to hear of him, and those who were distinctly cold towards the proclamation of him and his love.
When they were well past the savannah, they came to a small
village situated in open pasture, pasture which had been cropped
for many years by the appearance of it. The village was also protected by trees such as oaks and poplars, ashes and elms. Farms
with well-kept farmhouses were out a little from the village. The
houses were of pise walls which had been kept bright with
whitewash. Mostly the roofs were thatch, but a few were of oak
shingles. Railing fences cut the farms into a rotation system of
grazing the cows, horses, sheep and goats.
As they approached the village, they noted the absence of people. The place seemed unnaturally quiet. Their horses’ feet clattered noisily on the cobblestones. Windows were mainly of board
or thatch, and were only partly open.
‘They are probably wary of whom it is visiting them’, said
Balwone. ‘When we came from the south and were going north,
we were accepted in place after place, but now that we are a troupe
FTER
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travelling from the direction of Allein it mayhap that they are
afraid of us. Nothing good has come to them from the north.’
The prince had been vividly remembering his own experiences
in Allein, and then in the Holy Mountain in the north of that
province. Knowing how true love had come to him in compassion
and mercy following his dastardly experience on the mountain, he
felt fresh, cool waves of what he had come to call ‘grace’. These
revived his spirit and he was eager to meet the people. He looked
towards the king who nodded to him as though he knew
Balwone’s intention. Balwone dismounted and stood in what was
a square of the village. He lifted up a hand, as though about to
speak.
He cried out in warm and genial tones, ‘Peace be upon this
place and upon its people! We have not come to harm, but to heal.
We are not of Allein but of other lands, yet we have come with
news that Allein has now no terrors. Peace has come to it, and we
bring you good tidings of its change. We greet you and pray you
will greet us.’
At first there seemed to be no response. Here and there a door
opened, or a window was lifted a little, but after a short silence
voices began to be heard, and folk came on to the streets. When
they had noted that the large posse was virtually unarmed, clad in
forest green and well-mounted with packhorses and mules carrying their equipment, they came up to the posse and there was a
welcome in their faces and their actions.
It was Balwone who first spoke to the people who by now
were a large assembly, unarmed and appeared to be not at all
hostile.
‘I am Balwone of Manignia’, he said, ‘and these with me are
noble people’. He bowed towards Gothroyd who had remained
seated. ‘This is Gothroyd, the king of Zed, who is with us now
in the cause of Massia the Son of the Most High.’ He paused,
partly surprised by looks of astonishment on the faces of the
people. Gothroyd’s fame, and perhaps his infamy, would be
known to these folk, so that to hear him telling them that the king
was one who had become a believer in Massia amazed them.
Balwone was pleased to see that astonishment in them, and spoke
further.
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He said, ‘We are presently on our way to meet with your king,
Clandius of Miridon, for we will talk to him about great changes
that are coming in our northern kingdoms. The king of Zed,
whom you see here today with us, has come to believe in Massia
and to serve him. It seems your own king will welcome this news
and both kings will confer about the future of our countries. We
have been in your province of Allein and wish to report that that
part of the land is now quiet and peaceful. All may enter it without
fear. It seems that the old gods who haunted that great forest are
themselves quietened and may even have departed from it.’
A sigh of wonderment went through the assembled villagers.
The importance of the announcement was evident. One man who
seemed to have leadership of the village company came forward
into the opening before Balwone. He was a man in mid-life, average height, sturdy, carrying the marks of authority and—Balwone
thought—wisdom. His eyes of blue were intelligent and his gaze
never wavered before the prince.
‘I am Sharmion, son of Sharmold’, he said, ‘and I am chief
elder of this village. We are a peace-loving people and are glad to
welcome such important leaders into our humble hamlet. Some of
us are followers of your Massia, but others of us worship in the
old ways and observe the old customs. Nevertheless there is no
division in our community. We are simple country folk, and loyal
to our king. If King Clandius would welcome you then no less
should we. We are famous for such things as our cheeses, our
baked meats and our home-brew and, simple fare as it is, we
would welcome you to share them with us at the noontide. Until
then we would be glad if you would mingle with us, and come to
our houses.’
Having closed off the speech, he remembered something. ‘I did
misremember our local farmers’, he said. ‘They are part of our
community, and they will have been watching you from various
vantage points since you have entered our province. They will see
we have accepted you and they also will make their way here,
without doubt.’
The posse dismounted and helping hands took their horses
to act as ostlers to them. The king was respectfully requested to
rest at Sharmion’s house, which he was pleased to do. Balwone
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excused himself, saying he would soon join them. He was seeing
to the remainder of the hosting, after which he conferred with
Shemmalin. As they spoke together a considerable number of
children spilled out of the houses, ran on to the village green, and
soon the air was alive with their cries, their shouting and laughing
as they played their time-old games. In the distance the farmers
could be seen moving towards the village. Some rode on heavy
farm horses, and others were coming in drays whose wheels were
of solid timber. Yet others simply walked. None carried weapons.
Doubtless they were bringing farm produce with them, for
Balwone guessed they would take every opportunity to sell it in
the local village and, of course, to visitors from other places.
Balwone said to Shemmalin, ‘It is best that we should not
directly charge the folk with having to receive our teaching regarding Massia, but following the noontime meal we should let them
hear some of our singing’.
Shemmalin nodded and gave a low bow. ‘It is as we always do,
and that you would know. No man’s will can be forced, but that
which is a thing of beauty and joy will surely capture those wills.
Some will waver, it not being their time to see fully. We will mind
them also.’ He looked up at the sky. ‘It is close to the noontide, is
it not? We should join our folk and share with these our new
friends. They seem to be very gentle people.’
Noon was known to have arrived by the sun overhead, and folk
had moved on to the common where the farmers had set up their
stands in simple fashion, simply by laying out their goods on the
cropped grass. A couple of tables had been placed for the king
and the remaining members of the posse. The local folk would
have none of the offers of food from the company’s rations. They
were anxious to give total hospitality for an occasion so wonderful as this. A king and a prince!—that was unheard of in their
history, and they desired to make much of it. They watched their
guests savour the country-style foods, the baked meats, the thick
stews, the slabs of fresh bread and the ale and ciders, wonderfully
made. For the visitors the food was delicious, it being so long
since they had tasted fresh, home-cooked food. The men and
women who served them were in aprons, the women in coloured
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ones and the men in white. The village had its own musicians and
these added to the festive spirit of the gathering. They played
whilst their guests ate heartily.
Good business was proceeding in the temporary market set up
on the common, and Appria from Gothroyd’s team was there with
a couple of helpers to get stores of fresh food for the journey
ahead. The village and farm folk were themselves partaking of
noonday food and greatly enjoying it. These things being unique
in their experience—the presence of a king, a prince and some
knights, to say nothing of the whole entourage—they were somewhat goggle-eyed, drinking in every detail whilst at the same time
proud to be feasting their guests on such good food.
When the meal was ended Sharmion called for all to rally around
the guests. By this time he had become both delighted and
intrigued with the royal posse and the event of their presence. He
was not a conceited or haughty man, but he knew he owed it to his
people to have the visitors share their venture with them all. He
knew that for many years folk would talk about the happening,
and would pass it on to the generation being born. It was natural
that he could not know the great changes that were taking place in
the northern kingdoms. It was not his custom to make speeches,
but he was determined to do so now.
The members of the posse had been seated well by courtesy of
householders who had brought rare and wonderful chairs and
stools on to the common, along with rugs of all sorts. It was on
these latter that the Shemgridions seated themselves, and by the
time of Sharmion’s speech they had become fast friends with the
villagers who were serving them.
‘Dear friends all’, the village leader cried, ‘we are all here to
honour our guests, some of whom are known to us by name,
namely His Majesty, King Gothroyd of Zed, and Prince Balwone
the Great as he is called by so many. With them are those of the
kingdoms of Zed and Manignia, and mayhap of other places too.
Few of us have travelled out of this land, though some have visited
Miridia. As we know, our lands are divided by mountains and
forests, and travel is not always easy. We feel greatly honoured
that their eminences should come to us and eat with us. Whilst we
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are a humble people we nevertheless are grateful for this visit and
would ask that King Gothroyd and others might speak to us. This
may be thought an impertinence on our part, but for many a day
we will treasure what has come to happen this day. We then beg
of you to be kind towards us.’
His plea was supported by the cries of many. It seemed to the
posse that this was a right and proper time for their leaders to
speak. King Gothroyd nodded, and stood, taking a few steps forward so that he could be seen by all. Balwone felt a thrill run
though him as he viewed the monarch, who now seemed so strong
and royal, even to the point of appearing majestic.
The king paused before speaking, lifted his hand, looked
towards heaven, and then began to speak.
‘It is indeed kind of you all to give us such hospitality when we
are but strangers to you. At the same time I am deeply moved
because he who is the Most High God has surely brought us here.
You would not know, but there was a time not long before this
when I was coming to make war against Miridon, for my enmity
was with Prince Balwone who had been my prisoner and whom I
set free, but then whom I would gladly have destroyed. I had a
deep hatred for the Most High whom I despised and indeed would
have destroyed had I that power. In our northern kingdoms we
have had many battles amongst ourselves, and I was sure that it
was time for those who held to the old laws, the old gods and the
ancient traditions to destroy those who bring their new ways
amongst us, especially the way of Massia. As you know, the
Shemgridions are also an ancient people and seek the way of
peace. They will not take up arms to fight. I believed I should
destroy them, and indeed massacred many.’
Gothroyd paused, and Balwone could see the king was deeply
moved. A sigh came up from his listeners, for news of the massacre in Zed had by now spread across their world. At the same
time they had come to know that there were many Shemgridions
in the monarch’s entourage. They waited to hear the explanation
of this seeming contradiction.
‘I lived in torment of my mind’, said the king, ‘so full of guilt
I was, yet supposed I was fulfilling the orders of our ancient
gods. As you know they are worshipped in all our lands. We have
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always thought that they do us good as we worship them, but they
often direct us to do evil also, and we dare not disobey them. They
seemed to favour me because I was their ready servant, but my
state deteriorated and there was much blood on my hands. I do
not tell you this with pride, but to warn you that the gods are not
kind to those who worship them by sacrifices and services.
‘I had thought that the gods had ever been, and were the gods
of our culture, but I have learned that long ago, before them, the
True God was the Most High, and it gradually came to my
understanding that they were lesser gods who claimed the powers
of the Most High. Indeed they have ever fought against him who
is supreme Creator, and have stolen his people from him. Whilst I
was in the error of thinking them rightly supreme, my will was for
them, but around me, as the years have passed, have come men
and women who know the Most High, and they show by their
lives that their words are not empty, but true.
‘It would take me many hours to lay out before you the truth
that I have come to know. At one stage my guilt drove me into terror of the Most High, and blasphemy of Massia his Son and witness. Aye, and it took the appearance of that Son to me, personally, to heal me of my evil, and I stand this day knowing I have
been forgiven and now made a true servant of the Most High. The
things which have brought this about are most strange and yet so
wonderful. I bear witness this day that this old king that I am has
had his ways changed, and that I bear not the sword of man, but
that of Massia himself.’
The hearts of all his posse were beating hard. For some time no
one moved, so deeply affected they were. They had never thought
that in their lifetime they would hear such things. So they
remained in silence, but Roget could not contain himself. His
great chest was filled with joy and love, so he had to burst out
with a great shout.
‘Glory be to Massia!’ he cried, ‘for he has done this marvellous thing!’
The Shemgridions were alight with the same joy and they
raised their hands high and began praising. There were Massians
amongst the Miridon folk, but they had not witnessed such
expressions of adoration and worship as now they were seeing.
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For the traditional pagans it was incomprehensible, but the words
of the king had greatly moved them. Some were on tiptoe looking
at Roget and the Shemgridions. It was coming to their minds that
the ancient gods and lords had not roused such worship in their
temples and shrines.
Kanavah had remembered an old song, one he had sung on
previous occasions. He motioned to Balwone who had his elaina
to hand, and after three strokes of the strings the giant man of
Miridon broke out into singing:
The rich man has his castle,
And the good man has his home,
The good wife has her children
And never is alone.
Her husband works hard daily
And brings his wages home,
And the children love their fam’ly
And all men love their own.
But only he who is Most High
Gives life for ever and for aye.
The nations make their glory
By what they strive to do,
Their kings shape all their glory,
And seek in battle too,
To win their worldly power,
Make others’ things their own,
And in their triumph hours
To rule all from their throne.
But only he who is Most High
Gives life that men may never die.
The Most High is Creator.
He made his all things true,
And from his hand of power
He still makes all things new.
All born are in his image,
Are in his image true,
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For that means every human
So that means all of you.
And only he who is Most High
Makes us to live and never die.
His Son he sent from heaven
To live the life of men,
To show his Father fully
Who never had been seen.
Now seen within his living,
And seen when he did die,
Massia—‘God is with us’—
To take us home on high.
For only he who is Most High
Can make us that we never die.
Now rich man in your castle,
Now family in your home,
Now nations there in all the earth,
Now kings upon your thrones;
Know gods can give you nothing
But sorrow and despair,
But Massia gives you all things
At all times, everywhere.
For only he who is Most High
Declares that we shall never die.
Now lift your voices all men
For life that’s come to you
Through suff’ring of his royal cross
And by his empty tomb.
He seated is in glory,
And reigns o’er all the earth.
He’s planned that we should reign with him,
We sons through second birth.
Our Father is the Lord Most High
And we his sons can never die.
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During the singing, Roget had joined Kanavah, and then Shanome
and Oranias. The Shemgridions were beating time to the tune with
their clapping and their drums, and on the last two lines of each
verse they would join in. Balwone knew the song well, and sang
along with his playing of the instrument. It was as though the first
time it was sung the posse was learning it, and then the second
time all members, including Gothroyd, sang along. The third time
folk had moved closer and were also clapping their hands and all
knew the words. Those who had not come to know Massia also
joined in. The common resounded to great music. So the song
was sung time and again, and when at last it was sensed that the
song had been sung enough times, the Shemgridions picked up
another song which spoke of Massia’s love and mercy, and again
the crowd learned it after one singing and again sang along with
the members of the posse.
It was the king who took it upon himself to introduce Oranias
as the beloved Storyteller. He said, ‘This man will tell you the
story of Massia, and when he has finished you will wonder why
we had not heard this tale here in the northern kingdoms. Of
course it has been told, time and again, but now he will tell it so
that you will see the Most High is indeed the Lord of love, and
mayhap you will love him in return.’
He nodded to the huge Cautrian, who came forward and bid
them all seat themselves comfortably and relax, which thing they
were glad to do, their eyes fixed on him. Whatever their rural
duties may have been, they did not seem to worry. Sharmion had
shared in the warm singing, and it seemed he was willing to hear
of the Most High and Massia.
Oranias took a different approach with the village and farming
folk. All in the posse admired his skill. He did put forward principles of truth as he had on other occasions. He did not bring up
the weighty matters as when he had talked with Gothroyd and
Balwone. He was more after the manner of Shemmalin who had
travelled to Cautria to bring him down to Cathrid and the southern
kingdoms. The Storyteller knew the world-wide fascination that
lies in stories and which, for some reason, grips the listeners. He
quietly explained that stories are not what people call ‘happenings
of the imagination’ but they are the account of what has actually
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happened, and so to know that is to be taught much that is valuable.
Balwone watched the faces of the hearers and he could see
how gripped they were. There was none of the anger that old worshippers of the gods often show when it is realised that the One
who created is the Most High and that his Son has become man
for ever, to bring life to those who will believe and be forgiven.
So Oranias talked until his sensing was that he should finish,
which he did and sat down. The sun was beginning to wester and
Balwone told the folk the posse must press on. He had anticipated
the protest which would come, for in both Mantria and Frimpone
that had been the case after such warm meetings. He had whispered to Shemmalin, and Shemmalin had whispered with three
others whilst Oranias was in flight with his storytelling. When,
then, a groan of protest had been uttered by the crowd, Balwone
put a proposal to them.
‘We must hasten for certain reasons to have audience with
King Clandius and on our way to Miridia we will stop at one or
two towns or villages, which again will take time. What we propose to do is to offer you three of our number to stay with you for
whatever time is needed. We will also do this at other places.
Such was our custom in the kingdoms of Mantria and Frimpone.
It mayhap that at some later time we can return, but King
Gothroyd is anxious to return home to speak with his council, and
to make preparations for a special event in the future.’
Balwone spoke of other matters also and eventually the people
accepted his proposals. Some asked if Oranias could remain for a
time but the prince said he might return later to the whole region.
He then expressed again the gratitude of the posse for the warm
hospitality received.
After that the folk remained, chatting away in groups, selling the last of their wares, and then drifting off. The three
Shemgridions were taken by their hosts into the village, and the
rest of the team was ready to depart. Some folk who had been
deeply affected clung to the members of the company, but eventually all were horsed and moved off to make time before the next
event of the evening meal and preparations for the night’s sleeping.
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By this time the Gothlic company had made their way towards
Zed by way of the mountain and the forest. Gothlic’s friendship with her three maids had made much progress and so she
spent time with them, and much less time with Shanome. Thus
Shanome and Gothnal were free to talk to great purpose, for it was
dawning on them that great changes were about to happen in the
northern kingdoms, and it seemed certain that those changes
would come strongly in Zed. Both men were not political by reason of their Massian faith, and so they speculated as to how the
changes would come.
For their part the two men were able to have talks also with
members of the royal guard who had been shocked by the whole
Gothroyd affair, but pleasantly surprised by the change which had
come over him after the vision he had seen of Massia, and the
conversation within that appearance. Both knights advised the
soldiers how to go about their return to the castle and the visits
and questions the courtiers would make, for many of the courtiers
were close friends of Gothroyd because he had always espoused
the old gods. Now anything could happen in Zed because of the
change in the king.
The day had not gone well with the Corsini gang. By the time of
the evening they were some distance ahead of the Gothlic contingent, but they dreaded reaching Cathrid, for what they would
find there. Corsini was a cruel man to his own as to others. In
their mind they were leaving him, but how they would do it constantly exercised them. It was now some months since they had
tried to kill one of their company, Panshin by name. They were
sure he was dead, but in fact some Shemgridions had found him
in a bad state and had taken him to their dwelling place and
nursed him back to life. The man who had nursed him so well
was Shemmian, and his influence had brought the man to shun his
old ways and seek to follow Massia.
Had the gang come to know that Panshin was alive and healed,
they would have been shocked and angered, and would have
sought afresh to kill him. They had noticed his wavering which
was mainly caused by the fact that Massia’s people seemed
protected by him, and the efforts of the Corsini gang seemed
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frustrated at every turn. They were thwarted every time. Now, in
fact, that gang was falling apart. They had no joy in each other’s
company for they feared the evil in each other. Known murderers,
they lived in the restlessness of persons who have blood on their
hands. Gothroyd was a person who also had had terrible bloodguiltiness, but he was not a deliberate murderer in the same sense
that the Corsini men were, though some would have argued there
was no difference. Such persons could well have argued that
Gothroyd had hired Corsini to put an end to Balwone, and that
proved there was no difference. Panshin, like Gothroyd, had been
cleansed of the heavy shame and anguish of the guilt of shedding
blood.
To all outward appearances they were free enough to combine
in future murders. This is how it seemed, but the memory of
Massia’s appearance to Gothroyd had left its terrifying mark upon
them. Darkness believes itself to be light and those who walk in it
think they are in light, but when light truly comes then there is a
terror of light and quick withdrawal into darkness, which was
what the men of the gang had sought to do. It had happened that
they could not treat darkness in the same kind of way. The
revelation of light was a burden each had to bear until he either
was crippled for ever under it, or he dared to hope that there might
be mercy for murderers, grace for ghastly sinners.
This was really how it was to these men fleeing south, yet in
some ways afraid to arrive.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

The Meeting of Kings, and
Other Things

A

days passed so Gothroyd seemed wonderfully stimulated. He drank in all that Oranias would tell as they travelled, the three horses level and close to each other so that nothing
would be lost. Balwone marvelled each day that this formerly
formidable and dark person was now a man sensitive to others,
deeply loving and intensely inquisitive to all the matters pertaining
to the Most High and Massia which the Storyteller could inform
him. He missed little, often insisting that Oranias repeat something because it was important in the eyes of the king. Nor did he
let Balwone sit in silence whilst the Story was being narrated. His
appreciation of the prince of Manignia grew with each hour. One
day they devoted the whole of their time to Balwone’s own story.
Among the various accounts which the prince told, the king found
the full description of Flamgrid’s life most moving, and he was
quick to ask for details he felt were significant. At times his eyes
would moisten, and at other times he was seen to shudder as
waves of memory came sweeping over him in regard to the
beloved scholar, Flamgrid, whom he had executed, thinking in
those awful days to stem the rising tide of Massia. Balwone knew
that, had this former persecutor of the Shemgridions and other
Massians not come to understand Massia’s beautiful attributes
of mercy and grace and love, these reminders of a sweet and
harmless man would have thrown him into black despair and
the dreadful void that men and women of blood-guiltiness
know.
S THE
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Oranias was also much moved by Balwone’s chronicles. The
Storyteller was quite humbled, for as the years had gone by he
had assumed he had special knowledge because of the particular
bent into which he had been led by Massia. Now he recognised
that the prince of Manignia was chosen by the Most High to have
a wide-reaching ministry in the northern kingdoms and perhaps to
the south in a wider ministry to all the world.
Balwone could see what was happening with Gothroyd. This
man, far from simply readjusting to life now that he was himself a
Massian, had much more happening in his life. The king, so soon
after the appearing of Massia, was seeking out the meaning of
creation, of history, of the gods, lords and idols and of their
place in the march of the nations. This was significant and
proof that he was a monarch who was sensitive to his vocation as
a king. His own knowledge of the history of the northern kingdoms was deep, for he had been trained in that as a boy by
courtiers allotted to educate him for the throne on the death of his
father. All he had learned had convinced him that the gods were
from everlasting and essential to the proper life of the kingdoms.
Now he was re-sorting his knowledge of the past, seeking to know
how henceforth he must reign. He knew the treachery and
conniving of kings and their courtiers, of rich men and their
manipulation of countries and states by their influence. He also
knew of the tides of evil that moved backwards and forwards in
the affairs of mankind, and brought misery to countless numbers
of peoples.
Balwone observed the king as he spent much time in pondering, and often asked the kinds of questions whose import
Balwone knew. On one occasion he said to the monarch, ‘Sire, I
perceive that you are giving yourself much to the future of your
own reigning in the kingdom of Zed, and how to conduct yourself
among the nations. I, myself, have often thought that were it ever
my lot to reign in Manignia I would understand my destiny in a
way far different from the reigning of despots which we so often
see. I have also thought that the present monarchs of the northern
kingdoms are somehow changed from previous kings and rulers,
and I perceive that the Most High has wrought this change from
despots to benevolent monarchs.’
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The king remained silent for some time, and then nodded his
head. ‘It is truly thus, Balwone, and I know now that the Most
High is not very far from all that is happening on our continent
and in our kingdoms. That is why I would have converse with
you. I have ever been a man of strong impulses and swift action,
and I fear lest I might, all too soon, take action which is not the
will of the Most High. Also, from your teaching and the wisdom
of Oranias, I have gathered that Massia has been, unseen, conducting the affairs of nations under the direction of his Father. Yet
I think the present impulse in my spirit comes not from me but
from Lord Massia, and I desire to leave you men to carry on the
work of changing this nation whilst I move ahead to meet
Clandius and seek his cooperation in calling a conference of the
kings of the northern kingdoms, thus hastening the course of
peace and love on our continent.’
Balwone felt a fierce beating of his heart, and his mind flew to
the years before when he was a young and impetuous youth and
had made his journey to Allein, and had come to the Holy Mountain where his joy had been so great. In that time he had imagined
himself the saviour of the world, only to be brought to horrific
disillusionment, and what seemed to be his very death. He quickly
saw that Gothroyd was about no ideal, or some system which had
sprung from his royal mind which was of pride and a danger to
the kingdoms. He saw that Gothroyd was seeking to know the
mind and will of Massia in regard to the nations, and he knew that
the fruits of the labours of the Shemgridions and others, as well as
Paelfric’s obedience to Massia and the witness of his and
Gothlic’s submission to Gothroyd were now bringing their fruits.
He trembled with joy for this had been his vision when he was at
death’s door in Allein. It was the vision shared by his companions, Roget, Kanavah, Paelfric, Gothlic and others.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘I see again at this very moment how our
beloved Massia rules in the affairs of men. I understand your
desire to meet with Clandius even before we arrive, and I believe
this is the will of the Most High. One thing I would ask of you,
Sire, is that first we three—you, Oranias and I—converse on the
great plan that is the reason for the Most High creating this universe. Armed with this most powerful knowledge you would
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have great wisdom by which to live and plan and help to lead the
nations.’
The king looked across at Balwone. ‘Not for nothing’, he said
with deep feeling, ‘have you been called “Balwone the Great”.
Even in the times of my deepest hatred of you I have admired
you, aye, and envied you also. You are of a gentle spirit, and yet
you are stronger than ever I was in all my fury. I hear what you
are saying. Let us then first make our arrangements for this work
of proclamation that you are doing, and for my journey onwards
to King Clandius. Having accomplished this let us then hear both
Oranias and yourself on the outworking of the intention of the
Most High for the nations and all creation. That will be of great
importance.’
By these words Balwone knew the king was no less interested
in the proclamation of the good news of Massia to the hamlets,
villages and towns, but that he was anxious now to meet
Miridon’s king and be on his way to Zed. After they had talked to
the people of a small town called Cantric, the king asked that the
remaining Shemgridions, along with Kanavah, Roget and some of
the men of his own posse should take over all proclamation whilst
Balwone and Oranias should proceed with him to Miridia. This
meant that Appria and some of the yeomen and courtiers should
be in the royal posse in case they met danger.
Gothroyd immediately opened up the line of talk he required them
to share. His first question was, ‘Why does Massia’s name not
appear early in the Book that you have read, Oranias, and why is
it silent all the years when the Old People were the people of the
Most High? Why then did Massia come to earth to be a human
and, after having done some work in this world, why did he
ascend to the throne of the Most High where, as you say, he is
now seated with his Father? You say he will be coming again, and
if that is the case why did he go? What will be so significant that
will cause him to come again, and when he comes what will be
the result of his return? I know there is a reason which is known to
the Most High and Massia, but what of us? Have we been set a
task to do, and if so, what is it?’
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Balwone intervened before Oranias could speak. ‘Your
Majesty, have you understood the task we have been set to do, and
if so, what is your idea?’
The Storyteller nodded, as though it were a sensible question
to ask.
Gothroyd answered immediately. ‘Our task is to tell all the
world the story of the Most High and Massia, to bid them
submit to the Most High. This proclamation is to change the life
of all living, to dispel all gods, lords, idols, demons and evil
spirits. It is to cleanse all kingdoms and bring them into
conformity with the laws of the Creator. It is to perfect this
world.’
Balwone looked at the Storyteller who seemed surprised and,
he discerned, somewhat disappointed. Since he had asked the
question, Balwone thought he ought to answer the king.
‘Sire’, he said with great earnestness, ‘that is not the plan of the
Most High. Massia in speaking to his followers before he
ascended told them, rightly enough, that they should proclaim his
good news in all the world. Rightly enough, they were to try to
make the nations his disciples, but also he told them that there
would be nations which would never submit to this Father and his
Son. Indeed evil would often flourish and even his followers
might despair of anything ever becoming perfect. The battle
between the dragon and his evil fellow-workers would cause
much distress to the people of Massia’s Kingdom, and many
fallen angels under the highest of them would try to rule the
nations through kings who would arise and oppose the Most High
and his people. In fact, when things were at their very worst
he would come; that is, Massia will come.’
‘Yes! Yes!’ agreed the king. ‘He then will finish the work he
gave us to do, which is to perfect the world, and the nations will
come to his feet and surrender, and evil shall be defeated.’
‘Not quite’, said Balwone. ‘He never asked us to perfect this
world or we would have an impossible task on our hands, since
we, though being his people, have many weaknesses and fail in so
many ways. It is the dreamers and the planners of perfect living
who are a deep problem. The Most High does not fail as Creator
if we do not reach perfection.’
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The king looked at him in astonishment. ‘Are not the
Shemgridions a people looking for perfection ?’ he asked.
Balwone smiled gently. ‘Sire, looking for perfection and
attaining it in this world are two different matters. Making it a
perfect world is yet another matter. No: Massia is not setting us
the task of being perfect in the sense of being flawless or infallible,
but in the sense of growing more and more mature in the grace
that enables us to again be the image of the Most High such as we
once were when created.’
The king pondered all this deeply. Oranias would have liked to
support Balwone in what he was saying, but he knew he must
remain silent, letting the king think his way through. They had
ridden many miles when at last Gothroyd spoke.
‘I thank you, Prince Balwone’, he said, ‘that you have delivered me from a wrong way of thinking. I have ever been a law
man, for I strove to fulfil the laws the gods put before me. I knew
them as tyrants because I would fail time and again, and I feared
their contempt of me. I see it be in fear that we live, and that it is
by fear that kings reign. If they have no fear of the gods, then they
will be wanton and capricious, and will not rule well. Even so, fear
does not beget love. That I have seen in my time.’
They all remained silent, and as they rode it came to them
afresh what a beautiful land was Miridon. As though he read their
thoughts Gothroyd said, ‘This is a fair and pleasant day, but then
this land has not always been so calm and beautiful. Miridon has
been the land of many wars and much strife. Could the earth here
speak, it would tell you of invasions from the south and merciless
invasions from the north. It seems as though man cannot live
without wars and strife. However, to go back to my questions: I
see that the drive for perfection can be a very dangerous matter.
Yes, I must ponder it yet more, for I fear that despots believe they
are favouring the human race when they try to perfect it. I know
that, for I was one such, and I may have fallen into error again but
for you two men and your teaching. How painful my way would
have been.’
Behind them the great mastiff Mornsha was padding slowly
and patiently. He had made a companion from a hound in the
king’s posse and seemed to be content. So were all men and
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mounts. The day seemed to drift along lazily, and for a few moments
all were near to dozing. Then, from being relaxed and almost inert,
something happened which alerted them. Ballia stiffened and
Balwone out of habit slipped his hand to his side to see whether
the sword was there. The king stopped his horse and looked across,
puzzled. Oranias straightened up in his saddle and looked alert.
Balwone said, ‘It is the dragon, without doubt’. He placed a
hand on Ballia’s shoulder and made clicking sounds of encouragement. Mornsha growled, the hair standing up on his neck.
Balwone calmed him, but the hound remained stiffened.
The darkness grew, covering the sun. At first it was a mist, and
things were still somewhat visible. Then the mist became a fog, a
dark cloud, and all sight was blotted out. The whole posse had
halted, the horses champing somewhat at their bits, yet fearful of
this unknown.
‘It is the dragon’, said Balwone again. ‘I smell the stench of
the beast.’
‘So do I’, Oranias agreed. The remainder of the posse smelt
nothing but stood halted in fear.
Balwone seemed to have no fear. ‘You have come again, have
you?’ he said into the darkness. ‘I smell your foul smell which is
the stench of hell. Why then do you not appear? Is it because we
do not believe in you? We acknowledge that you have some kind
of a being, for once you were created as a creature. We, too, are
creatures, but we do not fear you. I once feared you when you
were unknown. You wrought fear in me, but now, no more! If
then you would have converse with us, have it and begone.’
Oranias and the prince could hear the raving and the roaring,
but they remained untouched. Balwone knew that dragons roar
when they are in pain and in the agony of being unable to fulfil
their wills. They, too, have consciences, since they are not really
animals but creatures made out of the fears and dreads and
superstitions of humans.
‘Converse I will have’, came a harsh, granulated voice. ‘I will
have you see your pretensions to holiness and perfection are a
vain illusion. If I do not appear to you it is because you are
unworthy to see me. Your foolish minds devise ideas which are
not true and altogether lack wisdom. Take this demented king
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travelling with you. He believes the words you say to him and is
further deceived. Advise him not to believe, for the gods who are
under my government even now rage against him for having
betrayed them. They served him well and now he is an ingrate and
he must perish.’
Oranias decided to speak. ‘You were the serpent in the beautiful Garden’, he said, ‘and there you planned to deceive man and to
send him to ruin, and such are you now, unchanged, but with no
greatness. One was sent from the Most High to break your evil
power and so he did, when he destroyed the guilt of sins in
humanity. Now you have no grounds to accuse.’
‘Pah!’ spat out the serpent. ‘It is but a little thing you are
saying. What has humanity done which is great? Only those who
use power and force will achieve greatness.’
Balwone broke in to answer. ‘At this moment we are not
afeared of you. You would suffocate and drown us in the filth and
the stench which is yours. You have demeaned all the great things
man has done through the goodness of the Most High. He has
built works of beauty, made songs that come to him in the night
as also in the noontide blaze of the day or when he is filled with
joy in the cool of the evening. His songs are deadly to you, and
the beauty he sees maddens you. His art and sculpture, the beauty
of his creative works, irritates you so that you are in a rage. All the
vandal rises up in you, for you do not want to see the hand of the
Most High in man and you would not only mock it but also
would reduce it to ugliness. Hence you crave to imitate, but in
imitating you turn it to ugliness.’
As Balwone had learned, the fiery creature ignored the language of faith, hope and love, so he said, ‘Speak sense. Speak
wisdom of a high kind or be gone. Nought can benefit if it is not
wisdom and the truth. Is it then that you can speak such wise or
shall we be done?’
To this question there was silence for a space of time, and then
the creature spoke. Its voice was silky, gentle, disarming and
charming, but all the more evil because of that. Balwone was alert
to the mischief the dragon was planning.
‘Is it not said of the creature man’, said the serpent, ‘that he
will participate in the divine nature? Will he then become a god, a
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multitude of gods like unto your god whom you call the Most
High? Is this his destiny?’
For a moment Balwone did not answer him. Then he said
slowly and deliberately, ‘Those who are creatures can never be
gods. Were there more than one god then there could be no God.
Those who believe in the Most High and serve him know they are
creatures and not uncreated. Even so, their humanity is weak
through sin and rebellion. Aye, and even if it had never sinned it
would be weak in itself, always having to depend upon the Most
High. Now, dark monster, let me tell you a secret, a mystery
which will baffle you. The Most High gives to all his servants the
gift of immortality. This gift does not make a man higher than
another. It does not make him to be a god, but it makes him to be
truly a man, all that the Most High had planned to make him.’
‘What foolish dreaming’, spluttered the serpent creature. In its
ire it sent off effluvium of such thickness, stench and impure odour
that the two coughed as though choking. Both were red in the face
but Balwone commented that it mattered little, the uncouth creature
would soon be gone. Not, however, without hideous, mocking
dragon laughter as a last diatribe against the two servants of Massia.
‘How can a man become immortal?’ charged the dragon in a
sneering voice. ‘Death must claim him because of his sin, and
such a frail creature could not wear the power of immortality. It
would be too strong, too great a weight for him to bear.’
‘Nay’, interrupted Oranias, ‘not a burden but a gift. No dread
of death but only joy of life. All creation would be a matter of
beauty and splendour, and for him the reign of love, of joy and of
immense delight. Never to fear death would be his lot, and all his
powers which are the gift of the Most High would be the means of
ruling all creation. That which you would vandalise he will for
ever see in all its glory. Moreover and most of all, he will see the
invisible God.’

The Preternatural Silence
With those last words of the Storyteller a silence suddenly fell on
the group. It was a silence which just happened without there
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being a sense of purpose to it. It was just there. It was apparent to
all. Gothroyd, Balwone, Oranias, Appria, the courtiers and
yeomen were all static in the silence. At first there was no conscious thought or apperception. There was just a standing still of
everything. The silence was not felt and all thought was halted.
Then the silence began to tighten around the posse, and it was as
it were a freezing of all being. Thinking was immobilised, the
mind and even the movement of the heart seemed congealed. As
with the posse so with the scene. Not only were the horses
motionless, and dogs stock-still, but the countryside was without
movement or motion. The yellow disc of the sun above them was
stationary, and the trees without breeze, the leaves immobile.
Then the stench, without flowing in, was there, in and about
all. The reeking and the stinking of the disgusting odour was
another frozen component. It had gripped the static men, animals
and scene and held them into nothingness. The immobilising of all
thought and movement obtained for a period in which time had no
part, and mental action no play. Balwone fought to think but the
stream of his mind was halted. Some feeling remained but no
action of thought. The weariness which was with him made him
static, unable to dictate a deed, a motion, a movement. A frozen
sigh within him was suspended, lest thought return and initiate
action, and life launch itself against the lie of this present, interminable and motionless moment.
As the total loss of movement and action paralysed all
and everything, and as the stench intensified thought without
movement, some thought hovered above the prince, though ever
so far away, even an eternity away. The sigh in his mind and in
the lassitude of his heart was enough to trigger off—ever so
faintly—the slight semblance of a thought. Ever so slightly, and
barely in being, a suggestion came to him. With a nerveless arm
he laid a paralysed hand where his sword was habitually worn.
It was enough, that faint action in the preternatural restriction
of his being, to begin the movement back to being. Balwone had a
moment of sight in which he knew this was of the dragon. The
stench meant the nearness of the evil creature, and it could not
nearer be, for now the movement of the intolerable smell was a
movement which must destroy immobility.
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The Unmasking of the Beast
And so it did! Balwone suddenly saw the scene as it was; everything immobilised, frozen and static. Then it changed, life and
action were present afresh and all saw what was before them—a
raging, threshing, rearing creature which was more active and evil
than the prince had hitherto seen it. The eyes glared with yellow
intensity. The frightful squatting, the over-towering and overpowering of the snarling, growling, trumpeting and insanely
roaring thing was exercising all the horror which it was, to paralyse the men and animals of the posse and cause them to dread
the reptile confronting them.
To Balwone came a sudden flash of sightful understanding.
The beauty of the day made empty, puerile and pointless by the
evil injected into it, Balwone saw that all around the vicious and
menacing reptile was chaos and anarchy. Nothing was beautiful, nothing was in harmony. The fitful roaring and hissing and
insinuation of the dragon’s utterances were one with the disharmony of his world which now began to impinge upon the very
being of the men and animals, of the beauty and action of the
countryside. Heaped up and around them and behind and beyond
them were broken things, vandalised things of glory, battered
humanity, lacerated flesh and troubled minds, despair and defeat
and cries of hopelessness and horror, hatred and venomous intent.
The rage and rape and murder and deceit of the entire ages was
active in dreadful purposelessness.

The Despatching of the Dragon
A cry rang out of the prince. His hand reached for the sword.
‘Avaunt!’ he cried once, and then again, ‘Avaunt!’ With this cry
of faith all power flowed back into him and he saw the scene
spring into full life; the horses reared, and Ballia screamed as he
stood, balancing on two legs, and Mornsha likewise flung himself
against the monstrous creature that arched itself against them,
beating its breast with cruel paws and giving out sounds like the
resounding beat of drums as grotesque as the beast itself.
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Balwone leant forward and calmed Ballia, and then swung the
horse around and charged, sword held high, its blade gleaming
and flashing in the sunlight.
‘Avaunt!’ cried the prince once more, and with that the other
mounted men of the posse likewise charged, one body with the
prince. Balwone’s cry became the triumph shout of all, and the
creature which would have destroyed them arched back and sent
sulphurous fire flaming from his nostrils, but the fire was not
enough, and the grotesque sight of it did not threaten or strike the
old dread into their hearts. Gothroyd who had been numb and
dumb throughout the whole event was closest of all to Balwone as
that prince galloped towards the now retreating serpent. There was
fear in it now, and the fear seemed partly to paralyse its action and
partly to hasten its departure. Fear seemed to send it into a panic
where it forgot its supranatural power to become invisible, and so
untouchable. Then it remembered and disappeared in a flash of
flame and a cloud of smoke, so that being gone its creature odour
also vanished and the day was beautiful again, and the men were
throbbing with the delight human beings experience when they
know it is the world of the Most High, once given by him to man
and the other creatures. Both the eternal God and mortal man
rejoice as one, and the warmth of glorious life throbs in the heart
of retrieved and renewed humanity.
Gothroyd, still breathing hard from the encounter and the
chase, said, ‘So weak is evil when confronted by faithful men and
beasts. So insecure are dragons in their pomp and boastfulness.’
He remembered his own situation as a prideful monarch and he
nodded strongly. ‘So weak and inept are we all’, he cried, ‘yet the
dragons cannot defeat us’.
They all agreed, with much laughter of relief. Ballia seemed to
sense their joy and again reared his mighty body and whinnied
with joy, and the other horses followed suit and the men likewise
rejoiced. Songs were in the air, new songs which the liberated
hearts and mouths of men long to sing, and in singing them they
fix in their hearts and minds the new triumphs of faith and new
understanding of the Most High. A new song came freshly to the
prince of Manignia and he sang it in high vein, and when he sang
it a second time Oranias joined in and, word perfect, sang with
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him. Then Gothroyd and the others, filled with great joy, sang
also, some of them unused to such singing but feeling in their
hearts the presence of Massia, so that for some it came to be a
high and lofty bellowing but none the less sweet to them for all
that. As for the dragon and his ilk, they knew not what happened
to them in it all.

The Song of Balwone, Man of Faith
All evil had gathered to do its foul work,
To frighten the saints who rarely do shirk
The mandate once given to live in God’s plan
And bring to his glory created man.
Hence evil does gather to do its foul work,
In the places of beauty dank dragons do lurk.
The dragons do lurk in the stench of their own,
To shatter and batter the saints from their throne
Where Massia reigns with God the Most High,
And all who are martyred and others who die
In the cause of the Kingdom, the cause of his love,
The saints and angels and others above.
Such dragons are fashioned from sin and its guilt,
The anguish and sorrow and the blood that is spilt,
The conscience that suffers, unclean in its shame,
And guilt is constricting again and again.
Hence evil as dragons prey on the dark heart
To snatch it from Massia and rend it apart.
Go to, now, foul spirits and demons and all,
And see that the Highest saves those who did fall,
And lifts them from sewers and places of sin
To show them his love and bring them all in
Till they are transformed by the Love that did die,
Descending and suff’ring—the Son from on high.
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Ho! Dragons, and spirits and demons be done.
Why lurk to affright us? Your power is gone.
Our consciences pure, seat faith in our hearts
And love for our Massia never departs.
Your efforts are fruitless for we are all one
In Spirit and Father and his only Son.
The Son has redeemed us and made us anew,
Has cleansed the foul heart, transformed it too,
So come all ye saints and sinners as one
And praise the High Spirit and praise the dear Son;
Praise give to the Father, O praise everyone
The Most High who brought us to live in his home.

Ballia seemed delighted, as though it were the old days, and his
prancing was dancing, and Mornsha was alive as a grown pup, not
too proud to be festive in his snapping and yapping. As for the
men of the posse, they were breathing with the song and the
delight of the dragon’s defeat, for it seemed to augur well for the
future, and it certainly banished the dread that humanity seems to
know even in its best moments.

CHAPTER TWENTY

By Way of the Return

D

the days the travelling had to be slow, in order to
ensure horses did not slip on the stones and fall with their
riders. The days and nights had passed on the high mountains on
the borders of Miridon and Frimpone, and Miridon and Zed. The
nights were most severe, and the knights and soldiers sought out
some special place where the thorn briar barriers could be placed.
There were wild creatures on these high hills and mountain lions
could be heard roaring, though far away; jackals, too, with their
yapping barking and their long, drawn-out cries. The travellers
knew there were bears in the forest, and other creatures which
penetrated deep in the forest floor growth, or had their lairs in
caves. The nights were cold, even almost to freezing, though it
was the time of summer. Because of all this the going was slow.
The days themselves were not tedious, for Gothlic and Shanome
held good conversations together. The warm worship they had
had with the other two posses before setting out for Gothric in Zed
was not possible in their present travel but the friendship of all
members helped them travel with peace and joy.
One night they were awakened by strange sounds. The noises
were not around their camp, and so they could not comprehend
them. There was the sound as though of a large flight of birds
soaring overhead, but since birds do not make sounds which can
be heard unless their flight is low, they were puzzled for it seemed
that this flight was high above their bivouac. There were other
sounds also, such as heavy crashings and thumpings, and they,
too, seemed far away. At times evil odours passed around them,
barely being smelled and not strong enough to impinge much on
their senses. Because they could not sense what these noises and
smells signified, they settled back into sleep. The disturbance was
URING
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minor and not enough to wake fully and discuss what might be
happening.
At about mid-morning each day the warmth would penetrate
the forest and give comfort to the posse. Gothlic would use the
earlier part of the day to have converse with her three maids after
which she would join Shanome at the head of the company. The
young women described their impressions for they were many
and strange to young females who had know only the palace
castle and its way of life. Gothlic shared these and her own with
them and then passed them on to Shanome. Shanome received
them with some humour after which he discussed the noises of
the night. He thought that migratory creatures were on the move,
but that was a conjecture he did not press.
As they travelled in a direct southerly line they noticed that the
trees were thicker, with foliage which began closer to the ground
than the northern pines, junipers and deodars. This made the forest
darker than in the north, and they heard the movements of
creatures rustling in what was now undergrowth and not just a
floor covering of the forest. When they came to glades and dells
the insect and bird life was more vibrant than in the north and they
suspected the animal life was likewise more fecund.
Gothlic, for her part, was concentrating more on conversation
with Shanome than in observing the life and sounds of birds,
animals and butterflies. The latter were, if anything, larger and
more beautiful than those of the northern mountain forest. The
steep paths had given way to more level and even country and
riding became a pleasure again. What was more, their goal was
not far from them. Soon they would be out of the forest and on to
the plains of Zed. Gothlic had strange but sweet feelings, feelings
that brought a slight choking to her throat, and tears which threatened to spill over.
Shanome was a witness to all this and he, himself, delighted in
the change of scenery and the promise of open country.
Their conversation had to do with the history brought to them by
the Storyteller, but since they had heard him for so short a time,
they could but speculate on what had happened in those far away
years. Little did they know that at that very time Oranias was
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speaking with Gothroyd and Balwone as they moved towards
Miridia. The Storyteller was imparting to the king and the prince
more of the truth of Massia and the nations, and this was destined
to be used in the days which did not lie far away from them.
Gothlic asked her knightly companion, ‘What do you think
will happen with the nations of the northern continent?’
His reply was, ‘I think we are in for a shaking of these nations
such as has never happened before. Many generations ago there
were wars which were quite bloody when invaders from the south
came to loot the northern kingdoms. They brought little but
savagery and suffering. They were mainly tribes-people who lived
by robbing commercial caravans, and their culture kept them
warlike so that they scarcely knew how to live in peace. They ravaged our lands and then, for the most part, departed. Some of their
descendants have been absorbed into our families and cultures.
Our kings trained us to fight back, and in order to do this they
taught us that the ancient gods were our patrons and would preserve us against further senseless invasions.
‘That is why your father espoused the ancient gods. They
would help us to maintain peace, but the strange truth was that the
gods ever fought among themselves. Mourna the greatest of them
will brook no rivalry and so all must bow to him, but the gods are
driven by the same spirit of conceit. They, too, can brook no rivals
and so they use many deceits to achieve their ambitions. It will
always happen, then, that they who worship the gods will become
like them. That is why we have never had complete peace within
our kingdoms. The royal courts are always destined to be places
of intrigue.’
Gothlic knew this to be the case. ‘If only Massia would win
our kingdoms and purge them of such rivalry and deceit.’
Shanome shook his head. ‘Massia’s history is not to perfect the
world. Perfection is dangerous. This, however, he does do; he
changes men and women within the kingdoms, and prepares them
for his Kingdom—the only true Kingdom—which shall come at
the end of the age.’
As the posse entered a large glade, Shanome and Gothlic
caught sight of a man ahead. It looked as though he was trying to
slip away out of their sight, unnoticed, but Shanome recognised
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him by the garment he wore and he cried out, ‘Peace in the name
of Massia!’ and the man turned, stared in astonishment and then
stood still so they might come up to him.
When they came to him he gazed wonderingly at them. He
recognised that Shanome was a knight, and that Gothlic was of
high breeding, but he was puzzled as to what they were doing in
this forest. When the rest of the posse arrived and halted before
him he sensed they were friendlily disposed towards him.
He bowed slightly to all and then asked, ‘How is it that you
come? Is it in the name of Massia?’
‘It is indeed’, Shanome assured him. ‘We are not of Miridon
but of Zed, and most of us are of Massia.’ He indicated Gothlic.
‘This is Princess Gothlic, daughter of King Gothroyd, and we are
travelling to Gothric.’
At the mention of the king’s name, the man stiffened slightly.
Whilst there was no fear in his eyes, it was evident that he knew
the reputation of Gothroyd.
He bowed towards the princess, but addressed Shanome. ‘We
know of King Gothroyd’, he said, ‘and that he is not kindly disposed towards those who follow Massia. Tell me, then, I pray,
why you salute me in the name of Massia when the king desires
to destroy us?’
‘Be at peace’, the knight said, ‘for the king now has good
friends, others who like you are Shemgridions. The Most High
has changed his heart and brought him to be a man of peace who
no longer worships the ancient gods. He is now the servant of
Massia.’
The man before them stood transfixed. His face had set rigidly,
and he had paled. It was as though the news was beyond belief.
Then he gasped, ‘This is fair news. It is true that I am a
Shemgridion and am not ashamed of my tribe. Many of my family were in the massacre in the kingdom of Zed, and some have
fled to us—those who escaped the killings. It is a miracle. You tell
me the king has been changed by the grace of Massia, and this I
would fain believe. Give me then time to think on this great matter,
for it is beyond human belief.’
Gothlic had alighted from her horse and she came to the
Shemgridion. She asked him gently, ‘What is your name?’
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‘My name is Shemforth’, he said, ‘and I am an elder among
my people. I tell none where we live for the danger is great and
there is a price on the head of all Shemgridions, but now you tell
me the king is our friend.’ He sighed, ‘Would that it were so’,
and as he said it, tears welled in his eyes and trickled down his
face. ‘Ah, tell me again what is this true news.’
Gothlic took one of his hands, and looked into his eyes. ‘Dear
Shemforth’, she said, ‘it is indeed the true, good news. My father,
Gothroyd, is truly a great sinner who has been pardoned by the
King of kings, the Most High, and he was near to madness before
the pardon came. He has wept many tears but is now in the faith
of Massia, and a Massian himself.’
The Shemgridion shook his head as though to be rid of his
tears, and he was evidently in great gratitude to the Most High. He
then addressed the posse.
‘It is by the grace of Massia that you have come here today.
We have been somewhat troubled by what is happening in the
kingdoms, and we were sure that our lives were once again in
deep danger.’
Gothlic and Shanome seemed puzzled at this news, a fact
which surprised Shemforth. ‘Do you not know what is now happening in the kingdoms? Has none told you?’ he asked.
When they remained silent, waiting for him to tell them,
another kind of thought seemed to come to him. ‘Dear friends’, he
said, ‘I would invite you to join us in our village. I was afeared
that you might be enemies seeking us out to destroy us, but the
news you bring of the king of Zed must be told without waste of
time to my people. If you will then follow me through the forest,
for we are not far from here.’
His mind was working at some speed, and he barely tarried
until princess Gothlic was again mounted. With a motioning
gesture he invited them to follow him and set off along the forest
track until he came to two great oaks. Moving between these he
came to what seemed like a wall of bushes, and he pressed
through these, bidding them to do the same with their mounts,
which they did, and the bushes parted for them. A little further along the track they came upon the village, and followed
Shemforth into it.
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The village looked quite homely, the houses being made of
timber slabs for walls, and tightly packed brush for roofs. There
were windows of timber and doors also. These were for the most
part open, and folk were working outside, seated at tables. It
seemed they were skilled in most arts and crafts, whilst others
laboured in gardens where both flowers and vegetables were cultivated. Back, further away, were fruit trees and also pens for animals such as cows, sheep and goats.
Gothlic felt an uprush of tears and painful memories for it was
a village which was similar to the one in the forest of Zed where
the terrible massacre had taken place. It seemed she was back in
the village, so many reminders of it were here. She took control of
herself for the folk were surging forward as Shemforth beckoned
them, and as he was proclaiming the wonderful news of the conversion of Gothroyd to the Massian faith. Gothlic knew many
would have sad memories of what had happened through her
father’s ruthlessness.
She soon discovered that many of these Shemgridions had
been present at the Great Convocation in Endomin in the kingdom
of Cathrid. They remembered the event very well, and recognised
her as the princess who had opposed her father, and who had
joined Balwone the Great in the offer to be subject to the king so
that the people could go free.
In no time they had been seated at one of the tables and
Shemforth was telling the people how the conversion of Gothroyd
had taken place and that they—the Shemgridions—had nothing to
fear from the monarch of Zed. Hearing these words many were
brought to tears, but the weeping also had its joy.
It was then that Shemforth explained to the community that
Lord Shanome, Princess Gothlic and their retinue had no knowledge of what was happening in these very days of their journey
to Zed.
‘You must now know what is happening’, Shemforth said. ‘It
is a matter of astonishment to us that you have not perceived what
is happening. The truth is that the cruel creatures of Allein—the
gods, the lords, and their evil companions—are moving from
Allein to Zed or thereabouts. Dark flights of these creatures have
been seen during the day, and at night you can hear the rustling of
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their wings or the crashing of creatures through the undergrowth
of the forests. They have been seen moving through the high
grass on the savannah. Creatures like Clutterers which have not
been seen in the more southern places, are now being seen.
‘At night you can hear the crying of certain creatures. Think
not that they are jackals or similar predators. Certainly they are
predators for they prey on the hearts and spirits of people who are
helpless. They would disfigure our beautiful land, as generations
ago the invaders from the south caused human blood to flow in
hamlets, dales, villages and towns, but their cruelty is beyond even
the southerners’ cruelty, for they deal in moral and spiritual matters, in evil, in the hearts of pitiful humanity who, emaciated by
the starvation of their spirits, are brought to desperation and
despair.
‘Yes, dear friends, and they will seek to destroy you. We have
been praying that the Most High would confound this army of
evil and unseen creatures. Mayhap your very presence is an
answer to our prayer. We know not. Tell us, then, what will happen, and what we must do.’
Shemforth fell silent and with him all the company. So they
remained in silence, their minds contemplating the dread hour that
was coming upon the kingdoms from Allein and other ancient
pagan beings.
After some silence Shanome rose from his bench at a table. He
looked about him, surveying these people whom he had come to
admire and respect. A wave of love flowed over him and he knew
that their warm compassion was also reaching out to him.
‘All this is new tidings to us’, stated Shanome, ‘though now we
remember the noises and sounds we heard as we moved through
the mountain forests. We know now that these were the movements of flights of creatures with wings, or the cries not of jackals
but of unseen creatures who bring no joy to the human race. We
know, too, that a dreadful clash is nigh on coming, but then we
also have the presence of Massia in our lands, and he is the lord of
hosts. Over the past few years changes have come in all the
kingdoms of the north, though much more has to be done, but
while Massia is absent from sight, he is not absent from this
world, and certainly not absent from his people.’
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There was a warm murmur of assent and the knight continued,
‘Most of the kings have come to know Massia through the teachings of Balwone and others, and although at first they did not
receive Massia, yet now they are moving towards bringing his
message to their people. I recognise that the powers of darkness
sense they must act now in powerful ways against Massia, yet it is
he who will direct us and equip us for the battle, so that we will
not win by the use of such weapons as they use. It is not because
they are strong that they are now gathering to battle, but because
they have already suffered defeat, as in Allein. Allein is no longer
comfortable for them and they will try to set up their headquarters
in other places.
‘It seems also that their gods and lords no longer have full
power over nations. Our Oranias, the well-loved Storyteller, tells
us that the fallen angels have tried over many ages to establish
themselves as the gods of religion. They desire to have people
worship them and serve them, and for such service and adoration
they can only give the return of death. Many are the stories of
their ability to make nations great by wars. We know that wars
have only ever brought misery, endless pain, deep suffering and
no true results. So at this present time Balwone and Gothroyd are
conferring with the king of Miridon, Clandius, and they are seeking to have a Holy Convocation of all the northern kingdoms.’
The Shemgridions had listened mostly in silence, but there
were some who had agreed vocally, and there had also been the
nodding of heads. Even so, there were questions they wished to
ask, and Shemforth as one of the elders knew the questions he
needed to ask.
‘Lord Shanome’, he asked, ‘what do the kings intend to do?
How will they act against this gathering force of opposition, for
they will face considerable creatures and much of the old power
and cruelty?’
The knight’s answer was brief, ‘I know very little of what they
propose to do. I know they do not visualise physical war from our
side for, as you know, King Paelfric in Cathrid refused to use his
large army and its weapons. Time has shown that he won that war,
and out of it came the conversion of Gothroyd. I am sure wars
with physical weapons will not solve the problems we have, but if
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the war is spiritual such as in Endomin of Cathrid, then we are
bound to win.’
A sigh of relief escaped from the Shemgridions, and with it
warm smiles and some noddings of agreement. It was after a little
discussion that Shemforth raised a hand for silence and turned to
the Zed posse.
‘For generations other Massians have not agreed with us when
we refused to fight the enemy with humanly wrought weapons.
We cannot see how we can proclaim Massia’s message of love if
we try to force the hands of the enemies. We come from an
ancient tribe who used wars to win our place in the holy land God
had given to our forebears. They saw them in those days as righteous wars. Perhaps they were, but when Massia came he taught us
that those who live by the sword shall die by it, and so he left us
weapons of a better kind. Our weapon is the Word of the Most
High. It is called ‘the Word of truth’ and it unmasks liars and
deceivers. It is also called ‘the Word of life’ and it brings life
instead of death. We have other weapons—though they may not
appear to be dangerous and cruel instruments of war—and such
are love and faith and peace, hope and salvation; that is, weapons
which are not available to the peoples of the gods, for they know
nought of such love and peace and joy. It is clear to us that these
are weapons you, too, well know.
‘We believe what we see you also believe—that Massia has his
ways and his plans, and we must adhere to those. If this is what
you mean—and we believe it is—then we are one with you.
Moreover we see that you are not afraid of the old gods and lords,
and we believe that Lord Balwone and others have caused the evil
creatures of Allein to be afraid of Massia and the Most High, and
so they are fleeing their old haunts because they have been deeply
wounded and many of them are perishing.’
Again there was a loud murmur amongst the company of
Shemgridions. Then they began to speak, to make statements, and
to come up to the company of Zed and to embrace them with joy
and love. There were tears in the eyes of some. So the visitors stood
up and moved amongst them. As those who knew Shemgridions,
they expected some songs to break out and express the joy of the
company.
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Songs certainly broke out. They were old songs, sung by generations of the Shemgridion tribes. There were new songs too,
and Shanome and Gothlic heard lyrics which they knew had been
composed by Balwone. Then they heard a song being born, for at
first the words were tentative, stumbling, not concerted and flowing; but then gradually they formed themselves into phrases and
sentences, and after a time of notes flowing out of musical
instruments they became a lyric and then a song; words and
music being wedded:
Praise to our Father, Lord of Creation;
Praise to the Spirit by whom we have breath.
Praise to dear Massia, Lord of salvation,
The Word of his Father who frees us from death.
Think of the angels who left their true stations,
Think of the powers who ruled the whole world.
Think of their glory in ruling in wisdom,
With banners of beauty o’er all them unfurled.
Until in his glory one told them in lying
That they were the gods to rule over man,
That kingdoms were theirs—these kingdoms once given—
To have and to hold within the one plan.
They spurned the Creator for hopes that were greater,
Of crowns and of glories yet to be known;
Without love and passion they knew a new fashion
Of darkness and evil to all to be shown.
There are other angels—great lights of compassion—
Who fought and who fight for the nations of men,
Who led by the Spirit do great works of merit
Until all the nations are holy again.
Their Leader is Massia, the Son of the Father,
He conquered by reason of the death which was wrought,
Made foolish the powers, and over them towers,
And made their mad dreams to vanish to nought.
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The nations are his—the Son of the Father—
Who turns to the Father and lays at his feet
The kingdoms now conquered by power of cleansing,
Who praise him in glory whose plan is complete.
Praise to our Father, Lord of Creation;
Praise to the Spirit by whom we have breath.
Praise to dear Massia, Lord of salvation,
The Word of his Father who freed us from death.
It was a short time following the impassioned worshipping that a
meal was ready to be eaten. The posse was glad to eat fresh
viands, and were busy enjoying these when Shemforth came to
Shanome and Gothlic with a proposal.
He said, ‘Dear friends, those of us who are elders have been
discussing the matter of the dark powers gathering in the south to
do battle with those who have come over to Massia’s side. Even
now they will be planning dastardly matters, for many are the
enemies of those who desert the gods for Massia and the Most
High. We would gladly go to Miridia where by now King
Gothroyd and his posse may have arrived. If they are like you, not
yet knowing the intention of the dark powers, then they ought to
be informed of this happening. Whilst we would gladly be messengers to Miridia, we have thought it best for you to detach
trusty men from your company, soldiers of your choice, and send
them with this intelligence to the Kings Clandius and Gothroyd.’
Shanome and the princess exchanged glances and they saw the
matter clearly and agreed. Gothlic thought they could spare
Gothnal and at least three of the soldiers so that the four would be
able to face danger together. Nothing was known of Corsini’s
gang, and they might even now be taking heart from the surge of
the violent, evil powers and themselves planning death-dealing
ideas. Shanome went to appraise Gothnal and the men, and within
a short space of time they had saddled, provisioned, and rode out
of the village to the accompaniment of cries and cheers and the
good wishes of the community.
‘We too must go in haste’, Shanome urged. ‘We are almost at
the point where we cross into Zed, and we know not what may be
brewing in our absence.’
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The villagers crowded around the prepared travellers, and
Shemforth commanded silence as he prayed for the royal posse.
As they edged out after prayer, to the accompaniment of strong
Shemgridion singing, their hearts were lifted by the love of the
people, and then steadied by faith in Massia and what he would
do in the coming battle with the evil powers.
At this very time Gothroyd and his two friends were on their way
to Miridia, and had chosen their subject for conversation. They
were travelling quickly, out of the conviction that they needed to
arrive soon in Clandius’s city, yet at the same time they knew they
had much to discuss.
It was Gothroyd who spoke first, urging the Storyteller to
unfold the mystery of Massia. ‘I have come to realise’, he said,
‘that this Massia is a mystery. As you have taught us, a mystery of
the Most High is not a puzzle to be solved, but an understanding
to be lived. Part of the mystery to me is why Massia is little
spoken of until he comes to earth to be born of a human woman,
and yet all the time he has been the Son of the Most High.
Why then did he come, and having come, why did he return
from whence he came, and as you say he will come again,
why did he not stay and lead the community of his people—the
Massians, among which we include these strange and wonderful
Shemgridions?’
Oranias was listening closely and as each statement was made
and each question asked, his face lit up in succeeding flashes of
light. He seemed quite entranced by the questions and in his mind
was applauding the monarch who had perceived these matters so
intelligently.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘I see that your mind has been moving along
good tracks. I will try to follow those tracks and make what
explanation I can. The reason why little is said of Massia’s being
the Son of God from eternity is that such a revelation was not
required in those ancient times. In more modern times he was
described as the Word by which all things were created, and he
was the Word which the Most High spoke in order to create all
things. He was Father when he created by the aid of the Spirit and
the Son, but his Fatherhood was not to be revealed until the hour
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for that was ripe. Because man does not come into this world from
the realm of the Most High, it was necesssary for the Son—the
Word—to come to earth to reveal him. This does not mean that
Massia was not working with his Father throughout human
history. The time was ripe when he came, for it was the proper
hour for revealing the Most High as Father.
‘One of the great things he set forth was that the Most High
was the Father of all the families of heaven and earth. There was
the family of celestial creatures and the family of all humanity.
This large earthly family had many families in it—those over
which many celestial powers ruled in protective care of their allotted kingdoms. As we have seen, some of these powers became
tyrants and not servants of the families. It was to break the power
of these ruling authorities that Massia came. The greatest of these
powers was—and is—Mourna who was prince of the celestial
creatures. He became a kind of father to those powers and human
beings who opposed the Most High, and when Massia came to
this world Mourna sought to destroy him.’
‘Ah!’ said Gothroyd abruptly. ‘Now I can see more reason
for his coming. It was to set the nations free from the control of
those heavenly rulers and powers.’
Oranias nodded. ‘Well spoken, Sire, but as we have said he
came to bring all families to the Father, his Father, the Most
High’.
‘That would mean’, Gothroyd said, ‘that the nations—the
families—would now be under the full care and leadership of
Massia’.
Both Balwone and Oranias knew how the king’s mind was
working. It was ever contemplating the way of the nations, and
because he was a king of one of these nations he was ever looking
at the place and work of Massia in regard to them.
‘That is true’, agreed Oranias, ‘and further to what you are
saying is that Massia had to show he was one with the Most High
in working with him and for him. That is why he came.’
Gothroyd broke in. ‘You will remember my other questions:
Why did he go back to the Most High? Why did he not stay and
lead the families—the nations—against all who opposed him?
Why did he not defeat and subdue them?’
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Balwone would dearly have loved to break in on the conversation, but he knew it was in the able hands of Oranias. He also
knew that they had little time before their arrival in Miridia, so he
left the discussion to the other two. Whilst listening and gaining further knowledge, he was also enjoying the rather calm
and quiet day through which they were proceeding. He felt the
glow of the sun on him and the softness of the breeze against his
face, and the great muscles of Ballia his mount as he moved
quickly.
Oranias was telling the monarch wonderful things. ‘This
Massia’, he was saying, ‘came just at the right time. He came in
the fullness of the times. Up to this point his coming would have
had no meaning, but now it did. As a man he did only what his
Father told him, and said only what the Father directed him to tell.
He was one come from where human beings could not be, and he
knew matters which they could not know unless he were to tell
them. The plan of the Father was that he should die at the hands of
certain humans. These were priests and the like, and their religion
was that of the ancient people from whom the Shemgridions
derived, but their understanding of the Most High had fallen on
bad days. Massia told them that their father was the arch-prince
Mourna, which thing they indignantly denied. It was destined that
Massia should be hung on crossed timbers, which came to be the
case, and it was also destined that he, having himself borne the
guilt of all sins of humanity, should rise from the grave in which
the leaders entombed him, and by this act he showed that he was
Lord over death.
‘Likewise it was destined that he should return to the Father, to
be seated on his throne, and that by virtue of his time on earth
should proceed to do such a work between his coronation at the
Father’s right hand and the time of his return, that the defeat of the
fallen celestial powers should work out in establishing the
irreversible Kingdom of the Father.’
‘You mean’, asked Gothroyd, ‘that all the nations would eventually come under his rule?’
‘Of a truth, Sire, that is what it means. If he had stayed on earth
he could not have directed, from the throne, those things that
had to happen.’

BY WAY OF THE RETURN
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The three men fell silent for a time, pondering the unusual
things Oranias had described. The king, for his part, was knowing
deep satisfaction, for all of it was making sense to him. He looked
across at the Storyteller and said, ‘What then are his people doing
whilst he is on the throne, working his works that are written of
him?’
‘He is present to us through his Spirit’, Oranias said, ‘and we
are working with him in what he is doing. This is a mystery but
no less a reality for all that. In some wonderful way we are with
him on that throne, and we are using his authority and power to
work the works he enables us to do, in the same way that he did
his works on earth enabled by the Father.’
‘It is indeed a mystery’, muttered the monarch, ‘but I trow it is
as it should be and that Massia is with us in the very things we are
now doing’.
Whilst his royal steed was moving quite rapidly, it was not fast
enough to satisfy the monarch, so he pressed it with his heels, all
the while flicking the reins as he clicked encouragment with his
tongue.
Oranias also quickened his mount, but raised his voice a little.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘I have not answered the last question you asked,
namely the one about the return of Massia. That is most important
and we should examine it. Its answer is this, that not until Massia
had completed his work from the throne—that work which he
could not accomplish but from that throne—could he return, and
when it was completed he could not but return. He was now
leading to the climax of all the history of creation and man, that
wonderful day called in the ancient and more modern manuscripts
“the day of the Lord”. All who love him love, too, his appearing,
for this will announce to all creation that his main work is completed—victory over all evil and the salvation of his true people.’
The three men rode on, their faces set in determination, their
hearts throbbing somewhat from the ideas which had been coming to them. There was more that the Storyteller had to say, but
ahead of them, halted on the verge of the rough road, was a posse
of men they knew. There was a knight leading them whom the
king recognised immediately as Gothnal, and the three soldiers
who were with him he knew to be of Gothlic’s posse. Alarm
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arose in his breast and he immediately urged his mount into a
gallop, for in his mind was the thought that Gothlic’s posse had
been decimated and these alone had escaped to tell the tale.
Balwone and Oranias caught up with the king and they, too,
were anxious to hear what had happened.
Gothnal quickly narrated the whole story, and when they heard
it the three men could scarce comprehend all that they were being
told. ‘No!’ they said simultaneously, ‘That cannot be so—the
gathering of all evil creatures to do harm in the kingdoms!’
At the command of the king they set off, and there was little
time to discuss all details, although Gothnal told some of these to
the king. So they proceeded until they came in sight of the many
turrets of Miridia. They would have raised a cheer had they the
time and inclination, but matters of life and death were in their
sights and they quickened the pace of their steeds, and up in the
towers of the palace castle a watchman raised the cry, and the
troops were brought to the alert to welcome the royalty of Zed and
Manignia and to hear the news that the newcomers brought to
Clandius and his people.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

The Preparations for
Battle, and Other Things

T

the company of Gothroyd and Balwone
received was gratifying and perhaps somewhat surprising.
Balwone thought it might have to do mostly with the fact of King
Gothroyd of Zed being so well-known and acknowledged in the
northern kingdoms, but that was not the primary cause of the
ceremonial welcome. It was, in fact, to do with Balwone, for the
countryside had been set alight by the visits of his teams, as they
had first gone on their way north to enter Allein. King Clandius
himself had been greatly moved by the prince and his colleague
Oranias, but it was after their departure that much he had learned
was borne in upon him, warming him further to the good news of
Massia. Many of his subjects had flowed down from the revival of
the Massians in the countryside, and the monarch had spoken with
some of them. His wife Wonan and his daughter Lenon had long
been admirers of the new faith which had spread through the land,
and the king had been touched by the devotion for the new
worship. Indeed, his reception of the team led by Balwone had
been in honour of the change which had taken place in Miridon.
News of the proclamation of Massia by the team on their way
back to Miridia had also reached the king. He knew that in accordance with their principles of proclamation, Balwone and his
friends had not retraced their steps, coming back over the same
country, but would have always been meeting new people and
going into villages and hamlets previously not visited. That would
mean further messages regarding the success of their proclamation of Massia.
HE RECEPTION
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Of course Clandius was profoundly stirred by the fact that the
monarch of Zed, who had gone mad and who had intended to
defeat and take over the kingdom of Miridon, was now coming to
him humbly, clothed in the common forest green worn by those
who did not wish to reveal their place or rank in the society of
their culture. In deference to royal protocol he first welcomed the
king of Zed, and then Balwone and his friend Oranias. Appria,
knight and leader of Gothroyd’s posse, was introduced and
Clandius gave gracious welcome to him, the courtiers and the
yeoman. These had caught up with the three men of the vanguard
in time to enter into Miridia with them.
The great crowd of people who had gathered on the city side of
Miridia, before the palace castle, had been vocal in their welcome,
and many had been the songs they had sung. They waited until the
royal protocol had been completed and then began again with their
appreciation of Prince Balwone, for some were Shemgridions,
others had recently become Massians through the work of
Balwone’s team, and there were yet others who had begun to filter
down from the north, for it was sensed that these were strange and
wonderful days. The news of the conversion of the king of Zed
had also caused a great stir. So songs new and old rang out in the
city, reaching the royal bailiwick.
The members of the posse were taken by various courtiers
and servants to have their horses groomed and fed by the ostlers,
and to be given that accommodation which fitted the station of
each person. It was arranged that within a short period of time
Gothroyd and Balwone should meet Clandius in the stateroom. Clandius offered appropriate fresh garments of clothing, and these were accepted by King Gothroyd and Prince
Balwone. It was late afternoon when the royal conference took
place. The three men sat at a table on which refreshments
were placed and they appreciated the change in their food. Even
so, they knew they were at the beginning of a momentous discussion.
There were of course things to be discussed before they could
lay plans for the future, if indeed they needed to make plans. It
was appropriate that Clandius should lead these discussions so he
commenced, not as Balwone and Gothroyd expected with questions
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about Gothroyd’s change, but surprisingly enough by a change
which had taken place in Miridon’s monarch.
‘We have much to discuss’, Clandius said, ‘but first I have to
tell you what has happened to me. It is that I have seen the whole
of the northern kingdoms are in a state of change. There is no
doubt that it is the Most High and Massia who are causing this
change to come about. Some of the things Oranias told us about
before Balwone’s group went north made me change my thinking
in a considerable way. Although I heard only part of the story he
wanted to tell, it was enough to show that the world does not roll
on by its own efforts. Nor can it fix goals which will be reached.
Like you both, I was first in that error that the old gods were powerful and that they in some ways had to do with the creation of all
things, and so had control of them and power over them. Looking
at the characters of these divine lords as they have been told to us,
there is nothing they can do to keep the world in order, since they
themselves seem to be limited in their power. Certainly we can
gain no hope from them in regard to the future.
‘On that alone I have lost my respect and my fear of these gods
and idols. They did not create the world hence they cannot control or shape its future. I made up my mind, then, not to follow
these gods. Then, Gothroyd, the more I pondered your case, your
destruction of the Shemgridions in your forest and the killing of
Flamgrid as an example to the people not to defy the ancient gods
of our cultures, the more I realised this, too, was not the way we
should rule our people.
‘When I heard that you were coming with an army to destroy
Massians and Shemgridions, the more I felt it would solve nothing. I heard, too, of the sickness that came upon you, and although
I did not understand that, I felt it was from Massia and that the
gods were helpless to heal you. We have never heard that they do
heal people, in spite of the centuries of prayers which have gone
up to them.
‘I suppose most of all it has been my watching men like
Kanavah, Roget, the Shemgridions and Massians in my kingdom,
and then others who have been changed by the truths these men
lived and preached, that convinced me beyond doubt that this
Massia who was once killed is very much alive, and so must be
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stronger than death. There are many other things I could tell you,
but we need not take precious time for their recounting. I can only
say that I now consider myself a Massian and will always support
the cause of Massia in my kingdom.’
Gothroyd had been deeply moved by Clandius’s speech. He
stood, rubbed his hands together, stretched his arms forwards and
then upwards, settled himself and sat down. He looked steadily at
his fellow monarch and began his speech.
‘You have spoken well, Sire’, he said, ‘and you have well seen
the truth. We kings and princes have lived in deep ignorance for
many generations. In the old days when folk from the south
fought us in our own kingdoms, it was with difficulty that we
defeated them. That victory we put down to the powers of the old
gods, and so we praised them, offered up great sacrifices and
worshipped them. We sowed our seed by the days of their fertility and we reaped our crops by the same. How clever they were to
keep us deluded and slaves to them in fear of what would happen
were we not to placate them perpetually.’
He paused, buried his face in his great hands, and then rubbed
his cheeks with them, and shook his head as though to refresh
himself. He smiled, coughed and seemed ready to speak again.
‘I do not need to tell you that I had anger which was most
dangerous. I could not control it. Something told me I should
restrain myself, but my anger was such that I had no control of my
impulses. Alas! That was how the killing of Flamgrid came about.
This wonderful servant of Massia had spent his life in the service
of the Most High, and I foolishly hated the Most High, thinking he
would destroy our kingdom by angering the gods. I killed him
because every bit of his life was a reproach to me. I knew he was
not an evil man. Ah! How I regret it all, but the Most High is truly
merciful and here I am today as a miracle of his love. I am grateful
that he sent me mad, and then healed me wholly.’
There was a silence in the room that spoke not of turmoil but of
serenity.
‘Now’, said Gothroyd, ‘I am here to see what we of the monarchy can do to save our northern kingdoms. I believe Balwone
here will give us sound advice, and I would ask him, if it please
you King Clandius, to share his wisdom with us. Many lives
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depend on what we are going to do in these next weeks and
months.’
Clandius bowed his head in acknowledgment of his agreement.
He then looked to Balwone, and the prince returned the nod.
‘Many things are on our minds’, Balwone said, ‘and perhaps
the greatest is the news that the evil gods and powers are moving
from Allein to another kingdom, and my belief is that they will
transfer to Zed because it is a forest kingdom and because King
Gothroyd has always been the mainstay of their system. Whether
or not he has changed his allegiance probably does not worry
them. They will think that Zed means safety for them and a
home.’
Gothroyd nodded grimly and Balwone continued to speak.
‘Doubtless there is a struggle going on in Zed, and the forces of
darkness will be striving to capture the kingdom. We have a
choice to make. Will we concentrate our personnel in Zed and
fight the battle there, or will we treat the matter with some indifference?’
Gothroyd was quick to reply. ‘Surely we should concentrate all
our forces in Zed and fight the battle there. It is commonsense to
do so.’
‘Aye’, said Balwone, ‘commonsense says we should do that,
but what about spiritual sense?’
Both kings wore puzzled looks. They were asking silent questions, and Balwone acknowledged this. ‘I ask you’, he said,
addressing them, ‘what special thing is it you have seen in
Massians and their brother Shemgridions which is most powerful?’
The two men thought for a time, and then Clandius said slowly,
‘What has struck me as very powerful is their lack of fear in the
face of difficulties and enmity. Even when the threat of death is
about them they act calmly.’
Gothroyd agreed. ‘What irritated me was their refusal to fight
in spite of the calamities that came to them.’
‘That is their method of fighting’, said Balwone. ‘They trust
Massia and the Most High, and since they have no need to fear
death, they can be at peace in life. They have two words of which
they make much, and these are “patience” and “perseverance”.’
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‘So, then’, said Gothroyd, ‘what are you trying to tell us?’
‘What I am trying to say’, said Balwone, ‘is that if we go on
with our lives and ignore them, then there will be fear on their part.
We know from history, and especially from the valuable documents that Flamgrid acquired, that many southern kingdoms have
defeated the old gods and lords, and Massia has been established
as Lord of those countries and the Most High as their God. We
still give power to the powers of darkness in our minds, and are
always worrying about their next move. Massia is Lord of all
countries whether they acknowledge it or not. Our best way is to traverse kingdom after kingdom with the good news of Massia, and
as men and women accede to Massia so those lands will be won.’
‘What of those who still worship the old gods? What do we do
about them?’ asked Gothroyd, thinking as he was about what he
would face on his return to Zed.
‘There is no land, country or nation which is wholly given over
to Massia’, said Balwone, ‘and there will always be the attempt to
revive old lords, gods and idols, but those who attempt this are
themselves in deceit. They cannot win, not, anyway, win for ever.’
Clandius was deeply interested in the prince’s claim for the
permanent defeat of evil powers.
He asked, ‘On what do you base your claim of permanent
defeat of these ancient powers? Is any one nation ever totally free
of the possibility of falling back into idolatry?’
Balwone looked earnestly at his confrères. ‘I admit the possibility is always present of a falling back into idolatry. Even so,
only that which is true—which is of the truth—will remain at the
climax of history. The so-called existence of gods and lords and
idols is not based on reality or, as we call it, truth. The truth is the
Most High—who he is, what he is and what he does—all that is
his will. That is truth. The great dragon is the opposite of truth. He
lied in the Garden to Admah and Hawah, the first couple, and his
existence has always been in the midst of deceit, especially selfdeceit. Only what is true remains for ever. Massia said he came to
tell the truth and also to bear witness to it.
‘When lies and deceits are the order of a person or a nation, then
they are doomed to destruction. Even if a community gives over to
the deceit of evil, it cannot in the end of all things stand upon deceit.’
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Gothroyd shuddered. ‘I was in that mind myself’, he said, ‘and
I fought for the lie, thinking it to be the truth. I see what you mean.
I had it in mind to go around Zed and destroy every temple and
shrine, and to order the nation to worship only Massia, but I see
that that is drawing attention to the evil powers. I see now I must
let the old die, and the new bring its own life and truth.’
Clandius clapped his hands. ‘Bravo, friend Gothroyd! I likewise will do the same. Truth is powerful because it is the truth,
because it is the way things really are. If we are of the truth, then
we are bound to be triumphant, even if those of the lie seek to
destroy us.’
‘Ah!’ rejoined Balwone. ‘Patience and perseverance are the
way people of truth live under the oppression of the lie. Sooner or
later truth will prevail, and the lie will perish, as also those who
follow the lie. As for temples and shrines, they are but outward
symbols and have no power within themselves. We are true temples and shrines, in ourselves, because we worship from the heart.
Temples and shrines claim permanency for their gods and lords,
but there are no such gods and lords. They devise themselves into
these offices, but underneath it all they are only creatures, and all
creatures have the breath of life by virtue of the True One, the
Lord Most High.’
As the two kings regarded Balwone they sensed that something
was struggling in him. In fact it was his memory recalling what
Flamgrid had taught him many years before. He looked back at
the kings, softly smiling as the word came to him.
‘Many years ago my teacher Flamgrid told me words which
are helpful when I recall them. They were these:
There can be no such creatures as evil dragons and strange
giants. The Master of the universe made no such things, for it
was not in him to create what is fearsome and unlovely. These
strange beings are also not the figments of our fevered imaginations. They are the beasts we bring to life out of our spirits,
and out of the evil that resides in our secret hearts.
Nor are they made by one man, or one person alone. The
human race devises their form and their disposition out of the
collective spirit of evil. Were there no such creatures devised
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by human myths, then the pain of the mind and of the spirit of a
person would send that one into insanity. It is a mercy—
allowed by the Maker—to bring out the stuff of evil and cause it
to become visible in the forms the imagination and the will
would have it to be. In this way, man is confronted with himself and his own terrible evil.
‘Knowing this I have little fear of evil powers when they come
boasting their strength and their hatred of Massia. I know they
cannot exist of themselves. Evil is and evil does and so it supports
them, but they are a vapour, a mist which vanishes in the bright
rays of the true sun. One day even their memory will be gone,
never to return.’
The two kings arose and embraced the prince. Clandius spoke
for both of them. ‘We are grateful, Balwone, for your wisdom, for
the way we will go about all things will be different from what we
had planned. You bring much ease to our spirits. We believe all
will go well with us because Massia is our Leader. We will not go
ahead with hastiness of spirit or intent.’
Balwone was warmed by their gratitude, and begged leave of
them, for he had other things in mind. They graciously granted
him leave and sat again at the table to work through their plans for
the kingdom and the Kingdom of Massia also. Balwone, too, had
plans which were forming.
By this time the Corsini gang were almost at Gothric, the palace
city of Zed, and were in anticipation of meeting their master,
Corsini. They had little joy at the prospect and often talked among
themselves about it. Their trouble was that they could not trust one
another and were in a quandary. They wished to be united in their
explanations to Corsini but they had no assurance that some gang
members would not put in critical reports.
On what was to be their last night they were camping in the
forest for which Zed was famed. It had been the night before when
they had been puzzled and troubled by the sounds and movements
of what they thought were migrating flocks of birds going south,
and animals of some proportion which were moving in the
undergrowth or the lower limbs of the trees. They had been unable
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to work out what was happening and discussed the matter continually, for this was not the time of migration, being as it were
still summertime. On that last night they were no longer kept in
doubt, for the dragon appeared. It was there in the fullness of its
being, filled out to its limits as a creature, its skin glowing with a
green and red sheen, its nostrils puffing out flames of fire, its huge,
foreshortened arms and paws beating on its chest, and its belly
rounded out, resting partly on its legs, and the whole being of it
designed to send terror into the heart of the gang. The stench of
it was as though from corrupting flesh and rotting vegetation
pressed up against them, and it caused them to cough and long for
pure air.
The large creature waved its arms and paws, rolled its head and
looked down on them in a way that made them tremble. Had they
been able to, they would have fled, but they knew there was no
escape and so they waited in trepidation. The voice, when it came,
was a surprise. Instead of the harsh, gravelly growl that they
expected of dragons, it was soft, gentle and pleasing. It was clear
and without harm. It was seductive. These men who were always
critical, cynical, bitter and angry out of their troubling guilt and
accusing consciences now had a rare and warm feeling of comfort.
Panitras who was one of the leading men of the gang asked in a
mild voice, ‘Great Dragon, why thus do you appear to us? We
have no dealings with you. Why then are you visiting us?’
If it were possible for a dragon to sound like a piping lamb,
then this was the occasion. The voice was seductive and stirred the
flesh of the listening men. It is true that occasionally a touch of
gravelly harshness slipped in, so that a perceptive person would
think the softness of the utterance was contrived, but the dragon
knew what it was about and it worked hard to get the men to hear
what it was saying.
‘I am the lord of all gods’, it was saying, ‘and the gods have
always been good, having in mind their human servants and
worshippers. In these days we have left Allein because it is so
pestered by loathsome, self-righteous creatures like Balwone and
Oranias who make themselves out to be somewhat, and its inhabitants have lost their awe and holy fear of us. So be it. We are
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going south to the kingdom of Zed. Even there the king has taken
leave of his senses, but in time he will be righted. We have been
somewhat slack in holding on to the lands which are ours, but now
we will fight with every weapon and skill we have to bring things
back to their rightful order.
‘We have high regard for Master Corsini and the men he
chooses to work with him. He is about to have great reward from
us, and so you will benefit. Even now he is planning to set the
people of the ancient order against the new Massians and old
Shemgridions, and they will certainly succeed. What I ask you
today, and what the gods and lords ask you today, is to be in this
crusade against these newfangled people and their newfangled
customs. We suggest you try to infiltrate every new order and
movement, and pretend to be part of it. You should bring Corsini
all you learn and be subject to him. Thus you will share in the
great riches which we can provide, and thus you will be prosperous in the land.’
The men of the gang stood silent. They were waiting for
Panitras to answer, but he stood there, his mind strangely mixed
with pictures which made him suspicious of the dragon. He was
undoubtedly deeply affected by its persuasive voice, but he had
other feelings which had been with him for some time. They were
doubts about the powers of darkness whom he and the gang had
served. What had happened in Allein, and the sight of Gothroyd
saved out of a deep, black abyss and brought into the sunlight of
life, had shaken him thoroughly. Now he was in a quandary, for if
he questioned the dragon then sudden destruction might come
upon him. If he agreed with the serpent then he might be dragged
into actions which could eventually destroy him as a human being.
Having a large possession of guile he answered in a humble voice,
and the very tone of it alerted the rest of the gang, for they had
never heard this leader speak so humbly.
Panitras was saying, ‘My Lord Dragon, what can we do but
obey you in all that you have asked. We belong to you, the ancient
gods, and we seek your good rewards. Tell us now what we must
do, for we are ready.’
For a time the dragon was silent. It had ceased its swaying
movement, and the fire had died down in its nostrils and its paws
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rested on its thighs. It seemed to be dreaming, but then it began its
motions again, and its soft voice came seductively to the men of
evil.
‘I hear you, Panitras our friend. We would have you be honest,
trusting and not treacherous, for we have our ways of dealing with
those who betray us, but then this is not your fashion. No: you are
obedient servants and for this you will be greatly rewarded. Do
not then break up your valuable friendship, but seek out our
Corsini and hear what we say to you through him. Know this, too,
that ere long you will be more and have more than Corsini is and
has. This is our promise and we reward those who do our will.’
The members of the gang were disappointed that their future
connections would still have to be with the man they feared and
hated, but the words of the dragon were sinking deeply into them.
They watched with some despair as the dragon withdrew itself
quietly, backing away and almost bowing to them as it did. They
were cheered by its obvious authority and gladdened by the news
of their coming, rapid rise. They knew the voice of the creature
from now onwards would ever be with them.
Nevertheless, when the dragon had gone, unease filled the vacuum made by its going. Not only were all not convinced by the
creature, but they also were sure their present leader did not
believe it. They sat around their protective fire, quite troubled, and
their sleep was far from serene.
Not far from the Corsini gang, the Zed posse was making its
nightly camp. The morrow would see them in Gothric, and they
were excited, but also apprehensive because of the news given to
them recently by the Shemgridions. They were comforted by the
thought that the small group under Gothnal would by now have
reached the larger contingent of Balwone and Gothroyd.
Unlike the Corsini gang, the retinue of Gothlic were not visited
again by the members of the dragon and his fellow-gods. They
realised, however, that much was happening which did not bode
well for Gothroyd on his return. The princess had a sense of inner
warmth as she pondered her friend and lover, Prince Balwone
of Manignia, and wondered at the pattern of both of their lives,
firstly at the jousting tournaments, then at the sad tragedy of the
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massacre of the Shemgridions and afterwards when she had fled
from the Gothric palace to Cathrid. She had witnessed the wisdom
of Balwone and the manner in which her father had been virtually
defeated by it at Endomin in Cathrid. After all those events she
and Balwone had ridden back to Zed and lived in separation until
Balwone had been released from custody by her father and forbidden ever to enter Zed. The dawning madness of Gothroyd had
changed that, and now they were as together, for the king promised them a planned wedding.
She thought over the ways of Massia her Lord, and concluded
that they were wonderful ways, though certainly linked with suffering and sorrow; but then suffering and sorrow when they are
finished are almost as though they never had been.
Corsini was firmly set in Gothric of Zed, and his plans were
many. He had visitations of hot rage at the news of Balwone’s
escape from his gang and the death he had planned. News had
reached him of Gothroyd’s entire change of heart. He had fumed
over the botching of the murder of Balwone, and in his mind he
planned retribution for those who had botched it. The news that
reached him concerning the bungled murder of Panshin brought
on another bout of rage which lasted for days. He felt it would be
time enough when the gang returned to plan the killing of that
renegade from his team of killers.
What, however, filled him with perverse joy was the news of
the migrating south of the company of gods, lords and their idols.
In his heart he had only a cold contempt for them, for he perceived
they were not infallible, and that they failed so many times. He
determined that, nevertheless, he would use them, but not be used
by them unless it were advantageous to himself. Had he but
known the gods never let themselves be used, but demand total
loyalty, then he would not have made that decision. His trouble
was that he was overweening in his pride, and had that arrogant
spirit which the gods do not like to see in human beings, for they
claim that area for themselves.
For some time the human monster lay in his bed, planning his
schemes and revelling in pride of himself, but he little knew
what lay ahead. It was only when he drifted off into sleep that the
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misgivings came, along with the age-old hatred when the man was
hardened, insensitive to the miseries of others and contemptuous
of all who could not be as he. He was a law unto himself, but each
day he had to earn his reputation again. He dreamed of achieving
it once and for all. That was the goal he coveted.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Things as They Were in Zed
and Other Places

I

strange, continuing absence of King Gothroyd, Aethlic
had rendered loyal support for his monarch who had escaped
the special confinement set up for his state of illness. As regent for
the king, he had ruled well and wisely, along with courtiers who
remained faithful to their leader. Over many years they had
respected Gothroyd and trusted him. If their faith in him had been
shaken, it would have been in the matter of the massacre of the
Shemgridions, the sudden irrational act of killing Flamgrid, and
Gothroyd’s loss of face in the march upon Cathrid when King
Paelfric refused to do bloody battle. Knowing the integrity of their
monarch in his dealings with the old gods and lords in his belief
that they alone were entitled to the worship of men, they
understood the moral pressure which had come upon Gothroyd’s
conscience. This had also been exacerbated by the surrender of
Balwone the Great, and the detention of both him and Gothlic by
the King.
Aethlic was privy to the whole mind and heart of the king
whom he greatly admired. He, himself, had received a shock at the
killing of the Shemgridions in one of the Zed forests. At the time
he had no heart for such killing, thinking it unnecessary, and had
been surprised at the rage which had flamed up in his own breast.
He had discovered the gruesome secret that when men kill men,
something happens that changes the spirit of a person and brings
the loss of integrity which can never be fully recovered. Even so,
he trusted his ruler in regard to his faith in the gods, and carried
out his orders as given.
N THE
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Now, however, he was in a dilemma. Not all courtiers were as
loyal to the king. Some of them were at court for the benefits that
their presence there would bring to them, and whilst they were not
disloyal they had no special loyalty. Then there were those of high
moral character who were shocked at some of the king’s
behaviour as a military monarch. A few of these were Massians
who had not openly confessed their allegiance to the Most High
for fear that they might be martyred, but there were others who
did not hold with the unwarranted slaughter. Those who were
truly loyal were those who believed in the old gods and lords,
although some of them disliked the tyranny of these supernatural
beings under which they had to live.
Almost all courtiers desired the headship of Gothroyd because
he kept his kingdom stable. Their faith in his ability to do so continually had never wavered, but the late aberrations of their ruler
had weakened their trust in him. Most believed he would come
out of this illness, but the illness itself frightened them. What
might he not do, given the strange decisions he had made of late?
Even so, they played the game of waiting, not committing themselves to any who might aspire to leadership.
When some learned the king had escaped confinement, their
feelings and thoughts were mixed. His escape might be the proof
that his mind was healed, but it might also mean he was only on
some vicious plan. They reasoned it could have been that he was
out to destroy Balwone whom he had dismissed into a dangerous
freedom, for he had warned Balwone that he felt free to destroy
him. Only a small coterie were privy to the commission given to
Corsini to kill the prince, and since such things were the order of
the day for northern kingdoms, they kept this knowledge to themselves.
On the whole the court trusted Aethlic to act as regent in the
king’s absence. The army looked to Aethlic in regard to the work
they had been commissioned to do by the king. Wars were actions
which took place according to the politics of the nations, and
when they had been told to prepare to go against Miridon, they
had accepted the fact. When the venture was cancelled, there was
only a shrugging of the shoulders for it mattered little to them
what orders were given.
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Aethlic of course knew that Appria had arranged for courtiers and
yeomen to go with the king, and that he, being the king’s close
friend, had led the small entourage to protect the sick sovereign.
More than that Zed’s regent did not know. For months the king
had been in limbo and they could not trace him. Intelligence had
brought the news to Aethlic that the king had taken the road to
Allein, and beyond that he knew nothing. He surmised that in
some crazed bent of mind the king was going to the centre of the
gods and the lords, seeking an answer to the state of his being and
his responsibility towards these deities which somehow was
connected with his illness and his healing.
What disturbed him greatly was garbled intelligence which
came through. It seemed that Corsini’s men had closed in on
Balwone, at about the same time that Appria’s posse was privy to
Balwone’s position in the same Allein. That was the last information which had come to him, but another matter was in progress
which greatly disturbed him. It was said that some of the courtiers
were disturbed by the long absence of the king, and were impatient, desiring Aethlic to be proclaimed king in the place of
Gothroyd. Aethlic who was the general in charge of the army of
Zed was widely thought to be the successor to the king, but as
their ages were little different it had always been thought that his
succession would not take place. Now the order of things had
been broken by the illness of their sovereign, and they were
becoming increasingly uneasy. It seemed, also, that in the country,
folk were dissolving their obligation to the gods and turning
towards the Massia Gothroyd so hated. Since the whole culture of
Zed was based on the ancient gods, this disloyal action was
wholly reprehensible. Something would have to be done. It was
these rumblings which deeply disturbed the regent and he
redoubled his efforts to obtain news of the king and to send
messages to him. He reasoned that Gothroyd would not be in
Miridon proper, because of the knowledge Clandius would have
of the impending war Zed would be imposing on them. Whilst
Allein was a part of Miridon, Clandius and his people had, long
ago, thought of it as an area almost lost to them. How long, then,
Gothroyd would tarry in Allein was not known to Aethlic and he
thought to send a posse to recover him quickly.
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Day by day the tensions tightened until it seemed the hitherto
supportive court might turn against Gothroyd, demanding that
Aethlic be made king. Aethlic chafed under the lack of knowledge,
but let it be known in a number of pronouncements that he did not
care to be made king and that his loyalty to Gothroyd was total.
At this pitch of things one of his officers sought for an audience
and in secrecy told him that members of the Corsini gang had
slipped into the Gothric community.
‘They are in the inner suburbs where other scoundrels and
wasters dwell’, he said, ‘but as you know, Corsini is in the city,
awaiting news of Balwone’s murder, and his payment by the
king’.
Aethlic nodded. He did know of Corsini’s presence and
it worried him. He was even more worried that the king had
employed the criminal to destroy Balwone, and he wondered
whether the monarch had been in his right mind when he had
made the contract. He also knew that Corsini was constantly trying to penetrate the court. He had ambitions to be noted because
of his wealth and general influence in a certain part of society. He
was content to let his money speak for him, but Aethlic was
determined he should make no inroads into the court. He, as yet,
had no grounds on which to apprehend the evil fellow but was
keeping him well in mind.
‘Keep this intelligence to yourself’, the regent told the officer.
‘If you catch him at anything, we will take him to court and make
an example of him.’
The officer bowed to the regent and retreated from the court.
Aethlic’s mind was busy planning some action.
Corsini lost no time in meeting his gang of criminals. Already he
had had news that Balwone was as yet unharmed and that the king
had spoken of a visit of Massia to him, personally, and that now
his mind had changed and he was a willing servant of the Most
High and Massia his Son.
Corsini was burning with anger when he met Panitras and the
group. They saw his anger and were sullen. He scarcely noted
how they felt, so angry he was with them.
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‘You have failed me again’, he sneered. ‘What sort of fools are
you?’ All the past rose up, especially the time of his clash with
Balwone, and the magistrate ordering him, Corsini, into prison.
Panitras thought, ‘His very bowels are boiling, so angry is he.
He will do us harm if in some way we do not pacify him.’
Master Corsini’, he said, ‘no doubt you are angry with us, but
many times when we sought to kill him, the most terrible things
happened. I bear witness that we were not dull or lacked the will
to destroy him. We were mindful of you and the money too,
which we have not yet earned. One other matter came up, and it is
that King Gothroyd has been fully healed and is now a follower of
Massia and were we to kill Balwone then he might have us all
killed. He might even discover that it was through you this murder
was done, and so we ceased from our endeavours from that
moment onwards. We were thinking of you, Master.’
Corsini was caught in mid-air and was scarcely able to suspend
his anger. His brow darkened as he held himself in rein. The gang
were watching him closely and they saw a cloud of fear pass over
him. Then his face cleared. His cunning told him he would
somehow make something out of this knowledge. His links with
certain courtiers might be helpful to his cause.
Panitras interrupted the thinking of his master. ‘Master’, he
said, ‘we met the dragon as we were returning home’.
Corsini looked astonished. ‘You saw the dragon!’ he shouted.
The whole gang nodded vociferously. ‘We saw the dragon’,
they chorused loudly.
‘What then did he say?’ demanded their master.
‘First he sent salutations to you’, Panitras said, ‘and he told us
he has much in store for you to do, and that he would make you
great in this city and land’.
‘Yes! Yes!’ Corsini said hastily. ‘What orders then did he give?’
‘He said he would soon visit you’, Panitras said, ‘but what the
dragon will do depends on the new place where the gods and
lords from Allein will take up in Zed’.
‘Zed? Zed?’ shouted the chief criminal. ‘What do you mean
“Zed”?’
‘Master’, Panitras replied, ‘all the gods, lords, idols and powers
are transferring to Zed from Allein. Balwone and his cursed
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fellows have broken the power of the dark rulers of Allein. We
entered Allein because you said the gods would favour us there,
but at that same time Balwone and his men, and then Gothroyd
and his attendants, were battling the elements of Allein and
breaking their power.’
Corsini went pale with both rage and fear, and the men watched
him closely to perceive what he was thinking. He made no secret
of this.
‘You say they are coming here? Where then will they make
their habitation?’
Panistras scarce knew how to say it, Corsini was so incensed.
‘They are in a forest of Zed’, he ventured. ‘From there they will
seek to regain the kingdoms. This is what the dragon told us.’
Corsini calmed visibly before them. ‘It is our hour’, he hissed.
‘We will follow the dragon and we will reign in these kingdoms.
That is what he meant when he said there is much in this for us
all.’ He peered at the men. ‘You are all with me in this, are you
not?’
‘We are with you’, they agreed, but there was not much fire in
their words. Corsini sensed this but said nothing. He had his ways
of forcing them, and he would easily control them. When he
spoke again his voice sounded quite similar to that of the dragon,
more gentle, soft and almost piping like a lamb. Hearing this, the
men were alerted.
Out of a fat satchel hanging on his left hip, Corsini produced
money. He laid it out on a table, constantly withdrawing more
from the satchel and laying it in rows. He smiled as gentle a smile
as they had seen him ever produce. Then he said, ‘Though you
have not succeeded in your mission given to you, yet I will be
generous, for you have travelled many miles and worked many
hours. Take this and continue in my employ. We have fine things
ahead. The powers will reward us greatly.’
The men were not much interested in what lay ahead. Their
eyes fixed greedily on the coins and they wondered what they
should each take. Corsini indicated to each one the amount that
was his.
When all were paid, he said, ‘Keep yourselves hidden. Let it
not be seen that a gang has entered the city. Dress like your
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neighbours in the inner city. Say no word to anyone. Wait until I
speak with the dragon and then we will know what to do.’
There were many others in this master criminal’s employ, and
most were rascals who could stir a crowd when that was required.
Others were in other branches of humanity. They were the dangerous ones, and Corsini planned to send them throughout Zed,
stirring the people to be loyal to the gods and lords, and centuries’ old culture of the northern kingdoms. He kept these matters to himself, hiding them from this rabble he employed. He
knew himself to be the man of the hour, and chuckled to himself.
It was Panitras, who was as sharp as a leatherworker’s knife,
who distrusted his master more than ever. A plan of his own was
forming, but he did not chuckle because he knew of the danger it
was to himself, if not others.
Gothlic held conference early in the day which would bring them
to Gothric. Should she travel to the palace castle to see her mother
the queen, and should she share the whole news of what had happened to her father, or should she stay a while in the castle of one
of her friends whose husband was a courtier? The questions were
spoken to Shanome who counselled her to go directly to Aethlic
and inform him of all that had happened, including the silent
invasion of Zed by the dark forces of Allein. It might be that
Aethlic would not have heard the news of her father’s conversion
to Massia, and this would be most important. Perhaps there were
problems already arising and the news might help Aethlic to face
these. She would also be meeting her mother Queen Mabila early
on her return.
That would mean that the whole posse should proceed to
Gothric Castle. This being the case they made sure that all members of the retinue were in their best dress, that all the accoutrements were polished to perfection, so that the people would be
impressed by the cortege as it went through the city bailey and
then on to the drawbridge and so into the bailey of the palace castle. Preparations having been made, the contingent set off briskly
for Gothric.
The Gothlic company had to make its way through familiar
territory, namely the famous and rich forest lands from which
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much timber was milled. It was also in this forest that innumerable deer lived and were a source of venison and leather hides.
Many kinds of fruit grew naturally, without cultivation, and birds
of various kinds provided food for many a table. It was in
the forest they were passing through that Flamgrid, the noted
cobbler and scholar, had lived. The cortege enjoyed travelling
through the land they knew, but they had not gone far into the
forest when they noticed a strangeness about it, and it took little
time for them to realise what had happened. It was that the supernatural inhabitants of Allein had settled themselves in the forest
as new quarters for their habitation. Almost all the marks of
Allein were now in this place—oppressive silence, furtive movements, lack of song and heaviness which affected the spirits of the
posse.
Something of indignation rose in the whole company.
Although not all were dedicated followers of Massia, yet none
was against him because of what they had seen in Allein, and
because they trusted the king’s change as being a true one.
One of the maids-in-waiting said, ‘This is not like our forest at
all. It is like Allein was before Balwone the Great won his victory
over the dragon.’
Another maid said, ‘And he will do it again!’ It was obvious
they adored the prince.
Shanome confided to Gothlic that he did not know how
Balwone would do this. ‘This time it is going to be a real battle for
the whole kingdom’, he said, ‘but I believe we will shake the
whole kingdom in ejecting them’.
Disliking the change in atmosphere in the royal forest, they
now pressed on towards Gothric. They had a break of fast at noon,
but it was brief, and conversation was but little. The matters of
arriving and then of reporting the invasion of the Zed forest were
on their minds. It was only when, later, they caught the first view
of rounded spires in the distance that they retrieved their spirits
enough to cheer, and that the thoughts of the forest left their
minds. They urged on their mounts, and the horses, recognising
the green pastures which led on to the city, and the old familiar
smells of the countryside, quickened their strides, hastening
towards what they knew was their true home.
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From the moment they came into the rural habitation there
were folk gawking at them, recognising them, then following
them. A great train developed and by the time they were in the
suburbs so many followed them that it seemed all Gothric was out
to welcome them. The princess had always been a favourite of the
people and here they were welcoming her home with cries of joy
and admiration. The contingent was a sight for their eyes, for such
was rarely seen. Folk chattered amongst themselves because it
somehow came to them that the princess’s return in some way
exonerated her from the sentence the king had given her.
Not all welcomed her. Corsini had organised his bunch of rascals to throw a discordant note into the midst of the welcoming
crowd but some said, ‘Hush!’ and others said, ‘Shame!’ and yet
more said, ‘Hold your tongues!’ so that the effect of the disturbers was small. Others wanted to show their loyalty and so
they began singing old songs of Zed, songs of royalty and loyalty
and of the land. Gothlic thought how delighted her father would
have been to hear it all.
By the time they reached the causeway to the palace castle, the
palace regiment of soldiers had crossed to the city bailey, all in
ceremonial uniform, led by their officers, and with their band
playing martial music. A great silence fell over the crowd as
Aethlic rode out in front to call the regiment to attention and then
to make the ceremonial salute. It was a solemn and a brilliant
moment. Shanome rode forward, saluted General Aethlic and then
rode back to bring the princess forward and present her to the
king’s regent, who saluted her and then turned and released the
regiment from its salute. After that he placed his mount on the left
of the princess and escorted her past the officers and soldiers and
led them on to the causeway and then on to the drawbridge and
across into the castle. From the end of the causeway to the great
open doors of the castle, unimpeded by the portcullis which had
been raised, were gathered the servants of the castle, from highest
to lowest. They bowed as the princess rode past. Behind the
princess and the regent followed Shanome and the remaining
posse soldiers. The regent dismounted, and assisted the princess to
dismount. Lord Shanome then dismounted and awaited the
beckoning of Aethlic. The soldiers dismounted and the ostlers
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took the reins of all the horses and led them away. The three
maids-in-waiting had been met outside and led away, and the cook
made his way to his own quarters. The soldiers waited at attention
until the princess, Aethlic and Shanome went into the castle,
whereupon they marched to their barracks.
No sooner had they entered the stateroom when Aethlic asked
anxiously, ‘What is the news? What of the king? Do you know
aught of Balwone and the others? What do you know of the creatures and gods of Allein?’
The three of them sat and Gothlic said, ‘My father the king has
been wholly healed. He is like another man, so different from
what he was before his illness. He has turned from the gods and
lords of our ancient history and has become a follower of
Massia.’
Strong unbelief registered itself in the eyes of the regent. At
the same time he could not but believe what the princess was
saying. That belief triumphed over his incredulity and he gasped.
‘This is hard to believe, Princess Gothlic’, he said, ‘but it is good
news—very good news. Where, then, is the king, and what of
Balwone?’
The princess smiled at his eagerness and unfolded the news
concerning her father, Balwone, Oranias, Kanavah, Roget and
King Clandius. Although she knew little about what was presently
proceeding with those men, she filled in as many gaps with information as she could.
Aethlic looked at Shanome whose eyes were alight with delight
at the changing expressions of his friend the regent. Shanome
proceeded to describe events in much more detail than Gothlic’s
account. He narrated every incident, assuming it was necessary to
inform Aethlic. Then he proceeded to give the news of the southward migration of the Allein company of creatures and gods.
When he completed that narrative, Aethlic had a look of horror
and dismay. ‘They are here?’ he questioned. ‘How do you know
that?’ He was trying to measure the significance of the migration.
They told him about their original journey into Allein, and then
the altered atmosphere of the present palace forest. They talked
for a long time whilst Aethlic questioned the happenings from
every possible angle. Gothlic had not expected her mother to be at
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the welcome so when she had told all she knew she excused herself to slip away and meet her mother.
Mabila was waiting for her in their family drawing room. She
had watched the welcoming ceremony and retired, awaiting her
daughter, knowing that the regent would be wanting to hear all the
news. In a great rush of tears Gothlic told her mother of the
amazing change that had taken place in Gothroyd. It was then her
mother’s turn for a rush of tears. For a long time they shared the
news of the miraculous healing, the quick recovery of Gothroyd,
and then his intention to lead Zed into an understanding of
Massia and the Most High.
Of course the news of the migration south of Allein’s evil
inhabitants brought a rush of alarm to the queen, but her daughter
told her that it was a situation that one day would have to be faced,
that is, ‘the death of the gods’, as she put it to her mother.
After that the conversation shifted to the events that lay ahead,
especially that of the royal wedding. Gothlic had talked at some
length about this proposed occasion and told her mother that the
king had been interested, even to making suggestions. He had
thought it might help to bring the northern kingdoms together to a
degree not known before. So, then, the women planned; and their
thoughts about Gothroyd, Balwone and the others in Miridon
receded in the face of such anticipation of this major event.
In the stateroom Aethlic and Shanome were discussing the details
of what they should do pending the king’s return. One of the
matters which came up was that of Corsini and the gang which
Shanome had met in Allein. He had not been able to sense their
reactions to the healing of the monarch. Aethlic had certain
information relating to Edwin Corsini and his links with a few of
the knights of the court. Shanome had not missed the actions of
the rascals in the welcoming crowd. He was concerned lest worse
events might be engineered by the astute criminal. The two agreed
to keep their eyes on this man by means of their own scouts.
They talked on into the night, discussing through their supper the
things that much mattered. What was uppermost in their minds
was the return of the king and of Balwone and how their coming
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—were it to be separate or together—would be received by all
Zedians. So far as Aethlic was concerned, no serious party had yet
formed which would oppose the king, but the presence of the
gods, lords and their attendant creatures in the royal forest was
now to be taken into serious consideration. More than that they
could not do, but they hoped some intelligence might come
through from the west which would help them to make decisions.
Having talked out all these things, the two men fell to talking
personally, especially about the development in all the kingdoms
of the Massian faith, and how rapid was its rise. They had heard
the reports of the previous visits of Balwone and his friends into
Mantria and Frimpone, and how those kingdoms could well be
said to belong to Massia. It looked as though the kingdom of
Cathrid was now virtually under his Lordship. Manignia had been
much impressed by their own Prince Balwone and so were warm
towards the Most High. Cautria and Flagland were both unknown
as to their first loyalty, but in both of them their cultures, which
while differing somewhat were basically the same, were the greatest obstacle to change.
‘It is sure’, said Aethlic, ‘that our cultures are determined by
the gods we worship. We do everything to keep ourselves as a
nation in the sight of them. We know their demands, their laws,
and their whims, and we are anxious not to transgress the bounds
they have set for us. All our farming is done with regard to the
high days of the various gods, and we dare not do other than are
the age-old customs. The stories of the gods and their powers
make us be careful as to what we do or not do. So our fasts and
our festivals, did we know it, have all had their beginnings in the
ways of the gods, though often so far back in our history that we
cannot know how and why these things began.’
Shanome agreed with this and added, ‘It is difficult to know
what is of the gods, and what of their priests and acolytes, because
these close followers of the deities and lords use their craft
for their own purposes. For all we know they may change or
emend the laws to suit themselves and their profits. After all,
kings and princes submit themselves to the gods through these
mediums.’
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‘Whatever is the ordering of these things’, Aethlic said, ‘the
powers themselves are brutal and arrogant, and we are their playthings’.
‘I heard Oranias say’, Shanome interjected, ‘that Massia is the
true Lord of all things, of all nations and people, by the fact that
he was present at the creation, working with his Father the Most
High. Then when he became a man and died on the cross, that
death and his resurrection after it was a full victory over these
powers, and he is now situated above them all. The gods and lords
are those who usurped his power, by reason of human beings
living in rebellion and apart from the Most High. The supernatural lords and princes will not let them go, and they—for their
part—are ignorant of the freedom which can be theirs. Take
Aelfric Collenthribben, for example, the former priest of the gods
in Cathrid; he was deeply convinced they were the rightful rulers
of the world and he was a great bearer of what he called “the
good news of the gods” until his change of heart. He then saw
that the government of the gods is cruel and harsh and evil, and
that Massia’s rule is one of love and is for the good of all.’
Aethlic nodded and his expression was one of earnestness. ‘I
would that our sovereign return soon’, he said. ‘I believe he will
help us to smooth out many of these problems. The people will
have no true rest until he does. I am sure there are many adverse
things being planned by the gods and lords for they will not easily let go of their control of our nations.’
Shanome agreed with him. ‘I also have heard’, he said, ‘that in
the south many nations have thrown off the yoke of these deities
and they live free from their bondage. Indeed the kingdoms of
Mantria and Frimpone could make such a claim. In the outcome it
will be shown that these lords and gods are false and cannot
stand.’
‘They will not stand’, said Aethlic, ‘and would to Massia that
his release might soon come to us’.
With that they ceased their conversation. As they parted they
knew a great conflict between two forces was building up, and
they knew that they must keep on the alert so that the most significant battle of all history would be resolved for the liberation of
the nations. It was as though they scented from afar the delightful
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odour of that future freedom and were entranced by its fragrance.
How different things would be! How heady that perfume and how
rich its aroma!

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

Holy Convocation

T

of Zed was showing signs of impatience and the
monarch of Miridon questioned him as to the case.
Gothroyd replied, ‘According to the news Knight Gothnal and
his three men brought to us, the evil powers are taking possession
of my royal forest and intend to do mischief in the kingdoms. My
daughter Gothlic will by this time have reached Gothric and will
have given the news of the new habitation of the gods and lords.
Besides this, the story of my conversion to Massia will be known.
Lord Shanome will have told the same news to the regent, Aethlic,
and folk will wonder why I, too, have not returned.
‘I have no doubt that the Corsini gang members will be in
Gothric by this time, for their leader, Corsini himself, sent them to
kill Balwone; an act, sadly enough, for which I commissioned him
in my rage. He will undoubtedly be planning much mischief. So
you see, Clandius, that we must return as soon and as swiftly as
possible.’
Clandius agreed. ‘What then of the men who have been left up
country in Miridon? There are Kanavah, Roget and all the
Shemgridions, including Shemmalin. What should be done about
them? Do you intend to wait until they return from their preaching?’
‘They may take months’, Gothroyd said. His face firmed in a
decision. ‘No’, he said, ‘we must leave this very day if you can
aid us in so doing’.
‘We shall give you every aid, of course’, said Clandius, ‘but
we need to confer with Balwone and Oranias as to what we
should plan in regard to the future, especially in regard to the
idols and lords who have ruled our lands, and are now in your
own royal forest’.
HE KING
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‘Let us then do that immediately’, said Gothroyd. ‘I wot that
we have already been told by them, that to wait on Massia for his
leading is the principle by which we should move.’
Balwone and Oranias were summoned and desired, like the
king, to be on their way, but they attended to what the two kings
were saying.
Gothroyd was the first to speak. ‘We have come to the conclusion’, he said, ‘that Massia is the one who sets out the plan, and
tells us by one means or another, and so we act. Even so, I shall
never forget the Holy Convocation of the people of Massia which
took place in Endomin. To me it was a peaceful gathering of the
first order. All the people were calm and serene when in a few
minutes there might have been a great slaughter among them.
I propose that we think in terms of a Holy Convocation.’
Clandius nodded as Gothroyd described the event in detail. ‘It
sounds to be a powerful way of fighting without dangerous
human weapons. I think we should agree with this idea.’
Balwone was not opposed to it, but wished to clarify a matter.
‘As I understand the matter, these gods and lords gather together
to maintain their strength and authority, and yet each god or lord
has its being in an allotted territory. It does not matter where they
are, so much as who they are in that place, and what is the mind of
their evil master, whether he be called by the names Mourna or
Lucifer. The defeat of these creatures is fought on the battleground of each heart, and then on the one heart of the people of
Massia.
‘The people of Massia are not just a number which can be
counted, but a company which, like a human body, is composed
of organs and other elements which make it one—as a whole. We
need to know, then, the mind of Massia, for if a Holy Convocation
is called it must not just be held to defy or defeat the gods, but to
worship the Most High and Massia, and in that worship to know
the mind of Massia in regard to these supernatural creatures. In
the history of the world it is certain that nations have broken the
yoke in which they formerly had to work. It may be at a Holy
Convocation that Massia will be pleased to do this.’
Oranias agreed with this principle. The four men then discussed the future of the northern kingdoms, and agreed that the
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time had truly come when the grip of the gods and lords was
about to be broken.
After this mild conference the royal staff set about provisioning the posse for the time ahead. It was agreed that the workers up
north who were of Balwone’s contingent should wait for each
other in Miridia until all had returned, and then they should
proceed to Gothric. Those travellers would include Kanavah,
Roget and the Shemgridions, whilst Gothroyd’s team would have
Balwone, Oranias, Appria, Gothnal, the courtiers, yeomen, plus the
soldiers from Gothlic’s posse who had accompanied Gothnal on
his journey to report the migration of the astral gods and lords.
The farewell was a warm one, Clandius saying at the last that
he hoped to bring his nation fully to the feet of Massia, that he
was greatly impressed by the transformed Gothroyd and that he
would despatch the others with right speed when they returned
from the north. Thus to the words and music of many, the posse
rode out across the drawbridge, passed through the large crowd
which had gathered to farewell them and headed west, anticipating
that the days would pass quickly.
As had come to be the custom, the three men rode in the
vanguard, the main reason being to develop their minds in regard
to the government of the world by the Most High and his servant
Massia. Many thoughts had passed through the mind of
Gothroyd, for he desired to have that mind clear as to the truth.
By now he was convinced that there could be only one truth, and
that truth was to be found in the mind and actions of the Highest
as he, his Son and his Spirit were utterly one in nature, in communion within that nature, and in all their actions. He felt deeply the
need of tutoring and was glad of his two teachers, Balwone and
Oranias. He felt that these two men, together, could fill out the
knowledge he needed, and could share their wisdom as to how he
and his kingdom were to act. Whilst his old tendency was to fret
if he could not be in the scene of needed action, yet he was learning that his new Lord—the very ‘ancient of days’—always
worked as was necessary and was pleased to admit him to be a
partner in that action so that he needed not to fret.
The first question he directed was to Balwone and it was
because Balwone, like himself, was a prince.
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‘Prince Balwone’, he asked, ‘is it true, then, that earthly kings,
princes and rulers are appointed by the Most High?’
‘Yes’, that prince replied, ‘it is certainly true, even if the rulers
are sometimes opposed to the Most High in his nature and Lordship over them. I know, Sire, that you direct your question
because you are thinking of all rulers from the beginning of the
nations, and how some have been appalling in the way they have
ruled. Many ruled for material gain, and most for the very fact of
power. It seems that many celestial creatures, having been given
proper power, have been infected by the prince of evil, sometimes
called Mourna and often called ‘the son of the morning’, or ‘the
morning star’, or ‘Lucifer’, meaning ‘light’.
‘I once met this prince and he was wholly deluded as to his
own nature, claiming to be more pure than Massia, and rightful
leader of creatures earthly and celestial. He has recruited leaders
into his system and rules them as part of what he claims is the
intended system of the Most High when it is not.’
Balwone spoke with some heat because of Mourna’s notion
that he would one day be recognised as equal with the Most High.
Gothroyd noted the indignation of his friend and spoke again,
directing the prince back to the question he had put to him.
‘How can it be’, he asked, ‘that the Most High, being holy,
righteous, true, good and loving, could bear to have such rulers as
those who are cruel and greedy and proud? Would he not put
down those rulers and raise up better ones?’
Balwone smiled and looked the king in the eyes. ‘Sire, would
not he be busy and would not the nations live in bewilderment if
kings and rulers were prevented from following their wills? There
are many rulers in this world: fathers, and mothers, those who
have others working for them, elders in societies—and so on. The
Most High warns those in authority that they will have to give
account to him in the great judgment into which every person
comes eventually. No, Sire, the One who created us gives us
responsibility, and not until a person’s measure of judgment is
filled up does he dismiss him from his responsibility to rule.
‘Also, Sire, there is a good side to the matter. The ruling Creator often changes a bad ruler to be a good one. In your own case,
Majesty, the Most High was patient, knowing to what he was
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bringing you; working out issues until you came to see what
wrong things you had done, and then seeing what it means to do
right things.’
‘Well spoken, Balwone’, the king said, and there was a touch
of laughter to his voice. ‘I see, then, that rulers are under the
rulership of the Most High, but you and Oranias once said that,
according to creation, all rulers were set up by the Highest, who
placed them all under the rule of his Son. How then am I to see
this system? How does it work? Where do celestial and earthly
rulers fit into it?’
Balwone looked at Oranias as though to indicate that he might
wish to join the discussion, and that in his knowledge of the Story
his answer to the king would be most clear.
Oranias had been listening with great interest, but now he
sensed it was his time to take up the action. The day had been so
gentle. Summer though it was, it was not hot, and so the creation
seemed to luxuriate in its wellbeing. Southern Miridon was a
fruitful province, its grasses being thick and deep, and the cattle,
horses and deer grazed peacefully. To the left of the posse and
looking to the north were the mountain regions, and the clouds
were massed over these, but the company of travellers was moving
south-west towards the southern end of the mountains and the
break into the country of Zed, so it looked like one sea of verdant
prairie, rich with prey for the circling hawks and falcons, to say
nothing of the eagles higher in the heavens. Across the grasslands
a wide river flowed, and dotted across the whole province were
farm houses and buildings, around which grew trees the people
had planted. It was a wonderful sight and the whole posse was
aware of its beauty.
Out of this contemplation Oranias spoke. ‘What one would
say, Masters, is that this world is a very beautiful place and the
Creator has made it wonderful for our use and enjoyment. The
special Garden into which Admah and Hawah were placed at creation was to be the way the world would develop throughout.
Whatever the nature of its heavenly being, this first pair of
humans was to take the fullness of the special Garden and carry its
wholeness into all the world, until the full world was as that
Garden.
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‘If you ask what was the fullness of that Garden, then it has to
be said that it was the place where God dwelt, and so it was a
temple without being a building. You might call it a garden sanctuary. Whilst it had beautiful and useful trees and vegetation, it
was nevertheless only a figure of a Garden man would one day
inhabit. Even so, he was bidden to eat of the fruit of the Garden to
live. A river flowed through the Garden, watering it all, and this
signified the river of life of which man was bidden to drink that he
might live. In that very Garden the Creator told the couple to take
the beauties of the Garden and give them to all creation. They
were to rule the whole world after bringing it under themselves.
This, Sires, was the nature of rule, and it is how every human
being is in some sense a ruler.’
Oranias was a huge man, and every gesture of his body and
limbs served to accentuate the point he was making. Now he
shrugged his broad shoulders and said, ‘When any is a ruler under
God, he is at peace. When any is a ruler for his own purposes, he
is at unease and lacks peace. The ruler who worships the Most
High is in communion with him and so he rules well and does not
force his people to worship him or slavishly obey him, for his
service is to those whom he rules. Because the Most High has
created them, loves them and ever serves them, they love him,
worship him and desire to obey him. This is true communion and
works from above to below, and from below to above.’
‘Well said! Well said!’ the king rumbled. ‘And yet, Oranias, I
do not hear you speak of a system of rulers. I still have the question in my mind as to the matter of nations and their heavenly and
earthly rulers. Until this matter is cleared I am not sure of what it
is to be a ruler. Methinks it is somewhere in your notion of ruling,
Oranias, but I would know it all so that my mind could be clear on
the matter.’
Balwone nodded as though he, too, would benefit from more
teaching. ‘I am trying to learn what it is to say that the Most High
created man to rule over his creation and this must mean, in some
sense, that all human beings are rulers. How do you explain this,
Oranias?’
Oranias said, ‘Methinks that we are confused about what it is
to rule. To rule is to serve those who are our responsibility. The
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Creator is love itself, and so all rule is the working out of love.
We are working for people, not using them for our benefit. We
are told to put them before ourselves, and to consider them and
their needs.’
Gothroyd shook his head. ‘This is a new thought’, he said, ‘for
though I have sought to rule my people well, I have thought of
them owing me allegiance, and bound to obey me. If that is the
case I cannot have loved them. I accept your reasoning, Oranias,
but something is missing for me in it all. I am still puzzled by the
fact that we have rulers and those who are ruled. How in all this
can we say that all are rulers?’
Oranias smiled. ‘It is a very simple matter, Sires. It is true that
in the beginning the Creator gave the commission to the first
couple to subdue the whole earth and rule over it. Since they were
created in love, and for love, then their ruling would be love, not
for selfish power or gain. If we remember that the whole human
race was in the loins of Admah and he named his wife Hawah,
“mother of all living”, then it would mean that the whole race was
to rule over the whole earth. Since the whole race is really a body
of people, then none was greater or lesser than another. An
understanding of the human race must come from the fact that the
Most High gives gifts, skills and accomplishments to every person. These gifts determine to a great degree what position that
person will have in life. There are certainly ranks of leaders and
the led, rulers and the ruled, but these do not mean any one is
greater or less than another, as we have already observed. If one is
“great”, then it is for the whole body of humanity, and if one is
“less” then that is also for the whole body of humanity.’
Gothroyd gave a slight nod. ‘I think I am beginning to understand’, he said. ‘I can see that everyone is needed to make up the
whole of the action of mankind.’
A shrewd look came into his eyes. ‘I can see now where my
thinking was amiss. I judged each person according to his social
ranking. That was wrong. I can see we are all equal, although I do
not understand the term “equal”.’
Balwone asked, ‘Sire, would it not be best to use the word
“total” rather than “equal”? Each person is totally himself, no
matter what position we give to him?’
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Gothroyd considered that and then agreed. ‘That leads me to
ask the question, “Why, then, are we here, in this world? For what
purpose were we created?”’
Oranias took up the questions. ‘We have already seen that
everyone is here for the same purpose, that is, to do the will of the
Most High. He, himself, has told us how to live and has put a kind
of goal before us, that is, to make the whole world to be as the
special Garden itself so that in the end the whole earth will be a
place of glory. The reason why we wonder about it all is that we
have rejected the commission given to us. We refuse to be partners with God in doing his will. Once we come under his love we
know that it is a very wonderful will and goal, and we become
partners with him. This is our dignity and this is our life.’
Gothroyd could not forbear slapping his horse on both shoulders, and then clapping his hands at the words the Storyteller had
spoken.
‘Of a truth, friend Oranias, you have spoken great words. If we
are all partners with God, then we are partners with one another,
and that means we are all working totally in the same will and
work of God. All the business of some being higher and others
lower is not to be considered. Being partners and brothers, then,
none can rule over any other. This must be the meaning of love in
action.’
To Balwone came again the vision of the Holy Mountain on
which his pride had surmounted any true love, and he realised
afresh the joy of all humanity being one in the love of the Creator.
He said, ‘Love gives dignity to all. When we do not love, we
take from the dignity of the human race. It is amazing that the
Most High so loved the humanity he had created that to restore its
dignity lost through sin and evil and refusal to love he sent his
Son—as also his Son desired to come—to give us back our honour.’
Gothroyd seemed deeply stirred and highly stimulated. ‘I can
see now where I went wrong and did terrible evil. I could not bear
the quiet dignity of the Shemgridions. In my pride I wanted them
to esteem me highly. They were quietly simple and guileless, and
I took that to mean they were weak and ignoble. All the time they
were nobler than I, and so very wise.’
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Again it seemed that the monarch had been awakened to a
beauty of humanity that he had missed in his pride and cynicism.
His very spirit seemed to be lightened, and his puzzlement over
the matter of ruling was dissolved.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

The Matters of Earthly
Kingdoms and the Kingdom of
the Most High

I

that the posse returning from Miridon had to pass
through the royal forest in order to reach Gothric, the head city
of Zed. Even before they entered it, Gothroyd knew it would bring
a mixture of memories and feelings. The one that made him feel
his age was that of the young Flamgrid—then a little younger
than himself—whom he had met when the man was a cobbler,
and at the same time a sage—the greatest Zed had known. It was the
occasion when the Zagon of Manignia, a fierce and cruel man in
his day, had come to fight the armies of Cathrid and Zed.
Flamgrid had counselled Gothroyd to hide his army in the thick
forest, and also to persuade the king of Cathrid likewise to hide
his army in Cathrid’s royal forest. Gothroyd recalled how
enraged he had been at a recluse telling him how to act, but later
he knew how wise the young sage had been.
Many a time the king and his retinue had hunted for birds, deer
and other creatures in the forest, and he had loved those days of
sport. By contrast there were the terrible days when he had gone
against the Shemgridions who had lived many years under the
grudging coverage of the king himself, but whom he had then
massacred in spite of the pleas of Flamgrid and Balwone. Even
now, as he thought upon that terrible event, he could see the scene
of those helpless folk dying without protest, and his heart
pounded at the sight in his memory. He shuddered as often he had
done since, and were it not that Massia’s mercy was fresh upon
him, he would have receded into the black despair that had
T HAPPENED
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haunted his dreams, his waking and his sleeping. The more the
other times of peace and of war came to his mind, the more he
was aware of the goodness of Massia in working to change him,
ultimately succeeding, and even now making him hate his sin and
love the One who had pardoned it. Though being a hardened
warrior, now tears were gathering in him, and these he wept out
without feeling self-conscious. It warmed him to know that the
hard cynicism of earlier years had dropped away from him, and
every human creature was, too, a warm, living person calling for
his love. Time and again he shook his head and the tears fell from
his eyes.
They were not far into the forest before they sensed the change
which had come to the once beautiful and kindly woodland. The
silence of the woods was not the quietness of beauty, but a dead
apathy, as though the air had died, and what remained was suspended as to the life which comes from the Spirit of creation. The
comforting movements of birds darting hither and thither, or
slipping down from heights to nestle in thick branches, articulating songs and calls and twitterings—this was all absent. The vegetation was static, not swaying in a breeze or rustling from a wind
or having its leaves ruffled. It seemed the shadows feared to
move, as though they might betray the regime of silence that
governed it, and that its regular social life might be a thing of
shame.
The three men rode in silence, thick leaves underfoot so that
the mounts moved without infringing the stillness. Even they
seemed lost in thought, as though loth to confront the deadly
immobility. All of this was a precursor to the action of the dark
power gathering around them. The expression of it was inevitable,
for suddenly a brilliant light broke into the unnatural calm. Even
the light was static as though it had been frozen in the breathless
air.
The three men viewed it, watching it without fear or even surprise. They seemed to know what was coming.
What came was a voice speaking out of the light. ‘I am the
great lord of light’, it said, ‘for I am the angel of light. That is my
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calling. I ask you now, “What are you doing within this my
domain?” None enters here without my permission.’
Balwone said calmly, ‘You are the Great Pretender. You are no
angel of light. You are old Lucifer who has been a liar from the
beginning. Your light is darkness though it seem to be light. Such
light brings no life with it, but is deadly, speaking fearful death to
those immersed in it. We do not accept it as light.’
Frozen stillness followed the prince’s words. Then the voice
came again, ‘This is the true light. All other lights are untrue and
deceitful. These woodlands are my lands, for I was once given all
kingdoms.’
‘You are the ancient thief’, said Balwone, ‘filching the joy and
communion in which man lived. You come to steal and to kill and
to destroy. We have no part in you.’
The voice proceeding from the false light became even more
authoritarian. ‘All you who enter here must pay homage to me
and the gods and lords of my angelic legions.’
Gothroyd spoke up. ‘If any owns this place it is the people of
Zed’, he said, ‘and they have possessed it from all time past. It
does not belong to you but to the Most High. He is above you and
he orders all things.’
The voice answered, ‘It is the traitor Gothroyd who speaks. It
is true that the people of Zed were granted this territory from time
past, but that was because they followed me who am above all
other lords. Now that you have betrayed me and my kingdom, this
is no longer your land. Even now I am summoning my followers
from north and south, east and west, and they shall cast you out
and your people also. So do I deal with those who rebel, who
betray my trust in them.’
The deep, strong voice of the Storyteller from Cautria broke in.
‘Who is the chief betrayer among the creatures God made, but the
serpent who was within the Garden! You are that ancient creature
who changed the truth of God into a lie and told that lie to the
woman whom you beguiled, and the man who knew the truth but
acted in the face of it. You thought to arrest the whole plan of God
so that at the end of time you would surmount all, and rule all,
and that all would worship you. So-called the angel of light, you
have left your proper position and now seek to outdo the Creator
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himself, but it is written that your end shall first be in the abyss of
endless falling, and later in the lake which burns with fire. Now
you refuse to face what you know, and you call on all your evil
creature companions to overcome this Kingdom of the Most
High, that you may plant your kingdom of darkness throughout
the universe.’
The persuasive tone of the creature of false light changed from
its use as a persuader. Now it was a hissing as at the moment
when a snake will strike. ‘My kingdom is already planted everywhere’, said the derisive voice. ‘We will quickly banish you from
these lands.’
Balwone turned to the king. ‘Sire’, he said, ‘we have surely
had enough of this tiresome creature. He owns not one inch of
earth or heaven, and he raves with his lies, thinking we will listen.
Let us ignore him. Let us be gone.’
Something like a hideous scream rang out. ‘You will listen to
me or I will destroy you. You will obey me or I will burn you off
the face of the earth. No one withstands Mourna and escapes his
judgment.’
Balwone spoke in a voice that was stern and authoritative.
‘You can do nothing but what is allowed you, and yet you will be
responsible for all you do. See, I have at my side a golden sword.
It is the truth which shows the lie of you. It is the word which
unmasks the false word of you. It is the word which brings death
to all that is false. You go out to deceive the whole world. My
sword flourishes to bring truth to all the world, even to the climax
of the great judgment.
‘Now do what you threaten to do, and then be silent, for we
will have none of you.’
At that moment it sounded as though all the habitants of hell
had been unloosed from their chains, and were directed to do their
damnable work. The noise which broke out was filled with imprecations, vituperations, blasphemy, scorn and derision. It was foul
language and shrill threats.
‘Once’, thought Balwone, ‘I would have been greatly afeared
and I would have believed my life to be in great danger. Danger it
may be in, but I care little for this threatening, knowing that this
creature of darkness is doomed, his power already having been
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considerably reduced.’ With that thought in mind Balwone simply
allowed his horse to rear upwards and to whinny its own
imprecations at the unseen creatures. Mornsha also growled and
barked. The prince brought his charger down to earth and,
wheeling it about, led Gothroyd and Oranias from the scene of the
false light. They had no interest in the warning of the gods, but
rode on in quietness.
After a time Gothroyd spoke. ‘That indeed was a defeat of the
chief lord’, he said. ‘You have spoken well, Balwone.’
Balwone nodded lightly. ‘We all spoke as we ought to have
done’, he said. ‘In Massia’s time he shall be judged and
destroyed. Already Massia has defeated the creature but he seeks
never to admit it. He must always be plagued with doubts and
misgivings and fears of coming judgment. He who lies can never
know true joy or peace. He who lives the lie is being destroyed by
the lie. The truth is the Most High and his Son Massia, and his
holy Spirit and what he is and does in all time and eternity.’
The others of the posse had not followed the three men into
that part of the woods, and so they had missed the event. Eventually they caught up with the vanguard, and much conversation
ensued. It was left to Balwone to describe the event to the rest of
the company. Some of them appeared to be scared of the gods and
lords involved in the event, but they were soon cheered by
Balwone’s interpretation of the happening. They were further
cheered when Gothroyd told them they would reach Gothric on
the next day.
For the rest, they rode on in the forest which, if anything,
showed faint semblances of life, but of this they could not be sure.
Gothroyd, for his part, was amazed that the Lucifer-creature had
not destroyed the three of them there and then. He conjectured
that the creature had its limits, and that for too long he—
Gothroyd—had been wary and afraid of all supernatural creatures.
Now he sensed they were limited in what they could do. In
Oranias’s mind was a picture of the future of the evil creature, and
he nodded to himself as he thought about the end of him who in
his arrogance and pride went out to deceive the whole world.
At the evening meal time there was much discussion between
the king, Balwone and Appria regarding their journey to Gothric
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the next day. It was decided to send Appria, Gothnal and two of
the yeomen ahead to bring the news to Aethlic of the king’s
return, so that proper protocol could be observed at the time of the
royal arrival. The four men were to leave a few hours ahead of the
main posse. They were close enough to the royal city not to be in
fear of robbers or other enemies. Having made this decision the
whole company was told about it, and all celebrated it with sweet
cider. After this there was the evening time of friendship before
the roaring fire. Although somewhat weary, no one wanted to go
to an early sleep, and so they first of all reminisced on the many
events which had taken place, and then all joined in some of the
songs learned during their journeying. Balwone had taken his
elaina out of its protective covering, and the whole group sprang
to life. There was a tenderness this night in his playing, perhaps
because of the fact that he was going home to Gothlic; perhaps
because of his encounter with the false apostle of light; and
perhaps because Balwone yearned to tell the good news of love
which had come to him after he had loved so wrongly. It seemed,
too, that all members had grown close and that, perhaps, by this
time, all had become Massians. This seemed to be shown by the
way of their singing. There was a genuine throb in the music, a
sign of corporate unity.
Oranias was filled with good spirit for the work which had
come to be done since he had first been brought by Shemmalin
from Cautria. He had come to love his new friends deeply, and
they to love this great giant of a man. He had asked the king’s
permission to tell a story of what he called ‘the beautiful City of
God’, and Gothroyd was delighted to give his permission, for it
was a subject of which he had heard little. All were gripped by the
Story as the Storyteller used all his gift of narration. The king
decided that Oranias should enlarge on the story as Balwone and
he rode with Oranias to the city of Gothric.
All the company were soon asleep, that is, all but the king and
the prince. Gothroyd was seeing his wife in his imagination and
the sight of her in his mind was wonderful to him. He realised she
would have had all the news, but she was probably wondering
whether it could really be true. How many years they would make
up as they discussed their new situation. Balwone on his mattress
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of dried rushes was also visualising his beloved princess, and this
brought an impatience to be with Gothlic and talk about their
future together. Eventually, as with all the others, both Gothroyd
and Balwone slipped into sleep.
The powers which had tried to confront the vanguard in the
forest were doubtless surveying the weak band of mortals, and
planning the way of their persecution but, as people of faith, all
slept without worry. The horses and mules must have sensed the
nearness of the end of their travelling, but they too slumbered.
Even the new and eager mastiff Mornsha ceased his growling and
slept with one ear cocked lest some evil might, perchance, come
upon the camp.
The whole company was up early on the last morning of their
adventure. As had been the case with the Gothlic team, so with
the Gothroyd company. The king during the discussion the night
before had decided he would wear his forest green for a certain
reason with which they had agreed. A fresh suit of these was
given to him. All were spruced up as best they could be, the
horses were well groomed and caparisoned, so that the company
set out in high spirits. They had passed an uneventful night but
they were glad to be free of the forest even before the sun was up.
In the light of the dawn they looked upon the rolling undulations
of the pastures, and on the rural dwellings, most of which had
been built close to the river running through the prairie. The forerunners were so far ahead as not to be seen. Feeling light-hearted
and ready for instruction, the king turned to Oranias and besought
him to begin afresh the story of the ‘beautiful City of God’.
Oranias was not at all loth to be at his heart’s work of telling
the Story. As usual he began with the first Garden into which
Admah and Hawah had been placed.
‘In this Garden’, he said, ‘beauty and love and joy were the
order of the day. Although the man had first been alone, he had
the delight of knowing that all creatures accepted him without fear,
and he even named them according to their properties of nature
and character, and thus it would be that they would ever be. The
Most High created out of this man a glorious creature who was
named Hawah, for she was to be the mother of all who would live
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on the earth. That meant that the man was to be the father of all
who would live. In that sense the Garden was peopled by all the
people that would be and their nations and cultures that would be.
In the true order of things these would make a loving and wonderful city of men.’
Oranias paused. ‘I know’, he said, ‘that I have told you this
before, but I repeat it because the Garden was the City set by God
to be the manner of life of all things upon earth. I have also told
you how the ancient serpent sought to destroy the plan for the
ultimate City of God, and in part succeeded, for the primal couple
were ejected not only for their heinous sin but also to protect them
from eating of the tree of life which would have set their now
sinful characters as unchangeable for ever. The Most High had as
part of his plan to transform this human race, which was doomed
to die, into a people who would have the gift of immortality and
live in his eternal City.
‘Being human we would like to see the Most High work
through Massia to change humanity, creating it anew so that it
would be holy instead of sinful, would do right works instead of
evil works, and would love instead of hate. This change would
make the earth a beautiful place such as we could not fully imagine. At present this would seem to be an impossible dream, but if
the world could not become a Garden City of purity and delight,
then the Most High’s plan for such would have been thwarted by
the rebel serpent, and the Highest would not be God and King
over the whole earth. How then could his plan be fulfilled? From
time to time men dreamed of such a City, and although their idea
of the perfect City was, in fact, far from perfect, they had a yearning for it which the Most High had placed in their hearts.’
Oranias paused and stared ahead as though in his mind he were
seeing this splendid City. ‘I confess’, he said, ‘that when I think of
the City which will certainly be, then I am overwhelmed by the
wonder of it. It must be that when the Most High created man, he
gave him knowledge of this City and so he has ever since
dreamed of it. Perhaps the thought of such a place has kept him in
some kind of hope. From time to time men have created cities
with perfection in their minds, only to be thwarted by the evil that
is evident in all of us human creatures.’
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He turned to the king and said, ‘Sire, without this glorious
arrangement for the future, we humans will have nothing for
which to hope and the future will be a grey blank and we will be
hopeless and our lives without aim and goal. I desire, therefore, to
tell the Story thus far and leave the way and manner in which this
City will be completed for another time. Meanwhile I desire that
we converse by way of questions and answers, for I would also
love to know what intimations you have had of this City and what
it means to you in the manner of your hope.’
The king said, ‘I thank you, friend Oranias, for what you are
teaching us. I, too, have long had a dream of a future City such as
you describe, but there is no news and no promise of it from the
gods and lords I have known. They have no such hope to give to
us, their slaves. I doubt that they have any notion of it which
would give them a future and a hope. We do have that hope, and
when we are apt to be disappointed and even cynical about the lot
of mankind, our spirits are raised by this cheerful scene of the
glorious City of God.’
He looked at Balwone who had been thinking of how once he
would have made the perfect City of this world by hatching out
the egg of the love that he knew, but which later was seen not to
be good. How shocked he had been to discover his own prideful
intention was wrong. The pain of that youthful foolishness rarely
visited and saddened him these days.
The king said, ‘What of your belief that Massia shall visit and
change the nations? Is that what it is to make the City of God to
be now?’
Balwone looked back to the king. ‘Sire, I wot not that this
would be the manner of his plan. I wot that out of all that is good
and true and overcoming of what is evil, the Most High is presently building his City. I wot that we are in it even now, for his
Kingdom is his power amongst angels, men and all creatures, and
he is calling us to share in the building of that Kingdom–City. I
wot that this is what we are all about in being human and it is a
great miracle of grace that it is so.’
The king had another question to ask. ‘I assume that in a perfected City will be only those who have been perfected. Tell me,
then, is God rewarding us for our loyalty and devotion to him and
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the service we have rendered, or is there some other element,
something more that we can understand in full at this moment?’
Balwone had a quick glance at Oranias to see whether he
desired to give the answer but Oranias gave no indication. For
Balwone this was the greatest of all questions for it dealt with the
greatest of all promises, and the heart of everything. So much was
he moved that he thought he would not be able to speak.
‘It is this’, he said, ‘that the Most High had always planned to
make a community of beings, beings which would be wholly like
him, though without being as him. As to godhead they would
never have this, as to being wholly in his image they would be
brought to that pitch of perfection so that they would be wholly
holy and wholly glorious, that is, to the fullness of what it is to be
totally human. This community of perfected people would be fitted to people the new world—the new heavens and the new earth
planned by the Most High—and in fact would in character be in
the total likeness of his Son, Massia. This would be possible
because the Son became human as they were human, and ever
remains human so that he can lead this community. Under him
they would reign over the new and final age.’
Gothroyd was listening with amazement and this showed on
his face and in his posture as he rode his mount.
‘Can it be’, he asked in astonishment, ‘that humans can
become so like God? What they will be is beyond human understanding, if this is the case.’
Oranias was also deeply moved. ‘In Massia’s Kingdom all
will be almost as Massia himself. All will be wholly sons of the
Most High, and brothers of Massia.’
‘The first Garden will now be the last Garden, but filling the
new heaven and the new earth’, said Balwone. ‘These are the
mysteries my teacher Flamgrid taught me so long ago. Earthly
kingdoms are but for a time. Kings and princes rise and fall, but
the Most High will delight in the great family he has wrought
through the suffering of his Son, through the triumph of his
resurrection, and through the glory of the throne, soon to be
shared by all the holy ones.’
Gothroyd had been pondering the implications. ‘You must
mean that the Most High who is the Father will look upon his
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sons almost as his peers, seeing they will reign with him and be
priests unto him and the whole creation.’
The three men of the vanguard rode on in silence, their hearts
being filled full with the wonder of the divine plan. They were full
to bursting with the three virtues of faith, hope and love, which
are, whether they knew it or not, the powers of the kingdom as it
builds the glorious City of God.
Edwin Corsini was a man who had prospered over the years by
the doing of evil. He was the man Balwone had faced in the
country of Flagland, and it was little short of miraculous that he
had escaped from this man. Since then, hatred for Balwone had
grown and more so since he had heard of Balwone’s aim to bring
all the northern kingdoms under the headship of Massia. He not
only scorned the whole notion of Massia and the Most High, but
he also saw that this system of religion—as he called it—would
make his kind of work much more difficult. From Flagland he
had come to Zed to use the system there to increase his riches and
his power. He had counted so much on Gothroyd to maintain the
system of the ancient gods, for in this his business would flourish.
The news which came to him via his gang of villains had
almost unnerved him until he saw a wider opportunity to work
mischief and profit further by means of it. He knew his gang
could only do rough and uncouth work for him, and he was prepared to use them for this. He desired to make courtiers to be his
friends, especially those who were prepared, if necessary, to
overthrow the king. In fact it was not easy to find such disaffected
people, and it took him some time to gain the hearing and friendship of two courtiers, one by the name of Acromin and the other
by the name of Theogmin who were distant relatives of Aelfric
Collenthribben. They had been devout followers of the pagan
gods, and could not envisage Zed being a powerful kingdom
without these old lords. They were angry with the change in their
relative, and believed that this had been forced. For their own king
to have given up the ancient deities after his fits of madness convinced them that they now had a weak king.
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It was not that they thought highly of Edwin Corsini, but they
saw him as a dangerous man whom they might use, and Corsini
was contented to let them so think. They had friends and relatives
amongst other countries and they set their network of relationships to develop opposition not only to the king but also to all
Massians and Shemgridions, and not only in Zed but also in all
lands of the north. Messengers had also been sent to these lands
with detailed missives, with false stories and inflaming accounts
of the decline and fall of the ancient, supernatural powers. Corsini
also tutored his gang on how to bring disorder, but escape
detection in so doing. These were they who were preparing as
many rascals and rogues for the arrival ceremony of Gothroyd in
both the city bailey and the castle bailey.
Kanavah, Roget, Shemmalin and the other Shemgridions had at
last arrived in Miridia. They had come triumphantly to that city,
thinking that possibly they might find Gothroyd, Balwone and
Oranias, but on hearing the Zed posse had departed, they prepared
to return to Gothric. King Clandius had some valuable intelligence for them. He had received intimations from some of the
countries that there was a growing concerted opposition to
Gothroyd, now that he was clearly on the side of Massia. He
warned the posse returning to Zed to be careful, to be looking out
for enemies and treachery, especially if they went through the forest of Zed. Clandius suggested there could even be a grouping of
enemies of Massia in that royal forest.
Now that they knew of the departure of evil creatures from
Allein, they were aware that great danger lay ahead. They were a
group of hardy men, themselves, and did not fear others who were
human. They knew they would have to be vigilant against the
supernatural powers. They were farewelled by friends in Miridia,
many of whom had known Kanavah over his lifetime. Others had
travelled down with the small teams who had preached and taught
in their villages and towns. When they set out it was to the songs
of farewell by the Massians.
They kept this up themselves, and of a truth the Shemgridions
were filled with great joy for at last other Massians were gladly
accepting them and sharing with them in proclaiming the good
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news in so many places. They had been praying for this for
decades, and now it was all happening. They had been greatly
rewarded by the amazement of so many who had come to
acknowledge Massia as their Lord because of his amazing gift of
forgiveness to them. For the whole group it was as though the
first days of the new people of God had returned, so that there
was much joy in their being together, and Massia their Lord,
though unseen, was by no means unfelt for they knew his presence in this fresh burst of communion.
It was then a happy band, yes, and even a band assured of the
truth for all things in life, which set out that day from Miridia
and moved towards the land of Zed. There was not much fear of
the Zed forest in which were alien spirits. So they sang as a
troubadour people who know the joy of communion as a body of
people knitted together. Their mounts, their mules and their
hounds all seemed to enjoy the beautiful spirit of love. They did
not know that the anger of the pagan gods was mounting with
each new report from Zed and from the network of spies and
enemies that was beginning to be spread across the eight kingdoms.
When the Gothric city hove in sight, the band of Gothroyd halted,
gazed at it, and then raised a cheer. Gothroyd was taken by a fit of
astonishment, for he had never thought of his kingdom after this
manner. Before it had been pride of being monarch of this kingdom, but now he was amazed that his view of it had altered so
much. Now he knew the kingdom did not belong to him but to
Massia who is Lord over all kingdoms, and at the same time to all
who were citizens of the same realms. It came to him in a warm
flush of recognition that all men and women, children and babes,
be they of high or low estate, were what made the kingdom to be
what it was. Certainly there were rebels in that kingdom, but in
some strange way they were also part of it. Then his mind went
back to what Oranias had been saying about the beautiful City of
God, and he understood more than ever why the Most High—
with his Son and Spirit—had created the universe. One day the
City of God, created and developed unseen, would break upon
this world in all its beauty, and the ugliness of things evil would
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change to things holy, and the joy of worship would possess the
transformed realm of God.
So much, then, the king was moved by his own city as though
it were in some way—though not in full—an image of the City to
come.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

The City of Gothric in Zed

T

HE KING’S

posse came into rural inhabited Zed. The scene
was idyllic: green pastures, knee-deep and lush, crops maturing in the late summer, animals of all kinds grazing in the fields
and, here and there, feisty grass-fed horses charging around paddocks whose fences were of gathered rocks and boulders. Here
and there a heavy dray filled with farm produce was making its
way towards the city of Gothric. Closer to the city, folk were
walking, some with baskets of produce, whilst others were using
horse-drawn vehicles to travel to what was undoubtedly some
special event.
When the king and his entourage came on to a road which was
more than the old track, the people beheld them and stared with a
mixture of awe, unbelief and delight. Some began to cheer, their
voices ringing out in welcome. The king noted these signs of their
respect for him, but he also detected coldness and indifference in
some and his mind flew to Edwin Corsini and his ilk. At the same
moment he realised that his days of illness had been many, that
there might have been a strong reaction from many who had heard
of what seemed to be his defection to Massia. For this reason he
simply greeted the people, no matter what their attitude was
towards him. Even so, he was somewhat saddened, but at the same
time felt he was being warned of what might lie ahead. The conversation with Balwone and Oranias had lifted his spirit and he
refused to depart from the wonderful things they had told him
regarding the future of the nations.
As they drew closer to the city, the flow of people enlarged and
their enthusiasm seemed to grow as they rode their caparisoned
mounts. Gothroyd saw the eyes of some on his simple forest green
suit, their eyes having expected to see the king in his royal
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garments and perhaps even in his armorial covering. The surprise
showed forth for only a moment or two, to be replaced with genuine pride in their monarch, and so they applauded. In the distance
was the flag of the king and beside it the banner of Balwone,
prince of Manignia, could be seen fluttering in a soft breeze. A
large crowd was gathering before the state castle, and it was evident that the news of the royal return had been brought by Appria
and Gothnal.
As they drew into the city, the crowds now had begun to shout
a welcome and cheering kept breaking out. Gothroyd watched
with narrowed eyes at the actions of the people, seeking out indifference or opposition, and he met a measure of this, but he recognised the nature of it, and was sure it was the lurking expression
of organised disaffection against him. Balwone and Oranias were
also testing the loyalty or otherwise of the crowd. Generally the
people seemed glad to have their monarch back in their midst.
At the forefront of the causeway to the castle, the same ceremonial was followed which had welcomed Gothlic back to her
home, but this time there was the full complement of a regiment,
and they took up most of the parade ground. They were certainly
anxious to please the monarch, and every movement was smart
and concerted, and a thrill ran up Balwone’s back, as he himself
had been drilled in this ceremonial ritual so many times and had
drilled others often, and the satisfaction of it all came to him afresh.
The king was certainly royal as he sat, back upright, head
upright, and his hands holding the reins in such a fashion as to
make his steed work in ceremonial fashion, Balwone likewise
following suit. This action was beyond Oranias who nevertheless
stood out, head and shoulders above even the king and the prince,
and those watching him were greatly impressed. Gothroyd was
aware that the people loved a spectacle and so, when the salute
had been given by General Aethlic, he returned the salute and then
made a right turn on his horse so that he fronted the great crowd,
throbbing as the people were with pride, patriotism and other
emotions.
He held his right arm high in a salute to them, and they
responded with enthusiastic cheering and other applause. When
he dropped his arm the noises faded to a respectful silence.
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He lifted his voice to make sure he could be heard in the far
reaches of the crowd. ‘It is a special day and a special time to be
amongst my people again’, he said, ‘and I am grateful to you for
this welcome. I believe I can serve you better than in past times,
but first I must consult my Council of the Court and other advisers, so I will not speak to you all of those things. You may have
heard many things regarding my mind and my health and some of
these may be true. Even so, I come among you again in full health
and with a new understanding of the responsibilities of being your
king. I ask you, therefore, not to listen to rumours and criticisms
which might be made about the strange behaviour I showed
before my healing.
‘I believe that all things which have happened to me have been
of benefit to me and to you, and I ask for your trust and continuing loyalty. In time I will explain all that has happened. Be
assured that all of it will work out for the advancement of our
beloved country of Zed.’
For some moments there was silence. The people of Zed had
never heard their king speak in this manner before, and it told
them that he was certainly a changed man, though whether for
good or otherwise they could not be sure. At the same time they
liked the sound of his voice and the humbler mien of his person,
and as these things came into their understanding they broke out
in thundering applause. Unprompted the band broke into a few
bars of a triumphant music known to them. Now the clapping was
mingled with cries of joy and appreciation. The throb was there
among the citizens of Zed. The king sat and drank it in and his
face was wreathed with smiles. At this point the clapping lessened
until it had ceased and the silence had returned.
Suddenly a voice rang out in the crowd. ‘Do we people of
Mourna and the other gods have to change to be followers of the
Most High and Massia?’
The question seemed to have been lofted to the sky and it
also appeared to hang there, the anger of it ringing in people’s
minds, for they knew the purpose of the interrogation. Nor did
Gothroyd brush it aside, or refuse to answer it. He knew what was
the aim of the query. It was to divide the people, to sow doubt as
to the dependability of the monarch, and to cause dissension.
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After a time he spoke, lapsing into the manner of speaking of the
day.
‘This I will answer thee’, he said. ‘I will tell all assembled that
henceforth every man is free to have his faith as he deems it to be
proper. Whomever he worships will be his own decision and no
law will prevent him. Hitherto such was not wholly the case. You
will know that I cruelly persecuted those of a certain faith:
henceforth I will not so do.’
As he spoke these words a sound like that of a sigh was
breathed through the multitude and the king continued.
‘I know there are some who think our kingdoms of the north
will become weaker and weaker and will be invaded by nations
stronger than us. This will not be the case. If we have no internal
division over our worship, then we will be stronger as a country.
The way in which this will work out will be decided by the Council of the Lords, but I wot we will gain much by such a principle.’
There was another silence, the man seeming to be quieted, but
then cries broke out from here and there, asking similar questions
and seeking to cast doubt upon the king.
One of the questions was from the rear of the crowd, and its
tone was sneering and scornful. ‘Will you betray us to Massians
and Shemgridions, and will the chief offices come to them and not
us?’
Gothroyd looked into the crowd, seeking to see those who
asked the questions or cast doubt. He sensed that the general
mood was not against him and perhaps very much for him. So he
spoke.
‘None of these things shall happen’, he said. ‘No, none of
them. None shall need to fear a force will come to oppress them
and make them change from the faith they hold. Much of our past
has been spent in problems which arise from our customs, and yet
these customs shall never be changed by law. If changes come,
and if they are for the best, then let them come, but no one shall be
called to give up such customs and traditions. Rest assured of that.’
Again there was the silence and Balwone knew that this time it
was for the king. The king then nodded and said, ‘I know you
will excuse me so that I may meet Queen Mabila and Princess
Gothlic for we have been a long time apart’.
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The people liked that domestic touch, and they were still in
wonderment about a king who sounded like one of themselves
and who had changed from being, as hitherto, a severe and illtempered person weighed down by his office and grim to get his
own way. In this mood they laughed and cheered and applauded.
The king again wheeled his horse and led his cortege across the
drawbridge, into the castle, whilst Appria went through the ritual
of dismissing the troops. This was the signal for the crowd to filter away to their homes or the market or back into the country
from whence they had come.
Edwin Corsini was ill-tempered as he met the gang he had
employed. He looked at them, searching out their attitude. It was a
policy with him never to be pleased with a person whom he paid.
He had a peculiar stare for Panitras whom he did not wholly trust,
but as he was leader of the motley gang he addressed him.
‘I heard you ask the king that question’, he said, ‘and you did
well. It needed to be asked, but he came off best in the end. We
will have to try harder in these weeks ahead. Some doubt has been
sown in the minds of a number of people, but we need to move
about, to sit in taverns and to tell sly stories. We need to tell lies
that have a little of the truth in them. Get about doing that.
‘I have another thing in mind. Do you remember how you set
out to kill Aelfric Collenthribben in Endomin, but you failed? I
have it in mind that you go back there, two or three of you, and try
again. I can see Gothroyd will be using him as an argument to
show that the old gods and lords were powerless to destroy him,
and that Massia has been kind to him. Pah! Kind? If those
Shemgridions had not happened to be passing, his mouth would
have been stopped for ever. As it is, it is dangerous to let him live.
You, Panitras, you take one or two with you and see that this time
you do not fail.’
Panitras nodded his obedience. ‘Endomin is a difficult place to
work’, he said, ‘but, Master, we will do as you say.’
‘I am gradually penetrating the castle’, Corsini said, ‘and
mayhap we will soon have power there to change things’.
Panitras leaned forward. ‘Who are our agents there?’ he
asked.
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Corsini looked at him keenly. ‘Why do you wish to know?’ he
asked. ‘It is better for you not to ask. If ever they should seize you
and question you it might go ill with you if you tell them. I, then,
would be angry and you might also be heavily punished for
being with a set of gangsters who are seen to belong to Edwin
Corsini.’
He allowed a faint smile to play over his face, and then he said
with some menace, ‘If any of you ever betrays me, then look out,
for I will make sure you are killed’. The smile returned and he
said, almost genially, ‘Well, then, go now about your business
and your pay shall be good’.
Far from feeling genial, he was worried by the events of the
day. He saw how cleverly the king had handled his people.
Corsini did not see the king’s word and behaviour as true and
sincere but as a means by which the kingdom would be deceived
and so would support him. He wondered what would happen the
next day when the Council of the Court, that is, the council composing all lords, would meet. If possible, he ought this very
evening to talk with his two new courtier friends, the enemies of
Gothroyd, the new Massian king.
The king had given orders for Oranias to be billeted in the royal
castle. Balwone would rightly be hosted in the royal manner. The
rest of the posse had gone to their natural places. After these
arrangements the king had taken time to be with Mabila and
Gothlic. Here the joy of astonishment was expressed by Mabila
for receiving a husband who was more the man she had first married, and who yet had progressed beyond that good image by his
relationship with Massia. She could scarcely believe what had
happened and she naturally overflowed with happiness which
further enhanced her in the eyes of her husband. They talked out
so many matters, and came to realise that their marriage was one
renewed and filled with promise for the future. The romance
which had long ago given way to affairs of state had returned. In
fact it was now a romance greatly enhanced.
Gothlic’s reunion with Balwone was something the princess had
dreamed about, night and day, and it was no less wonderful in its
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happening than in her dreams. They were like children as they
talked and laughed and embraced and looked into each other’s
eyes, and yet much of their talking was about matters serious and
close to their hearts. There was the intention they had held for
some time to journey to Cautria with a group of Shemgridions to
teach the good news of Lord Massia. There was also Balwone’s
desire to return to Manignia for a period and show Gothlic the
beloved Zagonholme, the home of his much admired, loved but
deceased parents. Then there was his desire to revisit Flagland
and renew old friendships, especially in the city of Cotillon and
the area of Rougin, so that if possible he would be able to speak
of his beloved Massia and tell stories which would invigorate his
old friends. In addition there remained his promise to bring a
posse of Shemgridions to Mantria and Frimpone.
Some of their discussion was about the present situation in
Zed, and the work which Gothroyd would have to do to gather
goodwill and an acceptance of his having become a Massian. On
the one hand he must work with those who were followers of the
old gods and lords so that they should not become enemies, and
those who were followers of Massia should not come into unnecessary conflict over the matter of the old customs. They decided
to ask Oranias to teach them something of the history of the
Massian people, so that they could learn how to live in these
rapidly changing northern kingdoms.
After some considerable time spent together, Gothlic desired to
be with her father and mother, and to share in what would be an
enriched family experience. Reluctantly they both broke apart and
went quickly to do what was required of them. For various reasons Balwone had a desire to confer with Oranias and he found
him in a room which had a long couch for a bed, and furniture
which was sufficient for guests such as the Storyteller.
Balwone and Oranias were glad to be together and to go back
over the journeying they had shared. Many were the comments
they made and the questions they asked about various ideas
which had been discussed in the presence of Gothroyd. Speaking
of these matters stimulated them, and as this happened a certain
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joy was in their spirits and it was growing with their present
experience of sharing. Their trust of each other was never in
doubt, but the reality of being able to trust and be trusted further increased their joy. This was a oneness, a unity, a true communion.
One of the prime matters Balwone wished to discuss was that
of the state of Cautria, Oranias’s country. When the company of
preachers went north through Allein to Frimpone, Balwone had
sent a message to King Haelfric of Cautria suggesting that he,
Balwone, and his posse should call on the king and talk about the
faith of Massia. Balwone had heard that this monarch was a
strong man in ruling, but a man mild and genial in spirit. He felt
that the good news of Massia would not be obnoxious in his
eyes. Haelfric was agreeable to the contingent visiting his land
and was not opposed to what they would teach. When the posse
had to return to Cathrid to help arrange an inter-nation Festival of
the Seasons, Balwone had sent a message to Haelfric, apologising
for being unable to come, but promising to take up the king’s
invitation at a later date. A large group of Cautrians visited Cathrid
for the Festival of the Seasons, and was caught up in the event of
saving thousands from being slaughtered by Gothroyd’s army.
Now he was seeking to glean from Oranias all details he desired
to know. Oranias was forthcoming with that information.
‘For many years I have been proclaiming the truth of Massia,
and have received no hard opposition from rulers and the general
people. Whilst the king is not a confessed follower of Massia, yet
he prefers him to the ancient deities, whom he really despises.
Even so, he has been kept in check by the devout followers of
these idols and personages. The ways of customs and cultures die
hard. As you would know, when a person is trained from the time
he is a baby in certain ways then he will probably think of them as
matters to be observed and precepts to be followed. You would
know, Balwone, that the conscience makes demands of law-keeping and the most intimate laws are those of culture. King Haelfric
knows this fact and so he is careful not to make laws which attack
or cancel cultural laws. At the same time he seeks to advance
Cautria’s kingdom, teaching it new ideas and actions without
opposing things of the culture.
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‘In Cautria there are small villages of Shemgridions. Very few
of these are in the forest because Shemgridions are accepted in
our society. They, too, do not seek to change the minds of people
by using arguments, but their lives are so different that people
become curious and ask questions of them. In this atmosphere the
Shemgridions are free to speak and so some wish to join them.
Many folk who are not Massians make the pilgrimage to my
house where I teach nightly after I have worked during the day.
Many of them are happily surprised at the Story of the Most
High, and some come to believe on his Son, Massia. We sometimes have a Holy Convocation to which folk travel from distant
places, even distant countries, and they go home fired with the
knowledge they have gained.
‘If you are wishing to know whether Massians are more in
Cautria than those who are not, then I have to say that I do not
know. You may be asking so that you can work out a strategy, but
I do not think we ought to be planning, as it were, to take over all
eight kingdoms of the northern continent. That is not what we are
called to do. The rise and fall of nations is the business of the
Most High and he has not called us to make it our business. It is
the way Mourna seeks to work. He wishes to rule the world.’
Balwone noted the point the huge Storyteller was making and
then explained why he had so closely questioned him.
‘I have in mind to speak long with King Gothroyd. Indeed both
of us ought to speak with him. I will suggest we have a Holy
Convocation to which both the leaders and the people of the
nations of the northern kingdoms would be invited. This would be
not so much to change their minds as to show them that they need
not fear Massians, and that all people could learn to live together
in harmony even if they differed in their faith. I know this is a
difficult matter to present to those who fear to move from their
customs and culture, but it would make for better relationships
throughout the kingdom.’
The Storyteller fixed his powerful eyes on the prince. ‘You
surely know, Balwone’, he said, ‘that such living together is an
ideal, and will not easily work. Moreover the powers of darkness
are ever working to undermine such friendships and set people
bitterly against one another. You know that they who worship the
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pagan gods are outside the Kingdom of Massia and sooner or
later one king or another will arise like Gothroyd when he was a
pagan, and again persecution will break out.’
The prince agreed with Oranias. ‘What you say is true’, he
said, ‘but here you have nations which have now been strongly
affected by believers who have shown how different are the two
sets of beliefs, and especially how different is the manner of life
under Massia’.
Oranias reflected a moment or two before he answered. ‘Dear
Balwone’, he said, ‘we really have a serious matter on our hands.
Before Massia left the earth he told his followers to go into the
whole world and proclaim the good news of Massia to every person and also to make the nations to become his followers, that is,
his disciples. Now a disciple believes in his master and sees himself as learning from him, and so Massia expected nations to
believe in him and be taught by him. This, however, does not
mean everyone in a tribe or clan or nation will believe and obey
Massia. If we work to undermine the religion or culture of a people, we will never succeed. We must recognise that people believe
and worship their gods and derive their culture from their religion,
but we are not to break down customs and patterns of culture. We
must simply proclaim Massia in all his power to change their lives
from the guilt of sin and offer them the gift of eternal life. They
will come to see where their customs are right and where they are
wrong, and so the society will change, but within the society there
will always be those who will not accept Massia. These will, in
some way or another, be under the bondage of Mourna, whatever
the names of their gods may be.’
Balwone was quite surprised with the vehemence with which
his friend spoke, and so he pondered the matter. His mind was
racing. Something of his old ideal had persisted in his thinking,
namely that the whole world was to come under the love of
Massia, Massia’s Father and the Spirit who is one with them
both. He was now hearing Oranias saying that the work of the
people of the Most High was not to bring all to be Massians but
to tell all people on earth about Massia and to offer them forgiveness and eternal life, and leave the outcome of that to the Most
High.
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‘You mean, Oranias, that the whole world will never come to
love or know love and live in it? I think I can see now and perhaps
fully for the first time that Massia’s plan is somewhat different
from mine. I have looked on love as the power to change the
world and to bring all men, women and children into harmony.
From what you say there will always be those who will oppose
love, but it will not just be love they oppose but the Most High
who is love, and Massia who is the Son of that love. They will be
rejecting the offer of love.’
‘Yes! Yes!’ said the Storyteller passionately. ‘There is also the
Spirit who brings the personal love of Massia to our hearts. Love
is only present in a relationship. The love of the Most High
comes to us in the Spirit of the Most High. Somehow the provision has always been set to show men that love, but their pride
refuses to surrender to it, to the Most High. Every man, woman
and child has a conscience and when they sin against the Most
High they carry the guilt which disposes them to hate the Creator.
This is an unchangeable principle. That is why we must come to
Massia for forgiveness and discover the joy of a cleansed conscience, and so have a love for Massia and for all people.’
Balwone had a great sense of ease in his spirit and there came
to him a memory of the disturbing shock at the Holy Mountain
when he had seen the perfidy of his own heart—how he had
thought he loved beyond all on this earth, and discovered that this
was not so. When he had been struck down to some kind of
death, frightful though it was, yet relief came to him in dying to
what he had always been, and joy came when he rose to life again.
He looked at the giant Oranias and a powerful love for that
rugged man swept over him, and he was seeing Roget and
Kanavah and Edwin Corsini also. He knew that if he did not love
Corsini then he did not love the others. He remained quiet and
calm whilst an ocean washed over and about him, and the Storyteller gazed at him with comprehending love. Nothing else really
mattered but love, but then that love being the Most High himself.
After a time Balwone spoke. ‘I thank thee, good Storyteller,
that you again reached my heart with this message of love. I know
I have mostly loved in this way, but in my yearning to bring men
and women to him who is Creator of us all, I have thought to
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overcome them all so that they will acknowledge the beloved Most
High. I have also planned great assaults on the nations, telling
them to bow to Massia, but unless they are the assaults of love
then nothing can happen to change human hearts.
‘I think, then, that we ought to beg audience with the king lest
he, in his new enthusiasm for the good news of Massia, might
seek to organise the eight nations of the north so that they will
submit to the Most High. I see the great dangers that lie in such an
endeavour, for it will be an attempt to draw in all humanity by
persuasive arguments when, in truth, that can only happen through
the word of love. They will have to be shown Massia himself in
his love.’
Oranias was again deeply moved and he nodded his great
head. ‘Well spoken, Balwone, for in the days after Massia
returned to his Father to reign with him over all the creation, there
came a time when the company of the children of the Most High
sought to force peoples and nations to submit to Massia at the
point of the sword. That is a sad part of the history of Massia’s
people.’
This the prince had not previously heard so that it came to him
as an astounding piece of news. ‘No!’ he shouted, ‘No! That
could never be! There is no love in such an action!’ He had
jumped to his feet and was trembling with indignation. ‘Such
happenings could not have come from Massia. There is no love in
that.’
‘My good friend Balwone’, said the giant gently, ‘such has
happened in history and it seemed to those who did it that it was
an act of mercy upon those subjugated by fear, for it was supposed to be for the good of the people or nation. I have often
thought upon these misdeeds and trembled for those who did such
things in ignorance of true love. I have often wondered about the
day of reckoning which the Most High has for all men, when he
will rebuke such works, but I can simply tell thee that such has
happened in history.’
Balwone, still trembling with the shock brought by Oranias’s
revelation, seated himself again, and kept shaking his head as
though in disbelief. ‘It cannot be. It cannot be’, he constantly
muttered.
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The Storyteller had deep compassion in his heart for his friend.
‘You see, then, dear friend, that much depends upon our
discussions in these days to come. All kings have armies and they
will be tempted to use them to sway the minds of those who do
not know Massia. Amidst all this present joy of returning to Zed,
we must be sensitive to the will of the Most High and Massia. Let
us together now beseech Lord Massia to make our hearts one
together, as when we worship him with words and songs. The
creatures who are captives to Mourna and the other rebel angels
and gods need our intercession to the Most High even if they are
sinful beyond measure. We wish to see their knavish tricks confounded, and the sons and daughters of men liberated from bondage. We need to walk properly in the way of the divine will.’
The two men slipped from the couch and bowed their bodies,
remaining in silence for some time before they began to pray in
whispers and then in strong voices for the northern kingdoms,
until they burst even that limit and were praying for nations of
whom they knew little and even nothing. Sometimes compassion
would so grip them that they would burst into weeping, into crying out in intercession for those whom they now loved, with
heart’s tears flowing from their eyes. So the interventions for the
peoples of the earth possessed them, and they knew that every
word was heard by the Father, Son and Spirit, and that their
yearnings and petitions would not go unheeded.
This was the first time they had shared such prayer as two men
together. It was true that in their life with the Shemgridions such
prayer had broken out, time and again, but this was a new experience for them apart from their friends and with the future of the
northern kingdoms upon their hearts, and they were convinced
fully in their spirits that what they had prayed for would surely
come to pass. That was when joy banished the pain of their
yearning and brought assurance regarding the days to come.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

Good Things in Sight
for Zed, Including a
Royal Wedding

G

issued an edict calling all members of the Council
of the Court to meet at the royal castle within a week. As
some courtiers lived the distance of a couple of days away he sent
messengers to relay the edict to them in time for them to prepare
themselves and then to arrive. Some would be hosted at castles
nearest to Gothric. The edict also stated that the meeting of the
Council would be followed by a jousting tournament and a great
fair to which people would come from all over Zed, as well as
some from other lands. Buskers and entertainers along with
circus masters would come from far and near, bringing the tricks
of their trades, selling their variety of goods, and altogether making a week of unusual events. The locals would use the opportunity to sell their arts and crafts and their farm produce.
For the present, Gothroyd had much to do to deal with matters
which had lain awaiting his return. Lord Aethlic had handled the
affairs of state in a masterly manner, and Gothroyd acknowledged
this with gratitude, but there were decisions which that statesman
had not been able to make because of the nature of the various
cases, and so the king had to busy himself bringing solutions or
otherwise dealing with them. He was discovering that his
approach to many of these problems was different from former
times. One problem related to two courtiers whose names were
Acromin and Theogmin. They approached him with the
suggestion that the number of courtiers might be enlarged. In the
past the king would have opposed even the thought of bringing
OTHROYD
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changes, but now he saw merit in this kind of change. The upper
layer of society in Zed had a long history of loyalties to the pagan
deities and services to the state which entitled them to own
castles, have leading offices in the army, and to try minor cases
for the State Court. It was rare for the number of the aristocracy to
be increased yet Gothroyd said he would consider the plea. At the
same time he sensed some unease in the courtiers.
‘Do you have certain people in mind?’ he asked.
They looked at each other and Acromin replied, ‘There is a
man who is probably as wealthy as any in our community. He
would fain build a castle and serve our land well.’
Gothroyd’s face puckered as he had no notion who such a
person might be. ‘Please name this man’, he requested.
Again the two men exchanged looks. ‘His name is Edwin
Corsini’, one said, ‘and he originally lived in Flagland, but has for
many years been a citizen here of some note. He has intimated to
us that you know him and we thought you might consider him for
promotion in the land.’
In some miraculous way the king did not break out as in former days and castigate them for naming so perfidious a person.
Instead his face was calm, betraying nothing.
‘Of a truth’, he said, ‘I do know this man. Let us not, however,
be hasty to make changes. We will observe him over a period of
time before suggesting his name to the council.’
The two courtiers seemed relieved that he had not quashed
their intervention on behalf of the man. To their credit they knew
nothing of his character and did not realise that he was a hater of
the king, to say nothing of Balwone.
Gothroyd nodded to the men who were taking their leave. ‘It
would be kind of you if you were to suggest to this Corsini that I
would be glad to grant him private audience.’
They seemed delighted by this request and bowed their way
politely out of the stateroom.
It seemed that no sooner had they departed than his secretary
told him of a strange request. ‘Sire’, the servant said, ‘there is a
man begging for an audience with you. He is a commoner and his
name is Panitras. He says the matter is urgent. He does seem
rather desperate.’
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‘We grant him immediate audience’, the king said. ‘Bring him
here forthwith.’
In a short time the man was brought in and faced the monarch,
his cap in hand and his eyes terrified. Gothroyd recognised him
immediately as the man who was leader of Corsini’s gang.
‘What ails thee’, the king asked, ‘that thou shouldst require
audience of the king?’
‘Sire’, the man gasped, ‘Corsini bears thee ill will and would
plan to do thee harm. It is he who speaks to this one and that,
telling them that thou art against the old gods and will do them
despite where it displeases thee.’
‘And what of thee?’ asked the king, his eyebrows beetling.
‘And why art thou reporting on thy master?’
Panitras seemed even more distressed. If the king would not
understand his message then there would be no safety for him if
Corsini discovered he had been to the king.
‘Your majesty’, he said, ‘Corsini my master would have some
of us seek out Aelfric Collenthribben and slay him, for they fear
thou wilt use this man as a witness against the ancient gods and
their claims to power.’
‘Is not Aelfric Collenthribben secure in Cathrid?’ asked the
king. When Panitras nodded, still trembling, Gothroyd said, ‘And
how could that be accomplished?’
A strange look came into the eyes of the Corsini man. ‘There
are many ways and means, Sire’, he replied, ‘but my plea is that
thou wilt hear and believe me. The times are dangerous.’ Noting
that the king was listening intently to him, he added, ‘So much I
could tell thee about my master, but I ask of thee that thou protect
me or he will surely seek to slay me too.’
‘Speak on, Panitras’, Gothroyd said gently, and the man,
hearing the note of kindliness, rushed on, telling detail after detail
to the monarch. When he concluded his story of his master, he
stopped and looked up at the king, his face showing his terror of
what might lie ahead for him.
‘Thou hast done right and well to come to me this day’, the
monarch said. ‘Be sure I will protect thee from this moment
onwards if thou speakest truth. Tell me, why hast thou changed
thy mind?’
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A look of relief came to the gangster. ‘Majesty, it was when I
saw thee in Allein after the stuff of thy mind had changed and
thou wast as another man. I became a secret follower of Massia
that day, but it has taken these last weeks to see the foolishness of
the gods and the treachery of Corsini who dreams and plots to
become the king of this province. I have seen that this is his plan.’
The king pondered all the Corsini man had said, and he perceived that the man was in deep terror, for one way or another his
life was henceforth in danger, either from the king or Corsini.
‘Wouldst thou be my spy to report the movements of Corsini
so that we can catch him in the midst of his perfidy?’
‘Sire, I beg thee not to send me back to that gang’, he cried.
‘Already Corsini sees that I have changed my mind. He is a devil
in all truth. If he knows I have visited thee, then there and then he
will surely slay me for his anger is evil. Also my death would
bind the gang more closely to him. I pray thee take me to thy service and protect me in these days of his anger!’
The king made a decision. ‘Gather thy personal possessions. I
will send two with thee that thou may so do. When night has
fallen we will secretly send thee under guard to Paelfric, king of
Cathrid, with a message to him to protect thee. Also thou art under
command to tell him all regarding the intended murder of Aelfric
Collenthribben.’
The man wept with relief and joy, and showed his gratitude to
his deliverer. Gothroyd pitied him and told him to put his full
trust in Massia who forgave murderers their vile deeds and
brought them into the company of the faithful.
Not long after this incident Gothroyd summoned Balwone and
Oranias. He bade them be seated as a servant brought them
refreshments.
‘Queen Mabila and Princess Gothlic say that you would both
wish to consult with me concerning the future of our land and the
honour of Massia. I too have thought much about this. We need to
talk much over matters which will assuredly come up at the
Council of the Lords. Tell me, then, what is in your mind?’
It seemed right that Balwone should open the subject which he
did by saying, ‘Sire, the matters of your office and your Council
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of Lords is your own to consider and naught for us to comment
upon. When it comes to the subject of the northern kingdoms
and the Lordship of Massia over them, then we do wish to consult
with you. It is one thing to be the people of the Most High, and
another to be a kingdom whose king is a Massian and seeks to
have his subjects become Massians.’
Gothroyd looked quite puzzled. ‘Is it not desirable’, he asked,
‘that a Massian king should seek to have a Massian people?’
Balwone agreed. ‘Yes, Sire, it is desirable, wholly desirable,
but think upon the problem your kingdom had when you were a
pagan and desired to have all your people be pagans.’
The king thought for a moment and then nodded. Some comprehension was coming.
So Balwone continued. ‘When some of your people were
Shemgridions, that was a problem to you because you thought
all should be pagans, for that was best for the kingdom and best
—you judged—for the Shemgridions. In that you acted wrongly.
Now that you are a Massian you may require of your people and
for their betterment that they become Massians.’
‘Now I am understanding’, Gothroyd said, ‘but suppose I do
not require of anyone that he become a Massian, but yet I desire
that he does. What then?’
A certain delight and relief showed on the faces of his two
listeners. ‘Excellent, Sire’, Balwone said, ‘but there is another
matter. Yours is a kingdom which embraces both pagans and
Massians, so then you cannot proclaim the kingdom a Massian
one.’
‘Agreed’, said Gothroyd. ‘But I would surely desire that it
become a Massian kingdom.’
‘When the Shemgridions and other Massians were the people
of the Most High then they were a people within themselves who
had chosen to live as a community within your kingdom’, said
Balwone.
Gothroyd again showed puzzlement. ‘Now they do not have to
be, as it were, a separate community, but be part of the whole.’
‘That is true, Sire’, agreed Balwone. ‘But what we have to see
is that all Massians are a unique community, whether they be in
kingdoms like Frimpone and Mantria who have a majority of
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Massian members, or in the kingdom of Zed which is firstly
pagan.’
When Gothroyd’s puzzlement seemed to increase, Balwone
nodded to Oranias as though to have him take up the discussion.
This the Storyteller did. ‘Sire’, he said, ‘from the beginning of
time, and even before time, the Most High has been King over all
things for they are his by right of having created them. When man
rebelled against the Most High, he was a rebel—and his children
were rebels—against the Creator. Yet there also began a company
of people who were the people of faith, who by the grace of the
Most High were obedient to the Most High and who obeyed his
will. They were not of any earthly kingdom but they lived within
the kingdoms raised up by rulers. They believed these pagan
rulers were under the Most High’s control but they themselves
were members of the community of the Highest.’
The king’s eyes gleamed. ‘I am beginning to understand.
There is one great Kingdom of which the Most High is King, and
within it are many kingdoms which we can say are of man, yet
with the Most High over them all, though they rejected him in the
Garden. Then you say that there are obedient members of that
kingdom who are a company which is not a kingdom, though the
members of that company be members of the Kingdom of the
Most High.’
There were delighted smiles on the faces of the two men, and
indeed the king was smiling. ‘Excellent, Sire’, cried Oranias, ‘and
now we say let the company of the Most High be a company
itself, and let your kingdom be a kingdom itself. Do not make the
company into the Kingdom, though it is truly part of the Kingdom.’
Gothroyd was clearly trying to hear what the giant from
Cautria was saying, and all that it implied for the kingdom of Zed.
He remained silent for many minutes before he was free to speak
again. Then he said, ‘This is a new idea, my two good friends. I
have thought of Shemgridions as being a people on their own
because they are more or less forced thus to be. You are saying,
“No. Wherever Massians are they are members of a company in
the way in which no other set of people are a company.” You are
telling me that while this company agrees to live peacefully with
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all in every kingdom yet it is a company which is special within
itself.’
Oranias could not refrain from clapping with joy. ‘Bravo,
Sire!’ he said. ‘You have comprehended what in the Book of the
Story of God is called “the mystery of the ecclesia”. This company known as the ecclesia is most remarkable. On the one hand it
is in the Kingdom of the Most High and seeks to tell the world
regarding him, yet Massia is its living head and it is his body, if
you can comprehend what I mean.’
Now the king was alive, indeed almost quivering. ‘How
remarkable!’ he cried. ‘So that we must not think we can make
a Massian kingdom, but simply let the ecclesia—as you call it—
be the ecclesia as it is, and let it work as Massia would have it
work’.
‘Ah, Sire’, cried Oranias, ‘you have seen what many kings
ought to have seen, and this means you know the mystery of
Massia and the mystery of his people, that company called the
ecclesia.’
Balwone was seeing the same mysteries more clearly than ever,
with all that these implied for nations and the way in which they
governed themselves by their gods and their cultures. He saw that
whilst he had enjoyed the communities of the Shemgridions he
had not seen them as that company called the ecclesia. His mind
jumped ahead and he saw these communities proclaiming the
message of God’s Kingdom as they were under the leadership of
Massia. It was then he felt impelled to speak.
‘Sire’, he said, ‘we were afraid lest you should endeavour to
make this kingdom a Massian kingdom and, that being your aim,
pagans might fight you on this score, naturally resenting a change
by the force which we call political planning. They would then
think that Massians wish to take over the world and rule it after
their manner of customs, laws and cultures.’
The king was nodding strongly. ‘You are correct, Balwone.
That is what I would have done for ignorance of this special company called the ecclesia. I must hear you both on this another
time, and so forget not to teach me the same. These days are
strange days and we will need much wisdom to pass through
them. There are many things with which I have to deal.’
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At that point he told them the story of Panitras and Corsini,
and of their link with the courtiers Acromin and Theogmin.
‘These are not major matters’, he said, ‘but are significant. I
am deeply grateful for this present conversation. Now we must set
aside time for more discussion. I need your wisdom in the way
we will go about our future.’
With that the two men thanked the king and went off to
Balwone’s room to discuss further the things they would soon
bring to the monarch of Zed. For his part, the king was thinking
how fortunate he was in having such a son-in-law and, his mind
still partly political, he went off to see Queen Mabila to make a
convenient time for the wedding. As a man he loved Balwone. As
a king he felt it was most opportune for diverting the people’s
minds from the troubles of the past and the apprehensions of the
present. Most of all as a man of faith he was intrigued and excited
about the truth of the company of the faithful and loving people of
Massia. It posed no threat to the kingdom. It offered wonderful
changes within that kingdom.
Later in the day a messenger arrived at the castle, begging to be
allowed to take his message to the king. After looking at the man
the secretary agreed to his request and after receiving the king’s
permission he allotted a guard to accompany him.
The king received the missive which was heavily sealed and
after opening it read the contents. He gave no indication of his
reaction to the letter but took a thin parchment and wrote on it. He
then sealed it and gave it to the servant who bowed himself out.
After this he asked the secretary to call Prince Balwone and
Oranias. Whilst waiting for his friends to arrive he stood at the
window and looked across his kingdom. It was another day of
brightness and he considered the beauty of the countryside. His
thoughts were many and mixed. Much of what the morning
discussion had revealed to him still had power to move him. He
was almost lost in reverie when his two friends arrived. They
exchanged simple greetings and he bowed them to be seated and
he sat opposite to them.
‘I have a serious matter to discuss with you and it is better that
we talk about it than that I should come to a decision on my own,
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or that I should air it in the Council of the Lords. It concerns
Corsini and his various works.’
His eyes grew soft, and the appearance of his face altered.
Again he lapsed into the old way of speaking.
‘Balwone, my dear friend’, he said, ‘I have somewhat to confess unto thee, and it pains my heart that I must make this confession. In the days of my anger against thee I approached Corsini
and made a pact with him to kill you. Thou wilt remember my
rage ultimately sent me mad. I know now that part of that was
guilt for my massacre of the Shemgridions, and part strong jealousy in regard to thy character and thy way of life. I certainly
believed it was wrong for anyone to betray the pagan gods and
lords, but I also sensed that the people of Massia were honest and
upright people, as also they were humble. That angered me even
further because thy confinement here was a constant reproach to
me in that I had to protect thee and not harm thee. I would ask thy
forgiveness for this dastardly deed.’
‘As Massia has forgiven thee all thy sins, Sire, and as he has
forgiven this one, then I too forgive. It is the truth, Sire, that I
knew of this agreement for on one occasion I was attacked by his
gang but they never closed in, being afraid of Lemery’s sword to
which you are privy. Roget who was once of that gang saw all the
signs of Corsini’s work yet, Sire, Corsini would have been about
this matter of killing hadst thou never employed him, for since the
days I was in Flagland he has had a deep hatred of me. Even if
thou shouldst retract your agreement, he will follow me, desiring
and planning for my death.’
The king seemed deeply affected by the conversation and rose
to embrace the prince. Following the embrace he again sat and
began further conversation. He had lapsed back into the public
way of speaking.
‘I told you both of Corsini’s link with two of the courtiers—
Acromin and Theogmin. The two came to intercede for Corsini to
be made a courtier. As you know, this is a high privilege, rarely
conceded in any kingdom, and I was wondering from whom it
was they were interceding, and I was told it was Corsini. I believe
I properly hid my astonishment but I was disappointed in the two
courtiers. I am sure they are wholly ignorant of the nature of the
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man and I put them off with an excuse. Within hours Corsini is
coming to see me personally and no doubt will apply pressure to
be elevated to the Court. I wanted this matter to be cleared with
you, Balwone, and I desired Oranias to be a witness to your forgiveness if ever it be necessary.’
‘Without doubt, we will be witnesses’, agreed Balwone. ‘And
now, Sire, we will withdraw with your permission. You have so
much to do and we will not hinder you.’
The king gazed gently at his future son-in-law. ‘I thank you
deeply, and now may Massia go with you.’
With this formal Massian greeting they parted.
Balwone had been conferring with the queen and Gothlic and was
returning to continue the planning. Balwone and Oranias had
been greatly affected by the confession of the king. Now Balwone
had something special to say to his giant friend.
‘I have thought, Oranias, that if kings understood the true
nature of the ecclesia and the proper nature of the kingdoms then
their spirits would rest more easily. If they would let the ecclesia
be the ecclesia, then the way of life for all would improve.’
‘I believe it would’, agreed the Storyteller. He thought awhile
and then said, ‘Of course it would’.
Balwone went to the queen’s apartment, and the giant Cautrian
went to the stables to get his mount and to do a quiet reconnaissance of the mind and mood of the people.
In due time Edwin Corsini arrived at the royal castle and was
admitted to the king’s presence in the stateroom. Especially
dressed for the occasion and having donned a genial countenance,
he might have seemed to be a genuine applicant for promotion to
the Court. He seemed to have ironed away the creases of his character which would have shown him to be a cruel killer and an
ambitious man of the worst order. Trained as a royal person not
to betray his feelings, the king received him calmly and accepted
the homage he offered. He initiated the conversation.
‘Two of your friends at Court have advised me of your desire
to attain to the rank of courtier in our kingdom. Is that correct?’
Corsini bowed. ‘That is correct, Your Majesty.’
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Gothroyd said, ‘They have spoken for you, and commended
your character’.
Again the man bowed. ‘Yes, Your Majesty.’
The monarch said, ‘But do they know your profession is that
of murdering people if the price is high enough?’
Anger immediately reddened the applicant’s face. He barely
kept his tongue civil. ‘I think Your Majesty would know about
that, and its nature, seeing we still have an agreement of sorts.
That, however, is not all. I am a merchant by trade, dealing in
imports from other countries as well as exports to them.’ He
smiled a tight smile. ‘That other action is simply to help monarchs and others who desire to maintain peace in their kingdoms.’
Thus he quickly elevated his malfeasant services in the eyes of
the king, knowing it would give that monarch an opportunity to
raise the murderous agreement with him to something above the
order of vicious killing. Gothroyd betrayed nothing of his feelings for the man before him.
He said, ‘You speak the truth about agreements of a wretched
kind. That agreement we made I now declare to be null and void.
Prince Balwone is to marry my daughter and will himself be eligible to attend the Court of the Lords. As it has pleased the powers that be, we are glad you did not succeed in bringing him to
death.’
This time the anger showed but it was still kept in rein. ‘We
had an agreement which would go ill against your majesty should
it be bruited abroad. It has been most costly to me, and I will only
regain my losses when he is destroyed.’
It was time now for anger to show in the king’s eyes but this
he veiled as far as possible. He spoke sharply, ‘I have discussed
the whole matter with Prince Balwone and he has understood the
state of my mind at the time and holds no grudge for what happened’.
What showed in the face of Corsini was not so much anger
as fear. There was also misery, for this fact changed all things.
The partnership the king had with him in this crime had been
dissolved and he could not ever hold this over him. He knew
the community would understand the king’s anger against the
prince as a Massian, but his reinstatement of him to his being his
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son-in-law to come meant that the past dastardly arrangement was
forever annulled.
‘Do I understand, Sire, that my elevation to the Court cannot
then take place?’
For a moment or two the king did not answer. Then he said,
‘No man is rejected from this elevation provided he proves his
suitability. At the moment I doubt your suitability. However,
events may happen which may bring you to that state. Who
knows?’
Corsini knew a struggle of thoughts and feelings within himself. The monarch had not cut him off from his ambition altogether, yet he had not encouraged it. He wondered at this because
he knew the king of past days, when he would have roared defiance and ended his hopes forever. In this new mode of the king
the sliver of a thought entered into his mind that one day he,
Edwin Corsini, might change his mind and his allegiance to the
old gods and if so then there would be no barrier set before him.
For a moment his breath left him and he was quiet. The anger was
held at bay. He looked at the king and the monarch was startled to
see a look which was foreign to the Corsini he had known.
Knowing his defeat, he bowed to the monarch, asking permission to retire and then he was gone, the sound of his boots echoing along the stone floor of the hall. Finally there was no sound.
Gothroyd remained seated on his throne of state and his mind
was a flurry of new ideas, some of which stirred him deeply.
He thought, ‘If I were Balwone or Kanavah or a Shemgridion I
would now surely break into song’. Whilst he remained silent
there was a song in him, just below the surface, and that to him
was as though he were singing it.
The planning for the wedding had been taking some time.
Gothroyd had told his two women that it was to be a grand affair
and that the rulers of all northern kingdoms should be invited. It
was to be a wonderful event for the bride and the bridegroom, but
also an opportunity for all to meet the leaders of the nations in a
pleasant situation where there could be no conflict. It was suggested that there could be something like the happening in Cathrid
when the Holy Convocation had been called at the time of the
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Festival of the Seasons, but Gothroyd remembered that he had
been very angry that the festival was for the ancient lords and
gods and had been—as it were—stolen by the Massians. That
should not happen again. It was then suggested that there should
be a Holy Convocation of all the northern kingdoms. Gothroyd,
with his new idea of the nature of kingdoms and the company of
Massia known as the ecclesia, again rejected the idea.
‘Let us welcome all to the marriage, and let us just have joy
and celebration as in the old days with our tournaments and fairs
and circuses all being at the one time, and let the ecclesia be
amongst the people as those who are friends, and those who love
others. That will be better than a special demonstration. It is not
demonstrations that we desire but celebration.’
The men had little to offer in the way of suggestions for the
women’s side of the event, and they left that wholly in the hands
of the ladies whose minds were fully occupied with the arrangement of food and drink, as well as the bride’s garment and the
garments of the maids-in-waiting.
When free of these and other discussions the engaged couple
rode a moderate distance from the castle, and even into the southern edges of the royal forest to which the former denizens of
Allein had not spread. They revelled in their rural rides and made
many friends as they stopped at this farm or that, at this castle or
that, and as they sometimes viewed the makings of arts and crafts
in this village or that. They were becoming popular with folk in
the countryside and also in the city where they visited various
suburbs of Gothric.
In their wanderings they were not loth to discuss their Massian
faith when the conversation moved that way. They were careful to
be patient with those whose loyalties were to past times and
ancient deities. Occasionally they would meet people strongly
opposed to them because they were Massians, but most opposition was to them being royals, being above the general community
and having the opportunities that the poor and the handicapped
did not have.
After the visit of Edwin Corsini to the royal castle there
was little bitter opposition, and seemingly no danger to the royal
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couple. Kanavah and Roget often rode off to test the mood of the
common people, and it seemed to be right, on the whole. Even so,
these two men along with Balwone, Oranias and others were
apprehensive of the evil forces. They kept alert in anticipation of
some dreadful happening. They were sure it was not far off.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

Coming to the Climax
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of the Council of the Lords had arrived. It seemed
that the countryside swarmed with knights and their corteges.
There were those courtiers from the far reaches of Zed who came
with much baggage and many servants, and there were pennants
and banners flying with escutcheons and armorial designations as
they entered ceremonially into Gothric. The community of that
city welcomed them warmly, and often with cheering and other
forms of adulation. Some present Gothric citizens had come from
various provinces of the knights and their hearts had ever been
back at their home province. The great kingdom of Zed seemed
alive and palpable. There was a certain comfort in thinking that
government meant so much to their leaders who were gathering to
discuss the way of life of the community and its future as well.
Evil was also having its time of action. From Corsini with his
plans for power and position, to his coterie of gangsters now disturbed by the disappearance of Panitras, there was plotting and
continued evil intention. In the royal forest there was furious discussion and the setting forth of plans by all concerned, for they
had news of the Council of the Lords and of coming festivities
and a wedding. Whilst these occasions offered opportunities for
mischief, yet mischief was to be on the grand scale, so that if possible the kingdom could be kept under the bondage of the lords
and gods.
Plans were proceeding apace for the wedding. Much depended
on what the Council of the Lords decided, but Gothroyd would
press for festivities, in the midst of which would be the marriage
of his daughter and Balwone. Somewhere in all this there would
be provision for the newly married couple to share a retreat in
HE TIME
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Manignia at Balwone’s old castle Zagonholme. Eventually there
would be the gathering of the kings of the kingdoms to discuss the
future of the northern kingdoms. First it had to be seen whether
Gothric would be the best venue for such a conference.
In Cathrid there was much rejoicing in the change of the formerly cruel king of Zed. The message sent to King Paelfric by
Gothroyd regarding the danger besetting Aelfric Collenthribben
was gladly received. It meant that Zed was anxious to preserve the
testimony of Aelfric as to the lying and dominating nature of the
ancient deities. In Miridia there was also rejoicing as daily news
of the fruits of the teaching of the Shemgridions trickled in. For
Miridon there was a new communication with the kingdoms of
Mantria and Frimpone because of the liberation of Allein. These
last two kingdoms were still seeing the effects of Balwone’s
company of preachers and teachers, and they were discussing some new visits by the prince and his people into their
lands.
After all the arrangements of billeting and hosting had been completed, the first day of the meeting of the Council of the Lords
took place. Balwone had been included in the Council because he
was the son-in-law elect of the king, but it was more for coming to
know the courtiers than for participation in the affairs of the
nation. The meeting place was the long dining hall of the king’s
castle, and for the most part the members sat at table, but during
discussion sessions turned to face the throne at the east end of the
great room. When Gothroyd and his attendants processed into the
hall, all rose and waited in silence until he was seated.
At this point of protocol in past meetings of the Council, the
king had ceremonially saluted the ancient gods and lords in the
name of the kingdom of Zed, and so all waited in expectation to
see what the king would do. He made no prayer of obeisance to
the pagan deities nor, for that matter, did he make an act of
recognition to the Most High and Massia. A slight sigh was heard
as he seated himself so that all might be seated with him. After
that he rose and gave his address which was quite short for such
an occasion.
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‘Fellow lords and knights of the realm’, he began, ‘we are here
on the business of our kingdom, so that we might reign properly
and usefully for the sake of the kingdom and its people. As
important is the coming together to meet each other and have
news of what is happening in our provinces. All manner of
troubles need to be discussed and, if possible, ways of solving
them. We need also to look at our relationships with other kingdoms and receive reports from our ambassadors, so that we can
strengthen our ties with all northern lands.
‘One important matter I know will be in your minds, and that
is the fact that I have changed my allegiance from the old lords
and gods of our nation whom we have served over many centuries
and have given this loyalty to him who is known as the Most High
and his Son called Massia. I realise this will present a great
problem to many assembled here. This change may seem like
treachery to those whom I have always urged to worship and obey
the ancient deities. I bring this matter up so that in some way we
can discuss it if possible. I say “if possible”, for discussion of it
would take many hours, and because we are all jealous for our
cultures which in some way are linked with our worship of our
gods and idols.
‘I will seek now with all caution and goodwill towards us all,
to say that so far as is possible I will not change the laws and customs of our land. I will not seek to force or entice any to become
worshippers and followers of the Most High and Massia in the
way that I formerly sought to make all worship the Zedian gods
and lords. I realise more and more in these days how much of our
customs and practices have come from our serving the ancient
gods. We do almost all things because we think we ought so to do
to please the gods. Those in other kingdoms have built their cultures around their gods, and because some of the gods are different
from the ones we know, they have different laws and customs.
‘You will be free to worship the god you wish but likewise
others are free to worship the gods they follow. I pray that somehow we will work this out with goodwill, although I know some
of us are so passionate about our gods that we see other gods as
wrong and even evil. My principle is that we should follow the
god who will be the closest to perfection, and the most loving to
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his followers. I know that some will not believe this is how things
can be within this kingdom, but I believe we can all live together,
even though there will naturally be many problems in trying to do
so.’
Here the king paused and gave them some moments to realise
what he was saying. He looked at the faces upturned to him from
where they sat. So far as he could see none seemed shocked or
betrayed anger, but then he was not yet finished. Even knights
Acromin and Theogmin showed no feelings. He continued his
speech.
‘I now believe I was wrong in the pressures I brought to bear
on those people called Massians and Shemgridions, and I deeply
regret the terrible massacre of the Shemgridions I wrought in the
forest. I am sorry for the pain I brought on my soldiers and their
officers in forcing them so to do. That makes me determined to
work so that we live as peacefully as possible with one another in
our kingdom. I have suffered much from what I did, but the real
sufferers are the families of the people I destroyed. If we can live
at peace in this our land, then it might be said they had not died in
vain.
‘I realise that some of you may be angry at me for my change
in loyalties, but I cannot go back to what I served faithfully over
all those years. I beg you to allow me to show you that our kingdom will not suffer because of the change, nor will my friendship
with you lessen because of it.
‘You now have opportunity to say what you will, not only concerning what I have just said, but also other matters which we will
put on our discussion list.’
The king stood, waiting for what might come, but nothing was
said. He expected knights Acromin and Theogmin to open a discussion, but they remained seated. It was a strange silence even
though the monarch could not feel hostility in it. Finally a courtier
arose. It was General Aethlic and all eyes were turned on him. It
was highly appropriate that he lead the response since he had
been regent in Gothroyd’s absence. He appeared to speak on
behalf of all the courtiers.
‘Your Majesty’, he said, ‘we are all aware of what has been
happening in your life over this late period of time and are aware
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of much that has come to pass both in your life and in our land.
Some of us heard the speech you gave to the people on your
return to our city. We know what your intentions are for the
nation and they are nothing but good. We know you are conscious of your change in loyalties in regard to the lords and gods
and your new understanding of the Most High and Massia whom
the Massians worship. What has happened has happened, and we
will all respect that, even if some of us may disagree strongly.
‘I would wish to say that, important as all this may seem, we
are faced with the fact of your change of heart and not a lot will be
gained by discussion of this matter. We will all be forced to live
with the reality of that change, and I believe we will profit more
from this Council of the Lords if we say here and now that we
accept the situation and will try to work within it.’
There were a few murmurs of assent, and these grew until there
was a swell of applause, though whether that was for Aethlic’s
speech or the king’s or both, Gothroyd did not know. It seemed
then that the whole Council was of one mind and they were telling
this to their king. Aethlic then went on to say how loyal the
knights had been in the monarch’s recent absence and how glad
they were to have him back again. Changed loyalties or not, they
believed he was their king. Again there was applause.
It was then that Aethlic said in addition, ‘Your Majesty, we
would also like to welcome Prince Balwone of Manignia. He who
was lately your prisoner is now presently your future son-in-law
and we believe that this marriage will draw the kingdom of
Manignia and our kingdom closer together. What is more, Sire, is
that we hold him in very high regard.’
He bowed to Balwone who had arisen and with him all the
knights and they were warmly applauding. Gothroyd looked at
Acromin and Theogmin and they, too, seemed generous in their
appreciation. He thought it could be that they had had a change of
mind. He wondered quietly about Corsini.
There were numerous matters with which the Council had to
deal, and since they had but two days to cover these they began
their discussions. The king opened their symposium by naming
the subject of the marriage, the festivities prior to and following it,
and the possibility of a Grand Council meeting of the kingdoms
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of the north in the foreseeable future. The Council had begun in
earnest.
News had gone through to Manignia that the bridal couple had
intentions of returning to Zagonholme. The people of Manignia,
who were called Manigs, had a history of being quite cruel and
acquisitive. Their kings were known by the name of Zagon, so
that each king was called ‘the Zagon’. Balwone’s father was due
to be such a Zagon, but when the time came he refused the offer,
being of a gentle and retiring nature, though for all that he was
quite a strong-willed person and had couched Balwone in the
ways of love and wisdom. The people had called a new Zagon,
related to Balwone and thus of royal blood. It was said that on
death the spirit of the dead monarch passed into the new Zagon
which was why Zagons were always powerful kings. Balwone’s
relative was certainly a great king. He was huge and yet with it
also jolly, but none dared joke or joust with him verbally, or his
eyes would grow hard like black balls and send terror into the
joker. This same Zagon was warm towards Balwone, especially as
the prince had also refused his right to the throne.
In Manignia it was the custom to make much of royal weddings and special songs, known as epithalamions which were tender nuptial songs sung in praise of the bride or the bridegroom or
both, and as the Manigs were also born musicians they set about
to compose some of these songs. The Zagon was astute enough to
know the value of a blood union with the Zed royal family,
besides which there would be the healing of the long feud which
had been with the kings of Cathrid and Zed that began when a
Zagon had invaded these countries in the days of the young
Flamgrid. Zagonholme was being freshened up, and its lawns and
gardens rehabilitated in anticipation of the young couple returning to it after the wedding. Balwone’s name was now famous
throughout the northern kingdoms, and they coveted having this
son of theirs living in his homeland.
Balwone and Gothlic spent much time together, not so much
talking about the wedding as about their future. The name of
Massia was most dear to them, and the love of him and his Father
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kept them gripped in adoration and strengthened their resolve to
serve both Father and Son in taking the message of love to all
people, not only to their own countries and the northern peoples,
but also to that mysterious southern world, which as yet was
almost unknown to them.
It was mid-morning when Kanavah and Roget returned from
Miridia with a large contingent of Shemgridions. They saw
the city of Gothric and they raised a cheer. The Shemgridions
brought out their wind and string instruments and they were
playing like a martial band to the rhythmic clopping of horses’
hooves as they drew near to the city. Some were singing their old
forest songs, and joy was filling their hearts as they remembered
the good times they had had in the Miridon hamlets, villages and
towns. They were bursting to tell the news to that part of the
whole contingent which had gone forth under the leadership of
Gothlic and Gothroyd and returned before they did. Especially did
they want to report to Balwone, Gothlic and her father on the
situation of the royal forest where they had met no opposition and
sensed no danger, but where everything was soaked in an oppressive silence.
They arrived to the greetings of the local townsfolk for they
were not a royal party and although the Shemgridions wore forest
green tunics and trews, the party did not appear to have any high
rank, especially as Kanavah and Roget were decked in the same
green clothing. Kanavah led the posse across the drawbridge and
up to the great doors of the castle, and a guard went to advise the
palace secretary about the arrival of the party.
It was Balwone who soon appeared at the great castle doors
and welcomed the posse with great affection. He had come
straight from the Council to greet and receive his old friends and
fellow-workers. There were much laughter and embracings and
cries and hilarity as they chattered and gave reports and spoke of
all that had happened.
The ostlers appeared then and took the horses for freshening
and fodder, and the Shemgridions were led into the castle for
refreshments. Balwone went ahead and brought Gothlic to see
them, and quietness fell over the posse as always when she
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appeared. Soon they were back to their talking and laughing,
interspersed with fragments of reports. Oranias then arrived and
the greetings and huggings started afresh. It was certainly a warm
and loving time together. Then Balwone had to return to the
Council meetings, and Gothlic went off to her rooms. Oranias
took Kanavah and Roget to his room where the whole story was
told and much love and light filled their hearts.
Whilst Balwone was in the Council, Gothlic had time to share
with Oranias and the recently arrived Kanavah and Roget.
Sometimes she met Kanavah or Oranias separately and begged
their interest in what she was thinking, the ideas that came to her
and her understanding of the good news of Massia. Other times
she revelled in sharing with the three men together, and often their
laughter rang out with the joy of it all. She listened, fascinated, to
their stories of the past and wondered at the greatness of Massia
to claim them from the rough and sometimes evil lives Kanavah
and Roget had lived.
These men, along with Oranias, were perpetually on reconnaissance in the city of Gothric and abroad in the country. In the city
they would walk together, dressed like the others, and listening to
what they could hear of the mind of the people. They had also ferreted out the place where the Corsini men lived. They were aware
of Panitras’s acceptance by Paelfric because of the news he had
given to Gothroyd regarding the intended murder of Aelfric
Collenthribben, and they even gleaned news of Corsini from time
to time.
On other occasions they travelled into the heart of Zed’s royal
forest, to see what might be brewing, though such things were
obviously withheld from human beings. The same dead atmosphere met them every time but the forest had the appearance of a
normal forest. This puzzled them but they had a sense that one
day they would know the dark secrets of Allein come to Zed.
Kanavah would report his findings to Balwone and they would
discuss them, or just lapse into remembering the things that had
happened in past days. Kanavah and Roget both itched for action
throughout the kingdoms, and what was presently happening in
Zed—including the coming wedding—was holding up the further
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proclamation of the good news. When they grew impatient it
would be Oranias who would beguile the time by telling them
more of the Story, different aspects of it, and remind them of the
marvellous things which had happened in the early days of the
ecclesia.
The Council completed, Balwone was back in their midst with
much to tell. The four men would sit whilst Oranias regaled them
with stories of the ecclesia in the centuries which followed its
birth. Facius, Balwone’s father, had often taken him to the different sages of Manignia and he had read fragments of the history
here and there of the southern kingdoms and Massia’s entrance
into them, but what he read in those libraries and what he read in
the precious manuscripts Flamgrid had given him was also fragmentary. Occasionally he would meet a sage who taught him
something orally of the old traditions of Massia in the lower
countries. From Oranias he was hearing even more substantial
things which told something of the reign of Massia, the defeat of
the old gods, the breaking of the powers of princes earthly and
supernatural, and his blood tingled within him. At nights he would
recount what Oranias had taught him.
For his part Oranias took the opportunity to have audiences
with Gothroyd and he sought to teach the king much wisdom,
knowing what was ahead for this unusual monarch.
The king talked much with Balwone concerning the deliberations
of the Council. He was quite encouraged by their support of him
although some were old courtiers who, at their age, would not
know how to live in another culture. The change would be too
much for them, and so they must be left to their ways, but
Balwone thought older people can make sharp changes if they can
be given a reason to do so. Gothroyd was hopeful that the proposed festivities, being in the traditional style, might reassure
them and that old ties might be strengthened throughout the land.
He talked long about his hopes for a meeting of the kings of the
northern kingdoms one day, and vowed that he would travel the
countries of the north with this aim in mind. There was a vision
ever in his mind that the whole continent of the north would one
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day be obedient to their liege, Lord Massia. This vision was not
the conquest of territory or the attainment of power and rule, but
the transformation of human beings from the self-centred creatures that they often prove to be, into those whose lives become
filled with the light that Massia sheds into the darkened places of
a human soul, so that joy and peace abound and they fall in love
with Massia and all men.
The preparations for the festivities which were to precede and
follow the royal marriage began to get under way. Because many
would come from other countries to attend the nuptials, every
possible billet had been marked, and in addition there was the
erection of coloured canvas marquees. The large common would
be the area in which jousting would take place and marquees were
being set up for royalty, courtiers and those contending in the
tournaments. Further out were the stalls of the vendors and the
stages for players and dancers.
Often Gothroyd would look out from the castle upon these
preparations with a certain interest but there was much in his heart
which ached for his kingdom, that it might rise up above festivities
into that knowledge of the Most High which would bring many
into the true kingdom of Massia. Day by day he fed upon the
words of Oranias and Balwone, and daily he thought and prayed
about the binding of the royal forest by the powers of darkness
which brooded there. Balwone and Kanavah would talk to him
about the state of affairs and report it as best they could.
That was until one day when a thought struck the king which
caused him to call in Balwone, Kanavah and Oranias. Having
greeted and seated them in the stateroom, he then paced up and
down.
‘The thought has come to me’, he said, ‘that we might make an
end to these ancient powers who find their seat in the royal forest.
In these very woods, as some of you know, a man once dwelt
whose name was Flamgrid, a cobbler by trade but a noble sage.
He brought wisdom to our land and even offered advice to kings
who needed wisdom in dangerous times. I believe the presence of
this man kept the powers of darkness at bay, at least to some
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extent. He was by blood descent a Shemgridion although he was
never seen as one except by them.
‘It has come to my mind that we might ask a great favour of
the Shemgridions, namely that they call many of their brethren
from various places and make their dwelling in the royal forest.
We would assist them to build their villages and protect them in
the doing of this. It could well be that the powers of darkness
would take flight. Our land would be free and our brethren the
Shemgridions would be assured of royal protection.’
Oranias was obviously very moved by what the king was saying and he quickly showed the reason for this. ‘Sire, it is not to be
doubted that Mourna and his kin seek to have places where they
can establish their authority, and the Book of the Story speaks of
these places as “the seat” or “the throne” of the Evil One. Yet it is
not a place which is dangerous of itself, for all places have been
created by the Most High, but it is where the evil powers reign.
Their intention is to reign in the hearts and minds of men and to
use their persons and their abilities to destroy humanity, to break
up any unity they find, to set nations against one another, to confuse people, and to bring them into misery of mind and spirit, and
they do all this to confound the plan of the Most High for his
creation and the human race. That is why he sent Massia into our
midst that his Son might destroy the works of the Evil One and
his hosts of demons, lords and little gods who are so pernicious.’
The king looked intensely at the Storyteller. ‘Yes! Yes!’ he
said. ‘Do we then harbour these powers in the forest?’
‘Majesty’, said Oranias, ‘these do not remain in the forest as
though protecting themselves. They fan out into the places where
ever humans dwell. You will find their influence in hamlets and
villages and especially cities. They flourish in cities. So many of
this land belong to them, and will belong until they come to
Massia for true light and true life because they are convinced they
have this need and that Massia alone can fulfil it. Many of the
slaves of the dark powers do not know they are slaves, so delusive
is evil.
‘Sire, I beseech you not to use the Shemgridions in this way. If,
on the other hand, you want them to have a part of the kingdom
which they can feel is legitimately their own, then by all means let
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them live in the forest. They do not care for the evil creatures living there and undoubtedly will eventually cause them all to leave.
For my part I trust they will, more and more, live where all others
live, that is, in hamlets, villages and towns.’
As the king was pondering these words, Balwone spoke. ‘Sire’,
he said, ‘we know that the powers rebellious to God are always
where human beings live, but we are aware that in some
kingdoms they are really in control of the country, and in others
they are not. By the grace of Massia their power is receding here
in Zed. I would not be surprised if one day we discovered they
had vanished as a power group of supernatural beings, and were
yet working insidiously among persons in the kingdom. They
seem to use one tactic or the other. At the moment their power is
waning for which we can be grateful.’
The king spoke almost in a mutter. ‘I can never forget how evil
we can be, and I long to see my people living in true freedom. Yes,
yes, it would not be right to use the gracious Shemgridions in that
way, but I shall see whether they would be glad to make their living from the forest, and to be at peace in that beautiful place. As
for the dark powers, we will, as you have taught me, not use their
kinds of weapons, but these simple ones which Massia has provided.’
Gothroyd called a family conference in which he conferred with
Mabila the queen, Princess Gothlic and Prince Balwone. It was all
to do with the marriage. Most details had been arranged and there
was no fear that things would go wrong. The kings of all countries
were grateful for the invitations given them. The three northernmost lands—Mantria, Frimpone and Cautria—begged to be
excused, not only because of the long journey but also because
quite unusual happenings were taking place in their domains.
They did not fully understand what was going on but it seemed
there was a desire to be finished with the old gods and lords and to
receive Massia as their prime Lord. This had stirred some of the
pagans to strong protest. Also strange signs were happening and none was sure of their source or of their meaning. On
these accounts they felt their duty was to remain. They assured
Gothroyd that a small group of representatives would be present
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at the nuptials. The other monarchs accepted the invitation and
would be present.
On his first coming to Gothric, the Zagon of Manignia had sought
out his relative and prince of Manignia, Balwone. On that occasion Gothlic was with her fiancé. It was some time since the two
men had met, and the Zagon seemed even more jolly and plump
than at their last meeting. The brown eyes of the present king
were soft and warm, denoting the genuine affection between
them. The Zagon admired the son of Facius and Merphein for he
had the quality of his father who in his time had never desired to
become the monarch of his country, Manignia. News had filtered
in from time to time of the doings of Balwone known as ‘the
Great’. Now the couple were coming to their rightful home, the
castle of Zagonholme.
‘All is prepared’, the Zagon boomed. ‘It is as fair a castle as
any in the land. Once there and you will never desire to travel
throughout the northern lands as you have been doing.’
He was sincere in wanting them in Manignia, and Balwone
accepted the warmth of his monarch, but with his hands he waved
away the proposition.
The Zagon went on, ‘We would gladly have you lead our Council of Lords’, he said, ‘since you are our chief prince’. He looked
at Gothlic and said with sincerity, ‘How Princess Gothlic would
adorn our society were you to stay, which we desire you to do’.
‘All we ask’, the prince said, ‘is that Zagonholme remain our
one possession in Manignia, so that we might come to it from
time to time, and perhaps, in the days far ahead, it would be our
resting place with whatever family we may have’.
‘What then’, asked the Zagon, ‘will be the work you propose to
do?’ And whilst Balwone and Gothlic sought to enlighten him, he
seemed not to comprehend.
As he was leaving, he turned and surveyed them with a warm
smile. ‘Massia and the Most High seem to have smiled on you’,
he commented, ‘and that seems to me to be quite appropriate’.
What Gothroyd desired to know was the work and action
which the couple saw as their future. Gothlic would be queen of
Zed if anything happened to disable the king. It was still possible
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that the people of Manignia would want Balwone to be king if the
present monarch were to die.
Gothroyd was warm in his conversation. ‘I know you desire to
travel from land to land to proclaim the good news of Massia and
also to teach his people more and more of the truth, and help them
to build a fund of wisdom’, he said. ‘I know, too, that you desire
to break the bonds of slavery to the ancient deities and powers,
but is it ever likely that you would wish to have a family and give
them the opportunity to grow up in security, and develop their
own characters and perhaps be men and women after your own
order? That needs to be thought through.’
The two younger persons looked at each other. None of these
things had been under consideration. They were also somewhat
taken aback. That one or both of them might one day be monarchs
was far from their thinking. That their children might have a
destiny linked with theirs had not occurred to them. They were
both past the years of youth and moving towards early middleage. They would have to consider these things and make some
decision. Being called to be monarchs demanded serious training.
Both were wholly disinclined to reigning and ruling, but might it
be that Massia required them to take up such office?
The four royals set about discussing the idea and continued for
a long time in this vein until Balwone gave his opinion.
‘I am sure we will both think much about the monarchy and
the will of Massia who, as we know, is Ruler of all rulers. What
we are sure of at this hour of time is that we ought to visit all the
kingdoms of the north and help them discover the Lordship of
Massia. The idea has been strongly in my mind that one day we
will visit the southern kingdoms from whom we would learn
much, and perhaps even teach them some things. Gothlic and I
will give much thought to what you have said, and will be prepared to do what Massia desires of us. At this point in time we
cannot say other or more.’
Gothroyd and Queen Mabila both nodded assent. They were
filled with joy that their children desired to bring freedom to men
and women of the human race. What Massia desired of the couple would surely be clear to them at the time of the revelation of
his will.

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

Many Happenings
before a Wedding

T

had been in action for a week, and in a little
over another week the wedding was to take place.
Zed as a nation and Gothric as a city had never seen such festivity, such grand arrivings of monarchs and ceremonies, of welcoming and installing in luxurious quarters prepared especially for
high dignitaries. They had not seen so many kings, queens,
princes and princesses, lords, nobles, knights, courtiers, attendants
of all kinds including esquires, maids-in-waiting, and other members of the royal corteges such as platoons of soldiers, bands of
musicians, squads of servants, ostlers for the horses, and servants
of every kind for all manner of works. It seemed that, day and
night, contingents were arriving and the people never tired of the
grand spectacle, for the days were fine and warm and the nights
were lit by great beacons which lighted the way to Gothric and the
royal castle.
In the greatly extended markets, the farmers from near and far
afield presented their valuable produce prepared for such a time as
this. There were vegetables of all kinds, greens for humans and
animals, fruits of many varieties, and then cooked pies of all sizes,
pastries with varied fillings, cakes and biscuits which were delectable to looks and to tastes. There were sweetmeats of all colours,
textures and sizes, along with jams and preserves, with sausages
of unusual and usual sizes and shapes. The smells of smoked
meats and fish, of exotic spices, of stacks of herbs and straw, of
cereals and legumes, all combined to make the markets fragrant
with acceptable odours that drowned out the smells of the animal
saleyards, for there were pigs and goats and sheep and cattle, to
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say nothing of the stockyards in which horses and mules were for
sale. The poultry pens were chock-a-block with laying hens, pullets and chickens on the one hand and grand roosters, fighting
cockbirds and game birds on the other. Canaries, blackbirds,
finches and birds which were tiny, small, middle-sized, large and
extremely large, some of which whistled, called, shrieked and even
talked, were also available in traps and small, medium and large
wickerwork cages. In the clothing market there were cloths of all
kinds, some plain, some woven, some in floral and other patterns,
and ready-made garments, tunics, trews, jackets, skirts, shoes,
boots, slippers with all kinds of hosen, hats, caps, and an assortment of belts, braces and gloves.
So the markets went on and on with toys, arts and crafts, flags,
banners and pennants, and armorial pieces and weapons of all
shapes and sizes. Ribbons, bunting and festooning were hung
throughout the market and in the city, at the castle and all around
the fair, and out to the playing area of the tournament. Buskers
were situated at every place and troubadour groups entertained in
the markets, on the common and in the city bailey. Truly, intense
preparations had been made, and the admiration of Gothroyd and
his nation grew apace as the days passed. It became gradually
known that this was a different monarch from the one who had
descended on Cathrid at the time of the Festival of the Seasons
when he had tried to stop the rising tide of Massia in the northern
nations.
Now they met a monarch who had been defeated by the peaceful stratagem of King Paelfric and his nobles. He had been unable
to defeat their peaceful resistance and had been plunged into the
waves of a great sorrow which had been healed only by the intervention of Massia. Massia’s name was held high throughout the
festivities and celebrations but there was no propaganda or deliberate promotion of his cause.
Gothroyd was discovering a new world as he conferred with the
kings. There was Clandius of Miridon, Paelfric of Cathrid, Zagon
of Manignia, and Holpen of Flagland, as also the highest representatives of the kingdoms of Mantria, Frimpone and Cautria. His
private and public conversations with them were encouraging to
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him, for all were being moved out of their traditional views of the
worlds of the north and were now enquiring into the nature of the
gods and of the Most High. It seemed to Gothroyd that a slide to
Massia was happening at a great pace and that the obliteration of
the pagan gods and lords was inevitable. He was astute enough to
see that in many cases this did not have much to do with the merits of the Most High and his Son, Massia, so much as the ineffectiveness of the old gods. It was as though they were tired and the
people were restless under their bondage. Many had visions of a
new world of progress. The history of inter-kingdom wars was the
story of offensive domination, of blood lust and of cruelty. The
main reason why there had been no war since the Zagon of
Manignia had invaded Zed and Cathrid was that the nations were
tired of pointless conflicts. It was also true that they had come to
welcome a time of peace and serenity.
Gothroyd was filled with pleasure. He could see that a Grand
Council of the kings could almost certainly be arranged, and he
set about putting this idea to them.
One of the most vocal of the leaders was Clandius. He had
listened for many hours to Oranias when that man was in Miridia,
and he had learned much. By way of being a scholar himself, he
had been impressed by the grand panoramic views which the
Storyteller had put before him. He was also captivated by the fact
that the unseen powers did not rule one world and the seen
powers another, but that they were both of one piece, and that
nations had ruling over them the unseen princes and lords who
were spirits appointed by the Most High, and that somehow kings
and rulers on the earth were linked with them for good or for evil.
Indeed so impressed was he by this reasoning that he suggested
to the monarchs that they ought to listen to Oranias. Gothroyd
was delighted for he had been reluctant to assert the claims of
Massia and to tell of his powers.
He was also delighted that a prince of Cautria by the name of
Haelfrom, a cousin of Haelfric the king and his ambassador to the
marriage of Balwone and Gothlic, was quite clear that Cautria not
only wanted all people to turn to the faith of Massia because it
was more fitting and practical for a kingdom to move that way, but
also because it was the truth given by a man who had risen from
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the dead and was now ruling over the nations, whether all nations
recognised that reality or not.
‘What we see as very valuable’, said Haelfrom, ‘is the fact that
Massia’s truth first strikes at the conscience and its guilt and then
clears that guilt on the basis that Massia died for the sins of the
world. This none of the so-called gods and lords did. What they
want is power over us and service from us.’
He paused for a while and then remembered what he had
meant to say. ‘Take this man Oranias’, he said, ‘he is a most wise
man. He tells the Story of Massia, and it is a very moving one. So
many people come to him with troubles of the mind, of the conscience and of the soul, and in a very practical way he teaches
them and they become healed. Few have that gift and power, but
he does and he uses it sensibly. I cannot see Cautria going any
way other than the way of Massia.’ Here he paused and looked at
Gothroyd. ‘It would be good to have this Storyteller to a meeting
and let us ask him questions and hear his answers, for he is an
exceeding wise man.’
Most of the members of this group of kings and ambassadors
felt it right to ask Oranias to share his wisdom with them, and he
gladly complied. They kept him busy answering their questions
and without doubt he was teaching them in a wise manner. Sometimes Gothroyd could scarcely contain his feelings, knowing that
each time the Storyteller talked their leaders were being more and
more confirmed in the view that Massia was the true Ruler of the
world, and that they would certainly influence others with what
they were learning from the huge Cautrian.
The festivities included the jousting tournament. When he was a
young knight Balwone had won such a tournament, and the last to
contend with him was the one known in those days as ‘the Black
Knight’. How Kanavah had hated Balwone and had vowed to kill
him, but circumstances caused him to destroy the vow and to
share with Balwone in a close and lasting friendship. Each day of
the festivities both would attend the tournament and reminisce
about past days, but they felt no attraction to the sport. Indeed
they were appalled at times at the cruelty some players could vent
upon an opponent.
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‘Perhaps we were as bad, or worse’, Kanavah said. ‘I know my
temper was a bad one.’
‘You came close to killing me’, said Balwone, ‘but that was
some time ago. Can you imagine a Shemgridion playing such a
blood sport?’
Kanavah grinned and said that he could not. ‘Talking of
Shemgridions’, he said, ‘I was thinking of visiting them in their
new village. Would you desire to go with me?’
‘Yes, indeed’, Balwone said. ‘It would be good to take Gothlic
with us. She has a great love for these people.’
The visit to the Shemgridions was late one afternoon, by arrangement with them, and they had prepared a great meal in honour of
their guests. Oranias made up the fourth of the visiting group.
The village was not in the royal forest, but they were considering
Gothroyd’s offer of using the royal forest. They knew they had
no need for hiding from persecutors for they had been accepted
fully into the Zed society. They had resolved to have a number of
their folk dwell in Gothric and other towns now that the attitude of
the people had changed towards them.
Shemmalin was the chief elder among a number of others in
that village and five of the company had been on the journey to
Allein and Miridon. It was he who had gone to Cautria to bring
Oranias down south to teach Balwone and others. It was he,
also, who had been part of the company which went to Miridon
and up to Allein, who had witnessed the transformation of King
Gothroyd, and who had taught and preached in the Miridon
villages and towns. It was he who had journeyed with Balwone on
the previous visit to Allein and the northern kingdoms of Mantria
and Frimpone.
Balwone took Shemmalin aside before the evening meal. In the
presence of this man he was always humbled, because of the
simple sincerity and deep wisdom of this gentle person. He
desired to hear wisdom from his lips.
‘Brother Shemmalin’, he said, ‘I seek to receive wisdom from
you. With all that is happening in the kingdom at this present time
and with anticipating my coming marriage, I still feel somewhat
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empty and barren. I long for all this ceremony to be finished, my
marriage to be completed and for the days to come again when I
can proclaim Massia and his love to the nations. I feel that I am
quite useless. Tell me, why should this be thus?’
Shemmalin looked at him for a few minutes, in silence. Then
he spoke. ‘Dear Balwone’, he said quietly, ‘you have a fire burning within you which is the fire of true love. Part of you is afraid
the fire will burn out without having been useful in Massia’s
service, and part of you is uneasy because of what you see around
you. You were born to be a prince, but you were also born to be a
witness to Massia, and sometimes these parts of your destiny
seem to clash and be in conflict.
‘King Gothroyd is a wise man in these days because his
experience of life has been a full one, even a terrible one. Even so,
he has now come to see and understand so much, in some ways
much more than you can understand because he has been in the
work of reigning, which you have not. When he, Oranias, you and
I were riding together his questions were sober and most searching. His view is of a wide range of life and human action, and his
part in governing people of his kingdom. These festivities may
seem like fripperies to you, but this is not how they seem to the
people. They are the assurance to them that the king is not away in
some high, spiritual world of his own. He is here in flesh and
blood. The origins of many of these customs is lost in time, and so
the customs are harmless. Until you came we Shemgridions were
of a mind that all such things were useless, and even dangerous.
Now we see we need to relate to people in all ways possible
without surrendering or endangering our faith. Brother Balwone,
you must keep your relationship with the people. Never be far
away from them. Never despise their customs or fret about their
laws which seem so pointless. Sit where they sit, laugh where they
laugh and weep where they weep.’
‘Ah!’ Balwone groaned. ‘I think I can weep with them more
than I can laugh with them.’
‘That is good’, agreed the elder, ‘but laugh also. They will say
you are human.’
‘I know what you mean’, Balwone said, ‘but when I see the
degradation of man, his sin and selfishness, his cruelty, his greed
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and his lostness, then I long to share the message of forgiveness
with them. I long to proclaim Massia.’
‘That is at once your joy and your problem’, Shemmalin
said, ‘and because you have a Council of Lords, festivities,
a wedding, the knowledge of evil in the royal forest, and your
hope for the future, all these things seem to be pushing your
love for people out of the centre of your sight. Fear not, it will
be as no time before the proclamation of Massia will again be
the major part of your life. Meanwhile be human, as they count
being human. Enjoy the so-called fripperies. Be not overly spiritual.’
Balwone was surprised at Shemmalin’s words; they were like
suddenly coming upon a winter’s morning frost. He realised that
once again he was torturing himself as though one moment ought
not to be lost in a certain kind of ‘doing’, where ‘being’ was as
essential.
That did not stop him enjoying the talking and teaching and
learning, and praying and singing after the evening meal. He was
regaled by the down-to-earth talking and telling and questioning,
and then the up-to-heaven singing which seemed to bring them
into a realm beyond the everyday realm of human living.
Then it came to him afresh that the work of telling the nations
the glory of Massia was not left to him, Balwone. As he looked
around at some of the fine faces, etched noble from suffering,
and others whose mild countenances lacked the harshness
and cynicism of others out in the world—those whose suffering had embittered them, and those whose works had made
them proud—he knew each had been conscious of his or her sin,
and had lived in despair of themselves until the light of love had
shone upon them from the Cross, and his spirit freshened as
though it had never become stale, and his heart throbbed anew as
though it had never been dull, and suddenly he knew a song
within himself. He had not brought his elaina with him, the
stringed instrument he called Fidelia, so he borrowed another
from a young musician and when he gave voice to the song which
had just come to him, the young person gaped as though his own
elaina had taken flight and made music beyond what ordinarily it
did:
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Thou art the Maker and I am the made.
Thou art the Sunshine and I am the shade.
Thou art the Father and I am the child.
Thou art the Holy, I the defiled.
Thou art the Brightness but I’m of the dark,
Once I was brilliant and of Thee a spark.
Thou wert all light and my light was all Thee
Until my mind doubted Thy word and decree.
Thou art the Peaceful, the Tranquil and calm.
I am the restless but Thou art the Balm.
I am the guilty but Thou art the Free,
The One who sent Massia to die on a tree.
Thou art the Saviour and I am the saved.
Thou art the Fountain for which my soul craved.
Thou art the Giver and I have received
Fullness—thy fullness—since I have believed.
Thou art the Lover and we are the loved.
Thou art the Mover and we are the moved.
Thou art the Bridegroom and we are the Bride,
Forever close to thee, emerged from thy side.
Glorious Father and wonderful Son,
Beautiful Spirit, the Three of You One,
Grant that my telling the message of old
Will bring thy loved flock to be in thy fold.
Grant that the Vine be laden with love,
Fruit of the Spirit, fruit of the Dove.
Grant that his rivers from us flow full free,
The gift of his suffering—immortality.
Grant that the nations who live on the earth
Will know his salvation and come to new birth.
Grant that thy Kingdom will come in this hour
To fullness of glory and splendour and power.
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Praise for his people as priests and as kings,
Praise now on earth and in heaven they sing,
‘Praise to the Father and praise to the Son,
Praise to the Spirit, the Three who are One.
Praise be forever!’ all shout and adore,
‘Praise now their glory to be evermore!’

There was immediate attention within the company of the
Shemgridions and they easily took up his song and sang in
unison. Then they developed their parts and sang it until the harmony of it was like a fire in their veins and they gave meaning to
words which had seemed somewhat awkward to him on his first
singing.
The night in which the four returned to the castle was that of
the full moon, and the leaves were as silver spangles under it, and
songs of the night birds as a choir to their ears. When they
emerged from the forest the prairie grass was as a white sea, rippling in the cool breeze. Mornsha and another hound were at the
feet of the sturdy mounts, and the group were silent as folk like to
be when their thoughts are unusually deep. Balwone’s mind was
fruitful with a thousand thoughts; memories which came back of
other nights and also days which he had lived in his life, and gratitude for the silent grace which had ever been with him, and perhaps more so because of his multitude of sins and failures, and
this understanding flooded him with a great joy. He would fain
have sung again and again those songs which would have invaded
him had he not respected the silence of their riding together. The
silence remained, even when they had reached their quarters and
parted from one another and the soft moonlight.
It was the night after the visit to the Shemgridions that the former
denizens of Allein struck. Although it came as a shock to the land
of Zed, it did not surprise those who knew what had been festering in the royal forest amongst the creatures of Allein. Ousted
from their so-called ‘seat’, these gods and lords made their home
in the very forest in which the Shemgridions had been murdered.
In a kind of nameless dread of the place of the massacre, they
kept away from it, but ranged free through the remainder of those
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woods. There were impressive personages amongst this motley
gathering which was headed up by Lucifer who purported to be
the angel of light but whose other face was that of Mourna the
Terrible, the most ancient of all and often seen in the guise of a
towering dragon, mighty in his kind of strength. There was
Sarxia, the great giant who also towered above mortal creatures
and could change to a beautiful woman if that were better for the
occasion, seduction triumphing over brute force. Then there was
Fransca, the god—or goddess—of the hearts of men. This was a
dangerous deity, always changing to meet the front on which it
desired to capture humans by arts, enchantments and deceiving
the hearts of humans. Close in the machinations of evil was
Spattan who claimed he held life and death in his hands and could
cause life to be the full substitute for immortality which man had
lost in the beginning. Terebus was the god of darkness. Night
was his time of rejoicing, of his cruel and vicious firing of darts at
men and women who, without faith, were unable to quench or
extract these terrible instruments of pain which set fires of guilt
burning in the mind and heart. There were also the dreaded
Clutterers, winged monsters which sucked the vitality from human
beings and left them as pale effigies of themselves, exhausted and
nigh unto death.
All these had been in conference for many long days and nights.
Reports had reached them from afar in the northern kingdoms
that the face of the continent was changing and that the people
were awakening from the dream of deceit to the reality of truth.
Of course the reports were couched in opposites such as, ‘People
are awakening from the sleep of truth to the deceit of the Most
High’. There was nothing new in these reports for such had come
in ancient times, and especially since the Cross and Resurrection
happenings of Massia. Of course this insidious penetration of
Shemgridions over many generations had helped to corrupt the
minds of the northern people. Now the dreadful end was near.
At the conference in the forest the leading powers planned
what they deemed to be the right strategy since it had always
succeeded in deceiving the traitors to the ancient pagan cause.
Under the limited powers allowed to them by the Most High they
would put on such a demonstration of their destructive might that
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common humans would be in awe of their supernatural powers
and would account them as having great authority and able to
thwart even the Most High. The conference aimed to make this
last destructive blow before their departing the realm. Its monarch
—Gothroyd—was no longer their servant, and the Massians and
Shemgridions were increasing at a disgusting rate, so that the seat
in the northern continent of Mourna and his companions was
almost forfeit. Unable to concede defeat, or even let its idea penetrate their haughty spirits, they determined to play out the greatest
deceit of all; that is, that they had finally departed from the northern kingdoms. They chortled over much of this because they had
so many who continued to worship them, and so many minds had
been corrupted that the outward departure would be the guise
under which they would secure habitations in the hearts of human
creatures.
Zed felt the impact of these evil forces, an impact which made
everything shiver and quiver. The warm summer night suddenly
became unnaturally cold, and the coldness was an oppressive
weight, bringing a form of paralysis to the human heart. Following in the wake of the freezing temperature came a storm of
gigantic proportions. Somewhere the gods were casting off all
restraints and hurling their rage at the human race. It was as
though they fought one another and that human beings were
caught up in the melee and were being thrashed in the threshing
of the titanic and supernatural deities.
Then there was the horror of foul breath, a fetid wind rising
and filling home and heart with the stench of decay and putrefaction. It was the breaking up of the horrible nest of decayed and
evil spirits. It was the casting out of mouldering detritus of impure
minds and suppurating consciences. This was the worst they could
fling against the pernicious race of human creatures they so
detested.
After this came the roaring of winds that flattened the rains so
that they were flying horizontally, and great trees, monarchs of the
forest for generations, were now crashing, smashing and splintering. Prairies were uprooted and the grass flew as in squadrons
of solid phalanxes. Houses felt the impact and shivered before
it, some being flattened, inhabitants scarcely escaping. It seemed
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there was fire high in the air and the smell of it was that of dragons, becoming stronger as the previous plague of unnatural stench
was mingled with it. The high roaring in the skies was of dragons
and lions and other outraged creatures, but there were also discernible cries of suffering; whimperings and shriekings, weepings
and wailings, horrified protestings and horrid groanings. It was as
though the dark creatures wallowed with a fierce joy in these outburstings of despairing spirits, as though it were the passion of
evil in which they flourished, despair breeding despair and dread
breeding dread, and all of it in the most terrible squalor. This was
the music in which they delighted—the horrific moanings of lost
and terrified creatures.
The kings of the nations and ambassadors of others, courtiers,
knights, leaders and all people stood, sat, grovelled or lay prostrate
beneath the frightful conflict that was in the high heavens. Their
thoughts were many and deeply, widely varied. Those who knew
the way in which powers of darkness sometimes express themselves were not dismayed or afraid. They knew this to be the rantings and ravings of massed evil which, like a spoilt child, is ungainly
and wilful in its protests. Men such as Balwone, Oranias, Gothroyd
and Shemmalin knew it to be a kind of death-wailing of the gods
and lords which were now, in fact, dying to the nations they had
once enchained in fear and dread and degrading slavery. Women
such as Gothlic, Mabila and the steady matrons of Massians
wondered that they were not fearful, and took comfort as they
detected what seemed to be the uneasiness of the evil powers.
They looked forward to the coming of the daylight when they
would share their intuitions with their men.
Some who had placed their unthinking trust in the pagan powers repented of such faith and dismissed the night antics of them
as unnecessary and threatening. Others were just paralysed with
sheer terror. Some who had been indolent in their worship of the
gods and lords, changed their minds and promised to become
diligent in future. Others just moaned and groaned, thinking the
last hours of the human race had come, but those who truly knew
the Most High patiently bore with the adolescent vandalism of the
evil company of pagan deities, and knew that the morning would
show few traces of them.
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Their predictions were correct. Out of a whole lot of noise and
fury, out of the sound of swift wings passing overhead, going
south, and the unnatural cries of unnatural creatures, nothing of
great import had happened to the countryside and city. It was
almost as if the things they had thought had happened had not, in
fact, taken place. The day was so beautiful in its warm, summer
weather. In the blue dome of heaven small clouds scudded about
under a high wind, but on the earth all was calm. The prairie
seemed so much to be a quiet sea, and it could scarce be seen
where the grasses had been uprooted. Most houses seemed to be
intact, and very few trees of the countryside seemed to have been
blown over.
Gothroyd called for his companions—Balwone, Oranias,
Kanavah and Shemmalin—to meet him after breakfast and, after
warm greetings and a few humorous remarks regarding the rough
night, they rode off to survey the situation in the royal forest.
Time would only permit them to see the southern side of the
woods and even then they would have to return in moonlight, but
this did not deter them. They enjoyed being a coterie of friends,
and they expected their leader, Gothroyd, would ply them all with
questions. For their part they looked forward to hearing the
teaching they loved so much.
Gothroyd asked the first question of Balwone. ‘What, Balwone,
do you understand happened last night?’
Balwone, who had worked it all through, felt he could answer
the king. ‘It was the death of the gods, Sire’, he said. ‘At least it
was the death of the gods in our continent. Until now they have
ruled supreme but gradually they have been being unseated. Their
ejection from Allein was the sign of the loss of their power. They
went to the forest as wounded creatures, so to speak. Of course
they had to show us that they were immensely powerful and more
powerful than Massia and the Most High. In fact they showed
they were defeated, so foolish was their action, and so expiring the
last evil they could fling at us.’
‘There were such thoughts in my mind’, said Gothroyd, ‘and
for some reason the fury, the noise and the uttered sounds did not
seem to be true. Of course I could not be sure.’
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Balwone bowed his head in appreciation of the king’s opinion.
He looked at Oranias who smiled back at him before he
addressed the king.
‘The gods are at this time surely defeated’, he said, ‘but they
will also have acted cunningly. They will think to deceive us who
know they are defeated. In all the melee of last night they will
have strengthened their lodgings in the hearts of those who are
their slaves. In future they will work from these partners of theirs
who are amongst us.’
‘Do you mean’, asked Gothroyd, ‘that all whose worship has
been pagan will now become powerful agents of the gods and
lords?’
Oranias shook his head. ‘Nay’, he said. ‘Nay. There will be
many who will gladly desert them, but some will be their willing
slaves.’
‘It is a great witness to the prayers of Massia’s people’, said
Shemmalin. ‘We have been praying for this for many years, and at
last it has happened. It may well be that there will be no resting
place for these pagan idols in our continent and that does mean
that Massia is Lord of these lands. We know, too, that the evil
powers will never give up. It is just that they cannot reclaim those
who have deserted them unless some strong work is done by
them.’
Gothroyd said, ‘It is a grand thing that before this royal wedding we should have our land cleared of dark domination’.
All agreed with that, nodding their heads with enthusiasm.
‘It is a grand thing’, said Gothroyd, ‘that the kingdoms can
now more easily become the Kingdoms of the Most High and his
Massia’.
They rode on in a quiet joy, observing the undisturbed prairie
around them, and sometimes the large horned cattle which oftimes
lifted their heads and gazed at the riders. Sometimes they would
see a flock of deer, but they would be afar off. The day seemed so
docile, so calm, so dreamy.
When, later, they entered the royal forest it was to find it again
alive. A strong breeze flowing through it enlivened the leaves of
the trees and even the branches were stirred by its passing. It
seemed to be a festival day for all living creatures, what with
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stirrings, gruntings, snifflings and clickings in the undergrowth,
and the movements of birds in the trees or feeding in flocks
on the grass seed in dales, glades and fens. Skylarks were more
plentiful than usual and their liquid songs could be heard falling
away from on high and giving delightful music to the hearers.
Signs of a fierce storm were scarcely to be seen. Here and
there a great forest giant of a tree had been felled but, for the most
part, little was destroyed or even awry. On high, the great eagles
soared on powerful pinions. Lower in the blue bowl, kestrels and
other birds of prey circled with keen eyes for their victims to be.
Most notable of all and in action all around them were the butterflies, beautiful winged creatures which floated graciously and
serenely and were rarely snapped up by a hunting bird. To the
men they typified the paradise whose memory is in all human
hearts, whether they wish it or not.
They dismounted for a short period, eating their fill of the
provender that they had brought, and drinking their fill from a pellucid brook which trickled over stones and chuckled in its
passing. Refreshed, they remounted and turned for home before
the sun had moved much to the west.
Gothroyd had many questions in his mind that were stimulated by
the night’s happenings. For the most part they were questions
hitherto not asked and so not answered.
‘I suppose you would call these “questions of providence”’,
he said, ‘and of the power of evil to do harm to the creation in
which we live’. He seemed to address his questions primarily to
Oranias.
‘What power do evil forces possess in this world? Are they
permitted to do harm to human creatures whether good or evil
persons? How was it that I, being evil, could massacre a whole
people without God intervening? What is the source and manner
of evil power?’
Oranias seemed unperturbed by the questions. Long ago these
were the same questions he had asked, and then had himself been
asked. Balwone knew the answers as far as a questioning person
can and he was content to let Oranias speak on them.
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‘Sire’, said Oranias, ‘you have well asked, for the solution to
these questions is desirable for all men. All power belongs to the
Most High and any power a creature possesses has been given to
him by the Most High. The powers originally designated to different authorities were meant to be used in the plan of the Highest.
Anything used outside that plan or against it is illegal use of power
and so is evil. All evil use of power, though often permitted, will have
its judgment when the Most High decides it is the proper time.
‘We talked much about this when we were travelling in Miridon,
you may remember. When Lucifer drew to himself heavenly creatures to his service, then they left doing what was assigned to them
or, to put it in another way, they used the authority given to them in
an illegal way. They will be punished for this.’
Balwone did not wish to interrupt but because he had done
wrong, thinking it was the will of the Most High, felt he could say
something helpful.
‘If you will permit me to say something, dear friends’, he said
to all, ‘then it is that nothing truly good is accomplished without
suffering. Evil powers, knowing our desire to serve the Most
High, will deceive us into wrong-doing, and when we realise that
and ask forgiveness and still press on to do the will of the Most
High, then the dark powers become savage because they have lost
their hold over us, and will stop at nothing to destroy us. Our suffering which is true suffering will one day be put to their account.
God permits that suffering and we benefit by it.’
The men were in agreement and Shemmalin then took up
Balwone’s point. He spoke out of the long years of the suffering
of his people.
‘Massia suffered deeply as he proclaimed the truth, for men of
the lie opposed him, spurred on as they were by the evil powers
who held them in thrall. Your Majesty will know by now that the
Creator of us all did not put out a hand to stop you destroying our
people, but it can be seen now, Sire, that you are a changed man.
In your suffering you were turned to Massia, and now you will
seek to turn others. Lucifer does not benefit by suffering. He seeks
never to suffer, but immense suffering awaits him and that
suffering will not turn him to his Creator, but in his impenitent
state he will suffer for ever.’
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Oranias nodded at this comment. ‘Sire’, he said, ‘all who go
against the will of the Most High and cause others to suffer will
not be able to blame Lucifer for what they have done. Anyone
who misuses the creation to go against its Creator will be judged.’
Gothroyd halted his horse and the others followed suit. He sat,
looking at the other men.
‘I see now that many terrible things are permitted by the Most
High but that he will eventually extract retribution. That satisfies
my mind. I had thought that in every case he would protect his
people, but I see that in many cases this would not be appropriate.
Now, what I wish to ask is what is our place when Lucifer or
Mourna comes against us? What, then, must we do?’
‘What we must do’, Oranias replied, ‘is to resist him in faith.
One thing he cannot do is defeat faith. All that we do is in faith in
Massia. Human reasoning has been corrupted by our rebellion
against the Most High, and so we cannot trust our reasoning, for if
we work by our own reasoning we will not see things as God
would have us see them. What is more is that Lucifer is a cunning
power and should we stop to reason with him will soon trick us if
we move from faith. What we know by faith is the truth. What we
know by our own unaided reasoning is not true.
‘If we have faith then Lucifer the liar will never be able to undo
us. If we persist in faith he will flee, which is what has been happening in Zed. Massia told his people that they would overcome
the enemy by faith, for he, Massia, had taken from Lucifer the
weapon of guilt by reason of his suffering our guilt in his death. A
guiltless person is a free person because he has been justified, for
grace has accomplished this. If you look back in history you will
see that there have been numberless persons who have died
because of their faith, but far from that meaning the Evil One had
conquered them, it meant they had conquered him. They are
blessed for having died in the Lord, and now rest from their
labours, and their deeds follow them; that is, they are the men and
women of great character and it is said of them, “They will shine
like the stars in the heavens”.’
Oranias fell silent, moved as he was by the truth he had uttered.
It was not always that his audience was as understanding as this
one, or as keen to hear the words he loved to utter. They rode on,
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contented in the silence and not wishing to break it. Then
Balwone was moved to comment.
‘Once I met Lucifer’, he said, ‘and he was a most beautiful
creature. At least this was how he portrayed himself, and maintained that he was all he appeared to be. We who saw him were
uneasy at the tone of his voice, for it seemed to have authority, but
this personage was proud in himself of himself, and this, Massia
never was. Lucifer was truly an angel of light, and more dangerous because of that. We unmasked him, and he went into a rage.
He departed quickly. I think this is resisting him in the faith.’
Kanavah, who throughout the journey to and from the royal
forest had listened gratefully and not commented, now spoke up.
‘What I deem as most wonderful of all is to love the appearing
of Massia. Rarely does he appear to his people, for then the Spirit
would not have his own work to do, but as we know, Massia will
one day appear out of heaven, and he will change us in the flash
of a moment and we will be like him, these earthly bodies becoming like his body of glory—whatever that may mean. For me to
live in this anticipation is to live in hope, and Lucifer cannot have
power where there is faith, hope and love.’
This time it was Shemmalin who was moved to sing a song
which Balwone had not heard previously, and which all listened to
intently as the rich tenor voice of the elder flowed out:
Blest are the dead who die in the Lord,
Blest are the saints who here shed their blood,
Blest are the warriors with their weapons bright,
Blest in their warring with powers of the night.
In the beginning the Creator made man,
Endowed him with purpose for his life’s span,
Gave him the woman to love from his side,
Gave her to be his own holy bride.
The serpent moved softly to give them the proof
That God had deceived them, that he told the truth.
His wisdom deceived them, they moved in the lie,
Deprived of their glory, their doom was to die.
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The power of the serpent and of his dread clan
Enslaved the free spirits of angels and man;
But grace touched those minds who moved and believed,
To love him whose mercy and life they received.
He gave his dear life for the lost of his race
And won them by love and sealed them by grace.
The word that he gave them became their sharp sword
To fight the rebellious and bring them to God.
So now they fight devils and demons and all,
Defy powers of darkness who hold men in thrall;
They look for their Saviour from heaven to come
And take his beloved to his Father’s home.
Come brothers and sisters, come children of God;
Praise him in your anthems who saved through his blood.
Praise him for the freedom we have, and adore
The Father and Spirit and Son evermore.
Shemmalin’s tune was a pleasing, throbbing one, and the men
soon learned it. For mile upon mile they sang it with zest and their
solving of problems was there in the singing of the true statements they were making. It was quite dark when they reached the
royal castle, and the guard saluted and opened the portcullis and
the men rode into the stone stronghold, rejoicing greatly.

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

On to the Wedding

F

OUR nights before the wedding Gothlic and Balwone sat in the

garden of the palace and revelled in its beauty. It had been in a
similar castle garden in Cathrid that they had first shared their
love, and that seemed so long ago. They went to this garden to
share their love afresh and to talk about the wedding and the
future. They remembered the time of the jousting tournament
when both were much younger, and how different had been that
time to the events of the past few weeks. Whilst their tenderness
and passion for one another was quite strong, yet it was their
future they were wanting to discuss. Neither wished the marriage
to take them away from the life both loved most, which was telling
the story of the Most High and proclaiming his love, and especially his love as shown in the life of Massia.
Gothlic talked about her father’s comments on their future, and
one of the things which had concerned him was the coming of
children and the need to consider them. At their present stage of
preparing for marriage this had not seemed of great importance,
but they surely had to consider it.
‘Most of all I want to be with you in your journeyings’, she
said, ‘and especially when we are working in the northern kingdoms. Both of us know you will have to go to the south and that
strange world, but for now we should work together.’
‘What then?’ said Balwone. ‘Shall we talk now with the kings
and ambassadors as to our coming to them, or shall we take it for
granted that we are welcome in all kingdoms? For example, I am
really under obligation to go to Cautria because of an old promise.’
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Then they both laughed. ‘It all depends on Massia’, Gothlic
said, ‘and we know that. We just have to leave it to him. He will
tell us, on time.’
‘Let us just have time together in Zagonholme’, Gothlic suggested warmly. ‘Perhaps that kind of opportunity might not happen in the future.’
The rest of the night was not about what they would do, or
what might happen. It was just lovers’ talk, as has always been
and will be. Then, towards the end of their time together, Balwone
told Gothlic about the song which had come to him on the
evening the five men had visited the Shemgridion village. In a soft
and gentle way Balwone sang it to her, and she was moved to
deep emotion. His songs seemed to have the power to stir others
to sing with him, and so they sang the words together, and something unseen but strongly felt wrapped itself around them, and it
was nothing less than Massia himself, for they were singing to
him:
Thou art the Saviour and I am the saved.
Thou art the Fountain for which my soul craved.
Thou art the Giver and I have received
Fullness—thy fullness—since I have believed.
Their voices blended, and in the night air the lyric flowed out
through the garden and beyond it, so that others heard their
singing and ceased what they were doing in order not to miss the
words. The two continued:
Thou art the Lover and we are the loved.
Thou art the Mover and we are the moved.
Thou art the Bridegroom and we are the Bride,
Forever close to thee, emerged from thy side.
When they had finished Gothlic wept for joy. ‘This is most
beautiful’, she whispered. ‘He is our Bridegroom, and the ecclesia is his Bride. Our marriage is in his marriage, and we are the
image of it in the world.’ Having heard these words, Balwone
wondered at them, for the meaning of them.
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For the moment they sat, hands entwined, bodies throbbing
with their love, and both knowing a silent yet passionate ecstasy.
It was then that Balwone said, ‘I wonder what Oranias will say
at our wedding’.
Gothlic looked up at him and nodded. ‘I wonder, also, what
Shemmalin will say’, she added.
The night which was the eve of the wedding Balwone was visited
with inner doubts, inner accusations and an abysmal emptiness of
spirit. He was totally unprepared for what happened. It was as the
night of the gods when they sought to wreak havoc in Zed and
had let all their powers go screaming mad as they lashed out at the
powers who had made their presence in the royal forest to be
intolerable. Now they were lashing out at him, but he did not think
of an evil presence, only of himself as evil. Titanic storms arose
within the mind and breast of the prince of Manignia. Strange and
frightening voices accused him of many things, and something in
him could not deny that he had erred and sinned and done
wrongly in all of the things of which he was accused. Standing
out above all those things was his horrible pride in ascending the
Holy Mountain to be the saviour of the world, and to bring all
things together in love. He heard the mirthless mirth of his
accusers and writhed in the pain of it all, not knowing what to do.
Suddenly he had a revulsion of himself being married to so
pure and virginal a person as Gothlic. How could he have so presumed upon her as to think he could marry her? He wanted there
and then to rise from his bed of rushes and run to her, confessing
his madness and releasing her from her obligation to marry him. It
was at this point that he thought he heard a sly and scornful laugh.
Words formed in his mind and they were in a voice which
somehow was known by him, but which he could not recall.
The voice said, scathingly, ‘The lover liberator of all the world!
How could it ever be that a mortal could be thus?’ The laugh
came again, filled with vituperation so that Balwone recognised it
and all of a sudden he knew who it was. His mind became clear,
and he said, though wearily, ‘Oh! You again. I thought you had
gone to your own place, but you are still here.’
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I am still here’, mocked the voice, ‘and ever will be. You may
depend on that.’
‘Yes’, Balwone acknowledged, ‘I can be sure of your pernicious presence. As for your accusations, I should have realised
who was the accuser. Now be gone, for I will have my sleep, but
be sure of this: I also am still here and in this world, and you will
have cause to fear when I draw the sword.’
There was silence at that point, and although Balwone waited,
no answer came to him. All was silent. Balwone sank back on his
mattress of rushes and was soon in a dreamless sleep.
The day of the marriage had come. By now Gothlic and Balwone
had become favoured and famed in the eyes of the people of Zed.
Not only of Zed, of course, for their names were known throughout the kingdoms, but they were in Zed and their marriage was to
be performed in the great hall of the castle. There were to be separate receptions of the bridegroom and the bride, and these were to
be in military fashion on the parade ground in front of the castle,
on the city side of the drawbridge over the broad and beautiful
moat. Gothroyd, Balwone and Aethlic had spent much time conferring on the ritual and ceremonial for the event and had come up
with this impressive plan. It was to incorporate the royal guard
troops of the visiting monarchs and ambassadors. The visiting
military bands were also to be made into one, and most days prior
to the marriage they could be heard practicing on the parade
ground, thus adding to the festive atmosphere of Gothric.
Much of what the ladies had planned remained a mystery to
the royal menfolk but they had faith in what had been arranged.
There was to be a great wedding feast on the grassy common as
well as in the great hall of the castle, and provisioning such a feast
was a mammoth task. Corsini had constituted himself as a provisioner, hoping to gain appreciation and fame, and—who knows?
—if possible to be raised to the level of a courtier. He used his
gang to do the hard work of contracting and buying large
amounts of produce from the farms and having folk cook and
cater.
Balwone and Gothlic had, time and again, gone through the
marriage ritual as practice for the great day. This had formerly
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been done through the priest of the pagan gods, and the marriage
would thus have been according to pagan custom. In principle it
did not much differ from a pagan wedding except that in the
pagan ritual all kinds of charms and prayers and rituals were
addressed to the gods, solemn invocations were made and sacrifices offered to the deities. Since the Most High and Massia were
beyond these creatures, the marriage was on a different basis. It
would contain an address and prayers by Oranias who would also
conduct part of the service. Another address would be given by
Shemmalin, and he also would lead in prayers, whilst a selected
choir of the Shemgridions would lead in the singing and would be
supported by their own instruments. Prior to and following this
ceremony, there would be music by the massed band on the
parade ground.
That was how it all came to pass. Neither Balwone nor Gothlic
liked pomp and ceremony but they had accepted the fact that in
one sense it was not their wedding but that it naturally belonged to
their families, friends and their countries, to say nothing of the
tribes of Shemgridions.
The celebrations were to be spread over three days, but the
marriage itself was some two hours in the ritual and ceremony.
The first part of it was the bringing of the bridegroom to the castle
palace. The bridegroom’s friends were responsible for this and
in this case they composed the Zagon, Kanavah, Oranias and
Shemmalin. Aethlic would have been one of these stalwarts but as
general of the Zed army it was his duty to lead the welcome
parade. After the bridegroom had been welcomed, it was then
time for the bride to arrive, and it was customary for her to arrive
somewhat later than the appointed time. The bridegroom would
have proceeded to the great hall with his attendant friends. In both
receptions there would be martial and wedding music and then a
military ritual.
Once the engaged couple were in the great hall, the wedding
ceremony would begin and, because it was in the name of the
Most High and Massia, its ritual would be new to many who
assembled. In fact the couple had determined that it would be as
simple as possible. Once the declaration of their marriage was
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made, the specific prayers, addresses and singing would follow. A
wedding hymn would be sung by all and then the bridal dance
would take place; the first part the couple would dance and in the
second part the guests of the castle—the royal visitors, the ambassadors, the courtiers, their wives and children both young and old
—would participate. The nuptial meal would then take place in the
castle and the trumpeters would inform the public in the castle
bailey that their feast was also now to begin. This would be a
signal to all in the city and on the common to share in the
wedding meal provided by the king and queen of Zed. It was
expected that the wedded two would now spend time mingling
with the regal visitors, the ambassadors and courtiers. Later in that
first day and then in the following two days of feasting and jollity
which would take place everywhere, the newly wed couple would
visit the people. Until the end of the third day the couple would be
apart at night, cared for by their friends. Only on the third night
would the marriage be consummated.
And so it happened. There was a brave show of the combined
military personnel as they assembled in ceremonial formation on
the great parade ground. The assembling was to the shout of officers commanding perfection. The pattern and arrangement had
been practiced many times and the officers were proud of their
men. Each detachment was a part of the whole. All was done to
the martial music of the combined bands. Out in the front, General Aethlic received the ceremonial salute which signified the
coming of the bridegroom and his friends.
These arrived on mounts which had been trained for such
events. Balwone’s Ballia and Kanavah’s large mount were army
bred and trained, and with the other mounts gave a fine demonstration of high stepping, their necks arched and their equipage
secured by a surcingle. Their metal buckles on bridles and saddles flashed bright in the sun, and the sight was so striking that
the crowd roared their applause. Balwone was clothed in soft
linen garments that were of purest flax, and were in colours that
were quiet, yet at the same time gorgeous. His friends were likewise clothed though with even quieter colours. None was in
armour, the usual garb for weddings under the old regime.
Shemmalin’s attire was no less attractive than that of the other
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friends, and his people were caught between shyness and admiration when they sighted him.
The famous ritual of reception was gone through, the prince
and his friends receiving the military welcome in silence so that
only the officer commanding the ceremony was heard. That was
until the salute was held, without movement, and the combined
band broke into rich, martial music. This procedure being completed, the men cantered forward, crossing the drawbridge and
dismounting at the great doors of the castle. The ostlers led their
horses away whilst the king and queen formally welcomed the
prince and his friends, who were then conducted into the great hall
and were seated for the waiting period.
Princess Gothlic had not kept the tradition of the bride arriving
later than the scheduled time. She arrived on time. She, too, had a
military escort which was under the leadership of Lord Appria,
her father’s friend. Her maids-in-waiting were situated at the great
doors, ready to serve her when she arrived. If the crowd of watchers had been enthusiastic at the ceremony of welcome to the male
party, then they went close to being crazy with the arrival of this
beautiful woman. She was known as a strong-minded and compassionate person, who had withstood her father in his days of
cruelty and who yet had ever been loyal to him. Now she was
come into her reward; they knew this and honoured her with tremendous applause.
She was met at the great doors by her father and mother who
were quite overcome with this, her special beauty of her wedding
day. Mabila wept quietly and Gothroyd scarce restrained the tears
in his eyes. The maids-in-waiting led her through into the great
hall. The couple were as yet kept apart for the time of the ritual.
King Gothroyd was to give the bride to Balwone and this was part
of the new rite. Such had not happened before. The king stationed
himself to face Oranias and Shemmalin, and the maids-in-waiting
stood to her left. The two men—Balwone and Kanavah—stood
on his right. There was a blast of numerous trumpets in unison
and the great hall became quiet for the commencement of the
service.
First there was a number of questions asked by Oranias, and
answered by Balwone, Gothlic and Gothroyd. Vows were said
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and there was a ring placed on Gothlic’s ring finger. The bridal
couple embraced gently and the first set of prayers shared by
Oranias and Shemmalin followed for the pair, relating to their life
ahead, and fruitfulness in marriage. When Oranias told them to
arise from kneeling, he took their right hands in his two hands and
called out in a strong voice of authority proclaiming to all, ‘Now
are these two one in the Lord! Now are they married and let none
ever part them!’ Upon these pronouncements the trumpets
shouted melodiously and all the people cheered and the bridal
couple again embraced.
Now it was time for the epithalamiums, the songs sung or
chanted or just recited in a special way, all these methods according to the ancient rituals of Manignia. The poets, the small choirs
and a group of troubadours all concentrated to admire the handsome couple, to encourage them, to humour them, and even make
fun of them. Everyone was attentive to the songs and poems and
their wording, not wanting to miss a word, for these poems and
songs would be quoted and discussed during the days of wedding
ceremony, and even in the days to come. Troubadour groups
would take the lyrics and tunes to themselves and repeat them for
years to come.
Many of the Shemgridions were present in the great hall and
they spontaneously broke out in traditional wedding songs which
told beautifully the matter of Massian truth which was displayed
in marriage. It was the first time many had heard such singing and
such truth, so that a great sigh of delight went up, and the audience was quite stilled by the time the last strains had died away.
Oranias let the silence be the continuing reverence of the listeners
before he raised his right hand as a sign that he was about to
speak.
Speak he did. His golden voice carried well throughout the
great hall, and folk outside also heard it. He told the story of the
first marriage in the Garden where the primal man had been
placed and how he had shone as the image of the glory of the
Most High. It was shown also how he had named the living
creatures of the earth, and had seen their joy in mating without
himself having a mate. Then the most beautiful happening took
place as he was brought into a deep sleep, and the Highest made
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the first of all women, and she was created out of the man’s side.
When the man was awakened he beheld the woman, and the first
love on all the earth began in a welter of wonder.
At this point Oranias lifted up his voice and his own epithalamium poured forth:
Man whom thou madest in thine own image
Shed forth the glory you gave him on earth,
Stood in his splendour, and trembled with wonder
Out of the breathing which brought him to birth.
Filled with the glory of Power that had made him,
Flooded with life from the breath of Thy love,
Alive in his worship of thee in thy sanctuary,
Naming the creatures which everywhere move.
Sang he his songs of full adoration,
Lord in his heart of all he’d beheld,
Yet there was missing, although he knew not,
Someone to love him, to have and to hold.
No pang of guilt was ever his portion,
No shade of fear was known to his heart.
The sleep the Lord gave him was peace in its fullness,
The waking a splendour never to part.
‘Flesh of my flesh she, and bone of my body,
Out of myself this one has been made’,
Cried he the first man to the first maiden
As in the Garden they frolicked and played.
Bridegroom is Massia, wed to his glory,
Who is the beauty born of his pain;
Helpmeet for ever, she is his lover,
Sharing his suff’ring, again and again.
We who are wedded learn that our marriage
Reflects the dear union with Massia above.
He is our Bridegroom, we are his helpmeet;
We bear his fruitage, the harvest of love.
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Then in the Garden, the City of Glory,
Forever beholding him face to face,
Kingly and priestly we’ll ever worship,
Cry, ‘He is the Saviour of the whole race!’

Emotion was running high in the great hall, but for some
moments it seemed stilled, caught in a glimpse of something more
than the present instant, the heart-truth of marriage breaking open
for a few wonderful minutes of vision.
Oranias waited until the time was right and proceeded with his
message.
‘This bride of the first man was created out of him to be next
to him, to relate to him in all things and to fulfil the will of the
Most High who had given a special commission to fill the whole
earth with the beauty, the wisdom and the love which they had
lived in the first Garden. The people who would live in that way
were signified by Admah and Hawah, and they would be as
Hawah the bride, to Admah the bridegroom. Massia was to be the
new Admah, without flaw, and the Son of the love of the Most
High. This second Admah was to bring in the age of the new Garden, the old one made new by final Admah, Massia himself.’
Oranias paused. ‘Our friend Shemmalin will take up the story
after we have sung another song.’
This was the signal for the Shemgridions to rise and sing a
song which was an old one, handed down through many generations. It was about lovers from the beginning of time, and their
expectation of love in the ages to come. It was known only to the
Shemgridions but it seemed to entrance all the listeners. The bridal pair stood hand in hand during the singing.
Shemmalin spoke of the way of a man with a maid, and developed the theme Oranias had started. The way of the special man,
Massia, was to take his Bride, the people who had come to love
him because he had redeemed them, and who now shared with
him in all things, as brides were apt to do. In principle the Bride
was also a wonderful city, known as the Holy City, and at the end
of time she was to be the most beautiful, as well as the most powerful, city this creation had ever known and would know. Whereas
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the first bride Hawah had failed, as also the first bridegroom
Admah had failed, yet this second Bride of all history was to reign
as Massia’s Queen throughout eternity.
‘Because this is the intent of the Most High—the Father of
Massia, and King of creation—the positions of his Son and the
wife of his Son have been imitated throughout history by an evil
prince, the one who has been named ‘the Morning Light’, and his
wife who is named ‘The Impure City’. By this brilliant forgery
many have been deceived, but this very wedding between Prince
Balwone and Princess Gothlic is of the pure kind and derives
from the marriage of the true Bridegroom and his Bride.’
The two addresses were to be the subject of many conversations in the days following. Some had been quite affected by
these new ideas, but others had not comprehended the matters
reasoned out. Even so, they said it was a wedding beyond any
wedding they had known, and that grand and new ideas were
changing thinking that was going on in the northern kingdoms.
The marriage festivities had two more days to run their course
before the time of the wedding was completed. It was, for them,
an opportunity to share with the people of Zed daily on the
common, in the city and in the castle. During the day there were
also the festivities which kept the populace busy and entertained.
At night the social sharing went on until late and was valuable as
they spent time as a couple with the kings and ambassadors of the
various nations. There was an eagerness to make plans for the
coming of Balwone and Gothlic, and a number of Holy Convocations were arranged.
What was most remarkable was the peace that was present
throughout the celebrations. No murmur of dissent, no disaffection or anger presented itself. It seemed that for a time the shades
of darkness had been banished and the enjoyment was genuine.
Both Balwone and Gothlic had become somewhat used to the
ways of the old gods and lords, especially the ways of the
Dragon, or Mourna–Lucifer, and they had expected that terrible
things might happen at any moment. They had not happened, and
it was not until they had conversation with Oranias that the truth
flashed in upon them.
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Oranias had been saying, ‘Doubtless you have noticed the
change in the air of Zed’.
When they looked puzzled he said, ‘Have you not noticed that
the old indifference of people has given way to a new interest?
Have you not seen that they are asking many questions about the
matter of marriage and especially the two messages Shemmalin
and I spoke to them?’
Gothlic cried out, ‘Why, of course! This they never did before.
Something has come to them. They are wanting to understand all
about Massia and his Bride and the Holy City, the new Garden
and then the new age of the new heaven and the new earth. They
are asking us these things. Doubtless they are even more asking
you these things. Why, of course!’
She was expressing her delight and Balwone thought that in
her sudden flush of radiance she looked so beautiful. At the same
time it came as a slight shock to him that he had not understood
why lords and ordinary people had talked as they had. He had
reckoned it as a passing phenomenon, occasioned by the wedding. Now his pulse quickened.
‘Why!’ he said marvelling. ‘We are moving towards a revival!
The Spirit of Massia is quickening us!’
Oranias said soberly, ‘Massia himself is amongst us. The
people who had no stomach for the things we have been saying in
past days, and even in these days, are now seeking to understand
them. It is wonderful that they should try to comprehend.’
‘Perhaps’, said Balwone with joy, ‘they are sensing that they
are the Bride and are being loved by Massia, and that they have a
wonderful future in which to hope. How blind we have been not
to see into the heart of this matter.’ By ‘we’ he meant himself and
Gothlic.
She smiled at him quickly. ‘Now we do see’, she said. ‘Love is
more powerful than all the cunning and deceit of evil. When we
see the truth then the world changes for us.’
In the late afternoon they gathered for simple refreshments with
Gothroyd and Mabila. They had opportunity to speak with her
father, and deemed his new way of life to be a great miracle. They
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also thought that the change in his life had affected many of his
people, as well as those who were gathered from other nations.
Gothroyd was keenly interested in Oranias’s statement as they
reported it to him.
‘It is so’, he said, still pondering the observation. ‘Yes, it is so.
The attitude of the whole nation is changing and, what is more,
those who are visiting us will have felt the power of Massia. For
certain reasons we were loth to call a Holy Convocation. This we
will now do, but we will wait until you have spent your days
together in Manignia. Yes, we will give you time. Then we will call
you.’
His face became wreathed in a fatherly smile.
‘Tonight is your first night together. We have arranged for a
posse to take you to the castle that we have judged to be appropriate for you to spend this night. Tomorrow at noon, after you
have broken your fast, the same posse will escort you to your
Zagonholme in Manignia. All provisions have been made for
your journey and you need fear neither man nor beast, for the
posse is large, fitting for so famous and so loved a royal couple.’
Gothlic flushed with joy and Balwone’s eyes were soft in their
royal blue. Silence fell on them, and the king and his queen gazed
on them tenderly. They knew their children to be most unusual
but they trusted their characters and their transparent integrity.
It was quite late in the night when the posse gathered in guard
formation on the parade ground. Country people had long ago
retired to their farms and rural villages. The many days of festivities had tired others. The intelligence of the departure of the couple had not been mooted abroad. Some of the kings and ambassadors had departed by this time, and the farewelling was mainly
confined to the staff of the royal castle, and close relatives, the
Zagon and his queen being such. Whilst Ballia and the regular
mount of Princess Gothlic were present, yet it was one of the few
carriages of the kingdom which drew up to take the royal couple
to their destination. The coach had six horses pulling it and they
were a beautiful combination to behold. Balwone and Gothlic had
personally and intimately taken leave of the king and queen and of
the Zagon and his wife whilst in the castle, so that they were
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silently assisted into the coach whilst the platoon of cavalry before
them moved off as a unit, and behind them the rearguard also
covered them, in step with the vanguard. The trained, measured
tread of the coach-horses was one with the movement of the
cavalry.
So the newly married couple bade farewell to Gothric, the
scene once of suffering, but now of true joy. The couple, who
alone occupied the carriage inside, peered out at the night scene,
entranced by its moonlit beauty, but soon, realising they were
alone at last, did gently at first and then passionately declare their
love by those signs and protestations lovers have always used
with little variation, even from the first days in the first paradise.

CHAPTER THIRTY

‘Zagonholme’ at Last!

T

HE JOURNEY from Gothric to the castle Gothroyd

had chosen
for them was but a short distance and scarcely warranted the
two platoons of soldiers to escort and guard them. Gothlic and her
husband were warmly and respectfully welcomed by the staff,
most of whom she had known in past days.
They were given a late supper and were glad to retire, being
man and wife of but a few days, and this being the night of the
consummation of their marriage.
Well after dawn they broke their fast, the servants tentatively
knocking at the door. After that meal they decided to explore the
castle estate and they preferred to walk rather than ride. They
decided to discuss the matter of their walk with the leading officer
of the guard. In the escort the night before they had recognised
Shanome as this person but they had been too tired to do other
than acknowledge him. Now they talked a little and he agreed to
their exploring the castle’s environs.
‘I think we should send at least two guards with you’, he said,
‘but we will make sure they simply keep you in sight from a distance.’
They readily accepted the condition, and set off at a leisurely
pace, the mounted guards holding back so the newly-married
couple could enjoy each other without let or hindrance. They
knew the sweetness of new intimacy as had so many couples
before, and wondered afresh what they should do once the time
they had allotted to themselves would draw to a close. This, of
course, would be at Zagonholme, but at the moment it was not a
great issue with them.
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They scarcely saw what they were looking at, so much they
gazed upon each other with delight and so much they spoke
endearments to each other. As the sun pointed towards the time of
noon they turned back to the castle and reached it and were treated
to a fine luncheon. Following that, the light ceremonial began
afresh until they were mounted and on their way to Zagonholme.
They were told the journey would take many days and that they
were to spend the nights at different castles, one of which would
be Endomin in Cathrid. From Endomin they would go somewhat
east of north to reach Magnion the royal city of Manignia. They
would spend the night there and arrive at Zagonholme at noontime on the following day.
In later years they were to recall the splendid days of their epic
journey under the protection of Shanome and his two platoons of
sturdy soldiers. There was not one incident in which the powers
of darkness attacked them either by vision or in the secrecy of
their minds and hearts. It seemed as though there was a period
which was a break from constant battling with dark powers. It was
not as though those powers pitied the couple and vouchsafed
temporary respite to them. It was far, yes, far from this, for these
powers took their own respite that they might plan even deeper
mischief for the couple and all their ilk than they had previously
premeditated and put into action.
In a sense the royal couple took their ease and enjoyed the
travelling. They were openly delighted in the food they ate, the
scenes they saw, the long conversations they had with Shanome,
and the friendship they knew with the guards, especially as they
came to know them personally, one by one. They also appreciated
the kindnesses of their various hosts and the extent to which they
went in order to care for the couple and their guards. They took
time to visit the farming community and ate meals in some of the
rural homes. They were delighted to make passing friendships
with many folk, both Massians and non-Massians, and they were
often met by Shemgridion communities who had received intelligence of their journey. All along the way they had been feted.
Their reception in Endomin was no light one. When the cortege which had escorted Balwone and Gothlic were some distance
from Endomin, they were met by a contingent of mounted soldiers
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with Prince Zenli leading them, also in the saddle. A warm exchange
of greetings took place between the three for their coming had
been long awaited by King Paelfric, Queen Paelmin, Prince Zenli
and Princess Clanlo, Zenli’s wife. For both Balwone and Gothlic
the sight of that ancient city was emotionally moving, for it was
there they had risked their lives in the service of Massia. They
gazed at the ramparts of the royal palace where so much had happened, and they realised afresh that Cathrid was the place where
their love had its first fullness of expression, and where the king
of Zed had been defeated by the refusal of an army larger than his
to fight with weapons other than that of the golden sword of Massia.
So many memories passed through the minds of the two
newlyweds. To be renewed in strong friendships and to have time
to converse with the royal family was a delectable thought. In a
sense they had been impatient to arrive at their destination, but
they set aside this eagerness for the joy of the coming fellowship.
The usual northern kingdoms’ protocol was followed in receiving them at the castle. Paelfric, Paelmin and Clanlo embraced
them as they were received by the soldierly reception. Prince Zenli
then dismissed the whole Cathrid contingent, the Zed posse and
its leader, the latter being taken to their quarters, whilst the couple
were led into the palace. There they partook of refreshments and
told of many of their adventures since they had left Endomin as
virtual prisoners of Gothroyd.
One person who was called for, and had indeed been present
during the welcoming ceremony, was Aelfric Collenthribben,
erstwhile priest of the ancient gods and lords, and who had been
known in all kingdoms as a man of dark evil and one greatly to be
feared. His mind had changed regarding Mourna the Terrible, the
highest deity in the range of pagan gods and lords. This previous
man of filth and evil practices was there to greet the visitors most
openly and with deep affection. It seemed that as time passed he
grew younger in his body and outward appearance. He had been
aware of the intention of Edwin Corsini to silence him by death if
necessary, but to date there had been no sign of the enemy. He
also knew that the climate of worship had changed greatly in most
kingdoms, because messages, warnings and general intelligences
had been sent to him by many.
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He discussed some of the messages as they sat, partaking of
the refreshments.
‘It appears’, he said, ‘that in the three northernmost kingdoms
so many are turning to Massia, yet the movement is not being
opposed by those who follow the traditional beliefs and worship
of the pagan gods. Perhaps this is because they find Massians
and Shemgridions to be people of a mild nature and not at all
striving to be courtiers or to subvert the Councils of the Lords.
Also they find what to them is the new worship to be of a warming and loving kind. The day must come when they will see that
the time of the pagan gods and lords is ended. Then they may
become as harsh and ruthless as their forbears, but that is not at
all certain. They may even gladly opt for what they call “the new
ways”. Who knows?’
The conversation became general and Paelfric drew Balwone
aside.
‘We have conferred with Lord Shanome’, he said, ‘for we feel
it is our duty as well as our joy to see you on your way. We will
provide the soldiers for the vanguard and the rearguard and allow
the Zed contingent to return to Gothric. We believe you ought to
set out after the breaking of fast in the early morning. In this way
you will reach your destination more quickly.’
Balwone was delighted and shared the good news with
Gothlic. They knew the evening was to be in the form of a banquet, and that following that meal there was to be a meeting of
folk for the worship of the Most High and Massia.
The banquet finished, the newlywed couple was delighted to see
many old friends file into the great hall of the palace. Amongst
these were Shemgridions, although not all were in traditional garb.
They wore forest green tunic and trews, but facial expressions and
certain mien and typical gestures all marked them out as
Shemgridions. They were no longer objects set out for persecution and so they felt free to mingle with others as they had not
been free to do in previous times.
The hall was loosely filled with folk so that there was the
opportunity to move around and talk with many before the worshipping began. Some of the Shemgridions were there who had
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been with Balwone in Mantria and Frimpone and they brought news
similar to that passed on to the couple by Aelfric Collenthribben.
The worship time was really dedicated to the recent events in
the lives of Balwone and Gothlic. Some folk testified to the fact
that Massia had changed their lives at the time of Gothroyd’s
threatened death of those loyal to Massia. In those hours some
had even seen visions in which Massia was standing among them,
his eyes filled with love, and a golden sword in hand to protect
them. Others saw him as wounded and with blood flowing from
him, whilst yet others saw him with a book in hand. The night
became voluble with restrained cries and exclamations. Some folk
spoke of the witness of Balwone and Gothlic at the time, and how
it had affected them.
So the evening ran on, and here and there were those who
wished to tell messages given to them from Massia by the Spirit.
These messages were that rains would be poured out on the kingdoms, or that rivers of living water would be flowing across the
land, and that folk who were thirsty in their spirits would drink
deeply of the waters. Then that kind of speaking died down and
suddenly epithalamiums—love songs sung to the bride or bridegroom, praising them—began to be sung, chanted, said or recited.
All of these were directed to the royal couple who had been seated
where they could be addressed.
The whole audience was caught in the spirit of the love songs
and they joined in some which were well-known. The effect of the
singing was deep in the hearts of the two who looked at the others
with misty eyes and were glad they had come to Endomin. Finally
the king gave a short speech in which he repeated much of what
had been said by others, and all rose to sing an old hymn often
sung by Balwone and sometimes by Kanavah whose favourite
song it was. It was called ‘The Song of the Rock’:
Our Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is th’ Eternal who is love,
And in his righteousness is just.
The hills may fade, the oceans dry,
But he for ever is Most High.
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Our Most High, he is the One,
And ever this One shall holy be,
Till all that’s dark and evil dark
Be caused by Massia to flee.
Massia the Servant in his death
Has brought to all the holy Breath.
Our Most High, he is the Lord,
And ever this Lord shall put to flight
The denizens of darkness grim
Who flee the brilliance of his light.
Massia’s sword shall freely move
To show the power of his love.
Our Lord Most High, he is the Rock,
And never this Rock shall turn to dust.
He is the Lord of life and peace,
And in his faithfulness we trust.
As pilgrims now we forward go
With him whose love we see and know.

One Shemgridion quietly gave a present to Balwone. It was an
old manuscript and the giver explained what it was.
‘It is a part of the true Book’, he said, ‘and something copied
by some Massian and passed down through his family. I have
owned it for many a year but I cannot read. Since you came to
Endomin I have wanted to give it to someone who can read. Now
I believe you should have it.’
This kind of gift was rare and Balwone thanked the donor for
his act of generosity. He was burning to read it, but had to wait
until he and Gothlic were established in their own room for the
rest of that splendid night. To his delight the script was of the
northern kingdoms, and although Balwone had learned other languages it was a relief to know it could be read. Because they were
both weary, they agreed to forego an immediate reading. Balwone
tucked it into the wallet along with other manuscripts. They might
have to wait until they reached their home in Manignia to read it.
*****
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For some days they kept a decent pace as they hurried northwards
to cross from Cathrid into Manignia. They could look sharply
north and see the high mountains which formed a barrier to entering Frimpone from its southern border. They could look south
and see the high mountains which had prevented them from
taking a shortcut into Manignia. The new escort was fresh
and able to make the pace Balwone desired. It was, then, not a
long distance from Cathrid to Magnion, the royal city of the country.
The happy, jolly and boisterous Zagon, king of Manignia, was
pleased to welcome them to the palace. He allowed the fulfilment
of reception protocol because he knew the people loved it, but no
sooner was it concluded than he swept Balwone and Gothlic into
the stateroom of the palace and there gave them a powerful
embrace. His wife also hugged them with much warmth and love,
and declared it to be a wonderful occasion. Princess Megafrith
and her husband also welcomed them. Prince Husius, the brother
of the former Zagon, was now quite frail but he had ever had an
eye for Balwone and he also greeted them enthusiastically. Knight
Dimion was one of the courtiers Balwone remembered but many
others were unknown to him. The couple noticed that pomp and
ceremony were not obviously present in this castle. It soon
emerged that most of the palace staff were Massians, not that
preference was given to them over those who followed pagan
worship. The Zagon was by no means a weak person, but his rules
were strictly kept because they knew this amiable king could
suddenly change if any sought to take advantage of him.
The Zagon was solicitous for his guests. They must not stay
long. He would allow the Cathrid posse to return home at dawn,
and he would send a smaller one to see the royal couple to their
home.
During the evening he spoke much of changes which were
coming in the northernmost kingdoms, and especially the country
of Cautria.
‘We Manigs’, he said, ‘are noted as a cruel people, but as in
Cautria, so here, a change is taking place. We remain strong people but now have no stomach for cruelty which we were surely
taught by the old gods.’
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He smiled and then, having broken any barriers which may
have existed, he led them to a grand feast, where many questions
were fired at the couple. Following it there was no meeting and
not much time for further conversation.
‘This young couple’, he said, ‘are due for a rest as they have an
early morning rising to reach Zagonholme by noon. We were well
represented at their wedding and our singers sang their wed
ding love songs to great effect. So then let us all bid them a good
night, and an early rising and a quick journey to their beloved
home.’
With that the party broke up and gradually its members drifted
away whilst royal women escorted the couple to their room.
Again they had been wearied by the day and although Balwone
had a desire to read his newly given manuscript he abandoned the
idea. Not long afterwards they fell into untroubled sleep.
In the morning, having broken their fast, they bade farewell to the
Cathrid posse. Balwone and Gothlic were seen off by the members of the royal family and a number of courtiers. This included
hearty farewells from Zagon the king and members of his family.
Others had gathered to see them off, including many of the
Massians and Shemgridions. They savoured the interest of
Balwone’s fellow countrymen.
Then they were gone. Zagonholme was only a few hours away,
and their hearts thumped at the wonderful prospect of arriving
there. Gothlic had heard that her new palace, mansion or castle, or
whatever its true description, was a place more spacious and
gracious than even the royal palace. She was anxious not only to
see it but also to make it her true home, as quickly as possible.
Balwone, his tongue loosed about the dwelling place of his youth,
was soon telling her all sorts of stories and fascinating anecdotes
about his boyhood days, his parents and friends, and the special
times of meeting Flamgrid the sage and learning from him. Still
itching in his mind was the manuscript given to him. He was
anxious to read it. He even imagined that Massia had planned for
him to have this, to read it and to know things Massia desired him
to do, that is, that he desired both of them to obey.
*****
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They had come to the head of a high hill and looking down
they could see Zagonholme set out on the flat before them. It was
still some miles away but already the river which ran through part
of its grounds, the clumps of spreading trees, the vast lawns and
the broad gardens could be picked out. Gothlic’s heart quickened
as she gazed down at it. Balwone’s mind was caught in the many
memories of his days spent there, especially the last years of his
father, Facius. There had been the years when he had taken him to
far Cathrid and had introduced him to Flamgrid the wise sage and
scholar. His father had let him stay as a pupil of the man who was
a cobbler by trade but an unusually wise man by attainment. Then
there were years when Facius’s health was failing, and finally the
death of the man who trained him for what he believed was a
future which would serve all men.
Also, Balwone was remembering, there was the great library of
books and manuscripts. His own heart quickened at this thought,
for the years had hidden the remembrance of it from his mind.
Both of them urged their horses on until they broke into a canter.
The posse in front of them and the rearguard also quickened their
pace, and soon they were on the last stretch of the old road to the
beloved home.
The servants were lined up before the mansion, waiting. Castle
though it was, it had no moat and no drawbridge. The front of the
house was flanked by broad lawns of the greenest hue possible to
the best of gardeners. The posse quickly formed itself, extending
the line of the servants on both sides. A small group of bloodhounds played at some distance from the house, looked after by a
servant.
The steward of the house came forward with dignity, bowed
and welcomed the new master and mistress, and then introduced
the remainder of the servants, whereupon the keeper of the
hounds called them to follow him and meet the traditional owner
of the castle and his young wife.
All introductions being effected, the posse leader came forward
and took leave for himself and his group, embraced Balwone and
Gothlic, and he and the mounted soldiers were soon on their way
back to Magnion.
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The time was a little forward of noon and the steward spoke of
them refreshing themselves after which they could share a more
substantial luncheon. They happily agreed with this and the servant led them to the bedroom which had once belonged to
Balwone’s parents. On the way Gothlic’s eyes wandered over the
large living room, then the stateroom in which was housed the
vast library Balwone had described to her. On a table in an anteroom they found washing bowls and with them large jugs of water,
and towels hanging on rails. With these they refreshed themselves.
Balwone’s mind was caught by memory for it was on this bed
that Facius had died. The recollection of his noble mind and spirit
moved Balwone and the whole of his own idealistic youth flooded
up as a tide of deep emotion and he began to weep. Gothlic stood
observing him for a moment and then she came to him and put
her arms around him.
‘Dear, dear Balwone’, she said, understanding the cause of his
weeping and sensing his need for support. They stood thus, giving and drawing comfort from one another. They knew this
returning to Balwone’s home had had to be, that they had to be
here to know where their permanent dwelling would be in the
years that lay ahead. It could even be that they would live here all
of their lives, but they sensed that at most it would be the home
they would return to, time and again. Balwone’s tears were not
just for the loss of his father and his mother, but for the memory
of what they had believed in regard to the world in which they had
lived, their hopes being pinned on their beloved son.
After a time the newlyweds collected their spirits and made
their way back to the dining room where a fine repast was set out
for them. There were servants in attendance and because they
were royals they knew how to be themselves in the presence of
servants and yet to have that quiet conversation which does not
infringe dignity and is appropriate to the occasion.
After lunch they went to the library and it was here that both
Balwone and Gothlic were overcome with delight and respect for
what Balwone’s father had built up into a library, rare in the
northern kingdoms and most comprehensive for anyone seeking
knowledge of the world and its treasures of creation, of history, of
geography, of philosophical and theological thought. Each of
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them went on their own hunt through the titles and then selectively
browsed the volumes. Some were very ancient and gave off a dry
smell. Others were almost too large to handle so that they laid
them out on reading tables. Both had a passion for poetry and
uttered their cries of delight as they recognised this poem and that,
as also here and there a psalm and a hymn.
Balwone with his heart half in his mouth was searching the
titles to see whether the beloved volume of Oranias which the
Storyteller called ‘the Book’ was in the library. It was not, but the
prince refused to be cast down. He discovered large sandalwood
boxes which were proof against bookworms and dampness, and
he recognised amongst the many manuscripts some writings
which could have come from the Book. He noted these for future
reading. Gothlic, for her part, was seeking out some of the handcrafted volumes in which were hand-done beautiful paintings and
fine calligraphy of texts, poetry and desiderata.
It was then that Balwone discovered a manuscript written in his
father’s firm hand. Its title was ‘Ruminations on the State of
Manignia, with Special Reference to Zagonholme’. Much to his
satisfaction the print was clear, black, and on good parchment. It
was not difficult to read, but it was the contents which gripped
him and held him fascinated. He read uninterrupted for about two
hours, and then he did not want to put it down, so intrigued,
informed and shocked he was, though not without praise for the
work his father had done, especially in regard to the geography
and history of Manignia, and its relations with other lands, and its
frightening story of being invaded by other nations and also its
invasion of other lands. He was also wise enough to see what he
had been born into, in the heritage of a wise and noble man,
Facius his father, and so what, in some measure, was his duty to
the northern continent. For the moment he held this knowledge
within himself.
When they left the stateroom and its library they went to explore
the environs of the mansion. It was alive with all kinds of life in
the form of game birds in the bird sanctuary, domestic poultry
with large and small fowls. There were ducks on the lake, and
other water birds. They visited the kennels to see the finely bred
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bloodhounds; the piggeries to see plump sows and heavy boars;
the dairy to see the small herd of milking cows and some calves;
the stables and their paddock to see the great draughthorses, the
lighter cart horses and the beautifully groomed riding mounts.
There were deer to be seen near the clumps of broad-spreading
trees and there were sheep and goats still further away in the distance, cropping the grass or standing perfectly still as they ruminated. The royal couple wandered into the gardens to see the roses
that were in bloom and other flowers both annual and perennial,
and shrubs of all kinds. In other gardens they saw seasonal
vegetables and the herb garden gave off its mixed scents. In
numerous small pools—some with fountains—they saw golden
carp lazing their way, along with other exotic species.
The sight and effect of all this was to stimulate excitement in
their minds and they came close to frolicking, and would have
done so had there not been servants around. Balwone had kept up
a flow of reminiscences as he identified old experiences related to
this nook and cranny, this tree and that. He had swum in the river,
the lakes and many of the pools. Many of his dreams for the
future were linked with places in the gardens and the castle forest.
For all that, he had never linked this real garden of delight with
the first Garden in which man had been placed. Nor had he looked
on it as a preview of the Garden to come. Now, as they enjoyed
themselves in it, he thought about the Most High and the Paradise
yet to come.
Evening was about to set in and as they stopped on a rise they
saw the sun flaming to its death in the west. Hands linked they
ran like children to the house.
The evening meal was set formally in the dining room, but this
time it was a substantial dinner, and again they were served formally by a butler and maids. They decided afterwards to sit in
garden seats on a paved patio at the forefront of the mansion
under the light of oil torches, and to ruminate over the day.
It was then that Balwone poured out the thoughts which had
come to him while using the library.
‘Gothlic, my love’, he said, ‘I have much to say to you because
of what I read of the history of Manignia and other northern
lands. I discovered a manuscript written by my father. I could
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scarcely believe the contents, and even now I have not completed
the reading. However, this has shown me enough to tell me much
of what our future will be. It will certainly be in travelling to other
countries and telling them the good news of Massia. As assuredly
it will be this mansion which will be our home.’
He looked at her with enquiring eyes as much as to ask, ‘Is
that how it strikes you? Do you see it this way? Do you agree
with me? What alternative can you offer?’ When her eyes agreed
with his finding he went on.
‘I have so much to learn, and this library was prepared by my
father for these years of our lives. He was a great scholar, and one
who almost equalled my master Flamgrid of Cathrid. I never
realised what labour he had put into his book-collecting. I am sure
the Most High would have us make this our home and to make
our journeys to distant lands, even to the lands of the south. Here I
will study, and there preach, and we will be one together. I will
gain so much wisdom and be fitted to share the mysteries of the
Most High and Massia whereby the minds and hearts of men and
women can mature so that they become equipped to teach others
and they will also learn wisdom. It is here I will do my special study
and you, too, shall extend your knowledge and become a wise
mother to our children and a loving companion to your husband.’
He looked at her with pleasure. ‘This northern continent needs
spiritual statesmen who will have the wisdom to rule our lands,
and the wisdom to seek out leaders of other lands. In this way
many will come to the worship of the Most High and to life as it is
lived in Massia. They will learn to spurn the old deities and
unseen powers, and they will teach new ways of human living,
and they will preserve what is good in the old ways.’
‘Why did your father write this manuscript?’ Gothlic asked.
‘He wrote it to inform us about the most ancient religion and
customs we followed’, he replied. ‘He wanted us to see how
arrogant and belligerent were the old gods, and how they taught
us to be the same as themselves. They seemed never to be happy
unless we were fighting amongst ourselves as indeed they were
among themselves.’
Balwone threw out an arm to show he meant what lay in the
darkness before him, namely the broad acres of beautiful country.
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They had, that very day, seen it as calm and peaceful as though it
had never been marred by war, its pastures and gardens never
ploughed with the intense battles men devise for their own peculiar reasons. It had horrified him to know that beneath those pastures and gardens lay the bones of countless soldiers, deprived of
the joy of living, cut off from wives and families, all in the name
of imagined justice.
‘How sad a thing it was’, he said, ‘for there is much of this
very land on which men shed the blood of others in their leaders’
lust for land and for power. It was all done in the name of the
gods, and how cruel and debasing a thing it was. My heart weeps
for that evil which man has done in so beautiful a creation. That is
why we have to be wise, and why we ought to teach and train men
and women in the true ways of Massia. We must break through
the evil powers that spur humanity on to their kind of wickedness.
Where else and how else will they know how to act in the days of
the power of the true God?’
He sat alongside his beautiful wife, and as he did the memory
of his old idealism visited him. He gasped with the shock of it.
Was he now idealising what the good news of Massia should do
to a world to change it into a perfect earth, one without blemish?
His own answer was ‘No!’ The world he had discovered in
Massia was one where humans needed grace and forgiveness and
love. The matter of perfecting such a world was beyond his
powers. He needed grace daily and the Perfector must be the
Most High himself.
They sat for a long period and discussed the matters of their
future. They knew they were to use the time for growing in wisdom and maturing in true knowledge. It was clear to them that
Massia would personally call them out to serve in other places
when it was his time for them, so they did not chafe under the
absence of their friends. They enjoyed the domestic nature of their
lives, and their opportunities to read, to worship, and to fit
themselves for what lay ahead. They had no need to feel guilty
that they were so enjoying their home and each other.
From then on, the weeks seemed to pass quickly. Then the
weeks became months, and still they studied, and discussed and
learned each from the other. They discovered many quotes from
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the Book and filed them together, and at nights they would read
passages together. For some strange reason Balwone had not read
the manuscript which had been given to him. It was tucked away
in his wallet with the other writings he cherished. He and Gothlic
were learning to say the passages of the sandalwood chest manuscripts by heart. They were learning to live with new friends and
even those folk who held them at arm’s length because they were
not sure of this new teaching of the young couple. They enjoyed
times in Magnion with the Zagon and his family as also with
those courtiers who received them cordially.
It was after one of these visits to the royal family that the two
were returning on a certain morning. This was a morning of good
news.
Gothlic drew her steed close to Ballia and laid her hand on
Balwone’s right arm.
‘It is now established beyond doubt’, she said, ‘that I am with
child’.
Balwone was startled. ‘How do you know?’ he asked, amazed
but also with delight as the truth dawned upon him.
She gave him the secret look which was to be her expression
over the months to come.
‘I knew’, she said, ‘but the women in Magnion have confirmed this. Yes, I am the mother of your child.’
Now convinced, his delight was evident. He kept looking at her
with a certain tenderness men reserve for fruitful wives. From that
time onwards they shared the elements of her condition thoughtfully, and at the same time prepared for the coming of their first
child. Gothlic was four months pregnant when the event happened
which was to set their lives for many years.
One morning, as they were basking in the sun on the forefront
of their home, they saw a posse of mounted men making towards
Zagonholme. They were, as yet, some way in the distance, and so
the couple did not move. Perhaps the posse was simply passing
through. They might not, perhaps, even visit with them. The servants had caught sight of the large company and they set about
making refreshments to welcome them. So rare were such visits
that they knew by instinct that they were coming to the mansion.
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As they came closer Balwone picked out two large men seated
on horses of the heavy kind, and at once he knew them to be
Oranias and Kanavah. Then he recognised Roget who was almost
as large as the first two riders. There was another which he was
certain was Shemmalin, and as the group drew nearer Balwone
stood to his feet and peered.
‘Of a truth’, he exclaimed, ‘Aelfric Collenthribben is coming
to us also!’ He fancied there were others who were Shemgridions,
but he could not recognise their faces. Both Balwone and Gothlic
stood awaiting their visitors. Already the house servants were
lining up to welcome the visitors. Ostlers from the stables, the
hound keeper from the kennels, and others were filtering out of
the gardens, aviaries and animal stalls to greet the newcomers.
Such visitations by a group as large as this contingent were rare
and the spirit of serving was so strong with them that the servants
relished such an event. It provided material for conversation for
weeks to come. Horses in the paddocks lifted their heads to see
the sight and as the smell of fellow beasts came to them some
whinnied. Others with tails held high trotted or pranced along the
fence that held them captive. The hounds were kept in their kennels and a barking and whining was heard but the hound keeper
had his eye on two hounds of the visitors. One was a large
mastiff, now full grown, whose name was Mornsha. He hurried
up to Balwone, making noises of pleasure and being greeted by
his true master.
Balwone had guessed correctly. Shemmalin was in the posse.
So were other Shemgridions but they were in forest green garb
and not in traditional dress. As they halted and swung down from
their saddles, Balwone and Gothlic reached them and the embracings were strong and fervent. A pang went through Balwone as he
noticed the shining of his friends’ faces. They were clearly aglow
and he thought he knew what was the cause of the shining and the
glowing.
Introductions were made all around, and the names of the
Shemgridions brought back the events in which Balwone had
shared with them all. Gothlic avoided the hugs of the huge men,
being conscious of her own physical state and Balwone warned
them off on that score. His pride showed as he announced the
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coming of their child. For their part they were delighted and great
laughter ensued with jokes and teasing of the proud couple.
Balwone was still being greeted by the great mastiff, Mornsha,
and eventually he was led away with the other large hound as both
were to be cared for in the kennels. At Balwone’s request the
refreshments were served outdoors and the visitors sat either on
garden benches or the soft green turf. Kanavah was almost tripping over himself to tell them the good news.
‘It has happened!’ he cried. ‘It has truly happened! A great
Massian revival has broken out in Mantria and Frimpone and is
flowing through into Miridon and Cautria. Doubtless it will reach
the southern kingdoms sooner or later, but it is a wonderful happening and far beyond anything we have previously seen. People
are being transformed, so many have seen themselves as sinners,
as worshipping the wrong gods, and as now needing the forgiveness of Massia and his Father.’
Kanavah looked to Oranias to confirm his report. Oranias
nodded agreement and stood to report the same news.
‘What Kanavah says is true’, he said. ‘What is happening is
beyond belief, it is so unusual, so different from what we normally see, even amongst Massian companies. Old feuds are forgotten, old enmities finished, folk are clearly loving one another,
meals are being eaten from house to house, worship is so living
and so pure. Miracles are happening, gifts are being used, some of
the sick are being healed, folk are sharing their good things with
others and in all this there is no disharmony, no scoffing, no
outward opposition to the teaching of the good news and of the
ways of the new life.’
He set his eyes upon Balwone and Gothlic and spoke. ‘It is
you, Balwone, who are greatly the one who has helped in bringing
about this movement.’
He saw Balwone shake his head, and he held up a hand to the
prince. ‘Nay, but we know assuredly that the Most High and
Massia by their Spirit have brought this to pass, but we mean
your passion for people in misery is known far and wide, and you
have long interceded before the Most High for these people and
these lands. Now a great movement beyond our making or control
has swept into these northern regions, and we believe we need
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your wise leadership and wisdom. The powers of darkness will be
waiting to cause something to happen to discredit this work of the
Spirit, and we know you know how to deal with this Lucifer–
Mourna–Dragon triad. We know you are practical and can advise
the leaders. Also you need to see this work as one for which you
have been called, and to which you are now recalled.’
There was much vocal agreement and all eyes were on him. He
looked back at them, and his emotions were deep, yet also close to
the surface. As he stood, Gothlic’s eyes were shining and her
admiration for her husband was clear. She kept nodding her head
to him as though to say she was in favour of his going to places
where revival was happening. Seeing her convictions he felt
spurred on to respond.
‘This is indeed great news’, he said. ‘How we have prayed for
these days to come, and they are now coming. How fortunate are
we to have so great a teacher as Oranias for these momentous
times. How fortunate, too, to have leaders who are also teachers
and shepherds such as our Shemgridion friends. Now, too, the
singers can sing and musicians play, and songs—new songs—
will undoubtedly be springing forth. In such times as these our
eyes see more, our ears hear more, our mouths say more, and so
much more sinks into our hearts, that the future is assured. How
good of you to come from such times to call us to go with you. It
is for such an hour that we have long waited and for that matter
have long worked. Now it is here. Yes, we shall go back with
you.’
He paused and in that time the servants looked discreetly at one
another for what it might mean for them, and the members of
the posse had eyes filled with joy. They knew it was not a statement to applaud but one to receive with gratitude.
Balwone went on. ‘You are correct when you say the powers
of darkness will attempt both to discredit and to destroy this work
of the Spirit, but Massia has set his servants in the midst of his
people, and he has given them special gifts for such a time as this.
They, too, are the assurance that this work will not founder.
Gothlic and I know that you wish to return quickly and indeed we
are now ready to go with you. The Most High has given us this
beautiful home, not only for enjoyment, but also for the pleasure
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of others. Stay with us this day, and tomorrow we will all go
where your leaders believe we should go.
‘My wife Gothlic, as you have been told, is with child, and is
but four months on. She wills to come with us, but when she is
closer to giving birth we will both return here, Massia willing, and
when free to do so, shall go out into all the world if that be what
the Most High would have us do.’
All stood and gazed at their dear friend. He, for his part, had
his eyes on his beloved wife, and she was holding him with her
eyes. The servants had listened in astonishment, and those who
were Massians, with joy beyond expression. Balwone was thinking of Oranias and the fine library he was going to show to him
and, for that matter, to Kanavah and Shemmalin also, for this
would be a momentous event to them. He was thinking of the
days of tumult and turmoil through which he had gone from the
days of his youth. He was thinking also of the days which lay
ahead, and the battle with the unrelenting powers of darkness, but
his full concentration of thought was upon the Most High and his
Son Massia, whose people were the unique ecclesia.
As he thought thus there welled up within him a song, and
whilst it was not a new song it was a song which came newly and
freshly to him. His eyes were on Gothlic who seemed to know the
tenor of those thoughts. She, too, was sensing the song rising and
when it rose it was the song she loved so much, perhaps even
more than all songs, and certainly of the songs of Balwone. She
stood by him and her rich contralto voice was one with his, but
then so were all voices. Some knew the song by instinct and habit
of entering the mind of the leader, but others soon took up both
the music and lyric, and there they were, the royal couple, and the
staff of servants, and Oranias and Kanavah and Roget and
Shemmalin and the Shemgridions—they were all singing and it
was as though the very revival was there, which it was and which
they knew as they sang:
Thou art the Maker and I am the made.
Thou art the Sunshine and I am the shade.
Thou art the Father and I am the child.
Thou art the Holy, I the defiled.
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Thou art the Brightness but I’m of the dark,
Once I was brilliant and of thee a spark.
Thou wert all Light and my light was all thee
Until my mind doubted thy word and decree.
Thou art the Peaceful, the Tranquil and calm.
I am the restless but thou art the Balm.
I am the guilty but thou art the Free,
The One who sent Massia to die on a tree.
Thou art the Saviour and I am the saved.
Thou art the Fountain for which my soul craved.
Thou art the Giver and I have received
Fullness—thy fullness—since I have believed.
Thou art the Lover and we are the loved.
Thou art the Mover and we are the moved.
Thou art the Bridegroom and we are the Bride
Forever close to thee, emerged from thy side.
Glorious Father and wonderful Son,
Beautiful Spirit, the Three of you One,
Grant that my telling the message of old
Will bring thy loved flock to be in thy fold.
Grant that the Vine be laden with love,
Fruit of the Spirit, fruit of the Dove.
Grant that his rivers from us flow full free,
The gift of his suffering—immortality.
Grant that the nations who live on the earth
Will know his salvation and come to new birth.
Grant that thy Kingdom will come in this hour
To fullness of glory and splendour and power.
Praise for his people as priests and as kings,
Praise now on earth and in heaven they sing,
‘Praise to the Father and praise to the Son,
Praise to the Spirit, the Three who are One.
Praise be forever!’ all shout and adore,
‘Praise now their glory to be evermore!’
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